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The book - “Tall Armenian Tales”, presented to the reader’s attention,
consists of two thematic sections. Chapter I, entitled “I came, I saw, I...
stole”, is about the misappropriation and armenization of intellectual
property of the Azerbaijani people, intellectual plagiarism of the
Azerbaijani folklore, dastans (epics) and other epic works, the desire to
seize the Azerbaijani bayati (Azerbaijani folk poems), proverbs and
sayings. The book also narrates about the “armenization” of tales,
anecdotes, music and other samples of folk genre. What is the common of
these various manifestations of Armenian plagiary shown in the chapter
“I came, I saw, ..., I stole”? The fact is that, firstly, these “tales” do not
have an Armenian origin, but only an Armenian presentation. These tales
are alien to the Armenian people; in addition, these are the same
“anecdotes” in allegorical meaning of this term in the form of absurdities
- false statements shown in Chapter II - “The Theatre of Absurd.”
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“People seldom talk of the virtue they
possess, and all the more often of that which
they do not possess. ”
Gotthold Ephraim Lessing

PREFACE
An Armenian tradition to misappropriate the Azerbaijani cultural
traditions during the centuries according to the scheme of "I came, I saw ...
I stole" is closely connected with territorial claims. The intention of
animators of the myth of "Great Armenia" is quite clear: the ecdemic
ethnos connects the “justification” of claims on the territories, which do
not belong to them, by misappropriation and armenization of material and
spiritual heritage of the people - native owners of the lands. The
intellectual and material theft of culture is enriched by
historical-geographical fabrications, forming their own false history and,
of course, a distortion of the history of Azerbaijan and the region as a
whole.
All these are important, but it is not the only part of the propaganda
initiated by the Armenian nationalist propaganda machine. If according to
the idea of falsificators, it serves as the "argument" of "the culture of Great
Armenia” and a permanent rich source for the legends about "the great
territories” and its autochthonous inhabitants - the Armenians, and another
part of the propaganda is the “Armenian long-sufferance.” Forming an
idea of “forlomness”, “long-sufferance” of Armenians in Armenian
consciousness massively by the Armenian chauvinist spiritual pastors, the
creation an enemy image of Turks, who oppose to the realization of the
Armenian statehood, as well as Monophysitism of Armenian Gregorian
Church, hardening the origin of all Ar- menions, outlining the image of an
outcast nation, should justify violence and terror as instruments of national
survival. The language of embodiment of politics is hypocrisy, the used
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way of inoculation into public consciousness is myth, was characterised
very aptly by J. de Malevil, who noted that the Armenian propaganda
machine use three methods of Marxist dialectic: the rewriting of history,
the thesis of a conspiracy of the oppressors of the Armenian people, and
accusation of an opposer persecuted in the name of morality, deliberately
confusing it with the law. In addition to above, Armenians have always
endowed their enemy with objectives and intentions, which are
characteristic to them. "In order to stop the arbitrariness of the Armenian
propaganda, which is taking the risk to have more serious consequences
for the future of Europe, the reaction of all sane people is necessary."
The book "Tall Armenian Tales" serves the purpose of making its
contribution to this great call. “Tall Armenian Tales” consists of two
thematic sections. The first chapter is about the misappropriation and
armenization of intellectual property of the Azerbaijani people, intellectual
plagiarism of the Azerbaijani folklore, dastans (epics) and other epic
works, the desire to seize the Azerbaijani bayati (Azerbaijani folk poems),
proverbs and sayings. The book also narrates about the “armenization” of
tales, anecdotes, music and other samples of folk genre. What is the
common of these various manifestations of Armenian plagiary shown in
the chapter “I came, I saw, ..., I stole”? The fact is that, firstly, these “tales”
do not have an Armenian origin, but only an Armenian presentation. These
tales are alien to the Armenian people; in addition, these are the same
“anecdotes” in allegorical meaning of this term in the form of absurdi-ties false statements shown in Chapter II - “The Theatre of Absurd.”

CHAPTER I
“I CAME, I SAW,... I STOLE”:
about the Armenian tradition of misappropriation of the Azerbaijani
cultural heritage

“You can prevent people from learning,
but can not force them to unlearn. ”
Berné
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The scheme of Armenian plagiarism or the cultural theft developed
during the centuries has become a tradition of misappropriation of
Azerbaijani cultural traditions and values. This tradition of intellectual
theft was always closely connected to territorial claims, fed itself with this
and in its turn based the myth of “Great Armenia.”
Undoubtedly, the mythmaking of “the great territories” and the
claims on all valuable things which were made here were always
accompanied by creation of their own false history, by distortions of the
histories of Azerbaijan and Caucasus as a whole, by being deeply
intertwined with the falsification of the culture of the region, the origin and
the ethnic identity of the evidences of its material and spiritual culture.
The thesis of their inheritance of the kingdoms of Urartu and
Caucasian Albania served as the main arguments of Armenian
mythmaking about “the great territories” and “the foundation” of the
Armenian aggression and seizure of lands, and firstly the lands of
Azerbaijan. Notwithstanding, none of the archaeological researches
confirmed the similarities between Armenian and Urartu cultures, and also
notwithstanding that the linguistic background of Urartu people is
recognized as Ural-Altaic, Armenians use every chance to claim a proof of
their Urartu origin. As to their claims on Albania as “the Eastern Edge of
Armenia”, in contempt of probative works of the national and foreign
specialists about Albania, which was a powerful and independent state
during a long historical period, we still face recidivisms of Armenian
negation of this ethnos, which has a direct connection with the ethnical
formation of the Azerbaijani people; we also witness the falsification of its
history, territory and culture.
In the framework of this “conceptual basis”, all monuments of the
material and spiritual culture of Albania are declared as the monuments of
Armenians, and also when historical facts force its recognition, then the
population of Albania is declared totally ar- menianized by the 7th century,
or at the most by about the 12th century, and so the monuments of its
culture are declared as Armenian ones.
We will try, dear readers, to give some examples of such recidivism
based on absurd logics and now we are directly passing on the changed
Latin triad “I came, I saw, ... I stole”, referring, as a rule, to the Armenian
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evidences.

§ 1 . “ I c a m e , w h i c h briefly tells about the mass settlement
of the Armenians in the South Caucasus
“The history of the Armenian people” claims that “... the cradle of
humanity, its ancestral home is Armenia.” Armenians - the oldest people
and the Armenian language is the oldest of all known. The idea of
exclusivity and special mission of the Armenian ethnicity is still maniacal,
in spite of the warnings of some realistic politicians of Armenia about
flackery of exclusivity and outcasting is a blind siding for the Armenian
ethnos. “To see an enemy in all is to become an enemy for all. This is not a
way; this is an abyss” (Suren Zolian).
One of many faces of created legend about the Armenian exclusivity
- the all-round confirmation of the Armenians is an idea that they are
aboriginal to the Caucasus and the successors of “Great Armenia from sea
to sea.” Coming of Armenians, their settlement in present and ancestral
“transit” routes have been proved by the historical science long ago.
Herodotus, “the father of the history”, writes: “A country, which is located
on the upstream of the Euphrates, is called Armenia.” Armenians “lived in
the western highlands, called Armenian” (Herodotus, “History” publ.
“Nauka”, Leningrad, 1972). This is the view of the famous historian I.
Dyakonov, expressed in his monograph, published in Armenia: “Armenian
ethnos was formed outside of the Caucasus” (I. Dyakonov “The Ancient
History of the Armenian people”, Yerevan, 1958). It is well known that
Armenia is not a native land of the Armenian ethnos. Armenian scholars
also accept this reality.
Academician M. Abegian writes: “... where are the roots of the
Armenian people, how, when, at what time, where from and in what ways
they came here... We do not have exact and tangible evidences for these
questions.” (“History of the Armenian Literature”, Yerevan, 1975).
“Armenian ancestors came from the Balkans” (“History of the
Armenian people”, Yerevan, 1980). As Armenian authors claim at present,
“the ancient core of Armenians was the country in the north-eastern part of
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Asia Minor. This country...was named Armatana, and later Hayasa.
Ancestors of the Armenian people moved from this territory to the
south-eastern part of Lake Van (XII century BC). It’s historically known
that in the IX century BC the state of Urartu (Biani) was formed in Eastern
Anatolia, near Lake Van, in the middle of the VIII century BC this state
conquered Hayasa and renamed the territory to Arme. Hence, “Arme”
along with “Hayasa” - the name of the modem Armenia, originate from
these geographic areas.
It is notable that Dyakonov considers that “since ancient language is
not related with the languages of aborigines of the Armenian highlands, it
is clear that it was brought here from outside.”
Moreover, in the early Middle Ages and later, the presence of
Armenians in the lands inhabited by the Turkic ethnos allowed them to
survive and remain as an ethnos. A well-known specialist Levon
Dabegian: “...the Armenians are indeed obliged to the Seljuk and Ottoman
Turks for their national existence. If we remained among the Byzantines or
other Europeans, the Armenian name could just survive only in history
books.” “It’s impossible to disagree with such Armenian revelation,
because the Armenians themselves cite a historical evidence - a letter of
Byzantine emperor Mauritius (582- 602) to the king of Persia, Khosrov, in
their book “The Armenian medieval literature” which was prepared by the
Institute of Literature headed by M. Abegian and published by the
Publishing House “Sovetan groh” in the Russian language in Yerevan in
1986, with reference to their medieval historian Sebeos: “... the people (the
Armenians)... live among us and stir up...”
And further they say that they must be driven out of the lands of
Byzantium and Persia. Comments are needless. According to historical
chronicles, after the Armenian massacres done by Byzantium at the end of
the first millennium, the Armenian Catholicos appealed to the Seljuk
Sultan Arp-Aslan with pleas for assistance, and the sultan took them under
the aegis. We cite the opinion of Barses, the 26th Armenian Catholicos,
about the Sultan Melik Shah, who improved the situation of the Armenian
Church after appealing to him: “He managed to create peaceful and fair
governance everywhere... because of his greatness, he didn’t hurt anyone.”
Here is a quotation taken from the Armenian historian Matevos about
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settling of Armenians in the lands inhabited by the Turkic ethnos and about
the attitude of Turks toward them “The governance of Melik Shah was
pleasing to God. His power had spread up to endmost lands of the earth. It
had brought peace for the Armenians... He was full of mercy towards
Christians and was a father to the peoples...” The last quote cited by us is
an Armenian testimony, describing the reign of Sultan Fateh: “To say that
with Sultan Fateh’s conquest of Istanbul (Constantinople) lit a star for the
fates of Armenians, means to emphasize the historical truth...”
As is known, all these have finished with the fact that Armenians are
trying to dictate to the world community the fabricated claims on so-called
genocide in the Ottoman Turkey.
The penetration of the Armenians in the South Caucasus took place
later in the history. Therewith, in the Soviet period the Armenians set up a
farce with the 2750th year anniversary of the fortress Erebuni, which was
identified with Erivan (Yerevan). According to various sources, at that
historical period the Urartu people considered this Caucasian territory as
“the alien land” and this land was conquered by them afterwards. It turns
out that Erebuni was established in the country of enemies by Armenians
in those years when they were a part of the state of Urartu.
The Armenians as an alien ethnos began to settle in the territory of
historical Azerbaijan, from the XV century penetrating here from the
territories of modem Iraq, Iran, Turkey and Syria. In the XVI century the
migration process of Armenians to the lands of the Azerbaijani khanates’
became more active, their penetration increased especially to the territory
of Erivan khanate, territory of which, in essence, is a territory of Republic
of Armenia. Just in these years, Revan Khan - the ruler of the khanate
wrote to the famous Shah Ismail Khatai: “... Armenians in small groups,
consisting of 5-10 persons emigrate from Mesopotamia to the shores of
Lake Van, and then here - to the Caucasus, to the lands of Oguz-Turks
instead of pursuing trade as it was agreed, try to settle, build churches and
so try to create an impression that they are the aborigines of the Caucasus,
and this will bring us a lot of trouble in the future... All these are financed
by the ca- tholicos placed in Agh Kilsa (Echmiadzin) ...”
Really, these were oracular utterances, showing the sources of
Armenian settlements: first by separate families, then small groups and
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colonies, and so territorial preconditions arose for the Armenian statehood
in ancestral lands of Erivan khanate.
With the aim of establishing Armenian statehood in the lands of
Azerbaijan in Agh Kilsa (Echmiadzin) in the XV century, the Armenian
Church was transferred with Patriarchal throne, undertaking political and
public functions in the absence of an Armenian statehood. Thence the
history of Erivan, Nakhchivan and Zangezur has been presented as the
history of “the Eastern Armenia.”
Certainly, migration of Armenians to the Caucasus, especially to the
territories of Nakhichevan, Erivan and Garabagh khanates - the native
Azerbaijani lands, received the strongest impetus after the treaties of
Gulustan and Turkmenchay between Russia and Persia. Nevertheless, if 15
thousands of the arrived Armenians lived in the Erivan Khanate during the
XVI century, despite even the sharp increase in the number of colonists
during establishment of the region of Erivan instead of the abolished
Erivan khanate in 1828 by the Tsarist Russian government, the 80% of
population were still Azerbaijanis.
Extruding the naive Turkic people from the ancestral lands in the
ensuing years, including the Soviet period, has acquired the character of
deportation and, in essence, the resettlement of Armenians took a form of
an occupation of Azerbaijani lands. All these were accompanied by
providing privileges and rights to the Armenian migrants more than the
local Azerbaijani population had. It must be noted that after the Gulustan
Treaty (1813), Russia consistently realised the abolishment of Azerbaijani
khanates and the Garabagh Khanate was abolished in 1822. The next year
“the description of the Karabagh province” was drafted, despite measures
to exclude the Azerbaijani from this document, the Armenian me- likates
accounted only for 8.4% of 18,563 families registered by the imperial
administration. During the Soviet era, along with the expulsion of
Azerbaijanis from their historical places of residence, the territory of
Azerbaijan was gradually joined to Armenia. If until May 1920, the
territory of Azerbaijan was 114 thousands sq. km, later it was reduced by
28 thousands sq. km and only 86 thousand sq. km remained. Hence, the
territory of Azerbaijan was reduced by an amount approximately equal to
the territory of Armenia (29.8 thousands sq. km).
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This is a brief historical chronology of settlement of Armenians in
the South Caucasus at the expense of the Azerbaijani lands which are at
present declared by the Armenians as historic places of residence of their
ethnicity. This process could not proceed peacefully; it was initiated by an
Armenian terror, the persecution against the local population in the form of
genocide. It was always hidden behind the historical he, fraud and
misrepresentations, through phariseism towards those who gave shelter to
the Armenian migrants and continues to be accompanied by territorial
claims on our land in parallel with the claims on our cultural heritage.

§2. I s a w , w h i c h relates about what Armenians experienced
in the South Caucasus
First of all, we need a brief excursion in that era, connected with the
beginning of colonization of the Azerbaijani lands by Armenians. In the
XVI-XVII centuries, during the Safavids rule, the Azerbaijani language
(Turkcha) became the public, court, and diplomatic language. Here are a
few witness evidences. The Italian traveller, P.D.Valle writes: “In the
palace I understood that the Turkish language is used more than Farsi...”
The French traveller, Jean-Baptiste Tavernier writes: “Turkish is the
easiest of the languages of the East. The dignity, the degree of expression
in this language, the way it sounds made it the only language spoken in the
court and in whole empire.”
In the XVIII century, when Russians appeared in the Caucasus, there
was a need to establish a language of mutual understanding in the region.
The Azerbaijani Turkcha played this role. It is notable that Peter I
declaring the reasons and purpose of his trip to the Caspian Sea, described
them in a special manifest in the Azerbaijani language, and during the
XVIII century, the North Caucasian peoples living along Kuban and the
river Terek, held correspondences with the rulers of the Russian Empire in
the Azerbaijani language. It must be noted that 816 (88%) of 925 old
documents kept the Russian State Historical Archive only for the five-year
period (1783-1787 years) were written in the Azerbaijani language. It is
notable that the Tsarist Government made a special decision on the study
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of the Azerbaijani language in the Russian schools and in 1802 a special
school (which became a gymnasium in 1829) was opened for those people
who were to work in Transcaucasian civil services and here the future civil
servants intensively studied Azerbaijani Turkcha. The motivation of
measures made by the tsarist authorities was notable. In particular, in the
message of the Caucasus vicegerency to the Ministry of Education of the
Tsarist Russian on training of local personnel for justification of the study
of the Azerbaijani language, it highlighted that the Georgian language is
used only in Tbilisi and Kutaisi provinces, while knowledge of the
Azerbaijani is necessary to work not only in all other regions of the South
Caucasus, but also throughout the Caucasus as a whole.
The reason was that during this historical period Azerbaijani
Turkish became a language of interstate and international communication.
This situation continued until the complete conquest of the Caucasus by
Russia. Undoubtedly, it touched the famous representatives of the Russian
intelligentsia. It is possible to find many wonderful expressions of the
Azerbaijani language in the writings of M. Lermontov, A. Bestuzhev,
including their works, where the Azerbaijani language is directly used.
Here are some examples. M. Lermontov writes: “Turkish is French of
Asia.” A. Bestuzhev-Marlinski gives epigraphs in Azerbaijani in his work
“Molla-Nur”, for example, “Chakh dashy, chakhmag dashy, Allah versin
yagyshy”, or “Ojagdan chykhan dushman” and many others.
The below shown evidences are from the famous German August
von Haxthausen, who arrived in the Caucasus: “The Armenians shape and
sing their songs not in Armenian, but in conversational Tatar (Turkish),
because this language is the language of communication, trade and mutual
understanding among peoples of the South Caucasus. From this
standpoint, it is comparable with the role of the French language in Europe.
Therewith, it is an exclusive language of poetry. Probably, this is one of the
reasons of weak spreading of poetry in Armenian, the most famous
Armenian poets always wrote in the Tatar (Azerbaijani) language to ensure
wider spread of their works.”
It is notable that Armenian colonists coming to the Azerbaijani lands
started learning the Azerbaijani language, absorbed the culture and
communicated in Azerbaijani Turkcha. This was admitted by Armenians
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too. Here is a evidence of the founder of the famous Armenian classical
literature H. Abovian, who writes in his novel “Wounds of Armenia” the
followings: “God damned Turkish, however this language has got the
blessing of the God... everywhere - on celebrations or wedding ceremonies
we are singing in Turkish”, or also “... the people [Armenians] learned an
enormous amount of Turkish words and use them today.” H. Abovian,
considering quite naturally the use of Azerbaijani words in the Armenian
language, writes: “Our people not only use words in Azerbaijani in their
speech, but also the entire sentences” (H. Abovian, Complete works, vol.
V, Yerevan, Publ., AS Arm. 1950, in Armenian). The classic of the
Armenian literature widely used Azerbaijani in his works, such as
“Wounds of Armenia”, or the poem “Song of Aghasi”, (more than a
hundred Azerbaijani words only in the novel “Wounds of Armenia”) and
N. Nalbandian explained this case so: “... Abovian wrote just for that
purpose, so the illiterate people did not think that they read a book, he
wrote so that the people would think that they are talked to.” (N.
Nalbandian, Complete works, vol. IE, Yerevan, Publ., AS Arm. 1970, in
Armenian).
The influence of the Azerbaijani language was so much that,
according to the revelations of the Armenian academician, Grach Acharian
( “History of the new Armenian literature”, Vagarsha- bat, 1906, in
Armenian). “.. .even the grammatical rules and laws of the Armenian
language had changed under the influence of Turkish (Azerbaijani).” The
classic of the Armenian literature, Khachatur Abovian, who widely used
samples of the Azerbaijani folklore and words in his work, explicitly
writes: “Our language consists of at least 50% Turkish words...”, or “.. .in
its sounding, poetical and musical features, in grammatical relation the
Tatar (Azerbaijani) language is the best among other languages” (“
Wounds of Armenia”). Namely, H. Abovian, who perfectly knew the
grammar of the Azerbaijani language, wrote the book - “Brief rules for the
verbal use of Turkish, which is spoken throughout the Transcaucasian
region, in Azerbaijan and almost in all Persia.” The writings by the classic
of Armenian literature was just called “Brief rules...”, which is kept in the
centre of ancient manuscripts of Armenia - in Matenadaran. According to
Professor Antonian, this book was qualified to be a textbook for better
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understanding of the Azerbaijani language by the Armenians.
About the knowledge of the Armenians on the Azerbaijani language,
A N. Nalbandian, to whom we have referred above (Complete works, vol.
Ill, Yerevan, Publ., AS Arm. 1970, in Armenian), writes that Armenians do
not widely use only words taken from the Azerbaijani language, but also
poems and songs. According to him, there was a direct need, because at
that time “major part of the spoken language consisted of the Azerbaijani
words” for the Armenians. If to follow the admission of G. Antonian
published by him in the magazine “Revolution and culture”, the article “H.
Abovian’s relation to the Azerbaijani people and its culture”, it goes out
that “Azerbaijani has become an absolute necessity.” It is difficult to
comment on this.
So, dear readers, we have approached to the third part of the
modified Latin triad I stole” from the cycle “I came, I saw,... I stole.”
We will stay on the final part of the Latin aphorism and we will give
you many facts of Armenian theft and distortion of Azerbaijani traditions,
dastans, proverbs, sayings, bayaties, tunes, musical compositions, ashug
creativity (ashug is a Caucasian folk poet and singer), appropriation of
monuments, and more - all more things what now belong to the material
and moral cultural heritage. Based on some chronological and historical
facts we will try to show how the Armenian tradition on misappropriation
of the Azerbaijani cultural traditions “grew.” Of course, we do not bypass
the modem theft of the intellectual property of the Azerbaijani authors.

§3. I stole”, which relates about the origins of the Armenian
plagiarism
Yet the generally recognized “Father of history”, Herodotus, wrote
about Medes and the massagets (mashkuts) in Chapters 100-133 of his
book “The History”, dated V century BC, and according to the specialists,
these historical data is based on samples of folklore, i.e. on the legends of
“Astyages” and “Tomyris.”
After thousand years, in the V century AD, Movses Khore- natsi,
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recognized as “the father of Armenian history” by Armenians, describes
the same events in his “History of Armenia”, but gives them another
meaning and first of all, shows them as historical stages in the life of
Armenian people and their heroic resistance to neighbouring peoples. If
we leave aside the similarities in the subject and forms taken from the
original, which are close to plagiarism, then the new essence strikes out,
that is the question of the historical events that allegedly took place in the
history of Armenia. Therefore, the subject of Astyages is “complemented”
with fictitious events and distorted by Armenian characters, where the
Armenian king Tigran and his sister are introduced along with Azhdahak
(Astyages) and, versus to the main original heroes, they have marvellous
qualities inherent in the Herodotus’ original characters. Approximately the
same falsification was done in respect to the legend of Tomyris, where
Turkicspeaking Massageteans were “replaced” to another ethnic group, as
King Cyrus was “changed” to the Armenian King Artaxias (Artashes), etc.
As a result, the legend of Astyages is falsified through the
armenianized version and nonexistent Armenian legend - “Tigran and
Azhdahak” was created. Such a forgery happened to the legend “Tomyris”,
it was replaced by the Armenian one “Artashes and Satenik”, where the
well-known historic name “Tomyris” is forgotten and the military power
of Armenia is exaggerated, most importantly, nonexistent legends “are
created” through falsifications and distortions. In order to increase the
credibility of the historical falsifications and the armeninised plagiarisms,
Khore- natsi asks the readers: “Maybe you, reader, will not be surprised at
the trueness of our presentation of dark history of Azhdahaks.” Thus, the
written evidence of false material of the armenianized legends intentionally distorted samples of folklore is recorded. How do all these get
a permit to life? Today legality of historical speculation and plagiarism is
given by corresponding pseudoscientific investigations. For example, the
book “The Armenian medieval literature”, prepared by the Institute of
Literature of Academy of Sciences of Armenia and published by
“Sovetakan Groh” in 1986 states: “Showing civil courage and scientific
sanity in search of historical truth, the author (Khorenatsi) does not
consider unshakable even the authority of Bible... and the deeper and more
carefully the ancient period of Armenian history is studied, the more facts
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corroborating scientific conscientiousness of “the father of Armenian
history” are detected”, and further: “a skilful inclusion of the works of
ancient Armenian folklore - invaluable gems of folk fantasy into the text
gives an inimitable charm and an unique colour to the whole story of
Khorenatsi”, and the myth about “Tigran and Azhdahak” and the legend of
“Artashes and Satenik.” “The legend of Artashes and Satenik” and other
excellent examples of the oral folklore are not only an original
mythological presentation of prehistoric times, but also the certificate of a
delicate virtue of their creators, the exclusive beauty and perfection of
these creations.” We need to add that Khorenatsi, like Herodotus, gives
genealogical list of Midean rulers, however, Khorenatsi adds the list of
Armenian kings and Catholicos to it.
The book “Empire” from a series of “New Chronology” by the
academician A. Fomenko (pp. 664-687 and pp. 714-717) states the
following
based
on
an
analysis
obtained
by
modem
mathematical-statistical methods: “The list of the Armenian Catholicos is
obtained by merger of several versions, in fact, at the same time the shorter
list, and here it is stated that “the history of the Armenian church from the
IV to IX centuries is artificially created as a compilation of the post-IX
century history.”
It is needed to emphasize that this conclusion of the authors is
largely in line with the results reflected in the book of the well- known
Russian specialist E.A. Melnikova, who explored the ancient Scandinavian
sagas (“Ancient Scandinavian geographical essays”, M., “Nauka”, 1986).
The findings of the two Russian authors lead to the conclusion that
Armenia, as historically the former fem-province of Byzantium, included
both its name, and its history, namely the old Roman-Byzantine chronicles
as the foundation of its local history and also some other elements from
history of the Holy Roman Empire of Germany. It comes out that not only
today the Armenians are carrying out a systematic use of the historical past
and traditions of other peoples as well as artificial antiquity, plagiarism and
falsification of the Armenian pedigrees. Of course, all these are by all
means recorded on the relevant material media, so that in future it could be
used and referred to.

§4. I stole”, which relates about the Armenian
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acknowledgements and evidences of plagiarism against
the general background of the Armenian intellectual
theft
Continuing the material “I came, I saw,... I stole”, we would like to
bring the most striking fact of the Armenian misappropriation of the
intellectual property of the people of Azerbaijan, the origins of which, as
indicated in the preceding section, ascend to the beginning of our era. We
ask “not to get surprised at anything”, or “Nil admirari”, as ancient
Romans said.
Let’s try firstly to outline a general panorama of the Armenian
intellectual theft, “the Armenian traditions of misappropriation of
Azerbaijani cultural traditions.”
A significant amount of peaces of Azerbaijani folklore, which sound
in the original language, but are written by the Armenian alphabet, are
stored in the Institute of Ancient Manuscripts of Armenia, at Matenadaran
and in other archives. It lasts very long, beginning since the XVI-XVII
centuries. There are 55 manuscripts belonging to the Azerbaijani folklore
only in Matenadaran, 26 of which are dated on the XIX century, and the
rest - earlier. For example, if to choose the manuscripts of the Azerbaijani
dastans, they are also handed over the deposit, being rewritten in the
Armenian alphabet. These dastans, as a rule, completely sound in
Azerbaijani, and there are manuscripts of which prose is in the Azerbaijani
language and poetry is in the translation, or vice versa. Finally, many
manuscripts are stored both in Azerbaijani and in translation at the same
time. This is, so to say, a certified basis of the misappropriation and the
Arme- nianization in written form. The knowledge of the Azerbaijani
language, its use by Armenian population, the widespread use of
Azerbaijani folklore samples by Armenian artists, their distribution and
authority among Armenians, in its turn, contributed to plagiarism and
armenianization, as we wrote earlier.
Yes, dear readers. It is precisely Matenadaran, where volumes of the
cultural heritage of the Azerbaijani people, including pieces in the original
language, are kept. By the way, Matenadaran has been recently the subject
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of a tumult in the National Academy of Sciences of Armenia in connection
with the conclusion of a treaty between this archive and the University of
Minnesota. The reason of anxiety of the Armenian academicians is almost
banal. It turns out that American scientists have gained access to copies of
ancient manuscripts and, as it is common practice in academic circles, they
will openly discuss the contents of ancient manuscripts, then, God forbid,
if they pass them to “enemy hands.” So, the ancient manuscripts should be
dealt with ... in the prism of national security of Armenia and that’s why
they need to be classified as “top secret.” All of this probably would take a
deserved place among the Armenian absurdity, but as it was, Matenadaran
with the stored samples here and the misappropriated Azerbaijani cultural
heritage, then the anxiety of neighbouring scientists is quite
understandable. The more so, the references to such ancient manuscripts
are not the main arguments of the Armenian historical claims on foreign
lands. In the last case if they refer to that which is not in ancient
manuscripts, or conceal the fact that it is in them, it is true that the
Matenadaran manuscripts are becoming very dangerous for the Armenian
misappropriators of foreign intellectual property falsificators of history.
That’s probably therefore they must be hidden from foreign eyes, so that
the claims according to the Armenian misappropriation of the cultural
traditions of other peoples coupled with the historical falsehood on “Great
Armenia” and the claims on the lands of other peoples would be modem
and “reasonably” supplied with the references to ancient manuscripts.
But let’s go back to the topic, and dear readers, please judge
yourselves.
The famous cultural workers of Armenia even in the XIX century
widely used the samples of the Azerbaijani folklore in their works. H.
Abovian, M. Nalbandian, G. Agaian, P. Proshian, R.
Patkanian, G. Sundukian and others are among them. We cite a specific
example. The models of Azerbaijani literature which are used only in two
works of Kh. Abovian - “Wounds of Armenia” and “Song of Aghasi” were
compiled by J. Gasparian and the dictionary, where the phrases borrowed
from the Azerbaijani language are shown as “dialects”, was issued. (J.
Gasparian, Product., vol. IV, Yerevan, Publ. AS, 1947, in Armenian).
Please pay attention to this: is it possible to show as “dialects” hundreds of
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Azerbaijani words such as “plov”, “chalma”, “garapapah”, “hurdzhun”,
“tendir” and so on used by Kh. Abovian just in the novel “Wounds of
Armenia”, we have not mentioned directly rewritten proverbs of the
Turkish language yet. It is notable that since the Armenian literature
classic Kh. Abovian was the first of the Azerbaijani folklore collectors,
travelling villages and cities and recording the samples from the
Azerbaijani population. This is what he writes: “I lived with a single
dream: to kneel at the feet of Khan, ask him to give me a piece of bread for
living, so I could travel through all settlements day and night... collecting
and recording all what people say” (Abovian, “Collected Works”,
Yerevan, 1939, in Armenian.). We should be fair - he was able to collect
much, including songs and legends, historical true stories and legends,
proverbs and sayings, anecdotes and bayaties, ashug stories, dastans and
much more. All collected materials were recorded in the Azerbaijani
language, but with the Armenian alphabet. Unfortunately, the bitter
consequences of this were still in those times and continue to affect today.
All this happened still in the first half of the XIX century. All these
happened in those years, when the samples of the Azerbaijani folklore
were passed to the unknown Friedrich Bodenstedt by Kh. Abovian in the
Latin alphabet and F. Bodenstedt published them as the phrases of
Armenian folklore. Yes, it is just so, dear reader, Khachatur Abovian
carefully collected samples of Azerbaijani oral folk art, and thoroughly
studied them, rewrote them in the Armenian transcription and fully used
these cultural sources in his works. Not contenting with this, Kh. Abovian
contributed to F. Bodenstedt to publish “Thousand and One Nights in the
East” on the basis of his false manuscripts in three volumes in 1850 in
Berlin, in which the samples of the Azerbaijani folklore were presented to
European readers as Armenian ones and in some cases as Persian. Kh.
Abovian contributed to August von Haxthausen to publish the book “A
Caucasian country” (1855), in which the folkloric values of the
Azerbaijani people fraudulently were shown as the Armenian ones and
even the well-known Azerbaijani dastan “Asli and Kerem” was presented
as a cultural heritage of Armenians. An “honorable” place in the gallery of
intellectual looters of the same period should be given to Kevork
Hagverdian, who fully used the Azerbaijani folklore source “Tales of
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Ashug Garib and Shahse- nem” as his own work. By the efforts of the
Armenian intellectual misappropriators, the fate of such remarkable
Azerbaijani dastans as “Shah Ismail” and “Koroghlu” was the same. The
theoretical credo of thieves of the Azerbaijani cultural heritage, by their
own acknowledgement (G. Agaian), was based on the absence of their
national bright colourful folk dastans in the Armenian language.
According to the cultural “propagators” of the Azerbaijani folklore, the
presence of exclusively Turkish (Azerbaijani) dastan motives, especially
in the Azerbaijani language, in song art of the so-called Armenian
“ashugs” “justified” their “armenisation” post factum.
The same G. Agaian devoted a significant place in his activities to
“armenization” of the Azerbaijani dastan “Koroghlu.” The fruit of his
“creativity” is “Miller Koroghlu” (1887), “Sword of Koroghlu” (1893),
“Koroghlu in detention” (1893), finally, a special edition stolen in the form
of separate book in 1898 is self- explanatory. This stolen intellectual
property of the Azerbaijani people was like a “theoretical” justification of
the armenization of the epic “Koroghlu” and, moreover, it was virtually
brought to the same absurdity by G. Agaian, who attempts to explain the
Armenian origin of the epic hero - Koroghlu. “Theoretical form” has been
fully used in 1962 in Collection of works issued in the Armenian language
(vol. n, p. 100), which states that the father of Koroghlu Rovshan was not
blind (“Kor” in Azerbaijani means blind) but he was a Khor from an
Armenian tribe of Khorkhoruni, and the time distorted his true name to
“Kor” which remained in history. That is how the Armenians tried to teach
a European reader the Azerbaijani dastan “Koroghlu.” We will return to
the armenization of Koroghlu as a glaring example of absurdity in a
separate chapter. Similarly, the book “The Armenian folk tunes” was
published in Paris, (collected by G. Boiachian and prepared for publication
by A. Serpeks), the bulk of which consisted of the Azerbaijani folk
melodies. By the way, if to follow S.P. Agaian, in his book “The historical
friendship between Armenian and Azerbaijani nations” printed in Yerevan
in 1961, it comes out that Kh. Abovian was related to “translation” of
Mirza Shafi’s poetry into German by Bodenstedt.
Let’s go back to the works of famous Armenian writers and as an
example illustrating the widespread use of samples of Azerbaijani folklore,
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we’ll stop only at some of the proverbs. All the proverbs below were
borrowed and used by prominent Armenian authors and sound in
Armenian.
Kh. Abovian: “Deyirlər dəli dənizə bir daş atdı, yüz ağıllı üstünə
töküldü, çıxara bilmədi” (Azerbaijani original: “Dəb quyuya daş atdı, ağıllı
çıxara bilmədi” (A madman threw a stone into a well, a clever man could
not take it out.)).
G. Agaian: “Dost dostun üzünə baxar, ancaq yad adam baş- ayağına”
(Azerbaijani original: “Dost başa baxar, düşmən-ayağa” (A friend looks at
the face, an enemy - at the feet.)).
P. Proshian: “Çörəyi çörəkçiyə ver, birini də üstəlik” (Azerbaijani
original: “Çörəyi ver çörəkçiyə, bir çörək də üstəlik” (Give a bread to
baker and one bread more)).
G. Sundukian: “Yüz yol ölç, bir yol biç” (Azerbaijani original: “Yüz
kərə ölç, bir kərə biç” (Measure hundred times, cut once)). Along with the
borrowed proverbs literally translated into
Armenian, we meet slightly modified ones, and there are such types of
borrowings, which are also “formed” from the Azerbaijani original on the
principle of analogy or antithesis. Here are some examples:
H. Abovian: “Mən ağa, sən ağa, bəs bizim dənlimizi kim üyütsün?”
(Azerbaijani original: “Mən ağa, sən ağa, inəkləri kim sağa?” (I’m a
master, and you are a master, who will milk the cows?)).
P. Proshian: “Bir çiçəklə bahar olmaz”, G. Sundukian: “Bir çiçəklə
yay olmaz” (Azerbaijani original: “Bir güllə bahar olmaz” (No spring with
one flower.)).
H. Abovian: “Köhnə mahn qiyməti olmaz” (Azerbaijani original:
“Ucuz ətin şorbası olmaz” (No soup from cheap meat.)).
H. Abovian: “Çıraq öz dibinə işıq salar” (Azerbaijani original:
“Çıraq öz dibinə işıq salmaz” (A lamp never lights its bottom)), etc.
Probably, the Armenian evidences given below, throw light on the
nature of such borrowings, but do not afford ground to justify such a mass
plagiarism. Here’s how the academician of the Academic of Sciences of
Armenia, A.N. Terterian explains this in his book “The Art of Abovian”:
“Armenians always use Azerbaijani proverbs and sayings in their
communication and colloquial speech”, since Abovian considers that
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“...[our] people mastered a huge number of Turkish words and use them
today.” Another remarkable revelation also belongs to him: “Turkish
(Azerbaijani) has been so much intruded into our language that the songs,
poems, proverbs are told in Turkish (Azerbaijani) by us.”
Another classic of the Armenian literature and the successor H.
Abovian, G. Agaian writes: “The Armenian people and our ashugs have no
difficulties in speaking Turkish, this language is like a native for the
Armenians ... That’s why we sing in Turkish (Azerbaijani).” Even more
laconically writes N. Nalbandian: “Even when they (the Armenians) say
toasts, they say “yaxshy yol” (“fairwell” in Azerbaijani). Proshian
explained the facts of plagiarism or the “joint” creation of samples of
folklore, saying that “we are the brothers separated by faith.” Leaving
these remarks without comment, we cite another author, which might be
closer to the truth. A prominent literary critic, M. Abegian, whose name is
related to the Institute of Literature of Armenian Academy of Sciences (we
refer to the book “The Armenian medieval literature” of a group of authors
of this institute in the last section): “Unfortunately, we are confronted with
the fact that our language is poor at poly-semantic words, expressions
having similar meanings, they are even very few in it and therefore, we use
Turkish (Azerbaijani), which is well familiar to us” (M. Abegian, “Folk
tunes”).
Once Armenian officials explained the plagiarism by a great
popularity of the Azerbaijani folklore among the Armenian population, a
special attitude towards the Azerbaijani Turkcha, which was witnessed by
the famous Armenian figures above.
Later “arguments” about the “similarity” of the folklore samples
have also appeared, an example is E. Arustamian’s “General features of
Azerbaijani and Armenian proverbs and sayings.” The general form of
presentation and the proximity of the content were explained by historical,
social and economic ties and also by common geographic habitation area.
They did not forget to emphasize that many Azerbaijani folklore samples
were used by Armenians in the original form with the purpose to keep their
deep philosophical essence, which was impossible by mere translation into
the Armenian language. It is notable that Azerbaijani folklore expressions
were printed in the original Azerbaijani, also in parallel - with Armenian
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translation on the pages of publications such as “The Armenian melodies”,
“Cultural life of Ti- flis”, “A Source Book for Description of Places and
Tribes of Caucasus” and others beginning from the end of the XIX century
and given to the archives. Despite this, as we pointed out earlier, the
Azerbaijani folklore samples were often filed in foreign languages and
presented to the world as creations of the Armenian people. It was
systematically realized in the second half of the XIX century.
Subsequently, various ways began emerging and developing to “justify”
the Armenian authorship of the Azerbaijani creations. Moreover, it was
explained why the samples were used by Armenians in Azerbaijani. Here
is an example of how is “justified” the performance of the Azerbaijani
works in their original language by the Armenian “ashugs.” O. Tatevosian
explains thes performace of one of the prominent Armenian “ashugs”Guchag (“Lyrics of N. Guchag”, Tiflis, 1903, in arm.) so: as it turned out,
the Armenian performer didn’t use the Azerbaijani language, but a special
Armenian “dialect” - “hayeren.” We cite the author: “In the past (and even
now), because of the influence of various historical reasons, the Armenian
people performed their songs in Turkish. Nevertheless, the people also
loved the performance of the folk singers from the national environment in
the Armenian language too. In order to distinguish them in form and
substance from Turkish, they were called “hay- erens.”
The next is even more interesting! Academician M. Abegian in the
work “Ancient folk songs of the gusans” (that is Armenian “ashugs”)
“proves” that apart from the dialect of “hayeren”, the performers have used
even more ancient form of “antuni.” The main thing is this: it turns out that
in a form similar to models “hayeren” and “antuni”, the Turkish has also
forms of ancient and medieval songs, called “Turki” and “shargi.” It comes
out that “hayeren” and “antuni” are prototypes of the “Turki” and “shargi.”
Not otherwise!
Of course, readers understand that “hayeren” and “antuni”, at the
best, are diluted translations of Azerbaijani words of the Azerbaijani
motives into Armenian, but most often the Azerbaijani creations
themselves in the original form.
The arising questions are natural: why, having “hayeren” and
“antuni”, the gusans performed “turki” and “shargi”, while the Azerbaijani
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ashugs never performed anything in Armenian, and finally, why the
“hayerens” composed in Armenian are performed in the Azerbaijani
language? The answer is obvious: plagiarism is plagiarism. In following
sections, we intend to demonstrate the facts of the misappropriation and
armenization of the various samples of Azerbaijani folklore.
Finally, we consider that it is important to show the general stages of
Armenian theft of Azerbaijani intellectual property. The “armenization”
was normally held on a scheme developed through the stages of
development, misappropriation and, in conclusion, “armenization.”

§5. I stole”, which relates about the appropriation of Azerbaijani
bayaties
In this section, we think expedient to stay on facts of extensive use
and “armenization” of bayaties. The choice of this particular genre from
the rich folkloric heritage of our people is not accidental: these unique
expressions of traditional Azerbaijani culture synthesize poetry and music.
This is confirmed even in the “Encyclopedic Dictionary of Music”
printed in 1959, which explains that “bayati is a genre of the Azerbaijani
folk songs”, and despite the emphasizing its breadth (love, wedding,
heroic, elegiac, etc.), all of them have a “different laconic form” and
“consist of four heptasyllabic lyrics” of which first syllabic rhymes with
the second and the fourth verses. More correctly it’s noted that bayati “is
sung mostly in the high-register voice with rich vocal ornaments.” Here the
Dictionary developers pose unexpected accent: “The eastern bayaties are
cultivated by professional singers (gusans, ashugs and others...”
(emphasis added).
Highlighting the role of the gusans - the so called Armenian
“ashugs”, emphasizing their importance in using and disseminating this
unique genre in comparison with the Azerbaijani ashugs is understandable.
Just enough to look at the list of authors of the
Dictionary, M. Terterov is shown as a responsible person for the
“accentuation”... However, the contradiction remains: why is only
Azerbaijani folklore genre performed primarily by the Armenians? We
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have already asked you: “Nil admirari” - not to be astonished at anything the Armenians are trying to claim on the Azerbaijani bayaties, presenting
their “armenianized” variants as their own creativity. No matter how
absurd may this kind of attempts be, they remain fixed in various
Armenian opuses in written form. The rule succinctly expressed in the
Latin quote is used:
“Verba volant, scripta manent” or “spoken words fly away, written
words remain.”
Here, continuing the material about the Armenian tradition on
misappropriation of Azerbaijani cultural traditions, we will try to base on
the same rule, using the written evidences of the Armenians.
Let’s begin with detailing the evidence of the well-known Armenian
specialist, M. Nalbandian, who thoroughly researched ancient forms of
poems, songs and tunes. This is what he writes: (M. Nalbandian “About
ancient poems and melodies”, Complete collection of works, vol. I)
“...However, most of our tunes were borrowed from Turks (Azerbaijanis).
I visited many places where Armenians lived. I always tried to hear
something that’s purely Armenian. Unfortunately, I was not able to hear
anything like this until today!” Indeed, bayaties, as ancient Azerbaijani
poem- musical form having an enormous impact on the Armenian
population, are met in the earliest recordings of medieval Armenian
sources, and subsequently in the printed Armenian samples. We emphasize
that they are originally in the Azerbaijani language and of course, in the
Armenian alphabet. In short, the Azerbaijani bayaties used by Armenians
have ancient history. The impact of the bayaties is confirmed by other
evidence made by S. Pala- sanian (“Armenian melodies”, St. Petersburg,
1868, in arm.). “The motives of our tunes differ... and, generally, we take
tunes of the people, under whose influence we remain.”
This is confirmed by hundreds of bayaties stored in the Armenian
archives. In particular, a huge quantity of bayaties are stored at
Matenadaran, most of them are originally in the Azerbaijani language, but
in the Armenian alphabet. The Armenians have continued to use our
bayaties during several years, and even in 1721 Elyas in his book “Tunes”
gathered lots of bayaties in the Azerbaijani language. This is Armenian
evidence on why the Azerbaijani bayaties are so widely used by
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Armenians just in Azerbaijani. Manuk Abegian (“Folk songs”, 1904):
“There are more than 1,700 different variations of bayaties at our disposal.
Unfortunately, our language is poor of poly-semantic words, very few
expressions that have one and the same meaning and therefore we appeal
to the familiar Turkish (Azerbaijani).”
The degree of proliferation of Azerbaijani bayaties came to a state,
when a lot of Azerbaijani bayaties stored in Matenadaran were used by
Armenians as epigraphs on the gravestones. The heading with these
manuscripts stored in Matenadaran is named “Bayaties used on
gravestones ...” Here is an example of an Azerbaijani bayati inscribed on a
gravestone:
“Aşıq haralar gəzər Ovçu
dərələr gəzər Can burda,
cəsəd burda Könür haralar
gəzər.”
Now we cite concrete facts on the armenization of Azerbaijani
bayaties. First of all, we note that Armenian writers widely used
Azerbaijani bayaties in their works, first of all, the classic H. Abo- vian.
Here is that he wrote about the miraculous effect of Azerbaijani bayaties
(H. Abovian, compl. collection of works, vol. III). “Everyone knows that
when human heart is seething with blood, no dagger, no medicine, and no
sleep are useful for it, but only words and talks, celestial songs and
bayaties.” According to Armenian specialists researching his legacy, the
ability to use bayaties, reflecting the voice of the people, embellished the
works of classic of the Armenian literature. We cite just one example from
the works of Kh.
Abovian, illustrating the importance given to bayaties, the psychological
effect of Azerbaijani creations. In the story “First Love”, describing his
hero, he writes the following: “His heart was burnt, eyes were darkened,
legs were stony, arms no longer in strength. In hopelessness he took the
bridle, sat on a stone, and with arms folded on the chest, began to sing a
bayati” (H. Abovian, complete works, publ. AS Arm, 1947, in arm).
Moreover, using the style, format and content of Azerbaijani bayaties, he
wrote about 80 of his “own.” Pe writes in the introduction to the collection
of “Entertainment at leisure”: “I wrote bayaties with the purpose so
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Armenians could use these Turkish (Azerbaijani) expressions in the
Armenian language in gatherings and feast partly to sweeten their
language. Nothing decorates a language better than poems and songs...”
V. Partizuni, who researched his work, writes directly in his book
“Life and Work of H. Abovian”, published in Yerevan by
publishing-house Haypetrat in 1952 in the Armenian language: “...
(Abovian), being very well acquainted with the Azerbaijani folklore and
using it on the basis of quatrains created by the (Azerbaijani) people,
created similar bayaties in the same spirit.” Another researcher A.
Terterian, writes in his book “The Work of Abovian” published at the
Erevan State University in 1941 in the Armenian language: “Abovian used
what he had heard from the mouth of the (Azerbaijani) people....” Here is a
recognized follower of Khachatur Abovian - Gazaros Agaian, describing
the Azerbaijani bayaties leant by Armenians by heart, gives the following
testimony: “The reason of using bayaties in Turkic (Azerbaijani) by us is
that there are double meaning and poly-semantic words in this language as
many as you like.” Indeed, bayaties have never gone from the mouth of
heroes created by G. Agaian: his heroes never part from bayaties in any
situations, and also when they are alone. (Artworks, vol. II).
Moreover, understanding their essence and form, and pursuing the
goal of their wider dissemination, he wrote: “Bayati is always a quatrain
and the basic idea comes with to the final two lines... The first two lines
have auxiliary characters and rhyme
with main line - the fourth one... First, second and fourth lines finish by the
same word. This word is not determined in the first line, but the second and
fourth ones are poly-semantic.”
Here is an example of one of bayaties in Azerbaijani collected by G.
Agaian, which was rewritten from a gravestone of the cemetery in Tbilisi
(the church Hochi):
Bir quş çıxdı dərədən, (A bird flied from a valley)
Xəbər aldı dünyadan: (and asked the world:)
Mən ki, öləcəkdim, (If I was to die,)
Niyə doğdum anadan? (Why was I bom?)
(G. Agaian, Volume I)
G. Agaian gave bayati so much importance that he completes his
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fairy tale “A little bit and a little bit” with a bayati. Thus, it is bayati that
carries a meaning and an idea of fairy tales composed by him. It’s enough
to get acquainted with his works such as “Arutyun and Manvel” or the
same tale “A little bit and a little bit”, it can be seen how Azerbaijani
bayaties are widely used by him. In his “Works” (in Arm.) issued in 1940
in Yerevan by State Publishing House he explains the “affection” of
Armenians to bayaties and their wide dissemination: “Bayaties are
widespread... Everybody knows them. Both the old and the young, men
and women... all of them could express their feelings by bayaties.” Take a
note of how G. Agaian describes the Majlis of “ashugs” in his famous work
“Ha- rutyun and Manvel.” Here, defeated Shahlani gives his saz (an
Azerbaijani folk musical instrument) to Harutyun and the latter does not
know what to say “for joy: whether to sing anything from Koroghlu, or any
folk song. Suddenly a bayati comes back to his memory and he sings it.” It
must be noted that bayaties were also used by the famous Armenian writer
Pertch Proshian, and by the well-known playwright Gabriel Sundukian.
Needless to say about their use in Armenian “ashug” art.
Here is a sample of P. Proshian. He used many quatrains in the spirit
of Azerbaijani bayaties in his work “Sos and Vartiter”, (selected works,
vol. L, Er. Haypetryad, 1953, in Arm.). Here, we meet
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with shining examples of misappropriation of Azerbaijani traditions and
customs, rites and ceremonies. Please note, how the author describes the
rite of Ambartsum, how the deceased are prayed, bewailed and they share
sadness. Quote: “They cry in Turkish using bayati and discontinuously
sob; other women support them with their laments.” The Armenian writer
appreciates the depth of Azerbaijani bayati, a bayati is able to calm the soul
and appease sadness. In another work P. Proshian writes that by
performing bayati, zouma (a sort of flute) player and dafchi (drummer)
“wind up incredibly.”
It is notable that he writes about his hero - master Simon, in the
second volume of his “Selected Works”, whose “all relatives and friends
gathered at free time to eat and have fun, but, more importantly, to
listen to his performance on a high note of all favourite songs of
bayaties’’(emphasis added). The following is an example from his novel
“Guno”: “The voice comes from the tent of Nasir bey. It was the voice of
the hostess:
Əzizim, ağam gəl (My dear master, come)
Ölməmişəm, ağam gəl (I did not die, my master, come)
Boynumda qəm zənciri (There’s a grief chain on my neck)
Qapma dustağam gəl. (I’m prisoner at your door, come.)
This Azerbaijani bayati represented by an Armenian author in the
original tells about sadness and tiring expectation of a beloved.
In those years Azerbaijani bayaties “found” the way not only in
Armenian prose, but also “managed to” enter the Armenian drama.
Characters in Sundukian’ plays widely use Azerbaijani bayaties. Here’s
one of such example taken from his play “Pepo” (Sundukian, complete
works, vol. IH, Erevan Publishing
‘Əzizim, naçar ağlama
house AS of Armenia, 1951, in
Gündü, keçər, ağlama Bu Arm):
qapını tərs bağlayan Bir
(My dear, don’t cry hopelessly) (This
gün açar, ağlama”
day will pass)
(The one who closed this door) (Will
open it one day)
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The Azerbaijani bayati used by an Armenian author in the original,
tells that one shouldn’t always grieve, sooner or later the day full of joy
will come.
No comments.
Here is another example without comments. Azerbaijani ba- yaties
are stored not only on the pages of ancient manuscripts, not only
performed, and not only widely used, but very often they were kept as the
manuscripts of the Armenian ashugs. In particular, Azerbaijani bayaties
were found in the own manuscripts and poem notebooks of the well known
Armenian national poet of the first half of XIX century, Miskin Buija. Here
the bayaties, most part of which were copied out later by an unknown
person are stored along with his own verses. The bayaties inscribed later
were proved to be very similar to the bayaties of famous Azerbaijani Sari
Ashug, who lived in the XVII century and was a creator of a very rich
collection of these quatrains. So, the tradition of the broad use of
Azerbaijani bayaties in past and present are the desire, with rare
exceptions, “to declare” them as Armenians.
Dear readers! The remarkable bayaties about which we have talked
above, are closely connected with ashug art and musical heritage of the
Azerbaijani people, which is also subject to all kinds of Armenian
expansion and “privatization.” On these and many other facts about
misappropriation and misuse of the Azerbaijani intellectual property we’ll
talk below.
We’d like to complete this secion with remarkable words of French
writer, Anatole France, who had phenomenal erudition and wonderful
features to build extraordinary thoughts on the verge of paradoxes. A.
France in one of his articles on plagiarism writes: “A search for plagiarism
always leads further than people think and want.” We understand this
utterance so that, over the Armenian plagiarism always emerges the
Armenians claims on the Azerbaijani lands....

§6. I stole”, which relates about the appropriation of the
Azerbaijani legends
Dear readers! We continue our material “I came, I saw,... I stole”,
and by following the final part ..., I stole” we would like to introduce you
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how the Azerbaijani legends were “appropriated.” As known, a legend is
an old story coming from the depth of centuries, this is past, without this,
the present has no future. Maybe the word “legend” as a messenger of
antiquity has a rare fascinating sounding. These are unique folk pieces
which have both cognitive and instructive meanings, hard-won by an
ethnos. A legend has a specific place in folkloristics and meaning of the
term “legend” is defined as “a folk genre, a spoken story, which contains
information about historical persons, events, places passed on from
generation to generation.” Although initially a legend is presented by an
eye-witness, in the course of time, while passing from generation to
generation, it naturally acquires new layers of popular rumours and is
freely interpreted. The word “legend” is connected with words like as
“fable”, “myth”, which are components of more general notion - “legend.”
However, “legend” noticeably differs from these similar terms. It is
notable that a “legend” and a “myth” in figurative and colloquial senses of
word are understood as “a fable.”
But the legend has a historical-geographical event basis, the main
characteristics of a legend are that it is survived by a concrete ethnic group
and reflects its history by historical persons and geographical range of
living. Maybe these nuances of folklore would not play a principal role if
ethnical belonging of legends was not changed and if there was not a
problem on misappropriation of such important type of unconventional
intellectual property, which is folklore in whole and a legend in particular.
Archimandrite Marc Orbini, author of “On the expansion of
Slavonic nation” (1601), noticed long ago that “some fought, while others
wrote the history”, some created the history, while others described events
as they desired. Just so, some were creators of the events, which formed the
basis of stories, but others, you’ll see later, could tell and tamper in desired
form and record as their own. Shortly, historical chronics, historical events
which formed the basis of legends and true stories were skilfully used for
political advertisements and other far-reaching aims.
Here is another question.
Could the ethnic origin and belonging of the legend be defined for its
telling or writing by any concrete nationality? At first glance it is
seemingly a very strange question, however, it is of present interest.
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Majority of us know the legends of other nations or their epics, sources of
subject in which are derived from folk stories. So, hardly anyone could
think of misappropriation of a Greek epic, or the German “Song of the
Nibelungs”, or French “Song of Roland”, or Russian folk tales. Our
narration does not mean that they have the same origin with us, or those of
us, who describe or tell these legends, have same ethnic roots. Please
remember the previous sections on the misappropriation and “armenization” of legends of foreign nation, which are irrelevant to
Armenians and how these legends were the basis of the “The History of
Armenia” by Movses Khorenatsi. Consequently, this is unrelated to
Armenians, because a legend for them is even not a legend, but a
new-sprung myth, and here is why.
We give examples from the Armenian legends which were printed in
one of respected collections. The book of the famous Armenian specialist
and theorist of literature Aram T. Ganalanian “The Armenian legends” (in
Armenian) printed by Publishing House of Armenian Academic of
Sciences in 1969, lists the following legends: “Gamigaya”, “Ilandagh”,
“Shusha”, “Garako- pek”, “Garavolchu”, “Shahgeldi”, “Ganly zemi”,
“Shirvan ra- hibkhanasy”, “Sulatan Murad dashy”, “Minkend”,
“Yarimcha”, “Selimin karvansarasy”, “Qamiyapikh” and so on. There
more than 25 such legends in Turkish (in Azerbaijani). These legends,
keeping the Turkic toponyms, ethnicons and historical narrative canvas,
are shown as Armenian ones. Some of them are listed below with their
geographical location and pages on the Armenian source.
“Gamigaya” (The Autonomous Republic of Nakhchivan): “Noah’s
(Nuh’s) Ark touched the top of the mountain... The mountain asked the
Prophet: “Am I higher or Aghri-dagh?” After this event the mountain was
called Gemigaya” (p. 12).
“Ilandagh” (The Autonomous Republic of Nakhchivan): “During
the worldwide Deluge, Noah’s Ark touched this mountain at night. The
strike was so strong that the mountain was split into two parts. As a result
of Noah’s damnation, snakes and monsters settled in this mountain. That’s
why the mountain is called Ilandagh [Snake Mountain]” (p. 11).
“Garakopek” (Garabulag village, Jebrayil region):
“Once upon a time, a Padishah with his army passed through here.
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His lovely dog was by him, the dog saved his life in one of the battles.
During a river crossing his dog suddenly became ill and died and the
Padishah buried him. Then he ordered his soldiers to bring a palm of
ground to the grave. As a result, there arose a mountain. The Padishah
called this place Garakopek in the memory of his dog ...” (pp.32-33).
“Sultan Murad Dashi” (nearby Malatya, Turkey):
“Sultan Murad was met by a girl who had a stone. In honour of her
heroism Sultan put a monument and adorned the head of it with gold. After
his return from Baghdad, he noticed that the gold was untouched... He was
surprised and delighted with behaviour of people of Malatya, because
there was no thief or beggar among them...” (p.76).
“Selimin karvansarasy” (is situated in Deryalaz, present Republic of
Armenia):
“Once a son of a local governor had to pass through the gorge.
Suddenly it snowed and a snowstorm began. The son of the governor failed
to escape and died with his troops. The wife of the governor built a
caravansarai there, so caravans could stay there in winter. This building
built in the honour of the son of governor was called “Selimin
karvansarasy” (Selim’s caravan- sarai)” (p.384).
Shusha (Karabakh):
“Once Panah Khan, a governor of Karabakh visited the Khan of
Berde. To express his respect to the honorary guest the Khan of Berde
organised hunt. They with their servants sat on famous Karabakh horses
and went out hunting to the mountains and nearby dense forest.
Panah Khan admired at the landscape and exclaimed: “What a
wonderful place it is! How clean the air is here! As if it is made of glass
(“shushe”), everything is seen transparent from far away, as if in a glass. A
nice city should be laid here. So it happened. Shusha was laid in Karabakh
on the heights, where the clean air is transparent like glass” (p. 158).
“Shahgeldi” (Turkey):
“Once the shah went to capture Van and the people saw him far
away and shouted: “Shah geldi (Shah came).” Since then this village was
called “Shaheldi”.” (p. 193).
“Shirvan rahibkhanasy” (in Shamakhy):
“The story goes that, this rahibkhana (monastery) was built by a
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daughter of a padishah. Her father wanted to marry her to the son of the
Tukhish Khan. To avoid her fate, the girl decided to build a monastery and
to take the veil.” (p.236).
“Minkend” (Lachin region):
“Timur (Timur the Lame) came here with his army, conquered all
and reached one of villages of Zengezur. After conquering this village he
decided to count how many villages were conquered. When he counted
and reached “thousand”, he cried out: “Min kend” (A thousand villages)!
So the name of this village became “Minkend”.” (p.172).
In order not to trouble you, dear readers, we restrict ourselves to
fragments of only quoted translations of legends. Even not asking a
question about the size of "changed" plagiarism in the Armenian legends
compared to their originals - the Azerbaijani folk samples, the names of
many of them not only sound in Azerbaijani, but are nothing less than
contemporary geographic places located on the territories of Azerbaijan,
Turkey, Iran and Georgia.
There is quite a natural question: what is the Armenian origin of
many legends motivated by? When you deal with the list of sources of
above shown legends in quoted monograph, simply a miracle takes place!
It turns out that the legend on "Gemigaya" "ascends" to some Yervand
Lalayan, who published this legend as Armenian one in 1904 in “The
Ethnographic collection” in Ti- flis. He “armenianized” the legend about
“Garakopek” in the "The Ethnographic collection" in 1897 and was
supported by M. Pogosov in the 28th issue of “A Source Book for
Description of Places and Tribes of Caucasus” entitled "Armenian folk
literature in Transcaucasus.”
"Ilandagh" was "armenianized" back in the 2nd edition of “A Source
Book for Description of Places and Tribes of Caucasus” under the general
heading of "Folk legends in Nakhichevan county, Erivan province," as if
the former Nakhichevan county and the former Khanate of Erivan were
Armenian territories.
Next is more incredible. It turns out that legend "Shusha" was told
by a 70-year Shusha dweller Arshak Petrosian, and it was collected and
recorded by Grigorian-Spandarian in 1952.
Here you begin to think of the fact that the legend is not just a
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“legend”, but in the direct meaning “an invention of the Armenians" and
“an Armenian myth.” Judge yourselves. The legend on “Minkend” was
told by Norik from Gems, and besides he heard it from his mother, and it
was written in 1965 by M. Arakelian.
But the legend "Sultan Murad dashy" by G. Srvantzian from "Toros
akhbar" (Armenian immigrants from abroad are called so - "brothers") was
"armenianized" in 1897. As to legend "Shirvan rahibkhanasy", it turns out
that it was got from “The Armenian History”, Leo (1946, vol.3).
These references are enough to see the sharp picture. Armenian
sources, live or printed, "tell" the Azerbaijani (Turkic) legends and this is
sufficient for the legend to be “armenianized” after “vestments” in the
Armenian graphic. Geography of such “Armenian” tradition is very
extensive, touches the areas where ethnic groups live and who are
unrelated to the Armenians and include a number of sovereign state
formations. However, while studying the map shown in the book in the
Armenian language, which is about geographical area of dissemination of
the Armenian legends, it seems that all the shown geographical sites are
places of exceptional living of Armenians. We show this map, dear
readers, that you yourselves could make sure that in the north it occupies
the north-western regions of Azerbaijan, Georgia, including Tbilisi,
Akhalkalaki, Batum (names are shown in the form, in which they appear
on the map in Armenian). In the south, the area of the "Armenian" legends
occupies the territory of Turkey, including Bolu, Diyarbekir, etc., as well
as the territory of Iran - provinces of South Azerbaijan, including the
suburbs of Lake Urmiya up to Tabriz. The eastern area of the "Armenian"
legends is Azerbaijan (Kura-Araks interfluve, Nakhchivan, Karabakh),
and finally in the west part - again the territory of Turkey - from Trabzon to
Malatya. In short, “Armenian legends” are distributed in the area from "the
sea to the sea" - from the Black Sea to the Caspian Sea. Just in a like
manner, the territory of “Great Armenia” is mythologized on the map.
We would like to note that we are talking about the legends, which
are reputed live sources of great antiquity, and whereas the Armenians act
as “bearers” of “armenianized” legends, consequently they are the native
dwellers of these ancestral lands from where the legends were collected.
So, in front of you there are samples of misappropriation and claims on the
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intellectual property of indigenous inhabitants, evidently intertwining with
claims on their lands. We witness how they exert efforts at the expense of
legends in order to gain support for the mythic legend of “Great Armenia.”
Here we think to conclude this chapter with the
famous phrase of Chatsky in Griboedov’s “Woe from Wit”: “Fresh is the
story, yet it is doubtful to me.”

§7. I stole”, which relates about the appropriation of the
Azerbaijani dastans
We continue our material “I came, I saw, ... I stole”, and by
following the final part “..., I stole” we would like to show you how
Azerbaijani dastans (sagas) were misappropriated and arme- nianized.
The phenomenon of Azerbaijani dastans is indeed a phenomenon of
unique scale and although they are presented as epics, such a presentation
is not quite adequate. This is an original and independent Azerbaijani folk
genre, which is closely connected with the roots of general eastern folk
genre. The main feature of dastan is in its combined poetics-prosaic genre:
dastan may be both in verse and in prose and simultaneously
poetic-prosaic. Another feature of dastan is its declamation, as a rule it
interleaves with songs.
Azerbaijani dictionaries offer the following translation of the word
dastan: “epos”, “legend”, “folk tales”, “ballad”, “saga.” This is probably
true, since exact translation of “dastan” does not exist. Indeed, “dastan” is
an independent part of the epos; dastan may have a basis in the form of a
“legend.” It can be linked with “legends”, since the latter term combines in
the folklore the narration of the historical and legendary characters under
its common name, such as stories, legends, and folktales. In short,
“dastan”, if it refers to “epos”, then it is special, independent folklore genre
of the Azerbaijan folk literature.
So, dear readers, our neighbours make claims on this genre.
First of all, we’ll focus on the sources of misappropriation and
“armenization” of the Azerbaijani dastans.
Initially, these works being rewritten in Armenian graphics, were
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passed to the archive - present Institute of ancient manuscripts of Armenia
in Matenadaran, and it has been done since the XVI century. Here is the
evidence of the Armenian theorist of literature, Babken Chuvashian:
“Ashug Garib” and other Turkish-Azerbaijani dastans kept here (in
Matenadaran).” They were kept here for a long time, but after the XVI
century, the process of the “armenization” of the Azerbaijani dastans was
intensified, because in 1721 Ilyas Musheghian in his “Book of Songs”
published the Azerbaijani dastans under the following names: “Koroghlu”,
“Kerem”, “Gerib.” All of them were collected in Tabriz by him. According
to testimonies of the Armenian professors Antonian and Torosian, famous
Azerbaijani fairy tales and amatory dastans, such as “Ashug Gerib”, “Ash
and Kerem”, “Shah Ismail Khatai”, “Farhad and Shirin”, “Leyli and
Majnun” beginning from the XI -XII centuries, a heroic epos “Koroghlu”
later were translated into the Armenian language and were subject to
adaptation, that is “armenization.” For example, according to the
Armenian specialists, 13 songs of “Koroghlu” were recorded by I.
Mushegian in “Armenian letters in Turkish” (Azerbaijani) and published
in Yerevan in 1954 (A. Abramian, D. Gabrielian “Unpublished songs of
Koroghlu.” Publishing House of Academy of Sciences of Armenia,
Erevan, 1954). Manuscripts of three majlises of “Koroghlu” from the XIX
century with verses of 55 couplets are stored in Matenadaran. Separate
parts of “Koroghlu”, collected and recorded in the Armenian language,
including 7 of its Majlises in 1908-1909 were presented to the archive in
“armenianized” scenes by M. Garahanian in Echmiadzin.
However, “Koroghlu” is a separate topic and what “desperate”
efforts were made for the “armenization” of this heroic das- tan, we will
talk separately.
The rich idea, deep content, colourful scenes, and a variety of
episodes of Azerbaijani dastans - all of these attracted the Armenian
people and were performed by Armenian performers. For further
involvement of the population in the next phase, they began to translate,
adapt, and “armenianize” dastans, the dastans were printed in Armenian
and in foreign languages. It must be mentioned that in the period from the
end of the XIX century to early XX century, within 30 years more than 10
Azerbaijani das- tans were published in various publications in the
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Armenian language. The main initiators of publication of Azerbaijani
dastans were representatives of the so-called Armenian ashug poetry Jivani, Sazai, Jamah, Hayat, propagandists, such as A. Mkhitarian and
others, who knew the Azerbaijani language well. For example, Jivani
processed, “armenianized”, translated and published dastans, such as
“Ashug Gerib”, “Kerem-Asli”, “Shah Ismail”, “Melik-Shah”,
“Leyli-Majnun”, etc. in Armenian. Similarly, A. Mkhitarian also
re-worked, “armenianized”, translated and published dastans such as
“Ashug Gerib”, “Tahir and Zohra”, “Shah Ismail”, “Farhad and Shirin”,
“Leyli and Majnun.”
It’s enough to stress that the heroic epic “Koroghlu” alone was
issued by Armenian publishers in 1897, 1990, and 1904, in the form of
individual books with the relevant Majlises from this work. The adapted
translations of the Azerbaijani dastans, such as the “armenianized”
variants of “Leyli and Majnun”, “Ashig Gerib”, etc. were successfully
printed in press, periodicals, journals and collections. Moreover, the
motives of dastans, traditions of Azerbaijani ashug poetry - folk tellers
were used for creation and publication of the Armenian equivalent of
Azerbaijani legends, such as “Legend of Garnik” by Sazai, “Rustam and
Salman” by G. Balaseiants, “Rustam Zal” by G. Hovsepian. All of them on
the structure and content were under great influence of Azerbaijani dastan
creativity. But once again, we would like to emphasize that all those
printed translations, adaptations, “armenianized” versions, compilations of
Azerbaijani dastans preceded publication of collected original Azerbaijani
dastans in the Azerbaijani language in Armenian alphabet. For example,
the dastan “Shah Ismail - Gulzar Khanim” was the first such published
dastan, which was published in the Armenian alphabet in the Azerbaijani
language in Istanbul, in the publishing house of Ovsep Kafafian in 1871. A
year later the same publisher printed “Leyli and Majnun” and “Koroghlu.”
In 1875 “Ashug Gerib” and other dastans were printed.
These steps pursued quite a definite purpose: not only familiarize the
Armenian population, who didn’t know the Arabic alphabet of the printed
dastans, but also to create conditions for translation, adaptation and then
“armenization” of Azerbaijani dastans by publishing them in the Armenian
alphabet.
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We emphasize that “armenianized” Azerbaijani dastans were not
just kept in the Armenian alpabet or in the translation into Armenian, but
they were widely performed.
They were offered to foreign publishers, who were misguided, and
in their publications represented them as works of Armenian origin.
Thus, the process of “armenization” of the Azerbaijani dastans
passed on the tested scheme shown in previous sections: first, collection,
then writing down in Azerbaijani, but with the Armenian alphabet, and
after it, translation into Armenian and, subsequently, from 1860s, their
publication. Herewith, a wide performance of Azerbaijani dastans by the
Armenians and “armenianized” adaptation, which was alien to the spirit of
the original, took place. Please note that pen names of listed so-called
Armenian ashugs were in the Azerbaijani language.
Let’s go back to dastans and take a look at, for example, “Ashug
Gerib.” Early versions of its texts stored in Armenia are in Azerbaijani but
in the Armenian alphabet. By the way, the Azerbaijani story line became
the basis of Lermontov’s tale “Ashug Garib”, based on which the
Armenian film director S. Parajanov made a same name film in the
Azerbaijani language. Naturally, Azerbaijani dastans widely used by
Armenian performers - gusans, underwent adaptation; Armenian touches
were added, including the way of life, geographical names, etc. However,
not all of these were performed in Armenian.
On the contrary, these dastans are kept in Armenian archives as
Armenian creations, but in the Azerbaijani language. In a subsequent there
also appeared “armenianized” translations. As the result, the stored
Azerbaijani dastans either completely sound in Azerbaijani, or the prosaic
part in Azerbaijani, but the poetic - in the translation into Armenian or vice
versa, and finally, they are stored both in Azerbaijani and in the Armenian
translation at the same time.
The Azerbaijani dastans mostly were performed in Azerbaijani and
we think, it could not be otherwise, since the Azerbaijani works could not
always be accurately exressed in “armenianized” editorial offices.
Moreover, even while performing in Azerbaijani philosophical essence of
multi-poetic lines were not always comprehensible for Armenian
performers, in addition, intentionally “armenization” also made semantic
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displacements in the performed texts, causing them to the appropriate
damages.
Nevertheless, the poetic force of Azerbaijani dastans had been so
great, and influence of our ashug poetry was so much that a number of
Armenian performers in the Middle Ages, even received a spiritual
education and rank, were infatuated by Azerbaijani epos, and became
ashugs. For example, Tlkurantsi was an ecclesiastic (XIV-XV cc.).
According to testimony of K. Gosta- nian (“Hovhavnes Tlkurantsi and his
poems”, Tiflis, 1892, in Arm.): “In his youth Tlkurantsi was an ashug not
by profession, but by vocation... He knew Turkish (Azerbaijani) perfectly,
was familiar with Persian...”
Namely, Azerbaijani epic works created ashug phenomenon among
the Armenians, which were called gusans. Despite the fact that the
misappropriation of ozan-ashug creativity by Armenians deserves separate
consideration, however, taking into account the relation of this issue with
the theft of dastans, we’ll briefly highlight it here. Following the
revelations of K. Kostaniants (Tbilisi, 1898, in Arm.), we should mention
that the Armenian perception of the Azerbaijani ozan-ashug creativity
which usually built on dastans, appropriation of its forms and methods
were so that, as he writes, “it is incorrect to call the gusans - the
Armenians, they are Armenians just because they were bom in the
Armenian families...” As explained by the Armenian public figure, Leo
(“The Armenian history”, III vol.), the Armenian ashugs “K. Erz- inkattsi,
Hovhavnes Tlkurantsi, Myk. Nagash, Krik. Ahtamaretsi and others, were
ashugs only for the reason that famous works were performed in a
language which they had been aware of’, that is Azerbaijani. According to
revelations G. Levonian (“The Armenian ashugs”, Alexandropoulos,
1892, in Arm.), both the names taken by Armenian ashugs, and the names
of their poems and songs - all were in Azerbaijani. It seems that the short
description of the Armenian ashug creativity can be concluded by the
testimony of Gazaros Agaian, who put a “significant” contribution to the
misappropriation of Azerbaijani intellectual property. This is what he
writes how he adapted for ashug art, except but in the Azerbaijani language
(Memoirs from 1893. vol.3. in Arm.). “At first I learned verses, and after
that when I learned the alphabet, I began to write them... It can’t be said
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that completely, but in some measure, I understood the meaning of written
by me... Ashugs did not perform in Armenian, but in Turkish. There was
not any notion among our ashugs to perform in the Armenian language...
Our ashugs do not have dastans with verses in Armenian, but only in
Turkish.” Probably, it could not be otherwise! Finally, the Armenian
folklorist Ter-Sargsian, who studied the practice and traditions of ashug
creative, writes about famous Azerbaijani “tapshyrma”, where the real
name or poetic name of the creator is put in the last stanza and copyrights
were fixed, literally the following: “Omitting or changing in “tapshyrma”
is persecuted by Adat (customary law) and public disdain, much stricter
than plagiarism by law.”
It was emphasized that this tradition was also adopted by Armenian
gusans. (S. Ter-Sagrsian “Armenian ashugs”, Eastern Collection 1, 1924).
Dear readers! We have told briefly about so-called Armenian
ashugs, despite the fact that this is a separate topic of Armenian plagiarism,
because the Armenian sources refer to these gusans - ashugs, as the carriers
of the dastan creativity.
Now we give specific examples on plot of armenization of the
Azerbaijani dastans. We will start with the famous amatory dastans and, in
particular with the “Ashig Gerib.” This dastan was recorded in Armenian
alphabet in the early XIX century and its most famous Armenian version
was made by the Armenian writer, Atrpet who was bom in Kars. The
original manuscript of the story was still kept here, as cited, along with
translations and original lyrics. Since the middle of 19th century, it was
published in Armenian many times. Thus, an outline of the dastan in the
book “Sayat - Nova” was published by Hagverdian, who was mentioned in
the previous releases in Tiflis in 1852, and in the same year and ibidem the
dastan was published in Armenian in the book of G. Ter-Aleksandrian
“Spiritual life of Tiflis population”; “The Legend about Ashug Garib”
(along with songs), adapted by “ashug” Jivani, was published in
Alexandropoulos in 1887. We remind that the publication of translation of
this dastan was done by A. Mhitarian in 1904. As a result, strange
metamorphosis happened to the Azerbaijani dastans. In particular, let’s
take dastan “Ashug Gerib” in “adaptation” of the Armenian “ashug”
Jivani. Garib was called Arshak, there was widely used the elements of
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Armenian life and geographic falsification were included (Yerevan, Tsalk,
Shirak and others), but falling in trouble, Garib, if you follow the original,
appealed to the Muslim holy, but in the plagiarism he appealed to
Armenians (Mkrtich, Tatevos, Grigor, Kevork, Movses, etc.). Since
“armenianized” plagiarism has no boundaries, then it comes to that Garib
takes Shahsenem and they get married in Armenian Sargis Church.
Now, let’s stand on misappropriation and “armenization” of another
Azerbaijani amatory dastan “Ash and Kerem” Atrpet, who wrote this
dastan in the Armenian alphabet, writes: “We (Armenians) love Kerem on
a par with Turks (Azerbaijanis) and Turkmen. It is unlikely to find such a
Turk (Azerbaijani), who does not know three or four versions of this
dastan in the provinces of Atrpatakan (Azerbaijan), especially among the
residents of Khoy and Urmiya. Everybody has got both the printed and
handwritten copies of it...” Further, he notes that when preparing the
dastan for print, he used Turkish (Azerbaijani) version of 1911 translated
by A. Mhitarian and legends performed by the ashugs. “We have
corrected the distorted moments in the verses in the Turkish version of
the dastan issued in Polis...” and “we have retained the Turkish
language of Atrpatakan in it’s oral variant, but in the Armenian
translation we took the Ararat dialect as a basis” (emphasis added).
Let’s see what happened to the dastan later? This is what happened
to it: translation and publication of the dastan by Jivani (1888) begin with a
reference of vipasans, i.e. Armenian folk tale-narrators and at the same
time it is clearly mentioned that the motives of the dastan were known to
the Armenians even in the far back in the past, as they were included into
the repertoire of their vipasans.
The “armenization” of the settlements are realised, the events are
transferred to the Armenian settlements and Armenian equivalents of
original geographical names were shown in the published translation.
Particular attention was paid to describing the national backgrounds of the
Armenians, the cities of Yerevan and Sebastia were described as Armenian
ones. The dastan was diluted by Armenian mythology, for example, the
city of Van and Mountain Gamigaya were “armenianised” as Navamechk.
The Armenian name Asthig was included and not accidentally at all. As a
real Armenian name, though it goes back to the Assyrians, has to replace
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the name of Mariam. Indeed, in the Armenian mythology Asthig was the
daughter of Prophet Noah and was known as the goddess of beauty and
love.
In short, one of the most popular dastans as a result of distortions
was changed into such a form that while spreading, it could be easily
presented as an Armenian one. Other dastans had suffered the fate of
adaptation, misappropriation and “armenization” too.
For example, it is enough to mentino just one fact in the dastan
“Shah Ismayil” in the presentation of Jivani and Mhitarian that a
newly-bom son of the Shah is given to the education to Daniel Varjapet
and he gives him the name of Shah Ismail. Jivani connects Shah Ismail
with the Armenian goddess Asthig and many other such absurdities...
The heroic dastan “Amrah-Selbi” thanks to the efforts of Sazai
becomes completely “armenianized.” We only specify the names of heroes
- Minas, Karapet, Sro and some names of geographical places, where the
events of Bahesh, Erchish, Akants etc. take place and no doubt, the
situation around them is tied to the Armenian roots. The same
“armenianized” metamorphosis waited for the fairy dastan “Melik-Shah”
and Turkic dastan “Tahir and Zohra Khanum.”
In short, gradually, step by step misappropriation of the Azerbaijani
cultural property occured. Thus, it happened virtually to all dastans.
Nevertheless we would like to share with you, dear readers, how
“Farhad and Shirin” and “Leyli and Majnun” were misappropriated. The
point is that these dastans are of special kind - they are linked to written
literature and classical heritage and, as we know, have nothing to do with
the Armenians. First of all, dear readers, we need to make a small
introduction to dastan “Leyli and Majnun” and its translation-adaptation,
more precisely, its “armenianized” form, which is the fruit of “efforts” of
A. Mhitarian on the basis of Turkish-Azerbaijani version of the dastan. As
it is known, the roots of this dastan go back to the widely-spread legend in
the East of the same name and, of course, which was enriched by the
classical literary poems, especially, by the remarkable poem “Leyli and
Majnun” of great Nizami. The origin of the story “Leyli and Majnun” was
of ancient Arab sources, and with spreading of Islam, this topic gained
wide development in Arabic, Turkish, and Persian literature, as well as in
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the form of folk art of the dastan of these peoples. We say it again: the topic
does not have any relations with the Armenian art or folklore.
Nizami, if you follow the famous orientalist E. Bertels, while writing
his poem, widely used written sources, that is, literary and oral heritage of
folk art narrators. Thus, the theme of dastan is closely linked with the
legacy of the great poet.
Nevertheless, the Armenians found “the way” of misappropriation
and “armenization” of this dastan.
Here’s how. The fact is that in most translations, “armenization”
was achieved by the way of introduction of the Armenian image of Surp
Sarkis, a wise experienced old man. So, in “arme- nianized” translation
Surp Sarkis plays the role of mediator, who delivered letters to lovers from
each other, he can be given vent to grief and sorrow of the tragic love, etc.
Thereby, the connection of the Armenian beginning to the dastan, which
has no Armenian roots, is achieved.
Now, about the dastan “Farhad and Shirin.” As it is known, the
dastan “Farhad and Shirin” is well-known in the South Caucasus and in the
Middle East. Even in 1910 the dastan was published in the translation in
the Armenian language by A. Mhi- tarian. Later there was the next edition,
which was not simply a translation, but the adaptation, to say exactly,
“armenization” by changing of characters, names of geographical places,
etc., shortly, by using of armoury which bring it to allegedly Armenian
origin. This edition was signed by pseudonym of SMA.
Please note the essence of a brief report of the translator: “The time
will come when they find out how the legend was preserved in tales
(dastans). It should be noted that for five centuries, Turks did not have
their folk singers, and the Armenian ashugs provided an invaluable
service to them as poets, as well as singers. It is for this reason that the
majority of works of the Armenian ashugs is translations of ancient
traditions and legends, which have no connection with the life of the
Turks” (emphasis added).
So, no less, no more: thanks to the Armenians who had ashugs,
dastans had survived with legends in them, not belonging to the Turks.
Remember this nonsense, because there will be more in tune with this
absurd and other Armenian comments. After such a phrase a truly noble
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Armenian gesture is made: “Taking into account that the peasants and
workers like these legends, taking into consideration their special respect
and esteem to these samples of folklore..., we make this translation
available” (“Farhad and Shirin” in comparative translation from Turkish
and Farsi SMA, Tiflis, Printing house “Culture”, 1913).
What is described in “armenianized” translation?
Firstly, all the events take place in the city of Vaspurakan, in the
valley Tosp. We remind the readers that by the affirmation of Armenians
“Vaspurakan was the most extensive land” of mythical “Great Armenia,
consisting of 37 provinces”, among them was the territory of Tosp, in the
district of Van city, which was called so since the state of Urartu.
Secondly, leaving aside praise of Vaspurakan, fully “armenization” of the
plot events, we emphasize that in the “translation” by Farhad’s words, it is
confirmed that his birthplace is Armenia and Shirin is “a native of
Vaspurakan.” After this, introductory article is appeared in full accordance
with the contents of the version of the dastan misappropriated by
Armenians. Of course, legend underlying of the dastan, is also an
Armenian one.
Thus, the dastan, being “armenianized” not only became more
ancient and tied to the Armenian roots, but was also fully “nationalized” by
the Armenians, reflecting the events allegedly occurred in the life of the
Armenian people. The case comes to that; the topic “Farhad and Shirin”
hardly becomes an instrument of the Persian Shah Qrmuzd to seize
Vaspurakan... On which original version is the translation based? It
appears that the translation is based on the Azerbaijani poem “Khosrov and
Shirin” by Nizami. If to follow the famous orientalist Bertels and his own
guidance, the great Azerbaijani poet based on the ancient legend and short
section narrated in Ferdowsi’s “Shahname”. According to Bertels, “...
Nizami did not repeat any details of Ferdowsi’s story...” We emphasize
that “armenianized” version of “Farhad and Shirin” completely reechos the
ever-lasting poem of Nizami.
It is equally clear that legend “Farhad and Shirin” existed since the
VI century and was widely spread in folklore of peoples of the Middle
East, India, Central Asia and the South Caucasus. But it had no relations
with the Armenians.
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Despite the fact that the ethnic relationship of Farhad to Armenians
has never been taken seriously by experts, however claims, laid out in the
Armenian forgery - in translation, on the Armenian origin of Shirin,
entailed a reaction.
We remind, dear readers, that the great Nizami imagined Shirin as a
Turk, “she looked like my Apak” - the poet’s wife from Kipchaks. There is
a standpoint about Iranian origin of Shirin, her Christian faith was
discussed, too.
One detail about the poem by Nizami should be noted here. In
Nizami, Shinn’s aunt Mehinbanu (Shamir) was introduced as the
governess of Arran, Armenia, Abkhazia, and the meetings of Farhad and
Shirin are localized in South Caucasus, and Amasiya, the historical
territory of Azerbaijan is occurred as a geographical name. So, Shirin
could quite be of Christian Albanian origin, but not Armenian.
Nevertheless, despite the fact that there is no single confirmation of the
Armenian historians who lived in this era, after the creation of “Farhad and
Shirin” by Nizami, in series of poems on the motives of this legend, false
perception appears that Shirin was Armenian, sometimes it is explained by
the information from Syrian chronicles. Here Shirin considered to be of
Aramaic origin, which could be read wrongly as an Armenian origin.
We are forced to go into those details due to the fact that along with
misappropriation of the Azerbaijani dastan folklore, Armenians by all
kinds of speculation falsify the works of great Nizami Ganjavi. For
example, Orbeli, the director of the Hermitage, in his edition “Bahrain and
Azad” (1940) “found” Armenian folk roots in the works of great Nizami.
Regardless of authority of the well-known orientalist Bertels, ignoring
Nizami’s own explanation of it, he writes that the image of Bahrain Gur in
“Seven Beauties” goes back not to Sasanids, but the Armenian folklore
hero Vahagn. Or in the book “Shahname and Armenian sources”
(Yerevan, publ. house “Hayastan”, 1967) Av. Shahsuvarian tries to prove
that Shinn could neither be Persian nor Turk, but likely she was Armenian.
In the 1980s next step was made: “researches” were made and dissertations
were defended in which it was claimed that Shirin from “Khosrov and
Shirin” by Nizami was the Armenian princess, and the chief musician from
the palace of Khosrov Parviz, Sarkesh was declared as Armenian Sarkis.
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With this, a “significant” conclusion about an exceptional impact of the
Armenian musical culture to the oriental culture was made, and, of course,
they also spread a tale about Armenia as a “primary source of culture”, etc.
In response to all this fuss, the most suitable words belong to the great
Nizami:
“The man robbing me, instead of awards abuses me,
Though it is also a thievish cry,
Because when thieves are chased in the street,
Thieves flee along the street and cry: “Thief! Thief!.” Falsifiers
could also be advised to read “Sketches on Nizami” by Marietty Shaginian.
So, dear readers, revealing the “Armenian” tradition on
appropriation of the Azerbaijani cultural traditions, we have had a talk
about “armenization” of the remarkable dastan creativity of Azerbaijan. It
is not by chance, because “forgery is created not by an accident, but
intent.”

§8. I stole”, which relates about how Armenians tried to
snatch the Dastan of Koroghlu
Dear readers! We continue our material “I came, I saw,... I stole”
within the third part of a modified Latin triad, namely in the part “..., I
stole.” We are going to highlight “desperate efforts” made for
“armenization” of our dastan “Koroghlu.” “Koroghlu” is one of the pearls
of the Azerbaijani dastan epic art and a separate and unique genre of
literature. This is a heroic legend and therefore, a special careful attitude
has always been given to it.
The material below could fully be published in a column of
absurdity, because the absurdity here is how Armenians not only try to
ascribe the primacy in creation of the dastan, but also absurdly endeavour
in “armenianized” form to clarify the reasons of appearances and the
events lying on the basis of the dastan, needless to say the absurdity of
“armenization” of its plot.
Let’s start with that the specialists conditionally call the dastan
“Koroghlu” heroic, because the epos reflected actual events of the
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XVI-XVII centuries. At the same time they believe that the late medieval
historical nucleus, exactly the South Azerbaijani root of the legend about
Koroghlu formed on the ground already having epic folk traditions with
the existing elements of mythmaking in it. The heroic epic in the original
Azerbaijani version reflected the events that took place in connection with
the popular uprising during the rule of Shah Abbas. Consequently, it is the
history lived by the Azerbaijani people. So, in such cases “historical justice
has no scabbard.”
Dastan “Koroghlu” is known all over the world. Familiarization with
it was motivated by the printed information on the epic in Russian, which
appeared thanks to N. Chopin, who worked in the Armenian region created
by the Tsarist regime on the Azerbaijani lands. He travelled through entire
Azerbaijan, got interested in this legend, and published it in 1804 review
“Beacon of modem teaching and education” entitled “The Legend of
Koroghlu.” It consisted of 44 parts and lengthy commentary of his
publication, besides indigenous dastan features, contained much that had
no relationship to the epic’s plots, and Chopin himself noted that he was
not responsible for the artistic translation, as he was not always confident
in the sources. Viktor Zhir- mundsky emphasized that the publication had
no scientific value and, according to experts, there were a lot of far-fetched
inclusions, including the finale of the epic, when Koroghlu... takes
Christianity, etc.
An invaluable contribution to the dissemination of the das- tan
“Koroghlu” and familiarization of European reader with it was the record
and publication of the book about it by the remarkable Polish orientalist, A.
Hodzko, published in English in London in 1842. The manuscript of the
same record is stored in the Paris National Fund of Manuscripts. A.
Hodzko recorded it from the words of the Azerbaijani ashugs during his
stay in Gilan as the Russian ambassador. It’s difficult to overestimate the
contribution of the publication, despite its shortcomings. In 1856, it was
translated into Russian and printed in piecemeal in the newspaper
“Kavkaz.” Experts agree that the recording and publishing by A. Hodzko
reflects the oldest layers of legends about Koroghlu, it is the most accurate
and complete, based on the Azerbaijani version, and it is difficult to
distinguish its content and form from today’s Azerbaijani songs about
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Koroghlu. For this reason, dear readers, namely this version, despite some
of its shortcomings, is recognized in science as the basis for other national
historical epic versions - Georgian, Armenian, Turkmen, etc. Very clear
instructions about it were made by famous Russian scholar, the professor
of Petersburg and Kazan universities, I. Berezin. Similarly, most
researchers of the epic, such as A. Borovikov, I. Bragin, V. Zhirmundski,
V. Chicherov believed that many national versions of Koroghlu were
formed by two branches: the Azerbaijani branch, from which rose the
Armenian, Kurdish, Georgian, Turkish versions and the Central Asian
branch, including Turkmen, Uzbek, Tajik, Kazakh and other versions. In
the view of Armenian claims on “Koroghlu”, the cited historical facts are
very important.
After this brief commentary, let’s see how the Armenians joined to
the dastan “Koroghlu.” Firstly, let’s talk about the manuscripts of the
dastan stored in Armenia Mentions of Koroghlu can be found even in the
writings of the Armenian historian Arakel Tavrizsky dated in 1662, and in
the XVIII century Armenian merchant from Tabriz Elias Musheghian
(1722 y.), who recorded some songs from the epic. There were 13 recorded
songs altogether, which were subsequently published in Yerevan in 1954
(A. Araian, D. Gabrielian “Unpublished songs of Koroghlu”). The
manuscript of the XIX century uniting three “Majlises of Koroghlu”, is
also stored in Matenadaran - “Ali Kishi-Rovshan”, “Giziroghlu Mustafa
bey” and “Bolubey” - they united 55 songs around a common topic.
Likewise, parts of “Koroghlu” were collected and recorded, and partly
translated by M. Garahanian in 1908-1909, these parts and including 7
majlises, and also “Eyvaz bolu” were given to be stored in Echmiadzin.
The same was done in 1908 by G. Kalantarian too. It must br reminded that
all these versions of “Koroghlu” were in the Azerbaijani language, but in
the Armenian alphabet
The records of M. Garahanian transformed of the events of the
dastan in favour of Armenia, “armenization” of household aspects, etc.
began. In the “armenianized” edition of this record in the part “Eyvaz
Bolu” the elements of Armenian environment and far-fetched episodes
were intentionally included into the plot, such as: Koroghlu’s visit to Ani,
his battle with the Armenian hero Vagan, etc. On the same principle,
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Kalantarian introduced distortions to the part “Tale of Hasan Pasha and
Koroghlu” and along the same lines the plot was diluted with fabrications.
The stored manuscript dated on 1913 is called nothing less than
“Arshak B.” The distortion of the plot is achieved through fabrication of
the added part “Death of Koroghlu”, in which Koroghlu ceases his struggle
because of his old age and decides to go away under the aegis of Khosrov
Shah, but on the way he is killed. All this is not a simply alien to the spirit
of the epic, but also undermines its entire heroic composition.
However, the all shown are only the origins of distortions,
misappropriation which carry a preparatory function for subsequent
“armenization.”
It must be emphasized that the texts of the dastan in Azerbaijani with
the Armenian alphabet were also published, for example, the publication
of 1872, “Hekayati Koroghlu” - “Legend of Koroghlu.” Therefore the
conditions were created for further translations, adaptation, as well as
“armenization” and publications of the dastan, which began from the
1860-ies.
We remind that in the previous section we have already told about
the “efforts” of so-called Armenian school of ashugs (Jivani, Sazai, Jamali,
Hayat and others), the dastan “Koroghlu” was also subject to alienation
and underwent serious metamorphosis like other characters of the
Azerbaijani dastans. It is enough to mention that the majlises of the epic
“The Adventures of Giziroghlu and Bolubey”, “Adventure of Demirchi
oghlu and Hamsabey”, “Bolubey” in such distortion and “armenianized”
edition were published in 1897, 1900, 1904 one after another in the form of
individual books. For example, “Legend of Koroghlu, the Adventures of
Giziroghlu and Bolubey” was published thanks to the “efforts” of Jamali.
Below is how the publication of the translation with distortions and
adaptations was justified by Jamali: “... the aim of the translations of these
stories is to intensify the will of book reading of the people, because the
recent situation demonstrates that these books are read more than
unnecessary and historical books.” It is difficult to say what unnecessary,
historical publications the Armenians were supplied with, but the
following conclusion is important: “The Armenian workers, starting
from childhood, were under the impression of different dastans, heard
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from the Turkic ashugs. Therefore, modem society wants to read these
dastans in the Armenian language” (emphasis added) (Tiflis, Publ.
Vartanyats, 1897).
The metamorphosis of the plot of the dastan is even more significant.
The epic was fully approached to the life of the Armenian people, it
appears with Armenian geographical names, Koroghlu’s horse Gyrat is
named as Pisak, the image of an Armenian merchant is added to “Eyvaz
Bolu.” In the translation there are many lines that are alien to the epic, such
as “they drank wine and vodka like water”, or “there were Mohammedans
(Muslims) and Christians among the dare-devils of Koroghlu.” Alien spirit
was also included into the translation of “Tales of Koroghlu, the incident
happened to Demirchibey and Hamzabey.”
As a result, there is a work in front of us, which is far from the
original, it hardly reminds “Koroghlu” because of the distortions, but no
doubt, with stolen scenes and compiled images, which obtained Armenian
veil.
Even a quickie comparison of “armenianized” translations of
“Koroghlu” by Jamali and Hayat with one of the best translations based on
the Azerbaijani original versions by Hodzko, visually illustrates the
mechanism of distortion and intentional transformation of the dastan.
These transformations are done not so much “against common sense or
tide”, but in accordance with circumspect and worked-out scheme, the aim
of which is to reave the Azerbaijani dastan from the people of Azerbaijan.
We must note that still in the first publication of “Koroghlu” by
Chopin with the help of the Armenian “strivers” preparations were made
for the next forgery. In particular, in his notes to his own comments Chopin
writes that Chiamchian in his “Armenian History” narrates that King
Sumbat-Bagratid, who surrendered himself to the Azerbaijani emir Yusuf
at his own will, was blinded in 914 in the town of Dvin according to the
custom of the oriental nations. His son Ashot, who began to take revenge
for his father, then became the leader of toilers. In this way the plot of
Koroghlu passed from the Armenians to the Turks.
Dear readers, as it becomes evident here, the claim has been directed
to the Armenian “primacy” of the plot of Koroghlu, to the Armenian
“proto basis” of the narrated events.
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Then let’s see what was done to the remarkable translation of
A.Khodzko. It becomes clear that various pseudo-scientific reasoning and
findings were put into action. Particularly, G.Berberian, the orientologist
who lived in France, compares “Koroghlu” of A. Khodzko with the
Armenian “variations” (and they are no less than 40) and develops in his
studies “Arshak” roots of Koroghlu (G.Berberian, “Arshak and Koroghlu”,
Paris, Publ. Kh-Matikunian, 1938). He “analyzes” the relations of Tiran
and Arshak (Tiran - the father of Arshak) and... it becomes “clear” that
according to the information of the Armenian historian of the V century F.
Buz- and, the ruler of Atrpatakan (Azerbaijan) Varaz Shapukh held
negotiations with the Armenian king Tiran (339-350) on behalf of Persia.
So, an Armenian by name of Pisak, who took part in the negotiations on
behalf of Tiran, betrayed his ruler and prompted Varaz Shapukh to ask
Tiran to give him his favourite horse as a gift. As Tiran deceives and gives
him another horse, then again after the information of Pisak the Armenian
king was caught and blinded... It is hard to say which idea is dominant
here: treason and betrayal of Pisak or hypocrisy and guile of Tiran? In any
case, the horse is already Armenian! Then as Arshak, the son of Tiran,
succeeds his father in the throne, he is recognized as the son of a blind
man! We think that there is no need to comment the goal of such
development of events. The more so, such a thing one may find in Movses
Khorenatsi, father of the history of the Armenians. He plagiarized,
distorted, misappropriated and “armenianized” the texts of Herodotus of
which we have spoken in the previous sections. Shortly, M.Khorenatsi has
the same plot: “Tiran’s horse” - “Tiran is the blinded father of Arshak”,
“Arshak is the son of a blind man.”
The European scholars, who knew the epos, did not leave aside the
attempt to confirm such comprehension of the epos. The well- known
French scholar Dumesile was interfered in “the findings” of Berberian.
Studying comparatively the folk epos and legend about Koroghlu he
makes several completely clear conclusions. First, there is not a genetic tie
between the epos of “Koroghlu” and the story about Arshak, but there is
some identity, and this identity brings forth the strong influence of
“Koroghlu” on the story of Arshak. Secondly, as a whole, one feels the
influence of much earlier plot of “the son of the blind man” on the topic of
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“Tiran-Arshak”! It seems that everything is clear. But the aspirations to
substantiate an Armenian origin, Armenian root for the birth of
“Koroghlu” leads to such a thing that Berberian, revising the inferences of
the French scholar, clings to such a thing that in the Turkish publications
and in the work of G.Agaian known to the readers, Koroghlu has been
introduced as a ruler. Arshak is also a ruler. Consequently, according to
Berberian, Koroghlu’s father was a ruler, like Tiran!? In the frames of such
logical inferences, one makes such a conclusion that the castle of Chenlibel
of Koroghlu is Arshakavan of Arshak. Thieves and robbers lived in
Arshakavan, and dare-devils of Koroghlu were robbers and so on.
Dear readers, let’s put aside such doubtful, and more exactly, the
absurd “grounding” for some time and remember that even there is a
legend “About the sons of the blind men” in Herodotus (V century BC),
that is, a plot with close parallels with the epos of “Koroghlu.” By the way,
here we speak about an ancient legend which goes back to the Scythians.
The Scythians are called “Scythians” only in the sources written in Russia.
The Greeks called them “skuzay” (in plural), the Assyrian and Babylonian
sources called them “Ashguzay”, “Ishguzay”, that is, the root of the word
is “uz-kus-guz” (please compare them with Oghuz)...
Returning to “grounding” of Berberian about the Armenian origin of
the birth of Koroghlu, it is necessary to note that Berberian understood the
weakness of his arguments and appealed to another argument. He finds out
that Koroghlu was not the son of a blind man, in his youth he did not bear
his name - pseudonym, but was Rovshan which meant “light”, “bright.” He
was called Koroghlu since his father was blinded. He made a decision to
take revenge for his father. Further, according to Berberian, if people
wanted to underline the courage and bravery in the name of its hero, then
they could give him the name, which could accord with these qualities.
Then he makes an inference that... Koroghlu is the name of dynasty.
Thus, the additional argument interprets the dynastic etymology of the
word “Koroghlu”, also which is connected with light. Now we came to the
position of G.Agaian much earlier based on the Armenian legend which
aspires “to prove” that Rovshan’s father was not blind, but was an
Armenian by name of Khor and belonged to a noble dynasty called
Khorkhoruni. In the course of time “Khor” turned into “Kor” (G.Agaian
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“Adventures from the life of Koroghlu”, Istanbul, Publ. Purat, 1924, in
Arm.). Not goin go the depth of this absurdity we should underline that in
his time M. Baratav neatly disclosed this fabrication and noted that in the
verse “I am not Koroghlu, but khoroglu” is nothing but a wordplay which
derives from the Uzbek-Turkmen version due to the natural change of
sounds in Turkic languages.
Concluding this section about the Armenian claims on the epos of
“Koroghlu”, we should note that not only the Armenian translations and
adaptations of this epos, but also “the armenianized” versions, such as
“Koroghlu in captivity”, “Koroghlu the Millman”, “The sword of
Koroghlu” all derive from the version of Khodzko based on the
Azerbaijani variants of the epos. This is the most famous Armenian
version of the epos compiled from the Azerbaijani version of Koroghlu
published in 1941 in Yerevan with the foreword of Samuelian. One may
discover the following remarkable acknowledgement of Samuelian. First,
according to him the songs of Koroghlu hold the bulk of the repertoire of
Armenian ashugs - gusans. Secondly, “considerable part of the Armenian
variants is the Armenian translations from the narrations of Azerbaijani
ashugs, the Azerbaijani epos has been completely armenianized, and
Koroghlu himself becomes an Armenian hero.”
It is difficult to add something to this. Perhaps, it is necessary to say
only that the Armenian poet of the XIX century, R. Patkanian, who wrote
the epos in verse in 1856 titled it “Koroghlu” and published it in
StPetersburg in 1893, openly aknowledged and emphasized the linkage of
his work namely with the Azerbaijani version of “Koroghlu.” As great
Goethe said: “It is never redundant to think over something, which is very
important.”

§9. I stole”, which relates about the appropriation of Azerbaijani
proverbs and sayings
Dear readers! Continuing the telling “about the Armenian traditions
of misappropriation of the Azerbaijani cultural traditions” in the frames of
the material “I came, I saw, ... I stole” (section “.. .,1 stole” or the third part
of a little changed Latin expression), we try, as we can, to build some
“sequence” of stolen, misappropriated and “armenianized” intellectual
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property of the Azerbaijani people. Now we shall demonstrate how the
Azerbaijani proverbs and sayings became the object of the Armenian
claims. This widely spread genre of folklore is inherent to all the nations,
and along with this, it reflects the national idiosyncrasies. Proverbs also are
“the travelling wit of the nation” and “the popular cry.” There are such
expressions as “the proverbs are said not in vain”, and “a good proverb hits
the eye, but not the brow.”
As a rule a proverb is determined as “a genre of folklore,
epigrammatically compacted, concise, grammatically and logically
completed saying with a definite sense in a rhythmical organized form.”
Unlike the proverbs, “the sayings” do not bear some generalized
instructiveness and are interpreted as “figurative expressions, phrases
neatly defining some phenomena of life.”
The Azerbaijani people have an uncountable number of proverbs
and sayings. Their specific character and ethnic colour do not allow them
all the time to be determined as something common for all the nations. It is
not
accidental
that
«Русскоазербайджанский
словарь»
(Russian-Azerbaijan Dictionary) edited by A.Orujov (1975) gives the
following translations for proverbs and saying:
пословица - atalar sözü, zərb-məsəl - proverb поговорка - məsəl,
zərb-məsəl, atalar sözü - saying The terms “proverb” and “saying”
mutually determine each other. Moreover, it becomes clear that there is not
a distant difference between the notions of “proverb” and “saying.”
However, the fact is not in it, but in the specificity of the language. In
Azerbaijani atalar sözü means not only proverbs, but also sayings,
aphorisms - maxims, sayings, bywords, etc., in other words, all the catch
words expressing the wisdom of the nation.
Proverbs and sayings are different notions in Azerbaijani. They do
not express the same meaning and content; they differ not only in content,
but also by origin. The Azerbaijani sayings unlike the proverbs express
rather a complete thought and mainly imply a concrete goal. Along with it,
a saying usually has a definite story, legend, narration, fairy-tale behind it.
It is not accidental that those sayings, which are complete sentences,
become sentences because of the generalization, but the expressions
become idioms.
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Thus, dear readers, the Armenians claim on the proverbs not in vain,
they know that proverbs are the reflection of the spirit and flesh of the
nation, they express the wisdom and mentality of the nation.
K.Korsh and A.Kirpichnikov in “Всеобщей истории литературы”
(“General Literary History”) (1892) distinguished particularly the use of
proverbs and sayings in the Azerbaijani folklore and appreciated them very
highly. The Azerbaijani proverbs and sayings are greatly in debt to other
genres of the rich Azerbaijani folklore - to fairy-tales, stories, legends and
jokes. This remarkable historically natural Azerbaijani folklore genre is
very often encountered in colloquial speech in the Armenian language as
well.
“Migration” of the Azerbaijani proverbs and sayings not only to the
Armenian language, but also into the Armenian literature began not
yesterday and not today. This process has its history and a rich tradition.
Even the classical writers of the Armenian literature understood that the
majority of proverbs used by the Armenian people are found in
Azerbaijani, therefore, they tried not only to translate them, but also to
create their “armenianized” variants and enrich the proverbial heritage of
the Armenians.
It is necessary to mention that Kh.Abovian, G.Agaian, RPioshian,
G.Sundukian, M.Nalbandian did much for it.
Along with it, the Armenian archives, including Matena- daran, still
continue to preserve examples of folklore of Azerbaijan in considerable
volumes. One of the manuscripts there is titled “The Turkic Proverbs.” Let
us demonstrate some of them, having in mind that they have been written
in the Armenian alphabet, but not changed their pronunciation and form:
Aş bişirənin, iş bacaranın (Pilaff is in cook’s, work is in worker’s
domain);
Qaşı qayırarkən, gözü çıxartdın (When trying to improve something,
one spoiled other things);
Bir əl ilə iki qarpız tutulmaz (One can't do two things at the same time);
Gün var ayı bəslər, ay var günü bəslər (There is a day that raises a
month, there is a month that raises a day);
Gördün yemək, daha nə demək (If you see a meal, there is nothing else
to say); and others.
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Dear readers, we ask you to pay attention to the acknowledgement of
the Armenian specialist A.Ganalanian, who has done much to adapt the
foreign proverbs into the Armenian ones. According to the statement of
this academician 83 out of 500 of the studied by them Armenian proverbs
are translations from Georgian, 30 - from English. While doing it he does
not mention how many proverbs have been borrowed from Azerbaijani.
This is understandable. The Azerbaijani proverbs form the majority there.
Here are some of them included into that list of the Armenian proverbs:
“Bir i li u, pir i li” (Armenian) - “Bir olsun, pir olsun” (Azerbaijani)
(“May be one, but a good one.”)
“Kefi gon e, kendi kiovxani” (Armenian) - “Kef sənindir, kənd
koxanin” (Azerbaijani) (“Enjoyment is yours, village is village chiefs”).
As you see, these proverbs are easily recognized in Azerbaijani.
It is impossible not to recognize the identity of such proverbs as:
“Xasan qaçal, qaçal Xasan” (Armenian) - “Həsən keçəl, keçəl Həsən”
(Azerbaijani) (‘Hasan is bald, or Bald is Hasan”). The list of such identical
proverbs in Armenian and Azerbaijani is a long one.
Perhaps such sounding of “Armenian” proverbs forced even
A.Ganalanian to acknowledge that the above-mentioned three proverbs are
really “the armenianized” version of the Azerbaijani proverbs. One can say
nothing about it, it is impossible to ignore it: There are not such words as
“kənd”, “pir” in Armenian. The statement of academician Ter-Terian in his
book “Творчество Абовяна” (“Creation of Abovian”) is a good proof: “In
communication and colloquial speech the Armenians always used the
Azerbaijani proverbs...”
Now let us return to the use of the Azerbaijani proverbs by the
classical writers of the Armenian literature and continue the list of
examples illustrated in the previous sections:
Kh. Abovian: “El ağzı, çuval ağzı” (translation: mouth of the people
is a mouth of a sack) (the proverb sound the same in Azerbaijani).
“Pul ki var pasdır, əl çirkidir” - the Azerbaijani orijinal: “pul - əl
çirkidir” (translation: money is dirt on the hands).
G.Agaian: “Başqası üçün quyu qazan özü içinə düşər” - the
Azerbaijani orijinal: “Özgəyə quyu qazan özü düşər” (translation: a man
digging a well for another will fall himself into it).
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“Bir görəndə yoldaş, iki dəfə görəndə qardaş” - the Azerbaijani
orijinal: “Bir dəfə gələn yoldaşdır, iki dəfə gələn qardaş” (translation: a
man who comes once is a comrade, a man who comes twice is a brother).
P.Proshian: “tlamn qarasına da lənət, ağma da” - the Azerbaijani
orijinal: “Tlamn ağma da lənət qarasına da” (Damn both white and black
snakes).
‘Dünyanın malı dünyada qalacaq” - the Azerbaijani orijinal: ‘Dünya
mah dünyada qalar” (translation: worldly goods will stay in this world).
G.Sundukian: “Nə əkirsən, onu biçirsən” - the Azerbaijani orijinal:
“Nə əkərsən, onu biçərsən” (You will reap what you sow).
As you see, the Azerbaijani proverbs used by the Armenian classical
writers are translations of the Azerbaijani proverbs in essence.
Now let us have a look how the Armenian classical writers created
“new Armenian proverbs” by changing the form of Azerbaijani proverbs
inconsiderably.
Kh.Abovian: “Dava bilirsən öz başma elə” - the Azerbaijani orijinal:
“Keçəl dərman bilsə öz başma eylər” (If a bald man knows the cure, he
firstly use it on his own head);
“Doğru danışanın papağı deşik olar” - the Azerbaijani oriji- nals:
“Doğru danışanın papağı yırtıq olar”; or “Doğru deyənini başı keçəl olar”
(The hat of the truth-teller should have holes);
G.Agaian: “İgidin mah gözünün gabağmda gərək” - the Azerbaijani
orijinal: “Kişinin malı göz gabağmda gərək” (A man’s goods must be in
front of him);
“Göz sevən çirkin olmaz” - the Azerbaijani orijinal: “Könül sevən
göyçək olar” (That is beautiful, what is loved from the heart);
P.Proshian: “Yaxşılıq elə at suya” - the Azerbaijani orijinal:
“Yaxşılıq elə at dəryaya” (Do a good deed, and throw it into the sea);
When these examples were transformed into the Armenian, the
principle of antithesis or analogy was used against their Azerbaijani
originals.
Kh.Abovian: “Köhnə malın qiyməti olmaz” - the Azerbaijani
orijinal: “Ucuz ətin şorbası olmaz” (Cheap meat never makes a good
soup);
“Siçan deşiyini min tümənə alırlar” - the Azerbaijani orijinal: “Siçan
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deşiyini satın ahr” (A mouse hole is looked for because of fear);
“Çıraq öz dibinə işıq salar” - the Azerbaijani orijinal: “Çıraq dibinə
işıq salmaz” (A lamp never lights its bottom).
Another principle of introduction of Armenian proverbs into the
everyday life was duplication of the Azerbaijani prototype.
KhAbovian: “Dəli bir gün qırdı, yüz ağıllı töküldü düzəldə bilmədi.”
The Azerbaijani orijinal: “Məsəldir ki, dəli dənizə bir daş atdı, min
ağıllı töküldü çıxarda bilmədi” or “Dəli quyuya daş atdı, ağıllı çıxarda
bilmədi” (A madman threw a stone into the sea, a clever man could not
take it out).
Here is the Azerbaijani proverb directly “armenianized” by
G.Agaian: “Dağ dağa rast gəlməz, insan insana rast gələı” (A mountain
will not meet a mountain, but men will meet each other). It was adopted
into Armenian by RProshian like this: “Dağ dağa qovuşmaz, insan insana
qovuşar.” The reason of it is that the verb rast gəlməz (to meet, to
encounter) is not used in Armenian twice.
KhAbovian used lots of the “armenianized” Azerbaijani proverbs in
his works, but his successor G.Agaian used totally 163 proverbs!
Analyzing the works of KhAbovian, A.Ganalanian classified into a special
group the Azerbaijani proverbs used by KhAbovian (A.Ganalanian,
“Х.Абовян и устная литература” (“Kh Abovian and folklore literature”),
Erevan, 1941, in Arm.).
We ask you to pay attention to this specific example. If Kh. Abovian
translated directly the remarkable Azerbaijani proverb “Bilənə bir,
bilməyənə min”, G.Agaian used its new variation like “Başa düşənə bir,
başa düşməyənə min.”
As a result, within a short time the changed Azerbaijani proverbs
migrated into Armenian as “orijinals” and used in colloquial language. Of
course, it does not change its nature of plagiarism RProshian declares on
behalf of his hero in “Sos and Vartiter”: “Elə o gedəndir ki, getdi” and
this catch phrase is in the same form in Azerbaijani. In another episode in
the same work we encounter: “Babli babm tapmasa, dünya ah-vaynan
keçər.” The same example of folklore was sounded by him in another
variation: “Türk demişkən, yoldaş yoldaşı tapmasa, dünya ah-vayla keçər”
(As Turks say, if a comrade can not find his comrade, the world will be in
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howl), (RProshian, “Selected works”, vol.2).
P.Proshian very often appeals to the Azerbaijani proverbs and
sayings like this: ‘Türkün bir məsəb var” (As the Turks say).
For example: “Türk deyir ki, kənd dəli olanda mollaya müraciət
edir, molla dəli olsa kimə müraciət edəcək?” (As the Turks say, when the
village goes mad, they go to Mullah, but to whom will go Mullah, when he
goes mad?)
Delighted with the language of the character of P.Proshian, who
widely used the Azerbaijani proverbs, G.Agaian writes: “My God, Variter
is only a child, he is 14 years old. But he knows things much exceeding his
age, does not speak only as a child, but uses in his speech such a Turkic
(Azerbaijani) proverb as “Zər qədrini zərgər bilər” (Only jeweller knows
the value of a jewel) (G.Agaian, “Произведения”(“ТЬе works”), vol.3).
But A.Ganalanian has counted that there are about 600 Azerbaijani
and or “armenianized” proverbs and sayings in the works of P.Proshian
(A.Ganalanian, “Х.Абовян и устная литература” (“Kh.Abovian and
folklore literature”), Erivan, 1938, in Arm).
The below-shown example is from the 2nd part of T.Sundukian’s
play “Love and freedom”, where Shikaron, a wise man, quotes a phrase
which symbolizes the Azerbaijani popular wisdom

Adam var ki, adamların naxışıdır Adam var ki,
qeyri ondan yaxşıdır Adam var ki, heyvan
ondan yaxşıdır Adam var ki, dindirməsən
yaxşıdır
(Translation:
There is a man who is adorned by all;
There is a man, who is worse than others;
There is a man, who is worse than an animal
There is a man, you better not speak to.)
(G.Sundukian, Complete works, vol.3).
Dear readers! As you understand everything what was discussed
should be somehow explained. For instance, in the example of P.Proshian
it becomes clear that the classical writers of one nation appeal to the
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folklore of another nation. This is said by Academician M.Nalbandian like
this (M.Nalbandian, “Complete works”, vol.3): “Dear author (Proshian)
following in the footsteps of Abovian widely uses in his works national
proverbs and sayings. For it we thank him... It is also known that a
certain part of them belong to Turks (Azerbaijanis)” (emphasis added).
Here we would like to say that in reality the shortest road to the truth
in literature and morals, as well as in mathematics is the truth itself. In
reality in the remote past such an acknowledgement of the well known
Armenian scholar was possible. It was also possible and was not
considered to be a shame to print materials in the Armenian sources in two
languages simultaneously - in Armenian and Azerbaijani and also the
Azerbaijani proverbs and sayings in Armenian translation.
Sometime later, close to the second half of the XX century the
situation began to change. All kinds of means were used to “substantiate”
the Armenian origin of the folk art of Azerbaijan. It was enough if anyone
from Armenian nationality used a proverb or saying, it was immediately
reckoned into the Armenian creations.
Aspirations to “substantiate” the plagiarism of proverbs very often
lead to absurdity. For instance, let us take the popular Azerbaijani proverb
“Xəncəl yarası sağalar, söz yarası sağal- maz”(“the wound of a dagger may
heal, but a wound of the feelings by a bitter word will not”). The
Armenians “substantiate” their claims on this proverb through a tale in the
literal and figurative senses of the word. For the confirmation of the said let
us cite from the well-known Armenian theorist of literature and folklorist
A.Ganalanian about the misappropriation of Azerbaijani legends of which
we have spoken in the previous sections (A.Ganalanian, “Армянская
устная литература” (“Armenian
Folklore”), issue 9, Proverbs and sayings, Erevan, 1946, in Arm.):
The story tells that a bear invited to his house a hunter who was
under heavy rain. When the rain stopped the hunter thanked the bear and
added that he smelled very badly. In his reply, the bear asked him to stab
his body with the dagger. After some time when they met again, the hunter
asked if the wound of the bear had healed. The bear showed the place of
the wound and said that the wound from the dagger healed, but the wound
of his words had not. We do not want to comment the Armenian
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“explanations”, thinking that it is just a story. As such “substantiations” of
the “armenization” of the examples of our folklore do not surprise
anybody, let us demonstrate one more example. This case is about the
privatization of the Azerbaijani proverb “Dağ dağa rast gəlməz, insan
insana rast gələr” (Mountains can not meet, but men can do). The only
argument for the Armenian origin of this proverb by A.Ganalanian is that
“Armenia is a mountainous country.” The same “logical” scheme, but this
time with reference to the climate and fauna of Armenia, is used for the
misappropriation of the Azerbaijani proverb “Ayı meşədən küsüb,
meşənin xəbəri yox” (The bear has been offended by the forest but the
forest is unaware of it). Or take the proverb “İlan hər yeri əyri gəzsə də, öz
yuvasına girərkən düzəlir” (the snake may coil up, but when it enters its
nest, it straightens). It is very hard to add something to such “arguments”,
nevertheless, it is necessary to note that the climate and geography of
Azerbaijan is identical to Armenia, especially when it concerns the
Western Azerbaijan where the present Armenia is now. Along with such
gross arguments of the “misappropriators”, there are also mild
“substantiations” according to which the form and identity of the proverb
are explained by historically, economically, with other social ties, and by
the common geographical area of population by the Azerbaijani and
Armenian nations. For instance, E.Arustamian uses such a method while
arguing the identity between the proverbs of these two nations. He also
confirms that many Azerbaijani proverbs and sayings are used by the
Armenians in their original form, not translating them into Armenian,
because such a translation is not able to preserve their deep
philosophical
essence
(E.Arustamian
“Общие
черты
азербайджанских и армянских пословиц и поговорок” (Common
features of Azerbaijani and Armenian proverbs”)).
About ah these we have written in previous sections, but here it is
necessary to underline that the Azerbaijanis do not use any Armenian
proverbs, but the Armenians widely use the examples of the Azerbaijani
folklore. Identity, or similarity is always a two-way traffic, if it is not like
that, then it is necessary to call an identity what it is in reality - a
borrowing. It is notable that we have already noted before, to stimulate the
borrowing and its “armenianization” during a long time Azerbaijani
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proverbs and sayings were published in their original form with their
Armenian parallels in the periodicals like “Армянские напевы”
(“Armenian songs”) and others, beginning from the end of the XX century,
and were given to the Armenian archives.
For instance, how “the Armenian saying” is substantiated
proceeding from the joke of Mullah Nesreddin - “he believes the donkey
and not me.” For this purpose first the joke, which has no relation to the
Armenians, is narrated. Someone asks Mullah Nesreddin to lend him his
donkey to carry grain to the mill. Nesreddin says that has no donkey, at that
time a donkey brays in the stable. Hearing the bray of the donkey, the
neighbour, who came to ask for the donkey, blames Mullah Nesreddin for
the lie. Mullah in his reply says: “Do you believe the donkey or me?”
Well, dear reader, in this way the Armenian saying appeared:
“Buanikh, yakhud kharg gavar” (collected by Beneses, edited and
printed by Erv.Malayan, Printing House of G. Marti- nosian, Tiflis, 1901,
in Armenian).
There remains only to get surprised or perhaps puzzled: Why didn’t
the nations who created the remarkable jokes about
Mullah Nesreddin or Khoja Nesreddin think of transforming the aphorism
“You believe in the donkey, but not in me” into their own sayings? Why
such sayings did not become proverbs in the ethnic environments, where
such jokes were commonly related and from where their heroes were?
Now we shall illustrate examples of much later period when the
Armenian proverbs were generously filled with the “arme- nianized”
Azerbaijani copies.
We have here the book of Academician A.Ganalanian “The
Armenian Proverbs” published in 1960 in the printing house of the
Academy of Sciences of Armenia (336 pages, in Armenian). Selected and
translated 233 proverbs in this book are Azerbaijani proverbs.
Here are some of them:
Bir var minə dəyər, min var birə dəyməz (p.5) (There is a one,
which is equal to a thousand, and there is a thousand, which is not
equal even to one).
Meyvəli ağac başını aşığı salır (A tree with fruits bends down its
head).
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Aşağıda otur ki, yuxarıda sənə yer versinlər (Sit at the foot of a
table, so you can be invited to the head of the table).
Çox bil, az danış (Know more, speak less).
Üz verdilər, astar istədi (When you give one, he asks for more).
Nə etsən qarşına çıxacaq (As you sow you shall mow).
Qızım sənə deyim, gəlinim sən bil (I tell to my daughter, so my
daughter-in-law can hear).
It is not less surprising that in many “armenianized” proverbs the
key words have not been translated and remained in the original form:
Düz danışanın papağı deşik olar (The hat of truth-teller must
have holes).
Yeməyənin malı yeyənə halaldır (It is not forbidden to use the
unused).
Gah nala vurur, gah mıxa (He pleases both parties).
Allah sağ əli sola möhtac eləməsin (May Allah not drive right
hand into need of left hand).
Aşığın sözü qurtaranda neylim-neylim deyir (Ashug always sings
“neynim, neynim” when he has nothing to sing).
Dəlləkliyi mənim başımda öyrənir (He learns hairdressing on my
head)
Zərin qədrini zərgər bilər (The value of a jewel is known to the
jeweller).
Para var, çara var (When there is money, there is a solution).
Qonaq Allah qonağıdır (A guest is the guest of Allah).
Meşə çaqqälsız olmaz (There is no forest without a jackal).
Because of the known reasons we do not illustrate all the borrowings
and readers may comment them themselves.
A few years later a book titled “Armenian folklore” (in Russian) was
published by Academy of Sciences of the USSR, publishing house
“NAUKA”, and Chief Editorial Office of Oriental Literature in 100,000
copies. It is paradoxal, but it’s a fact that the same publishing house printed
the famous books of Lev Gumilev and Academician Baskakov in
5,000-10,000 copies at most. What is the reason of such a mass
publication? It becomes clear that the earlier Azerbaijani proverbs
“armenianized” by Ga- nalanian have been translated into Russian and
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filled with examples of plagiarisms such as “Can deyərsən, can
eşidərsən” (Say “jan”, hear “jan”); “Elə elə ki, nə şiş yansın nə
kabab” (Do in a way so neither spit nor kabab bums); “Həsən keçəl,
keçəl Həsən" (Hasan is bald or Bald is Hasan); “Əyri oturaq, düz
danışaq” (Let’s sit sideways and talk straight); “Aşığı evə buraxmırıq,
o isə soruşur: sazı hara qoyum?” (We don’t let ashug to enter the
house, but he asks where to put his saz); “Yağışdan çıxdıq, yağmura
düşdük” (Out of pan into the fire), etc.
Nevertheless, the foreword to this plagiarized multi-copy
publication written by Salakhian states that “the history of the Armenian
people is more than two thousand years”, and it underlines that “for all this
spiritual wealth, the Armenians are thankful to its creators: to the narrators
of folk tales and singers - gusans”, who “created their works passionately,
with inspiration, with great responsibility to their contemporaries and the
coming generations. .
That is all and now we shall try to finish this section also with a sense
of responsibility, by drawing it from the Azerbaijani catch phrase “Qarğa
bülbül olmaz, tülkü - aslan” (A crow can not become a nightingale, and a
fox can not become a lion).

§10. I stole”, which relates about the appropriation of the
Azerbaijani fairy-tales and anecdotes
The national plots in the Azerbaijani fairy-tales are interwoven with
the popular motifs of “The Arabian Nights”, and there are even the
elements of the ancient Indian national plots in them. There are fairy-tales
about the animals, as a rule in an allegorical form and “magic tales”
speaking about the mastery and incomparable skills of the Azerbaijani
story-tellers, these are tales about the daily life of the common people
which preach honest and truthfulness, love to motherland, justice and
bravery.
In one word, fairy-tale epos of the Azerbaijani people is a brilliant
evidence of its high spiritual-moral qualities and strong patriotism. Cubic
content and mighty national fantasy are the inexhaustible sources for
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which the Azerbaijani fairy-tales are popular.
Anecdotes are always short deductive funny stories reflecting the
wisdom of the nation artistically. Undergoing elaboration, polishing and
perfection, the anecdotes presented the genuine examples of folk literature.
As a rule, the folklorists refer the anecdotes to a variety of tales and give
them a special place in the classification of the tales. Undoubtedly,
something which relates the anecdotes to the tales is their common
beginning; nevertheless, the anecdotes differ from the tales by their main
features. If the tale is the destiny of the narrator, but an anecdote may be
narrated by anyone. Every nation has its own heroes in anecdotes, the
anecdotes themselves may be local, provincial, popular in some region,
and may also become strongly popular and step the boundaries of the
territory of one or other nation. The Azerbaijani anecdotes with their vast
popularity are connected with the name of Behlul Danende and
considerably with Mullah Nesreddin. If a mild humour is characteristic to
the anecdotes of Mullah Nesreddin, which are always friendly and
compact, the anecdotes of Behlul Danende are always revelatory, acutely
satirical, and, as a rule, rely on the wide-spread plots. The popular
Turkologist V. Gordelevski writes: “In Turkey, in the pre-Mediterranean
countries, in Romania, in Serbia, in the Crimea, in the Transcaucasus, in
Chechnya - everywhere people know Khoja Nesreddin. Nesreddin is also
popular among the Mountaineers, Armenians, Arabs, Mountainous Jews,
and Uygurs.” (V.Gordlevsky, “Анекдоты о Ходжа Насреддине”
(“Anecdotes about Khoja Nesreddin”), IVL, M., 1957). People called
Nesreddin either Mullah, or Khoja, underlined his education and
respectability as if he had the title of a teacher.
Dear readers! Speaking about the Armenian borrowings of the
Azerbaijani tale heritage we certainly have in mind such a feature of the
tales that their plots coincide in many nations, yet the identical plots are not
the bases for calling them plagiarisms. If we speak in the language of the
copyright, the basis for the confirmation of a borrowing is the identity of
forms, key words, slogans used in them, the names of the tales, and,
undoubtedly, their translations presented as one’s own cultural heritage.
Let us begin with such a fact that there are many examples of the
Azerbaijani folklore, including tales in their original narration, but as usual
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in Armenian alphabet, in the archives of Armenia. The Armenian
collectors of these Azerbaijani tales attach to them not only their Armenian
translations, but also numerous explanations to verses used in them. It is
done, firstly with the aim of their much broader “use” and dissemination of
their slightly changed copies as the Armenian originals in mass numbers.
Therefore, the parts of the tales in verse are subject to borrowing
particularly. For instance, in 10-volume “Армянские народные сказки”
((“Armenian Folktales”) Yerevan, Publishing House of AS of Armenia),
of which publishing began in 1959, the tale entitled “The story of a
collective farmer” tells that a young man falls in love with a young girl
who is a member of the young Communist League. She compels him to
join the collective-farm. In this tale the appeal of the hero in verse to the
lady is completely identical with the famous verse in the Azerbaijani epos
“Ashug Gerib.” We have written in the previous sections of the attempts of
the Armenians to misappropriate the epos. Or let us take the songs and
motifs of the Azerbaijani epos of “Asli and Kerem.” In this epos “the
armenianized plot” is the daughter of the priest - the son of a Mullah, or
vice-versa. It goes back to O. Erzenkatsi - a priest from Erzinjan, and “the
ashug”, one of the first men who “misappropriated” this plot. It penetrated
into the Armenian tales very deeply. It is enough to say that in the book by
K.Sharents (“Саз из Вана” (“Saz from Van”) Vol.B, Tiflis, 1899, in Arm.)
this topic found its reflection in the tale titled “Saljum Pasha”, and in more
than ten Armenian folk songs.
Let’s consider much later publications. For instance, dear readers,
let’s focus on “Armenian Folklore” (publ. AS USSR, 1967). Pay attention
to the title of the tale - “Hazaran Bulbul.” The tale speaks of three sons of a
ruler, who disperse in three different directions, in search of a magic
nightingale. One of the routes lies to Yerevan, the other - to Tiflis and the
third one in the direction of “gedər gəlməz”, a direction from which there is
no return. At the footnote “gedən gəlməz” is translated into Armenian as
“the one who goes, never returns.”
Or let us take the tale titled “Chopchi” (it is explained there that
“Chopchi” is the collector of ailment). Or take the tale “Ba- bakhan and
Khan Bogu.” There is no need to comment the Turkic origin of these
names. But the title of the tale «Не рой другому яму - сам попадешь» is
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just the Azerbaijani proverb “Özgəyə quyu qazan özü içinə düşər” (Don’t
dig a well for another, you will fall in it) translated into Russian. In his time
it was privatized by G.Agaian in the form “Başqası üçün quyu qazan özü
içinə düşər” (A person who digs a well for others will fall in himself),
which we mentiond in the previous sections.
Now some words about Armenian anecdotes.
The expression “Armenian anecdote”, especially in the presentation
of the “Armenian radio”, won a worthy popularity in the former USSR and
it is impossible to find a citizen of this former country who did not listen to
them with a smile... But now we shall speak about other anecdotes, more
exactly, about the Armenian anecdotes published in that unfortunately
popular to you plagiarized “Армянский фольклор” (“Armenian Folklore”
1967) in Russian. The compilers of this publication preferred to acquaint
the Russian- speaking readers not with the Armenian anecdotes directly,
but with the anecdotes of “the Garabagh joker Pulu-Pugi” in the translation
of G.Karapetian. Here, the thing is not only connected with the deficit of
the Armenian anecdotes which became bywords, but with the
politicization of the presented genre from the beginning. Dozens of
anecdotes in the book are intended tell about the Armenians living in
Garabagh. Pulu-Pugi is presented as a wit and joker, popular hero of the
Garabagh folklore. “He is even akin to the famous Mullah Nes- reddin”,
these words were written in the preface of this collection by
A.Salakhian (emphasis added). Pulu-Pugi is a jester serving MelikShahnazar, the melik of Garabagh. He entertains his master with “merry
stories, sayings, legends and good wheezes.” As you know, dear readers,
the meliks of Garabagh were not Armenians by nationality, but Albanians
who originated from the dynasty of Hasan Jalali (we have mentioned it in
the previous section). Thus, presentation of the material in such a manner,
and though the publication of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR
(Oriental Editorial Board) pursues a different goal - to confirm such an
opinion that namely the Armenian meliks have family roots in Garabagh,
and since the ancient times they were the ruling clans in their own
territory...
You become convinced in it when you get acquainted with the
comment in the text which says that “Garabagh, is present Autonomous
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Region of Nagomo Garabagh of the Azerbaijani SSR with mixed
Armenian-Azerbaijani population.” Then there arises such a natural
question: To what country did Garabagh belong till the said period and
what was its ethnic composition?
Now what Pulu-Pugi joked.
For instance, let us take the story “Pulu-Pugi and the thieves.” Its
content is like this: When the thieves enter his house, he hides himself. The
thieves find nothing to take away. But when the thieves find him and they
ask him the reason of it, he answers that was hiding because he had nothing
in this house for the thieves. If you compare it with the popular anecdote of
Mullah Nesreddin “Mullah and the thieves”, you at once find the identity
in them
Now let us take a less popular anecdote by Mullah Nesreddin “Either
the Donkey, or Timur the Lame.” The story says that Mullah Nesreddin
takes a lump sum of money from Timur as tuition to teach his donkey to
speak like man within five years. When he speaks about it to his wife and
she asks him if it is possible to teach a donkey, in reply he says: “Within
five years either the donkey or Timur will die!” The content of Pulu-Pugi is
like this: “Pulu-Pugi teaches literacy to the donkey of Melik- Shahnazar.”
The content is completely the same as in the story of Mullah Nesreddin.
They only difference is that Pulu-Pugi says that in the course of these years
one of them, either the donkey, or Melik-Shahnazar, or he himself may die.
Probably the same borrowing is conspicuously felt in the plot of “The list
of the fools and madmen” narrated by Pulu-Pugi and the anecdote of
Mullah Nesreddin titled “The history of fools”, etc.
At the end it becomes clear that Pulu-Pugi is a kind of Mullah
Nesreddin not much in popularity, as it is presented by the authors of “the
Armenian folklore”, but in the identity of compiled plots.
Poet V.Soloukhin is really right when he says that “to tell anecdotes
means to hire humour.” We remind to the readers that it is possible to
compile a whole list of the villages and towns of Garabagh which present
the Azerbaijani literature with dozens of witty anecdotes deep in sense. For
instance, Abdul Kasim, Abbasgulu from Shusha and many others were a
kind of Mullah Nesreddin from Garabagh.
Azerbaijani folk anecdotes were widely spread among the
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Armenians. One can find the anecdotes of Behlul Danende among them
along with those of Mullah Nesreddin. They all are preserved in the
archives of Armenia. Of course, very often the name of Mullah Nesreddin
is met in the works of the classical writers of Armenia more than in the
archive materials, in publications. The anecdotes of Mullah Nesreddin may
be found in the collections of the Armenian folklore, for example in the
copybook of Senekerim Shaldjian.
Legendary, resourceful and witty, apt and unexpected Mullah
Nesreddin was a frequently used name by the Armenians. Persons who
know Azerbaijani all the time use this popular wisdom in the original.
Collecting these and other identical anecdotes in his book
“Шуточные и короткие рассказы” (“Comic and short stories”),
KhAbovian pointed out that humour and buffoonery are of great
importance since the antiquity (Kh-Abovian, Collected Works, vol.4). The
Armenians published and disseminated the anecdotes and similar stories
diligently since the third quarter of the XIX century. For example, “The
anecdotes of Mullah Nesreddin” was published in 1858 in Tzmir in the
print house of Dedeian, it was based on the translations of I.Gagd. By the
end of the XIX century the number of publications grew so much that the
translations were accompanied with great changes and adaptations aimed
at the “arme- niazation” of anecdotes (1876, 1877, 1883). “Anecdotes”
were specially pubhshed in three volumes. In the third volume they were
divided into national and foreign anecdotes.
Under foreign ones they meant the anecdotes connected with the
name of Mullah Nesreddin. The anecdotes were so much popular that the
Armenian scholars began to deal with them substantially; among them
were even men with holy orders. For instance, Archbishop Gabriel
Ayvazian in the foreword to the book published in Polns writes that “there
are many people who know comic and humorous stories among our
[Armenians] people. Along with it, there are widely spread examples of
these comic and humorous stories translated form Turkish by those who
know Turkish and by the Armenians living in the Turkic areal”
(emphasis added). Not less significant is the fact that the Azerbaijani
originals of Mullah Nesreddin have entered the written Armenian
literature. It is necessary to stress that namely the examples of the
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Azerbaijani anecdotes, but not Armenian ones are used in the written
Armenian literature, and it was done by the classical writer of the
Armenian literature Kh. Abovian more than others. A considerable
collection of the anecdotes of Mullah Nesreddin has been included into his
“Развлечения на досуге” (“Leisure time”), and his ABC-book
“Nakhashavich.”
Kh. Abovian turned these anecdotes into verse, for instance, such as
“The Pot of Mullah Nesreddin”, “The Dinner of Mullah Nesreddin”, “Loss
of Mullah Nesreddin’s donkey” and others. They are popular among the
people even today (Kh. Abovian, Collected works, 1948, vol.l, 1950,
vol.5). Of course, the anecdotes included into his works do not bear the
name of Mullah Nesreddin, but “someone” whose name is unknown. Here
is one of such examples:
“An educated man comes to the house of a relative of his.. When he
knocks at the door, the host says to the servant: “Tell him that I am not at
home.” The guest understands what the matter is, does not say anything
and goes away. Next time the host comes to him, this time he himself
replies to the knock behind the door that he is not at home. The man thinks
that he is being joked and knocks at the door again. Again he hears the
same answer. He asks in surprise: “Listen! I know that it is you who says
that you are not at home.” The host answers: “I believed in your servant,
but you don’t believe in me.” There is no need to compare it with the
anecdote of Mullah Nesreddin “You believe in the donkey, but don’t
believe in me.” As the borrowing is clearly obvious, Abovian himself
mentions the origin of his anecdotes: “... those who are acquainted with the
anecdotes of Mullah Nesreddin, they know...”
G.Agaian also put into verse the anecdotes of Mullah Nesreddin. In
one of them presented as the anecdote of Khoja Nesreddin, the latter
deceives the people that he has found a treasure, but then he himself
believes in his lie and begins to look for it (G. Agaian, Works, vol.l).
The popular Armenian prose writer P.Proshian used the anecdotes
very often in the form of short sayings. Very often for the much deeper
understanding the essence of the narration, he introduced the events
humorously by using the words of the anecdotes of Mullah Nesreddin, or
concluded the said by a proverb from the anecdotes of Mullah Nesreddin.
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For instance: “Да приму я твои горести. Беда известна и нам и тебе.
Сбрось с души камень. Упаси только, если из этого, чтобы как и
Молла Насреддина взамен крынки масла не оказался бы шор...” (Let
me share your adversities. Misfortune is known both to you and us. Take
the load off your mind. Heaven forbid, if curd is found instead of butter jug
as this happened to Mullah Nesreddin) (P.Proshian, “Collected Works”,
vol. 2). The use of the anecdote of Mullah Nesreddin, more exactly, this
statement allows fully imagine the said, as it is difficult to find a reader
who is not aware of this anecdote and proverb which derives from it “Вся
беда в крынке с маслом” (The trouble Ues in the jug with the butter).
Dear readers! In the course of a number of sections of thematic
selections “I came, I saw, ... I stole” we narrate about the misappropriation
and “armenization” of the intellectual property of the Azerbaijani people.
These are the intellectual theft of the Azerbaijani eposes, legends and other
epic works. It is the aspiration to misappropriate the Azerbaijani bayaties,
proverbs and say- mgs, this is the “armenization” of the Azerbaijani
fairy-tales and anecdotes, and other examples of the folklore genre.
Therewith, it also known that folklore continuously feeds the
literature. The national literature becomes richer when it relies on the oral
folklore.
Shortly, the national folklore all the time has been an inexhaustible
source of motifs, plots, images, poetic and prosaic forms of fiction, a rich
treasury of its expressive language means and devices of composition. As
the readers have noted, the classical writers of the Armenian literature have
appealed to the Azerbaijani folklore more than to the Armenian one. So,
they enriched their own literary works. Benefiting from the originals of the
Azerbaijani folklore, Kh.Abovian, G.Agaian, P.Proshian, T.Sundukian
created new “armenianized” examples of folklore of their nation. The same
was done by the Armenian ashugs who were bearers and narrators of
folklore. The number of the Armenian ashugs who versified and song them
in Azerbaijani exceeded 400 persons. If some parts of the works of
Sayat-Nova are not taken into account, then it becomes clear that he
mainly created in Azerbaijani and an absolute majority of the Armenian
folk songs were taken from the Azerbaijani folk songs.
It is enough to declare that the Azerbaijani (Turkish) language was
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the language of folklore in the Transcaucasia in the XIX century for all the
nations living there. This is a unique fact in the history of language
contacts and interrelation.
It is not accidental that the classical writer of Armenia Kh.Abovian
and following him the popular Armenian literary critic, M.Nabaldian,
believed that “the system of the new Armenian language was formed under
the influence of the Turkic-Tatar (Azerbaijani) language.” Perhaps,
because of this reason,
G. Antonian writes that “not separate persons create the language; it is
the expression of the need of all nation” (emphasis added) (G.Antonian,
“Литературные связи армянского и азербайджанского народов”
(Literary relations between Armenians and Azerbaijanis), 1955).
But all this was in the recent past. But now? Here is only one
example, dear readers, from the recently published book of S.Avazian
“История России. Армянский след” (“History of Russia. The Armenian
Trace”) (Moscow, 1998).
So... Besides all other things, it becomes clear from the pretentious
title that its author tries to prove that... for the beginning of the national
folklore, creation of eposes, exaltation of temples, carpet-making and
horse-breeding and the formation of metallurgy, melting of iron,
creation of the model of the universe, discovery of electricity we owe to
the Armenians! (emphasis added) He did not also forget the birth of the
alphabet, cultivation of cereals, grapes, pomegranate, apricot and many
others. Rostan says not in vain: “It is possible to understand a person who
speaks a different language, but not with a person who attaches quite
different meanings to the same words.” Therefore, following the Biblical
saying “you will be applied the measure with which you measure”, we
quote an answer to the said from I.K.Kapadpev’s “Очерков закавказской
жизни” (“Essays on Transcaucasian life”): “Culture dealt with Armenian
nation 37 years ago” (it was said in 1901).
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§11. I stole”, which relates about the sources and the
“development” of the Armenian musical plagiarism
Dear readers! We continue our thematic cycle “I came, I saw ..., I
stole”, and this time we would like to tell you about the Armenian musical
plagiarism.
Music, dear readers, is a special world embodying the mediation
between the spiritual and sensual perception of life. Bom in the heart it is to
reach the heart. Music “embodies thoughts” (Wagner) and “impells to
expressive thinking” (Emerson), makes “revelation much higher than
wisdom in philosophy” (Beethoven) and “is a language common to all the
mankind” (Weber).
“When words end, music begins.” Music together with poetry was the
spirit of the Azerbaijani culture all the time. “The spirit of culture is the
culture of spirit” neatly expressed Hofmiller. It is impossible not to
appreciate the direct and strong emotional impact of music. Of course, the
music of each nation has its own idiosyncratic national features.
Azerbaijan is an ancient country; it has rare and rich folklore
traditions aging many centuries. Musical traditions, the traditions of the
past occupy one of the important places in them. The present and future
traditions rely on them. Therefore, music is a monument of culture and a
rich foundation for the renewal of the national composer’s art for the
Azerbaijanis. Ancient songs and melodies, lyrical bayaties, elegies funeral songs, mersiya and aghi, remarkable ashug songs, musical dance
folklore and, undoubtedly, mugam - the peak of the folk music of
Azerbaijan, all of them are the rich treasury of the Azerbaijani people.
The modal basis of the instrumental-vocal and musical- dance
folklore based on such mugams as Rast, Shur, Shushter, Bayati-Shiraz are
remarkable. Of course, because of its particular lyricism Segah is much
frequently sung Azerbaijani song.
The dance music of Azerbaijan is variegated. Lyrical dances and
dances for women like “Vagzali” and “Uzundere”, speedy dances for men
like “Gazakhi”, “Gaytaghi” and “Khanchobani”, and the collectively
danced and sung “Yalli”, and war dance “Jangi” and slow “Mirzeyi” and
others are among them.
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The Armenians try to claim just on these musical folklore traditions
of the Azerbaijani people. We shall speak namely of these musical thefts.
Let us begin with the fact of how “the preparations” are made for the
adoption and misappropriation of the musical folklore of Azerbaijan. We
have already mentioned that in the XVIII- XIX centuries the Azerbaijani
language was an inter-ethnic and inter-state language in the Caucasus, the
music of Azerbaijan of those years was also the leading and decisive
cultural factor in the Caucasus.
We must underline that the Azerbaijani language and music of XIX
century became a common folklore for the Southern Caucasus, it was a
unique fact in the history of contacts and interactions. It was the epoch of
widely familiarization with the musical art of Azerbaijan by the travellers,
who shared their views in their diaries and in the press. For instance, the
Russian orientalist M.Berezin shared his impressions on the Azerbaijani
music in “Закавказский вестник” (“Transcaucasian Bulletin” №21) after
his travel to Baku and the villages of Absheron in 1824. He was guest of
Alyar Bey from Buzovna, he wrote about the orchestra of musicians
playing in drum, saz, balaban (a wind instrument) and tambourine: “The
orchestra was conducted by a saz which added tone to the melody... The
musician who played in saz is prima tenor... In the course of this travel
I have the chance to listen to the best Muslim singers and musicians in
Tehran, Cairo, Constantinople, but the songs heard by me in the house
ofAliyar Bey in Absheron seemed to me more pleasant all the time. ”
(emphasis added)
Along with the said, just at the beginning of the XIX century the
Azerbaijani music began to be recorded and published. It is unnecessary to
remind that in those years the only means to record the music was to put it
onto note. It is also obvious that only people literate in music could do it.
So that the publication of the Azerbaijani music folklore pursued the goal
of its broader dissemination, for making people get familiarized with it and
learn this music heritage. But the records and publications of the music
folklore of Azerbaijan pursued completely a different goal as well: to put
the examples of the music folklore of Azerbaijan onto note in order to get a
kind of a copyright for them, to claim later ownership on them, to declare
them to be Armenian... “Азиатский музыкальный журнал” (“Asian
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Musical Journal”) published in Azerbaijan in 1817 by I. Dobrovolski had
the recorded notes of the folk songs of Azerbaijan together with the songs
of other oriental peoples. The Azerbaijani songs were published under the
title “Persian songs of Feteli-Derbentski.” In the same way in 1861
P.Sielski in Petersburg in the magazine “Иллюстрация” (“Illustration”)
published the Azerbaijani folk song “Qaladan qalaya” (“From castle to
castle”). This song was heard before the publication by the remarkable
Russian composer M. Glinka in the autumn of 1829 in one of the halls of
Petersburg. Here is what he writes about it: “In autumn of the same year I
heard in the hall of Shterich a Persian [Azerbaijani] song sung by
Khosrov Mirza, secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. I used its
motif in the opera “Ruslan and Lyudmila” in the piece for choir “the
darkness falls on the field” (M.Glinka, “Литературное наследие”
(“Literary Heritage”), vol.l, L-M, Muzgiz, 1952) Here the talk is about the
Azerbaijani song “Qalanın dibində” (“At the foot of the Castle”), which
formed the basis of “the Persian choir” in “Ruslan and Lyudmila.” The
remarkable composer, as it must be done by all the great musicians, wrote
about it directly. Dear readers, we ask you to remember this fact, because
we shall return to it in connection with the Armenian plagiarism. In 1834
A.Alyabev published in Moscow an “Azerbaijani” folk melody as a
quadrille close to “Altı nömrə” and “Darçını.” The note records and
composer adaptations of the Azerbaijani music later allowed the glorious
pleiad of the representatives of the musical art of Russia appropriate the
musical heritage of the Azerbaijani people. It is not accidental that we find
remarkable oriental traces brought by the intonation and melody of the
Azerbaijani folk music in the works of M.Balakirev, N.Rimski-Korsakov,
M.Musorgski, M.Glinka, A.Borodin, P.Chaikovski. We listen to R.Glier’s
“Shahsenem” with great inspiration, in which there are several dozens of
motifs of the Azerbaijani melodies, we also enjoy M.Glinka’s “Ruslan and
Lyudmila”, S.Rakhmaninov’s romance “He пой, красавица, при мне”
(“Don’t sing to me, my fair lady”) in which we feel the tonal structure of
the mugam “Chargah”, “Восточный романс” (“the Oriental romance”) of
A.Glagunov and others.
Dear readers, now let us return to “the Armenian tradition of
misappropriation of the Azerbaijani cultural traditions” and begin with the
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revelations of the prominent Armenian men-of-art connected with the
music which was played and listened recently (XIX century).
M.Nalbandian writes in “О древних стихах и напевах” (“About ancient
verses and songs”), (Collected Works, vol. 1): However, the majority of
melodies and songs have
been borrowed from the Turks [Azerbaijanis]. I have been to many places
where the Armenians live, and I have always tried to hear something
Armenian. Unfortunately, I could not.” We think that his other revelation
is not accidental either. He says: “The names of all musical instruments
that we use - saz, santur, Ka- man, are all Turkic.” Not coincidentally that
the popular Armenian literary critic S. Palasanian in his “Armenian
melodies” published in 1868 writes: “The motifs of our melodies are very
different ...we accept the melodies of other nations under the influence
of which we occur as ours... ”
Here is the well-known statement of G.Agaian: “... This language
(Azerbaijani) is like a mother tongue for the Armenians. Just because of it
we sing in Azerbaijani.”
We have to repeat the words of the classical Armenian writer
Kh.Abovian that “the Armenians sing only in Turkic”, and “the
Armenians have not got their own eposes with songs”, and others.
But Brutian added to all the said that “the most outstanding singers
of Mugam are from Shusha and Baku. ” We, in our turn, add that the
well-known specialist A.Koreshenko in his “Наблюдения над восточной
музыкой, преимущественно кавказской” (“Observation of the eastern
music, mainly Caucasian”) (Moscow Bulletin, 1896) writes that “the
Armenians do not have their own folk music. ”
His view was also shared by the Armenian composer and
musicologist Sp.Melikian who was engaged in recording and collection of
the folk music in the soviet period. This was written in “Истории музыки
народов СССР” (“The history of music of the nations of the USSR”) (M.,
1970) (the editorial board of the book included M.Muradian and
G.Tigranov): “Systematically taking part in expeditions [for collecting
and recording folk music], discovering and recording genuinely folk
songs, he denied the originality of the Armenian folk music” (emphasis
added). Namely because of this reason in his “Из истории
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армяно-русских музыкальных связей XIX-XX вв.” (“From the history
of Arme- nian-Russian musical relations in the XIX-XX centuries”) he
criticized Sp.Melikian for his “theory of influences”, according to which
“the Armenian music is a conglomeration of influences of different
cultures” (emphasis added).
It is hard to add something to the above, but it should be noted that
Sp.Melikian, who was engaged in the collection and recording the folk
songs and dances in Armenia, should know the best, what are the origins
and why the Armenian folk music is wholly a tangle of borrowings, an
mainly from Azerbaijanis.
The more so the texts of the ancient Azerbaijani songs long ago were
under the Armenian “dome.” We would like, dear readers, you to know
that it is hard to find a manuscript of the XVII- XVTTT centuries, all the
more in the XIX century in which the ancient Azerbaijani songs are not
found. The texts of the majority of them are kept in Matenadaran and other
archives in Armenia. The songs are widely spread, as we have already
noted, and the absolute majority of the Armenian folk songs (about 90
percent) are based on the Azerbaijani songs. The ancient Azerbaijani songs
were not only sung by them everyday, not only were collected and
preserved in archives, but in case of necessity were also translated and
disseminated as other examples of the Azerbaijani folklore. As a rule, in
foreign publications the Azerbaijani folk songs were introduced as the
Armenian ones. As an example we can mention the publication in Paris
“The Armenian folk melodies” collected by R.Boyachian and developed
for print by A.Serieks. The main part of the songs in the book is the
Azerbaijani folk melodies with their own original texts.
The texts of the Azerbaijani songs and melodies have widely
penetrated into the Armenian literature and into their professional music
and were widely spread by the Armenian ashugs- gusans.
Both instrumental-vocal and musical-dance examples of the
Azerbaijani printed music, as we have already noted, were the beginning
of the borrowings and plagiarism.
For instance, the Azerbaijani folk dance tunes “Uzundere” and
“Jeyrani” printed at the end of the XIX century were declared to be
primordially Armenian just after several years. The same was done with
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the popular Azerbaijani dance tune “Shalakho” in “Музыкальный
энциклопедический словарь” (“Musical Encyclopaedic Dictionary”)
(1959) and it was presented as “an Armenian solo dance for man.” The
ethnology of “Shalakho” is “şələ yüküm” (burden load). Perhaps, such a
presentation of “Shalakho” was not without the help of responsible in this
dictionary “for accentuation” M.Ter-Terov.
It is impossible also not to mention that the Azerbaijani songs and
melodies found way to the Armenian stage. In particular, in Sundukian’s
play “Khatabala” (an Azerbaijani word which means “trouble”, “danger”)
(1866-1867). In its third part the servant Sarkis soliloquizes completely
based on the ancient Azerbaijani melodies (Sundukian, Collected Works,
vol.l).
A special subdivision was set up at the Institute of Science and Art
for collecting the folk music and for its study with the purpose of
deepening the knowledge about the popular folk music, as the time
witnessed, and for “the development” of the future plagiarism, already in
the soviet period in 1925 in Yerevan. This subdivision was headed by
S.Melikian, a pupil of S.Komitas (Sogomonian), the founder of the
Armenian classical polyphonic music. “The genius of the Armenian
music” as Komitas introduces himself in numerous Armenian studies,
according to “Энциклопедический музыкальный словарь” (“Musical
Encyclopaedic Dictionary”) (1959), besides his interest in sacred music, he
recorded over 3000 songs, 500 out of which have been preserved. One of
the examples of these recorded songs is the Azerbaijani song “Sari gelin”
("Fair-haired Maiden" or “Blonde Bride”) called “Es kez tesa” (in
Armenian) (“Этнографический сборник” (Ethnographic Collection),
vol.l, №56) as an Armenian folk song. This song was published by S.
Melikian in “Этнографический сборник” (“Ethnographic collection”) of
Komitas with commentaries. This compilation, as it is noted in “Истории
музыки народов СССР” (“History of the music of the nations of the
USSR”) (vol.l, 1970), was subject to changes by composer K.Zakharian
(approximately in the 30s of the past century). We encounter the relapses
of this musical theft now: very often the Azerbaijani music is presented as
the Armenian one in foreign TV channels and press. For instance, while in
the recent “European music collection”, the Armenians introduced this
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musical masterpiece (“sari gelin”) as an Armenian song. It is paradoxical,
but a fact, that neither the compilers nor publishers, even Armenians who
presented it, were familiar with the etymology of the tide of the song. “Sari
gelin” does not simply mean “a fairhaired, shiny, bright-eyed young lady,
or bride”, but it has a hidden meaning. “GelirT derives from the verb
“gəlmək” (to come) and “sari” means in direction to us, therefore this is
“a bride coming toward us.” In “European music collection” armenianized
“Sari gelin” remained as “Yellow Bride.” It also can be said about the
remarkable melody of “Neylim-neylim” which in Azerbaijani means
“what shall I do?” It was included into the said collection in Azerbaijani
and written in Latin alphabet, that is, without any changes in its
Azerbaijani name. The meaning of the titles of both songs, which every
Azerbaijani understands, remained unknown for the Armenian
plagiarizers. It is worth to underline that the attempts of the founder of the
Armenian music Komitas to armenianize the names of the songs failed the Armenians sing and introduce them in their original form.
We must stress that “Этнографический сборник” (“Ethnographic
Collection”), which is called “the treasury of the Armenian music” and
“the Encyclopaedia of the Armenian peasant music” contains not one, but
many note compilations of the Azerbaijani folk songs from Komitas. As to
the opinion of S.Melikian, who recorded approximately a thousand
folklore songs, published the collections “The Songs of Shirak” and “the
Songs of Van (the latter was published twice), as we noted above, was
unshakable: the Armenian music is not original, and Komitas is just an
ethnographer of music (emphasis added). Here is an example, the exact
opposite of the musicologist M.Muradian, anathematizing S.Melikian in
his work of which we referred above. He writes: “It is known that Glinka in
the Persian choir from the third act of the opera “Ruslan and Lyudmila”
used the Armenian song of which he was informed by the prominent
marine artist N.Ayvazovski. We ask the readers to compare this false
statement with the above-mentioned thoughts of Glinka and pay attention
to such a thing that for the absurdity based on forgery he was obliged to
appeal to the authority of N.Ayvazovski. Here is another example from
one of the students of the heritage of Komitas, an Armenian musicologist
N.Tagmizian. He writes: “Komitas is the founder not only of the new
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school of national composers, but also of the science of the ancient
Armenian musical culture... he laid the foundations of the most recent
Armenian science on the ancient Armenian songs and about how they were
composed. In many things predetermined the further way of development
of this science” (“Комитас и таги Григора Нарекаци”, “Комитас и
проблема расшифровки армянских хазов”, “Комитас и вопросы
исследования армянского духовного песнетворчества”).
Well, dear readers, you are not mistaken. He is the same Tagmizian,
who following “the further method predetermined by Komitas”, reviewing
the creative activity of great Nizami, namely his poem “Khosrov and
Shinn” in the 80s proved that the head of musicians in the palace Sarkesh is
an Armenian and Shinn - an Armenian princess, and generally, the
Armenian musical culture is the primary core with a huge impact on the
musical culture of the Orient. Just for the sake of justice, it is must be noted
that the peak of the oeuvre of Tagmizian is his conclusion, which tells that
a certain part of the epos of “Kitabi-Dede Korkut” (The Book of Dede
Korgut) was written by the Armenians. He came to such a conclusion after
studying the creative activity of gusans - the so-called Armenian ashugs
(N.Tagmizian, “Об армяно-персидско- таджикских взаимосвязях в
древности” (About Armenian- Persian-Tadjik interrelations in ancient
times), Dushanbe, “Don- ish”, 1989).
Other Armenian specialists, such as Tsiktsiian, Erijanian and others
helped Tagmizian in attaching an artificial ancientness to the musical
culture of Armenia.
Dear readers, we shall now mention the list of much greater
achievements of Armenia in the sphere of music in the 20s-40s of the past
century reflected in the corresponding sections of “Истории музыки
народов СССР” (The History of the Music of the nations of the USSR)
devoted to the Armenian SSR:
N.Tigranian: - “Bayati-Shiraz” (improvisation);
A.Spendiarov - “Etudes of Yerevan: suite”, part I, dance tune
“Enzeli”, “Garib bulbul”, symphonic improvisation of the songs of
Sayat-Nova.
All the mentioned musical works rely closely on the Azerbaijani folk
music. We do not say anything about the opera “Al- mast” of
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A.Spendiarov, about the ballet “Spartak” and “Gaiane” of A.Khachaturian,
about the opera “Anush” of A. Tigranian, about the opera “Safa” of
A.Mailian and many other works of the Armenian composers, on which no
one can deny the influence of Great Uzeir Hajibeyov. This is a topic of a
separate talk.
But we can not also be blind and deaf to the plagiarism of
“Vagarshapat Dance” of A. Babadzhanian which originates from Uzeir
Hajibeyov’s musical comedy “O olmasin, bu olsun.” So why. Much later,
after “Vagarshapatian dance” in the 80s, in one of the central radio and TV
programs A. Babadzhanian “discovered the roots” of the remarkable
operetta of Uzeyir Hajibeyov - “Meshedi Ibad”, in melodies sung in some
Armenian village in Garabagh and thus, he, indirectly, tried to accuse the
great Azerbaijani composer in plagiarism.
Dear readers, continuing the topic on the plagiarism of the
Azerbaijanian musical folklore by the Armenians, it is impossible not to
say sometimes what kind of the wiles were used by the Armenians to leave
their “name” in the musical art of the Azerbaijani mugham. The
Azerbaijani mugham was proclaimed a Masterpiece of the Oral World
Heritage by UNESCO thanks to the remarkable contribution of Mrs.
Mehriban Aliyeva, the president of Heydar Aliyev Foundation, the First
Lady of Azerbaijan.
It should be noted a statement by the Armenian musicologist
A.Shaverdian in connection with the improvisations of mugham for piano,
string quartet and orchestra. Thus, Shahverdian found necessary to declare
that “an apologetic attitude towards Mugham is unacceptable as an art
which is supposedly... perfect, supreme and classic.” It was said in the
address of the popular composer of Armenia N.Tigranian, who spent a lot
of time collecting and studying folk songs and mughams (both Azerbaijani
and Armenian).
Perhaps it is not the last reason of why “mugham” has been
characterized as an exceptional “mode in the Azerbaijani folk music” in
“Музыкальный
Энциклопедический
Словарь”
(“Musical
Encyclopaedic Dictionary”), as well as “a genre of folk and
traditional-professional music in the form of vocal- instrumental cycle of
pieces embodying the features of suites and rhapsodies.” Therefore, it was
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difficult “to armenianize” this kind of musical folklore. The reason, of
course, is much deeper. Mugham is a special art bom at the resonance of
the poetics of the language, its melodiousness with the music of mugham.
It is impossible to sing mugham without ghazals, gasides (odes), mbayis
(quatrains), in one word, oriental poetry.
Namely because of it misappropriation of mughams by the
Armenians was possible only on an instrumental level. But recently, the
Armenians claim on it saying that they have their Armenian mughams, and
even “their art of mugham is rather a developed one.”
For instance, M.Brutian, despite his own confirmation that the
Armenian singers of mugham are originally from Baku and Shusha, and
despite the acknowledgement of the fact that mugham, if it really exists in
Armenia, it is exclusively on the instrumental level, along with it he
peddles ideas that the Armenians perform concerts of “the
Armenian-Persian” and vocal- instrumental music, meaning the
Azerbaijani mugham Bayati- Shiraz. Morever, according to him, the
Armenian mugham, separately from the common oriental mugham
culture, managed to develop in Armenia based on national peculiarities. At
the same time, he regretfully notes that in the medieval the Armenians
participated in the development of mugham more actively (M.Brutian, “О
бытовании мугамата в Армении” (“Existence of mugham in Armenia”);
“Макомы, мугамы и современное композиторское искусство”
(Maqoms, mughams and modem composer art), Tashkent, 1978). As you
see, dear readers, Shah- verdian hurried with his verdict to the composer
Tigranian who in due time improvised “Bayati-shiraz”, because the
possibilities of the Armenian plagiarism are really unlimited.
As the readers know, there must be some grounds for such reasoning
and conclusions. They are as usual false. It turns out that, in advance, in
1968, the Armenian musicologist Tagmizian published “Руководство по
восточной музыке” (“Guide to Oriental Music”) with his own comments.
He claims that the real author of the work is, as he says, was the XVIII
century Armenian tambourine player Arutin. The book is just titled as
“Тамбурист Арутин” (“Tambourine player Arutin”) (translation from
Turkish with the commentaries of N.Tagmizian, Yerevan, Academy of
Sciences of Armenia, 1968). As it becomes clear, the guide on the oriental
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music has been written in Azerbaijani, but in the Armenian alphabet by
this tambourine player. As you see, the method is familiar, dear readers.
Moreover, Tagmizian assures that the book has been written on the basis of
the Persian musical sources. Thus, on the basis of the Persian sources in the
Azerbaijani language and in the Armenian alphabet has been written guide
on comprehension of mugham. Anyhow, there was a possibility to quote
that work, and conclude about the development mugham in Armenia, by
the way, this is done by other investigators; for instance as L.Emjakian “Традиционные жанры монодии в аспекте армяно-иранских
музыкальных связей” (“Traditional genres of monody in terms of
Armenian-Persian musical relations”) (M., Soviet Composer, 1987). In
addition, it becomes clear that “the creation” of the tambourine player
Arutin is the copy of the work created by the popular mugham singers and
scholars of Azerbaijan - Heshim Bey and Zakir Bey. They are not based on
the Persian sources, but exclusively on the Azerbaijani sources - S.Urmevi
and A.Maragai. Such is the brief history of the Armenian forgery of the
Azerbaijani mughams with the fabricated grounds.
Now let’s talk about the modem thefts of the Azerbaijani songs,
realized by on the basis of modem technology of digital record, and the
traditions which were developed worthy during past years. Let us begin
with the musical theft in the example of two sound recording studios
“Ani-Records” and “Full-House”, and why do we begin with them? The
pages of the press have many times highlighted “the activities” of the
studio “Ani-Records” which was devoid of the license for the pirate
production and which misappropriated dozens of examples of the
Azerbaijani music. “The service record” of the studio, which stamped “the
Armenian music”, “Armenian dances”, even under pharisaic labels,
included the best examples of “the Armenian musical culture”, but in
reality they were the misappropriated Azerbaijani folk dance tunes
“Vagzali”, “Tere- keme”, “Yalli”, “Uzundere”, songs “Khanbaji”, “Deli
jeyran”, “Ay Leyli”, “Sari koynek” and many composer songs like as “Ay
giz” by B.Nasibov, “Indi meni tanimadi” by O.Kazimov, “Menim
dunyam”, “Olmaz-olmaz” by A.Tagiev, “Dilim jan injidendif’ by P.Bulbuloglu and others. The licence of these pirates have been annulled by the
corresponding authorities of the Russian Federation after they had been
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legalized and registered in 90, Myasnikian str., Chaltyr village, Rostov
region. We remind it in order to demonstrate the formal “explanation” of
the head of this studio Kh.Avendian, when the activity of his studio was
stopped and the article was published in the
Rostov newspaper “Седьмая столица”:
.. As to the Azerbaijani
music, how I could know that it is not Armenian, we all the times play it..
As it became clear from the analysis, the main principle of this
studio was: not to mention the origin of the music, to print the Armenian
performer in capital letter on the disk. At present the activity of the said
studio is continued by “Full-House”, which according to the competent
Russian authorities is illegal and not registered anywhere. Its pirate serials
“Instrumental hits of the orient. Magic Fife 1” consist of 15 musical
compositions. Seven of them belong to the Azerbaijani composers, but the
names of them were not shown. Instead of it you see the name of the
performer: frfer D.Gasparian and a rich information about the fife (duduk)
- an originally “Armenian instrument” They have stolen the popular song
“Sene de galrnaz” by T.Guliyev, “Sachlarina gul duzum” by R.Hajiyev,
“Ay giz” by JJahangirov, “Neyleyim” by E.Sabitoglu, “Sen gelmez oldun”
by A.Tagiyev, “Melody” and “Geje zengleri” by E.Mansurov.
The Armenian musical plagiarism has out stepped the boundaries of
the CIS long ago. For instance, the Armenian CD “Clarinet and zouma”
was produced by “Parsegian-Records” in Los-Angeles, the USA. The
scheme of the Armenian plagiarism is traditional: the name of players are
Armenian in 14 performed compositions in clarinet and zouma, 12 of them
belong to the Azerbaijani authors and folk music, but nothing is said about
their origin. “Kochali”, “Sharur yallisi”, “Banovsha”, “Fuadi”, “Zabul
rengi”, “Soz olmasaydi” by Ibrahim Topchubashov and others are among
them. The plagiarizers “seal” the theft under the common title “Armenia’s
Best”...
By this way they want to convince the untutored persons in “the
Armenian musical art.” Convincing in all this is the thing that the
plagiarism has become so common that many Armenians do not doubt in
the Armenian origin of the Azerbaijani music performed by them. For
instance, the most curious is the statement of the head of the studio
“Ani-Records” deprived of licence where the examples of folklore of the
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Azerbaijani music were presented as the examples of the Armenian music.
The Armenian representatives in Internet answered that they heard the
composition of “Vocalise” since childhood which was originally
Armenian one called “Bagdali.” The fact is surprising, because the
defenders of the plagiarism do not think of the etymology of the name of
music misappropriated by them. Along with B.Dadashova’s “Vocalise”,
authorship of the distinctive art song of A.Semedzade “School Years” and
the song “Leyla” composed and performed by V.Shahbazov have been
stolen and presented as Armenian.
Dear readers, and now pay attention what you find in the Internet?
The same principles of the Armenian plagiarism have found their
reflection in the disks offered by the Russian Internet-shops. You may find
there variegated collections played in fife (duduk) by D.Gasparian,
S.Asadurian and others. Here you may find also “The Tears of Armenia:
sounds of duduk” and “Magic of the Armenian duduk” and so on. The
readers perhaps guess what kind of magic music plays that “ancient
Armenian instrument”, particularly in the performance of S.Sadurian. We
may enumerate all the eight compositions by their names - “Gayigchi”,
“Gunum guneshim olarsan sen”, “Uja dağlar”, “Tutam yar elinden, tutam”,
“Bir chichek kibi”, “Ally dumam”, “Elli yash”, “Girmizi gulum soldu.”
All of them are Azerbaijani, or Turkish examples of music, but the origin
of none of them has been shown.
But in these unlicensed collections they offer a remarkable album
titled “Balaban” (a wind instrument) by the well-known Azerbaijani
balaban player Alikhan Samadov, and as usual under the name of “the
good Armenian music.” The compositions shown in Russian ‘Ты не
пришла” (“You’ve not come”), “Светловолосая невеста” (“Blonde
Bride”), “He пришла” (“You have not come”), “Лирика” (“Lyrics”),
“Айвовый цветок” (“Quince Flower”) are the few examples of musical
art misappropriated by the Armenians. They are the same Azerbaijani
songs mentioned by us before: “Sen gelmez oldun” by A.Tagiyev,
Azerbaijani folk songs “Sari gelin”, “Gelmedin”, Azerbaijani dance
melodies “Mirzeyi”, “Heyva gulu.” Naturally the plagiarizers do not show
the origin and performers of the compositions.
It is just necessary to click in the site for the Armenian folk music,
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and you will at once get dozens of thousands of web- addresses. As a rule,
in majority of them, in the Armenian websites the sources of the Armenian
folk music are taken in rapture to the VT-IV centuries BC. By this way the
ancient Armenian music of the Azerbaijani origin is presented. Everyone
can get information on the ancient Armenian instrument “duduk” from
“Антология армянской музыки” (“Anthology of the Armenian Music”)
(vol.4): it turns out that, “the people of the Central Asia, Georgia, Russia,
Byelomssia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Turkey also have wind instruments
close in structure and sound.” Of course, there is not the name of
Azerbaijan in the list of the countries; the Azerbaijani songs by the
Azerbaijani performer in the national Azerbaijani instrument balaban
(duduk) have been introduced as the Armenian music performed by the
Armenian performer in the Armenian duduk. It would not be wrong if we
say that the root of the word “duduk” is Turkic and in Azerbaijani it is
“tutek.”
“The deliberately selected” examples in the “Anthology of the
Armenian Music” (vol.7) can not but evoke a smile - “The Armenian
folklore”, as it is presented by its compilers, “consists of the restored rare
archive records of the Armenian folk music, carefully recreated by the
folklore collectives of Armenia.” Here are the names of several “such
musical masterpieces of centuries- old prescription.” They are presented in
Latin alphabet and we illustrate them as they are: “Kele-kele”, “Aliagyaz”,
“Tsolako” and others. Dear readers, you may comment them yourselves,
but for the persons interested in listening to the music of the Armenian
Diaspora “Plays a trio of Garibian” (“Anthology”, vol.3), “we recommend
modem Armenian music language” bom not only in Armenia, but also in
other territories populated by the Armenians: “Mirzeyi”, “Tarkjama”,
“Otaramaji” and many others.
We come to the end of this section and underline that the Azerbaijani
people has a remarkable musical folklore tradition and equally remarkable
modem musical art. To write a beautiful music means to be able to think, to
feel and to express one’s thoughts properly at the same time. In one word,
it equally means to have wisdom, spirit and taste.
Dear readers! Concluding the first part of our narration about the
musical thefts of the Armenians, we would like to finish it with a
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remarkable statement of Valery: “It is easy to find something, but difficult
to comprehend, to assimilate it.”

§12. I stole”, which relates about the borrowings from the
Azerbaijani composers by the Armenians, and from Uzeir
Hajibeyov in the first place 1
Dear readers! Continuing the narration, which we began in the
previous section about the musical thefts and borrowings by the
Armenians, about the misappropriation and “armeniazation” of the
instrumental-musical, musical-dancing examples of folklore, folk
melodies, as well as their use in the Armenian professional-composer art,
we would like to consider the issue about the borrowings from the
Azerbaijani composers by the Armenians, firstly, about the borrowings
from the great Azerbaijani composer Uzeir Hajibeyov.
As it is known, professional composer music was always based on
the foundation of the folklore music traditions. The much brighter and
richer this tradition is, the more it is used and improvised by composers,
and they manage to create remarkable pieces of art.
The Azerbaijani musical culture was based on three main notions:
song and dance folklore, ashug art and mugham. These three oral musical
traditions of the Azerbaijani people have two great layers. First of all, oral
musical folklore is in the form of folk songs, melodies and dances. Of
course, the music of professional oral traditions: the art of mugham and
musical - poetic art of ashugs.
The greatness of the founder of the Azerbaijani composer school ofUzeir Hajibeyov is that despite all the vicissitudes of the fortune suffered
by him, he created the professional Azerbaijani music based on these
traditions of music. These traditions were not only brilliantly interpreted,
but were also theoretically founded by Uzeir Hajibeyov for their further
1

Hajibeyov, Uzeir - (b. Agjabedi, 18 Sept 1885; d. Baku, 23 Nov.
1948). Azerbaijani composer, musician and teacher. He was the founder of
modem art music in Azerbaijan and of a national school of composers.
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usage. This was a well-composed system of musical modes of Azerbaijan.
Namely U.Hajibeyov became the founder of a unique musical style which
synthesized the oriental and western modal melodies. Here is what the
great Azerbaijani composer writes in connection with the opera
“Koroghlu”, underlying that the essence of the creative work is not a
borrowing of the ready melodies of the people, “it was important to
imbue the opera with the spirit, breathe of the folk music (emphasis
added). It was the musical credo of the great composer not to borrow, but
to improvise creatively, and carefully intersperse it with the national melos
of one’s musical vision, and create a genuine composer work.
It was also acknowledged by his contemporaries: “.. .unfading
charm, a genuine realism and national character place “Arshin mal alan”
(“The Cloth Peddler”) in one row with the best classical examples of
musical comedy”, writes Grosheva in “Советское искусство” (“The
Soviet Art”) in 1938. The creative activity of Uzeir Hajibeyov is
appreciated more concretely and deeply in the famous book titled
“Оперные либретто” (“Opera librettos”) (M., “Muzizdat”, 1962): “The
composer aspired to bring nearer maximally the original-national form
of the Azerbaijani music to the classical opera forms” [“Leyli and
Mejnun”]... Traditional opera forms prevail in it: along with it the
composer uses the characteristic principles of development, the
features of the melody, modes, rhythm and other expressive devices of
the Azerbaijani folk music, particularly, the means of the musical style
of ashugs [about “Koroghlu”]” (emphasis added).
This fact was acknowledged and emphasized by the Armenian
researchers, such as N.Shakhnazarov (“Музыка Востока и Запада”
(“Music of the East and the West”), M., “Sov.Kompozitor”, 1983) who
talking about an outstanding meaning of the opera “Leyli and Me- jnun”
notes: “Creation of such original genre as mugham opera was inspired
by faultless intuition of the expert on professional eastern music which
freely lives in the national tradition ... Hajibe- yov at once has entered
on ... a way of synthesis of two various types of musical
professionalism: the European opera and the Azerbaijani mugham”
(emphasis added).
Without any exaggeration it is possible to confirm that the work
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done by Uzeir Hajibeyov was a discovery which destroyed “the borders”
between the traditions of the European and oriental music established in
the course of many centuries. His works, as pioneers, destroyed seemingly
the indestructible walls between the musical cultures of the East and West.
However, subsequently musical pioneer work of Uzeyir Hajibeyov, the
Armenian authors - the critics ascribed him to their compatriot - the
famous composer A. Khachaturian. Pay attention how this so-called
artistic discovery of A.Khachaturian is presented by D.Arutyunov in his
book “А.Хачатурян” (“A.Khachaturian”) (M., “Muzika”, 1983): “The
organic merge of radically different musical traditions and synthesis of
specific features of the oriental musical culture, its melodies with
genres, forms, and principles of expression of the European classic
music. ” (emphasis added).
Herewith, there is no reference to U.Hajibeyov and a stipulation is
made that the discovery of A. Khachaturian is the result of “the influence
of mughamat and ashug art on his creative activity”, in one word, of those
musical sources of Azerbaijan which great Uzeir bey improvised.
Now let us directly appeal to A.Khachaturian and his statements
about his use of the folk music in connection with the synthesis of the
classical European music. Thus, A.Khachaturian somehow once noted that
“in the modem music there is no plagiarism, there is a collage in it.” Here it
is important to clarify what is meant by collage, and what the Armenian
composer means by it. In “Словарь иностранных слов” (“The Dictionary
of Foreign Words”) “collage” is described as a word of French origin and
literally means “to stick”, “to paste on.” The quoted dictionary shows that
it is “a technical device in the descriptive art”, it is pasting of something on
something which is different in material, colour and figure, as well as a
work performed completely by this means. “Now to clarify what the
collage means in music” it is necessary to make some digressions in order
to imagine the problem of plagiarism and borrowing in music more clearly.
The images are expressed by means of sounds in music. The sounds
have no notional meaning of word and do not produce fixed, visible picture
of the world as in painting. Sounds lined and organized in a special form
have intonation nature which turns them to an art of sounds. In musical art
the melody determines the form and the content of the music. The thing is
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that melody is a musical thought expressed monophonically. Polyphony,
rhythm, harmony and others are additional means and components of the
musical form.
The artistic discovery of Uzeyir Hajibeyov contributed greatly to the
development of the professional music of the whole Southern Caucasus.
Uzeyir bey worthily occupied a place, which Glinka occupies in the
Russian opera art. His achievement in the creation of a new genre
undoubtedly became an object of deep study. The more so, the creative
method of U.Hajibeyov began to develop after “Leyli and Mejnun” in the
opera “Koroghlu” (1937). “Leyli and Mejnun” was mugham opera, in
which the national traditions were organically interspersed with the
European canons of musical composition, and by means of modal structure
of mughams the composer was able to achieve the musical expression of
lyricism of the poem of Fuzuli. At the same time, the opera “Koroghlu”
was an organic fusion of traditions of national music in the form of the
ashug art with the European musical harmony.
Dear readers, it was the most perfect example of the European opera.
U. Hajibeyov writes: “I am one of the passionate admirers of the creative
activity of Chaikovski... I have borrowed from him the principle of free
creative conversion of the national- song traditions...” The artistic
discovery of U. Hajibeyov found its reflection in a new factor of great
significance - in the attitude of the great composer to the poetic word, in his
delicate literary taste, in his brilliant knowledge and comprehension of the
poetic material. Harmony inherent to the tandem of Pushkin and
Chaikovski is also inherent to Fuzuli and Hajibeyov. Hajibeyov’s love to
Chaikovski is not accidental: if listening to “Onegin” of Chaikovski, we
feel Pushkin, and if we listen to “Leyli and Me- jnun” of U.Hajibeyov we
feel Fuzuli. It is the same in the vocal works of Hajibeyov. Like Shubert,
who built probably all his vocal works on the poetic texts of Heine and
Goethe, Hajibeyov found the resonance of his creative muse in the lyrics of
Nizami.
Here is what the Armenian composer KhKara-Murza wrote to
U.Hajibeyov after ten-day of the Azerbaijani art in Moscow in 1937:
“Please, accept my most sincere congratulation on the occasion of the
success of the Azerbaijani music, particularly your success, as one of its
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creators. . . I a m extremely glad to be a witness of such a great progress in
the musical culture of the Azerbaijani people, which was revealed due to
your musical performances in Moscow.” I do not know who said it, but he
said remarkably: “the one who sees something beautiful, something fine,
he becomes a participant in its creation.” It was just like that, dear readers.
Detailed study and comprehension of the creative method of Hajibeyov
was taken as a guide by the Armenian composers.
Following the criticism of Khubov, A.Tigranian reproduced “the
classical Azerbaijani mughams” in his opera “Anush.” In his opera “Safa”
A.Mailian could not successfully use the Azerbaijani songs and motifs,
though he changed and re-changed it several times in order to raise it to the
level of the opera art. The most successful discovery by him was his use of
“Yalli” familiar to everybody. Here it is just to the point to quote Rollan:
“small brooks run on the same slope with the big rivers.”
But the author of the first Armenian opera “Almast” - A. Spendiarov
used the Azerbaijani folk melodies “Novruz Arabi”, “Heydari” and a
theme from the musical comedy “Meshedi Ibad” of U.Hajibeyov. Just
opera “Almast” remains “an unsurpassed example of the Armenian opera
art”, according to “История музыки народов СССР” (“The history of the
music of the nations of the USSR”) (vol.l, M., 1985).
The opera “Koroghlu” of U.Hajibeyov has been included to this
prestigious list along with the opera “Almast” of A. Spendiarov in the
famous collection ‘TOO опер” (‘TOO operas” “Muzika”, L-d, 1964). The
opera “Almast” together with “Arts- vaberd” of Babayev, “Anush” of
Tigranian, “Arshak П” of Chuk- hajian was included into a less prestigious
collection “Оперные либретто” (“Opera librettos”), published in Moscow
in 1962. N.Melik-Shahnazarov, M.Teroganian were among the compilers
of the collection.
Dear readers, we shall again return to the creation of the opera
“Almast”, but not in that edition, which has been included in the said
collections.
As to A.Khachaturian, being a great composer he could become
familiar with the specificity of mugham. We quote from “История
музыки народов СССР” (“The history of the music of the nations of the
USSR”) (vol.3, M., 1972), where it is said exactly: “The folk music in
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“Gayane” sounds only in the borrowed folklore themes. Borrowing has
penetrated into all the score of the ballet. For instance, such male
dances close to the folk examples as “Dance of Armen”, “Dance of
Karen and Nune”, “Ar- menian-Kurdish dance”, “Dance with
sabres”, “Lezginka”, adagio and the lullaby of Gayane... ” (emphasis
added). The best acts from the earlier composed ballet “Schastye”
(“Happiness”) have been included into “Gayane.” LProkhorov and
G.Skudina note in “Советская музыкальная культура” (“The Soviet
Musical Culture”) (M., “Muzika”, 1987), “the abundance of melodic
themes which based on folk intonations and rhythms.” We must
particularly underline that namely here the “armenianized” Azerbaijani
dance melodies “Shalakho” and “Uzundere” have been used, we have
spoken about it in the previous sections.
A.Khachaturian said: “I am an ashug myself.” By saying it, he
underlined the sources of his music, i.e. the folk music. The names, for
instance, of the parts of his concert for violin (1940) “Kochari”, or the song
“Kele-kele”, are witnesses of it. Here is what Y.Khubov writes: “Like
everybody Khachaturian began with imitation” (G. Khubov, “Aram
Khachaturian”, M., “Sov. Kompozitor”, 1983). He also notes that in this
imitation Khachaturian reproduced “the image-bearing music and poetry
of ashugs...” This world of A.Khachaturian, bom in Tiflis, has been
characterized in the text-book “Советская музыкальная культура” (“The
Soviet Musical Culture”) by LProkhorov and T.Skudina (M., “”, 1987)
like this: [In the years of childhood and youth] the art of folk
singers-ashugs left unforgettable impressions on me, they sang the songs
of Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia... Under the accompaniment of saz or
tar they [ashugs] narrated their unending stories on the heroes, young
people fallen in love...Staunch and selfless love of Farkhad and Shirin...
was glorified not only in songs, but also in verse and poems.” The
impressions of young Khachaturian were so strong that he used to climb to
the garret and “for hours drummed the beloved by him rhythm on the
copper basin.” This was according to Khachaturian’s evidence “his first
attempts in music.” As he notes: Since my early childhood I heard the
songs of my mother, who knew a very good number of Azerbaijani and
Armenian songs... Though my musical taste and knowledge changed
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and improved then, the initial national foundation, which I perceived
since my childhood from the live contact with the folk art, remains as a
natural ground for my creative work” (emphasis added). Dear readers, as
you understand, it was firstly the world of the Azerbaijani music created by
the Azerbaijani ashugs who played in saz or tar. That’s why, the
bibliography compiled about A. Khachaturian, in which there are over 200
titles, the terms “Azerbaijani mughams”, “Azerbaijani folk music” are
frequently used. So, the great Armenian composer remained devoted to
these musical tastes in his popular song - hymn “Song about Yerevan”
(1948). It is necessary to underline that the Azerbaijani folklore,
“armenianized” by the Armenians literate in musical note, became a
melodic foundation for the professional Armenian music already as the
Armenian folk songs and dances. It is not far accidental that the Armenian
“mighty heap” of composers, following the way shown by Komitas,
actively withdrew the originals of the Azerbaijani oral traditions into
music texts. For instance, T.Chukhadjian had his course of composition in
Milan,
M. Yemalian got his education at Petersburg Conservatory,
N. Tigranian in Vienna and Petersburg, Komitas in Berlin, A.Spendiarov
in Petersburg under the guide of Rimski-Korsakov (N.Shakhnazarova,
“Музыка Востока и музыка Запада” (“Music of the East and the Music
of the East”), M., “Sov. Kompozi- tor”, 1983). Here is the evidence of
G.Khubov (he wrote much about the Armenian music and
A.Khachaturian, published in “Искусство азербайджанского народа”
(“Art of the Azerbaijani nation”) (“Sovetskaya muzika”, №4, 1938), who
confirms that according to the foreigners the Azerbaijani musical- poetic
art of ashugs is the crown of song art not only in Armenia and Georgia, but
also in the Central Asia: “They think that Azerbaijan is the centre of the
highest civilization, if the Bakhshi (folk singer) is asked to sing something
particularly better, then certainly the Azerbaijani songs emerge on the
scene.”
However, “armenization” of notes and borrowings from the
Azerbaijani musical heritage which were used in the Armenian
professional composer music turned paradoxically sometimes. As it is
known, “S. Spendiarov - an outstanding Armenian composer and
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director”, “the author of the first Armenian opera “Almast”, is
characterized namely in “The Encyclopaedic Musical Dictionary”, was
bom in Kherson, Crimea and since his childhood was surrounded by the
Turkic music. Hence is his huge, unfading interest in the Azerbaijani
musical folklore. Studying at Rimski- Korsakov, and when he became a
professional composer, wrote in his biography: “I ascribe myself to the
Russian school of music created by Glinka, Balakirev, Borodin,
Rimski-Korsakov and others.” Along with it, the Turkic-Armenian
foundation of melody prevailed in his creative work. Before the Russian
revolution he was the author of two suites “the Crimean sketches” and
symphony “Three Palms.” His vocal pieces “Oriental lullaby” and “Tatar
song” tell about the artistic passion of the composer. It is not accidental
that improvised two songs of the Crimean Tatars are considered to be the
best of his works: Lullaby and dance. Along with it, when he moved to
Erivan and for which the Armenians were very glad, he published his
“Etudes of Erivan”(1925). Those etudes consisted of two parts: “Enzeli”
and “Ginjas.” The brief preface there says that “the Armenian and Arab
melodies formed the theme of the etudes, performed by the folk musicians
in Erivan.” Here is what is said by S.Ginzburg in “Музыкальная
литература народов СССР” (“The history of the music of the nations of
the USSR”) (M., “Muzika” 1970): “It was an error of Spendiarov thinking
that there were borrowings from Arabs: “the idea about the Arabic origin
in the melodic song “Ginjas” in his mind, perhaps was the name of the
mode coming from Arabia, but in the Transcaucasia this mode has
completely a different structure.” But the dear readers understand that the
folk melody and the popular Azerbaijani dance tune “Enzeli” served as the
melodic base of his “Enzeli.” The same is the base of “Hinjaf’, the popular
mugham mode “Hinjaf’ which has nothing to do with the Armenians. But
in reality it was an experiment to symphonize mugham. The interest of
Spendiarov in the Azerbaijani musical traditions was so great that after
moving to Erivan, he listened to the Azerbaijani songs with great pleasure.
Here is what Avetik
Isaakian writes in his memoirs: “There were times when we [together with
Spendiarov] sat in an Azerbaijani tea-house where the local ashugs and
those who came from Azerbaijan played their songs in multi-string sazes
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and competed with each other singing songs from “Koroghlu”, “Ashug
Gerib”, “Asli and Kerem” and many others.”
Such was the impact of the Azerbaijani music and the creative work
of great U.Hajibeyov on the professional music of the founders of the
Armenian music school.

§13. I stole”, which relates about the great impact of the
Azerbaijani music and the works of Uzeir Hajibeyov on the
formation of the Armenian professional music school
As we have already noted, we would like to draw the attention of the
readers to the impact of the creative work of great Uzeir Hajibeyov and the
Azerbaijani music as a whole on the formation of the Armenian school of
professional music.
At the beginning of the XX century the Southern Caucasus really
Uved with the remarkable music of U.Hajibeyov. His mugham opera
“Leyli and Mejnun” was a great success. It was written in 1907 and staged
first in 1908. It was the first opera in the Orient. The musical comedies of
U.Hajibeyov won great popularity. Among them was “Meshedi Ibad”
(1910), particularly “Arshin mal alan” (“The Cloth Peddler”), staged for
first time in 1913. Thus, in those times there were not staged musical
works of the Armenian origin yet, if only the opera “Anush” of
A.Tigranian was composed and staged in 1912 in Alexandropou- los with
the participation of a small team is not taken into account. Why was it like
that? As it is noted in “Музыкальный Энциклопедический Словарь”
(“The Musical Encyclopaedic Dictionary”) (1959), the first Armenian
opera was an everyday folk opera, and if it said much truly, it was not an
opera in the traditional understanding, it was a performance on the plot of
“Anush” by O.Tumanian with an addition of several folk songs. Though it
is noted in “Оперных либретто” (“Opera liberettos”) (1962) that the
creation of this was a long dream of A.Tigranian, nevertheless, it is
impossible not to note the fact that the founder of the classical Armenian
music Komitas had worked a long time on the plot of this “Anush.” But it
remained as it was, not implemented into life. Moreover, the same plot was
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then offered to the professional composer, well-known Spendiarov by
O.Tumanian himself, but the composer refused it. In one word, dear
readers, you understand that the return to the plot of “Anush” for many
times tells visually of the level of the everyday life folk opera “Anush” of
A.Tigranian in its initial form. We shall not now begin to comment the
problem connected with the formation of the Armenian musical traditions,
as well as with the objection of the Armenian clergy who thought that these
tradition had exclusively to be based on monody. We only certify the fact
that the attempts of Komitas, A.Tigranian, M.Yermalian, Kh.Kara-Murza
and others in the formation of works big in volume in those years remained
only desires. That is why, the Armenian musical societies in Baku, Tbilisi
and other towns turned their glances to A. Spendiarov, as it was noted in
the previous section, a composer known in the European circles with his
works based on the Turkic music. Being a pupil of the Russian school of
classical music and of Rimski-Korsakov, A. Spendiarov was not
considered to be an Armenian composer for certain time. But when he
came to Tbilisi in 1916, he was “enthusiastically welcomed by the
literary-artistic circles of Armenia.” In Tbilisi he attentively listened to the
folk singers and instrumentalists. He admired the Azerbaijani music and
began to work on the opera “Almast.” As it is written in “Истории музыки
народов СССР” (“The history of music of the nations of the USSR”)
(vol.l, M., 1970), the composer worked on that opera till the last days of his
life”, that is, till 1928. The work was not a simple one, “Spendiarov chose
his special road for the creation of an Armenian opera. He did not have
the chance to rely on the experience of the Armenian composers in this
sphere” (emphasis added). This is the evidence of one of the great
Armenian musicologists - G.Tigranov from his monograph
“A.A.Spendiarov” (“Muzika”, M., 1971). Therefore, the experience of the
so-called “first everyday folk opera” “Anush” by A.Tigranian, as well as
the Armenians attempts in publications for the inexperienced persons that
the Armenian operas emerged in the middle of the XIX century became
corresponding confirmations in reality. His daughter recalls that while in
the Crimea her father very often appealed to I. Ayvazovski, seascape
painter, who could play folk musical instruments such as tar and
kamancha, and asked him to play Turkic melodies. I. Ayvazovski played
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with pleasure Tatar, Armenian and other motifs, which Spendiarov
greedily recorded. Being a composer, he understood that the Turkic music
has ancient roots reflected in folk melodies. We must say that the idea of
the opera was suggested to him by Rimski-Korsakov.
He was suggested to create namely the oriental opera. It was not
accidentally. The prominent Russian composer knew better than others
about the talent of his pupil and his knowledge of the Turkic music. The
pledge of success was the earlier composed symphonies of Spendiarov on
the Turkic motifs which won popularity then. Along with it, as a
professional musician, Spendiarov was extremely fastidious in the
selection of a topic for his opera. He was proposed many variants; even a
special group was set up to help the composer in supplying with literary
sources and was engaged in the selection of plots for the future opera.
Therefore, Spendiarov was proposed various plots for the opera, including
the plot of the legend “Ara the Beautiful and Semiramida” suggested by
L.Yegizarian. In 1911 the play of “Semiramida” of Babaian was suggested
by S.Merkurov and many others. All these plots, as A.Tigranian writes in
his book “A.A.Spendiarov”, were refused by the composer “because he
was tired of the exotic plots deprived of truth, which were conventional
and deceitfull” (emphasis added). It was written by Spendiarov to
composer A.Tigranian, the author of “the first Armenian everyday life
opera. ” He wrote about the selected Armenian plots because they seemed
to him lifeless, and did not express the life of the Armenians at all. Even to
sting Spendiarov to the quick, as the artist M.Sarian writes, namely the
information that they had ordered to compose the opera “Anush” to the
Russian composer Grechaninov, did not change the position of Spendiarov
at the end. This information can be read in the book of M. Spendiarova, the
daughter of the composer (“А.Спендиаров” (“A. Spendiarov”) from the
series of “Жизнь замечательных людей” (“Life of outstanding persons”),
M., “Molodaya qvardiya”, 1964). When O.Tumanian suggested his
“Seizure of Tmkabert”, the composer gave his consent in the end, though
at first he refused this plot, too (A.Shaverdian (“А.Спендиаров”
(“A.Spendiarov”), M., “Muzgiz”, 1939). This plot was simply an artistic
invention, a fiction, not based on real events. Nadir shah had never fought
against the Armenian prince Tatul. It was one of the non-existing episodes
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in the national-liberation movement of the Armenians in the XVIII
century. Here is what M.Muradian writes in “История музыки народов
СССР” (The history of the music of the nations of the USSR”): “The
libretto of S.Parnok backs out the poem of
O.Tumanian in many instances. The psychological dram “Al- mast”
with its complicated and contradictory inner world has been intensified
and accented in this. It is the source of the known duality in dramaturgy
which combines the heroic-patriotic and individual-psychological
features of the opera” (emphasis added). Let us disclose the content of the
opera in conformity with the above-quoted source. It is to the point to say
that the well-known Armenian musicologist A.Tigranian, to whom we
quoted before, is a member of the editorial board of the aforementioned
series of books. Dear readers, you can make your own inferences
concerning “the duality in dramaturgy” of this work, as it has been
written in the quoted source.
“The Persian troops, which have besieged the Armenian castle
Tmuk, try hard to break the resistance of its defenders. The Armenian
troops headed by prince Tatul defeated the troops of Nadir Shah one after
another. But as a result of the betrayal of princess Almast, lured by the
promises of Nadir Shah to make her queen the Persian troops could at night
enter the castle. Tatul was killed, all his comrades-in-arms were murdered.
The betrayer Almast ended her life tragically. Not crown but the fate of a
hostage was awaiting her in the harem of Nadir shah. Being deceived in her
ambitious dreams Almast makes an attempt to kill Nadir shah. But the
soldiers of the shah render her harmless and surrender her to the butcher.”
It becomes evident that the liberation movement of the Armenian
people failed because of the betrayal of the wife of Tatul, Almast,
according to O.Tumanian, she was the traitress of her people. It seems that
this character (Almast) could not be the central figure in O.Tumanian by
all means. Then there arises a question: “Why does the author of the
libretto poetess S.Pamok intensity her image, deepens the psychological
drama of Almast despite the original version of O.Tumanian?
A.Spendiarov himself asked poetess S.Pamok this question. It is necessary
to underline that, being devoted to his own ideas, Spendiarov thought that a
strong character in the personal drama of Almast was much stronger in the
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invented liberation struggle of the fictitious heroes. Moreover, Almast did
not simply betray her motherland, she is a traitress, drawn to it by an ashug
who glorified Nadir Shah, who was sent to Almast by an old sheik who
served the shah.”
Dear readers, this is the heroic Armenian opera which had to be
finished with the defeat of the heroic Armenian defenders betrayed by their
own princess and executed as a traitress by the victors. But when it was
staged (it was the first performance in Yerevan in 1933), the conception of
Spendiarov was not realized. The thing is that Spendiarov died in 1928 and
could not finish his opera. His music was completed by M.Shteinberg.
“When it was staged the fourth act was completely changed: the people
revolts and headed by Ruben, a comrade-in-arms of Tatul, they break into
the castle. Nadir Shah and his troops retreat, the people punish the
traitress.” The text of this version was written by T.Akhumanian, music
and orchestra work belonged to M.Shteinberg. As “Almast” remains “ still
an unsurpassed example of the Armenian opera art”, we think that it is
expedient to show the name of the examples of the Azerbaijani music
which were loved by A. Spendiarov very much and used in the opera:
Mughams - “Rast”, “Chahargah”, “Shushter”, “Hijaz”, “Shah- naz”,
“Mahur Hindi”, musical folklore - “Novruz Arabi”, “Hey- dari”,
“Kendirbaz”, “hmabi.” Being devoted to the ethic traditions of the Russian
musical classical school, and we are obliged to note it, A. Spendiarov came
to Baku to great Uzeir Hajibeyov and got his permission to use some
musical fragments of his musical comedy “Meshedi Ibad.” Thus, the
famous “Persian March” in “Almast” of A. Spendiarov and many other
parts appeared in this opera. Let us appeal to what A. Spendiarov said
himself: “As musical materials for the opera I needed folk melodies. I
composed something myself, got many gramophone records with
necessary melodies which I needed, and all the published collections
with the improvisation of these melodies, including pieces from
H.
F.Tigranov. On them I built several orchestral episodes in my
opera. Thus, for the “Persian March” in the first act I used “Heydari”
and fragments from “Novruz Arabi”, for the grand dance of Almast, I
used the melodies of “Kendirbaz” completely” (emphasis added)
(Gumretsi “Н.Ф.Тигранов и музыка Востока” (“N.F.Tigranov and the
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music of the Orient”), L., 1927). For the information of the readers, that we
speak here about the Armenian musicologist and folklorist Nikogayos
Tigranov, who has devoted a big part of his life to the collection of
folklore, particularly to the collection of the Azerbaijani folklore, its
improvisation, and also to the collection and improvisation of mughams.
We shall again return to N.Tigranov because of his following statement:
“... The copy-book for notes of A. Spendiarov contains many records...
records of a number of mughams like “Mahur”, “Rast”,
“Chahargah”, “’’Shushtar”, “Kurd shahnaz.” Many of those records
have been used by Spendiarov in his works.” (G.Tigranov,
“А.Спендиаров” (“A.Spendiarov”), M., “Muzika”, 1971).
This is the symphonic talent of Spendiarov, who relied considerably
on the Turkic-Azerbaijani musical traditions, and under the impact of the
music of U.Hajibeyov created the best Armenian opera “Almast” which is
being played on the Armenian stages up to present.
Here is what the prominent Armenian poet Avetik Isaakian writes
about A. Spendiarov in his memoirs: “he left never dying, unforgettable,
incomparable in value works for the future generations.” It is hard not to
agree with these words, connected with the memory of the famous author
of “Almast.” Now, dear readers, we are to return to the period when
“Almast” was composed “to restore the situation” in the Armenian musical
circles. To imagine what was going in the Armenian music at the
beginning of the century, we are to appeal to the period of the end of the
XIX century. Namely in this period the process of comprehension, the
process of formation of the ways of development of the Armenian music
began. In this period two approaches came face to face, they were two
various comprehension of the Armenian musical culture in principle. The
first conception can be briefly expressed like this: the Armenian music has
its ancient roots and sources. As “the motifs of our melodies differ
(depending on the place where the Armenians live), and in general, the
influence of the people under which we lived, we took their melodies as
our own”, wrote Palasanian, and the Armenian musicologist had the task to
systematize the Armenian musical traditions based on the musical art of
the people. It was suggested by the supporters of the first approach. The
leader of the first approach was Komitas, the founder of the Armenian
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classical polyphonic music. Composer Kara-Murza also belonged to this
group. According to “Музыкальный энциклопедический словарь”
(“The Musical Encyclopaedic Dictionary”), Komitas composed about
3,000 songs and dance tunes for the materialization of his approach, but the
contribution of Kara-Murza was not so great-totally 300 improvisations of
the examples of folk music. It was like this, dear readers, because Komitas
was originally from Turkey, Kara- Murza - from the Crimea. It is
completely natural that they were strongly drawn to the Turkic music and
enthusiastically drew Turkic melodies and motifs known to them form
childhood and used them in the Armenian folk and dance melodies. They
collected “The Armenian musical folklore” in the historical territory of
Azerbaijan and partly in Turkey. They imagined the development of the
Armenian classical music namely on this basis. What did the second
approach represent? It was the position of the Armenian clericals, the
Armenian members of clergy, who rejected the application of the
Azerbaijani-Turkish, and Turkic music in whole because of they were
alien to the Armenian monody- monophonic music. The representatives of
this approach thought that sharakans, megedi, vokbbi and tagi as
exclusively Armenian musical traditions must form the foundation of the
Armenian classical music. The formation and development of the classical
music of Armenia likewise seemed to Komitas and his supporters
impossible. Thus, dear readers, the situation was not so simple: they had to
choose either the formation of the classical Armenian music on their own,
on the church melody, or on the Armenian folk music imbued with
Azerbaijani-Turkic music. Komitas was very often presented as a great
ethnographer, because he devoted himself to the collection, improvisation
and recording into note the texts of the folk music. It laid the foundation of
the written musical plagiarism of the Armenians. The Armenian oral
music, according to the same Armenian specialists (see previous sections),
relied on the Turkic-Azerbaijani music and partly were performed in the
original Azerbaijani variant. In this sense written (note) musical plagiarism
differed very little from the written literary plagiarism when the
Azerbaijani legends, bayaties, proverbs or eposes were “armenianized”
and became written texts and published as the Armenian ones. As it noted
in the website ru.wikipedia.org. at the age of 12 Komitas came to
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Echmiadzin and he could not speak Armenian, he spoke Turkish and to the
greeting of Catholicos Gevork II he answered: “I do not speak Armenian,
if you want I can sing.” Just here it is underlined that after his return from
Berlin, where he studied on the account of of A.Mantashev, an oil lord
from Baku, Komitas “travelled various districts of Armenia, recorded
many Armenian, Kurdish, Persian and Turkish songs and created the
improvisation of the songs.” Speaking about the relation of Komitas to the
folk music based on the Turkic motifs, we in no way exclude his attention
to the Armenian Church music, his studies in the sphere of church songs
and musical works on religious topics. But we underline his special
attention to the folk music once more. It is notable that after breaking with
the clergy in Echmiadzin and returning to Istanbul he created a choms by
the name of “Gusan”and folk songs prevailed in the concert program. “The
Armenian people found and recognized its soul in the songs of
Komitas...”- these words belong to Catholicos Vazgen I. We have to agree
with it.
Now how Komitas has been presented in “Музыкальная
литература народов СССР” (The musical literature of the nations of the
USSR”) by S.Ginzburg: “Impelled by the feeling of patriotism, Komitas
had the goal of his Ufe to prove the Armenian people have their own
musical traditions, he wanted to show and substantiate their national
idiosyncrasy...” Komitas says: “Go and learn from the people.” It is natural
that Komitas was engaged in the thorough study of folk songs after his
return to motherland... Records and articles of Komitas cleared the road for
the right comprehension of the Armenian folk music.” His comrade-in-art,
the composer Kara-Murza has been presented like this in the Electronic
Directory “Крымские армяне” (“The Crimean Armenians”):
“Undoubtedly, Kara-Murza has services in the development of the
Armenian national music... He did not only collect the Armenian religious
and folk songs and put them onto note, but also organized their execution.”
As the readers understand, the musical credo of Komitas won in the
formation of the Armenian classical music. This victory was gained on the
account of the Turkic-Azerbaijani music.
You may judge yourselves, dear readers. Only on the account of the
recorded and improvised examples of the musical folklore by the
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Armenian composers and musicologists, more than 200 Azerbaijani
compositions have been “armenianized”, put onto note and published in
Moscow, Saint Petersburg and other cities of Russia. The caretakers of
“The Turkic origin” of the Armenian music were not only Komitas and
Kara-Murza, but also T.Chukhaian, N.Tigranian, Yemalian, Nalbandian,
S.Melikian and many others. Bacchanalia of “misappropriation” was so
violent that any view of the supporters of the so-called originally
Armenian, or more exactly church music was encountered with hostility.
For instance, musicologist Tirakian was anathematized, fought for the
creation of the Armenian classical music on the basis of its church forms
and acted against the “ar- menianization” of the Azerbaijani-Turkish
music. Irreconcilable with such a manifestation of nihilism concerning his
views on the development of the classical Armenian music, Komitas
presently, as G.Geodakian writes in his monograph “Style of Komitas and
music of the XX century” and in the articles “Genuine of the Armenian
music” and others “had a new approach to the folk music...” innovatory
principles of Komitas... become evident not only within the frames of the
Armenian national music, but in much broader plan: in the perspective of
the development of the musical art of the world.” He also writes: “Komitas
appeared on the stage of creative work in a very difficult time for the
musical art - in the period of crisis and revaluation of values. Under such
conditions the new was not regarded to be synonymous with the advanced,
and the search for something new was very often formal and superficial
and led the musical art to a deadlock...” In one word, according to
Geodakian the phenomenon of “Komitas” overstepped the frames of the
narrow national musical art and was represented in the context of the world
musical culture of the
XX century in the same row with Debussy, Bartok, Stravinski. Or let us see
what Ataian, one of the great investigators of Komitas, writes: “One of the
two well-known views in musicology concerning the appreciation of the
creative activity of Komitas, according to which Komitas is not only a
composer, but also is an ethnographer in the same degree - this view has
been accepted as a wrong long ago. The most important and worthy is the
second view: Komitas is a composer, classic, who had brilliant
individuality, created modem highly professional works from folk songs,
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and who preserved their specificity and opened new ways in the
international musical art” (Ataian “Принцип гармонизации народной
песни у Комитаса” (“Principle of harmonization of the folk songs by
Komitas”)).
Dear readers, as you know, we do not accidentally quote these
appreciations of the activity of Komitas. But let us return to the beginning
of the XX century. So, the formation of the classical Armenian music on
the basis of the folk music traditions required not only recording and
improvisation of the rich folklore material, but also creation of a whole
number of classical works based on their traditions. Much later the works
of Komitas, more exactly, his songs were improvised by S. Aslamazian,
A.Babajanian, R.Andresian. But in those years a musical standard based
on the traditions of classical works appeared. Such a work was created
only by U.Hajibeyov. They needed the pearl of his musical comedy “Arshin mal alan” (“The Cloth Peddler”).
Namely this genial musical operetta was the standard for the
classical comprehension of the Azerbaijani folk music. Namely, “Arshin
mal alan” was heartily loved by the multi-million audience, which became
an inaccessible and eternally desired music, of which the Armenian public
dreamed. The next chapter of this work will tell you about which tests
underwent this musical comedy during its remarkable life, about the
Armenian contrivances, impediments, misappropriations and forgeries.

§14. I stole”, which relates about the long-time
Armenian attempts to appropriate Hajibeyov’s musical
comedy “Arshin Mai Alan”
In the previous sections connected with the musical plagiarism, we
spoke about the situation in the Armenian musical life on the eve of the
birth of the remarkable musical comedy “Arshin mal alan” by U.
Hajibeyov. Now we shall speak chronologically about the musical palette
of those years in Azerbaijan following “Энциклопедия Узеир
Гаджибекова” (“The Encyclopaedic of Uzeyir Hajibeyov”). The thing is
that the multi-colour music world was created by great Uzeir bey, a
brilliant personality, a bright scholar, a popular writer and an immortal
musical master. After his remarkable mugham opera “Leyli and Mejnun”,
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staged about 100 years ago in the theatre built by H.Z.Tagiev, which also
laid the foundation of the opera art in the Muslim Orient, U.Hajibeyov
composed the following mugham operas in 1909- 1915: - “Sheikh Senan”
(1909), “Rusam and Zohra” (1910), “Shah Abbas and Khurshud Banu”
(1912), “Asli and Kerem” (1912). Along with them he also composed the
musical comedies “Husband and wife” (1910), “Meshedi Ibad” (1911),
and wrote their texts.
After the benefit performances of the operas and musical comedies
of U.Hajibeyov, the Armenian men-of-theatre and musical art lost their
rest and place. Despite the violent efforts of the Armenians, an Armenian
opera was not written yet, the Armenian theatrical companies completely
switched to the Azerbaijani themes staging the operas and musical
comedies of U.Hajibeyov. In addition, in 1913 the world-famous musical
comedy “Arshin mal alan” by U.Hajibeyov was wrtitten.
We would like to underline that the Azerbaijani musical art, the
Azerbaijani maestros headed by U.Hajibeyov penetrated into the European
musical culture at the beginning of the XX century. The Azerbaijani
theatre art also became very active. In one word, as soon as the Azerbaijani
theatre-musical art came into existence, it began to exert great influence on
the formation of the musical art of the whole Orient.
The archive materials visually show the huge number of staged
works of U.Hajibeyov, the classical composer of the Azerbaijani music,
indispensable success of his operas and comedies. The librettos of these
works were promptly translated into other languages and filled the musical
space of the Orient.
One of the first translations into Georgian was “The Cloth Peddler”
by LGigoshvili which was staged later in Baku and Tbilisi. In March, 1916
Pirumian translated this comedy into Armenian. The local theatre groups
staged it in Mozdok among the Cossacks.
Then “Leyli and Mejnun” was translated into Armenian by
S.Karapetian, “Asli and Kerem” by D.Ayrapetians, as well as by
S.Magalov. D.Ayrapetians also translated “Meshedi Ibad.” Then “The
Cloth Peddler” was translated by S.Torosian. “Ashug Gerib” of Zulfugar
Hajibeyov was translated into Armenian by S.Chalumian.
The Azerbaijani operas and musical comedies were performed by
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numerous theatrical groups. There were two Azerbaijani theatrical groups
headed by A. Abbasov and Avedian only in Tbilisi, where lived over 100
000 Azerbaijanis.
The tours of the theatrical company of Z.Hajibeyov had great
successes in the towns of Azerbaijan and Persia. Azerbaijani theatrical
companies were set up in Petrov-Port (Makhachkala), in
Temir-Khan-Shura (Buynaksk). An Azerbaijan state musical theatre was
set up in Ashgabat on the basis of the theatrical company of H. Arablinski
and five other Muslim companies.
Thus, the Caucasus, Persia, Russia, the central Asia were drawn to
this musical-theatrical boom. It is not at all. Of course, “The Cloth
Peddler”, the comedy by U.Hajibeyov was in the focus. The libretto of this
comedy was translated into Russian, Georgian, Armenian, Turkish,
Ukrainian, Byelorussian, English,
Persian, Polish, Uzbek, Chinese, Bulgarian, Arabic, French and other
languages of the world.
Due to the scale of its influence, the Azerbaijani theatrical- musical
art of the said period, particularly, “The Cloth Peddler” enlivened
considerably the musical-theatrical life of the Armenian society.
On October, 25, 1913, “The Cloth Peddler” was performed in Baku
in the theatre of H.Z.Tagiyev. H.Arablinski was a producer and
M.Magomayev was a conductor. It had a great success. But the happy
stage fate of this masterpiece was at once dulled by the Armenian
misappropriations.
In 1914, when the Azerbaijani theatrical team toured the towns of
the Transcaucasia, it struck the imagination of an Armenian, who played in
the Azerbaijani musical instrument tar - Sidrak Magadan. In one word, as
soon as the musical comedy “The Cloth Peddler” appeared on the
Armenian stage, the very Magadan set the fashion of its theft. He was
originally from Ga- rabagh and enchanted by the Azerbaijani production of
the company of Sarabski touring in Tbitisi in 1914, he managed to get the
permission of U.Hajibeyov for the translation of the comedy into
Armenian. This Magadan wasn’t only the translator of the comedy, but
also its musical layout artist. He also played the part of Asker in
Azerbaijani, Russian, Georgian, and, of course in Armenian. S.Magalian
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staged “The Cloth Peddler” in Armenian for the first time in Avlabar in
Tbilisi, in the theatre of Eriksian, but he did not fulfil conditions of with
U.Hajibeyov, the author of the comedy, that the translation had to be
shown to the author before being staged. After seven performances
S.Magalian came to Baku to negotiate on staging the comedy in Armenian.
Initially he got the legal consent of U.Hajibeyov for it, in the same year he
staged the comedy in Baku and it was a great success among the
Armenians living in Baku.
Dear readers, now pay attention! Namely in 1915 it was sounded that
the musical comedy “The Cloth Peddler” of Armenian origin, and thus, the
foundations for its misappropriation was laid. As it was not enough,
S.Magadan got the first prize in the Caucasus for performing the role of
Asker in the masterpiece of U.Hajibeyov, then he decided tomis
appropriate the musical comedy completely. Since the first performance in
Tbilisi in 1915 till 1921 the company of S.Magadan contrived to stage the
comedy 800 times, including 200 times in Georgian, twice in Russian and
once in Turkish in Constantinople. S.Magalian earned a lot of money
despite the contract signed with U.Hajibeyov to pay 10 percent from the
cash collection from each performance. S.Magalian fulfilled the term of
the contract only once after the performance in 1915. Then he violated
grossly the terms of the authorial property rights of U.Hajibeyov, took to
plagiarism and violated the personal and property rights of the legal author
of the musical comedy. The opportunity to earn illegally and restlessness
national vanity attracted other Armenian collectives to “The Cloth
Peddler” just like flies to honey. For instance, the promptly organized
company of LVoskanian made its debut in Baku in 1915, but the
Armenians complained about the performance, it failed. They say, the
Armenians did not attend the performances of the Armenian actors, but
there were “sold out” notices in the Azerbaijani performances. The group
of A.Armenian, the most professional Armenian company toured
Astrakhan, Tsaritsin, Rostov and Yekaterinodar.
The company of A.Armenian made its feasible contribution to the
“armenianization” of the musical comedy “The Cloth Peddler.” Already in
1916 the author’s name disappeared from the playbills during the
performances in Vladikavkaz. Grossly violating the copyright, namely, the
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right of integrity of the work, the Armenian companies without sanctions
of U.Hajibeyov made changes in the operetta and also made intended
distortions in the comedy. The Russian press wrote reviews full of praise
about “Armenian’s musical comedy”, as if “the text” of the comedy was by
U.Hajibeyov, the graduate of Petrograd University, but Mr. Armenian,
using the oriental melodies composed the music of the comedy. “Glory to
Mr. Armenian, who has founded not only the national theatre, but also
restored the Armenian music” (“Русская музыкальная газета” (“The
Russian Musical Newspaper”), April 21, 1916).
Thus, beginning with the company of A. Armenian, the name of
U.Hajibeyov, the real author of the comedy, disappeared from playbills.
The playbills of other companies were the same... It was not accidentally.
Even in Baku, where U.Hajibeyov lived and created, the Armenian
companies allowed many inadmissible changes in the design of the
performance. Outside of Baku “the armenization” of the play gained
speed. The reason was not only in ambitions of the Armenians or to make
much money in performances. The latter played not insignificant role,
because in 1917 various Armenian companies performed “The Cloth
Peddler” only in Tbilisi and in the Northern Caucasus more than 700 times.
An Armenian author by surname of “A-ian” expressed the success of the
performance with an unhidden irritation better than the others, who wrote
about Voskanian, on the pages of the newspaper “Baku” on December 6,
1916: “... After the play “The Cloth Peddler” by U.Hajibeyov, which had
an undeserved- unprecedented success, Voskanian presented to the public
the historical novel “Khent” by Raffi and the play “Tatevos Ivanich” by
Chalakchi. But all these did not have successes.. .Though none of them
yielded to the works of Hajibeyov.. .Voskanian is not guilty in these
unsuccessful performances. The Armenian spectators, who are not exigent
to theatrics, are guilty. They go willingly and many times to see
Hajibeyov’s plays but do not go to their own performances ...”
Dear readers, what is the reason of such a situation? For the answer
let us again appeal to the Armenian authors. The popular Armenian
musicologist Kara Dervish writes: “...despite the attempts of long years, an
Armenian national musical opera has not appeared on the Caucasian
Armenian stage.” It is the main reason, which we have mentioned
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repeatedly in this chapter, acknowledged openly by the Armenian
newspaper “Mshag” published in Tbilisi (Sept 3, 1916): “Why “The Cloth
Peddler” is loved so much? Already for more than two years this
Turkish (Azerbaijani) musical comedy “The Cloth Peddler”, which has
won great success on the Armenian stage, evokes great interest in the
Armenian intelligentsia, too. Yesterday I saw again this play in the
theatre of “Артистическое общество” (“Artistic Society”) (in
Tbilisi) which was performed by the company of G.Eritsian. Again the
hall was overcrowded with the spectators of the middle layer of
population. Besides them there were many officers, representatives of
intelligentsia and even the English missioner Mr.Me. Kamma Adonis
and Mr. Gipobekian... I watched the performance till the end and it
became clear to me why the Armenian people, who live in the
neighbourhood with the Turks for many centuries in constant contract
with them, watch the play “The Cloth Peddler” with such a pleasure. I
think that we can not ban the [Armenian] people to watch this
performance eternally... nonetheless, because of numerous
psychological reasons this play will attract the attention of the
Armenian people... the Armenians lived under the yoke of the
Turks-Tatars and Persians for centuries. Their ears are full of the
sounds of tar and kamancha. Therefore the oriental music has
penetrated into blood and flesh of the Armenian nation” (emphasis
added).
Thus, dear readers, “armenization” and misappropriation of “The
Cloth Peddler” were conducted on the well-experienced plot: at first with
the purpose get revenues the right of the author (property rights) is ignored,
then the name of the author in playbills is “omitted”, then the music is
“misappropriated” by leaving the text to bear the name of U.Hajibeyov,
and then ... when the musical comedy was translated into Russian, the
Armenian companies, for example, the company of Armenian, touring in
Russia, presented both the text and the music of the comedy as being of the
Armenian origin.
Claims of the plagiarists on the creative works of U.Hajibeyov in the
Tsarist Russia and in the period of the Democratic Republic of Azerbaijan
failed. The tactics of the falsifi- cators of music changed in the years of the
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soviet power, but the targets remained the same. Since the first days of the
establishment of the Soviet power in Azerbaijan U.Hajibeyov was
subjected to attacks and severe criticism. The creative art of U.Hajibeyov
was recognized by everybody. The Armenian falsi- ficators and
provocateurs tried to dethrone him, to belittle his outstanding talent, to
traumatize by declaring that “his creative art is only the improvisation of
the Armenian folk melodies.” The result of the planned moral terror was
the physical Bolshevik terror against the great Azerbaijani composer.
Several days after the capture of the power by the Bolsheviks, a certain
Armenian ka- mancha player (ALHoganesian) with a stylish Georgian
sur-name Sasha Oganezashvili attacked with libels against U.Hajibeyov
and M.Magomayev. He wrote that U.Hajibeyov thwarted the development
of the Azerbaijani music, purposefully distorted it, and, moreover, he did
not know the Azerbaijani and oriental music in composition. The absurdity
of the Armenian, who aspired to become “a royalist more than the king
himself’, pursued completely a definite goal. On one hand, a blow was on
the sources of the music of the Azerbaijani coryphaeus, purposefully
distorted it, the musical traditions of Azerbaijan were in doubt, on the other
hand, the foothold for “the Armenian music” based on the Azerbaijani
traditions was cleared. Finally, it was supported by the Bolsheviks who
declared that the pre-revolutionary music was anti-nationality. This
absurdity produced another absurdity: The People’s Commissariat of
Enlightenment of the Republic charged... an Armenian kamancha player to
develop education program for the oriental music. This is to whom the
Bolsheviks trusted the development of the education of the Azerbaijani
music opposing him to great U.Hajibeyov.
The brilliant reports of Hajibeyov both in Azerbaijani and in
Russian on the oriental music enraged his bitter Armenian exe- crators
more. The very Hoganesian began to prove in newspapers that the works
of Hajibeyov and M.Magomayev are plagiarism, but the real owners of
them were certain Lavrov and Slavinski. Removed from the position of
“steering” the Azerbaijani music
Hoganesian hoped to take revenge and declared provocatively that he was
ready to prove the musical inability of Hajibeyov at a special open forum.
In one word, relying on the support of Bolshevik, the Armenians did their
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best to remove those who stood at the sources of the Azerbaijani music and
were able to form the professional musical culture of the Azerbaijani
people. All these Armenian pharisaical attempts led to such a thing that in
1924 the People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment replied to the numerous
appeals of U.Hajibeyov to the government for publishing the notes of the
Azerbaijani songs and works. The Commissariat adopted decision to
attract to collaboration composers Glier, Ip- politov-Ivanov and
Spendiarov for this purpose. Dear readers, pay attention, these composers
had to collect and to publish Azerbaijani songs.
Here the talk concerned the author of “Turkic fragments” for the
symphonic orchestra - M. Ippolitov-Ivanov and the opera “Shah-Senem”
by R. Glier. Both of the authors widely used the Azerbaijani and Turkic
music in their works. It also concerned to Spendiarov about whom we have
written above.
This is what M.Magomayev answered to this absurdity: “Uzeyir bey
did this work 15 years ago.”
Warmed up by the Armenian circles, baiting against U.Hajibeyov
was led in two fronts, and both of them were harmful to the Azerbaijani
folk music and to the professional musical school of Azerbaijan founded
by U.Hajibeyov. They reckoned just like this: If it is impossible to
misappropriate the examples of the Azerbaijani culture, then it is necessary
to depersonalize them, or to create longstops for their music publishing, in
order not allow them be fixed in future as the property of the Azerbaijani
people.
Dear readers, all the above said took place in the motherland of the
great composer, in Azerbaijan. What took place out of Azerbaijan? The
fame of U. Hajibeyov and his musical comedies overstepped the
boundaries of Azerbaijan, Russia, Georgia and others, and victoriously
marched in the United States of America.
“The Cloth Peddler” was staged in New-York in 1917 (“Эхо” (“Echo”),
May 13, 2002, article “Как крали Аршин мал алан” (“How “The Cloth
Peddler” stolen”)). Particularly, according to K.Shahverdi, on February 16,
1917, the magazine “Mollah Nes- reddin” (No.2) published the following
information: “One of the newspapers of New-York, the United States of
America, informs that the musical comedy “The Cloth Peddler” began to
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be staged in the American theatres. On my behalf I can say that during my
6-month travel I saw that no one could hear anything more than the talks
about “The Cloth Peddler” in the streets and the markets in Ashgabad,
Tashkent, Orenburg, Samara, Tsaritsin, Astrakhan, Petrovka,
Vladikavkaz... The secret of this popularity must be searched in the
“secret” of “The Cloth Peddler.” Therefore, both the Armenians and the
Georgians, both the Russians and Americans share among themselves only
the success of this musical comedy...”
The Armenian theatre plagiarizers who emigrated to the United
States after the sovietization of the republics of the Transcaucasia in the
20s, witnessed the great popularity of the music of U.Hajibeyov there...and
tried to benefit from it. For instance, one of such plagiarizers Sedrak
Suradian staged the famous musical comedy in New-York in 1919-1923.
The performance was conducted by the pianist Kushuarian. The benefit
performances continued in Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit,
Los-Angeles and other cities of the United States.
The afore-mentioned company of Sidrak Magalian, which
performed “The Cloth Peddler” more than 800 times in 1915-1921 in
Armenian, Georgian, Azerbaijan and Russian, contrived to win a
plagiarism record in the United States. As it is noted in the article “O
постановках “Аршин мал алан” на армянском и грузинском языках”
(“About the staging of “The Cloth Peddler” in Armenian and Georgian”)
(Izv. AS of the Azerbaijan SSR, “Series of literature, language and art”,
1978, №1), S.Magalian with his company “Shnat” contrived to travel all
the United States with “The Cloth Peddler” (but not mentioned the name of
its author) in 1923-1958.
Violating the private and personal property rights of U.Haji- beyov,
the very S.Magalian cynically and pompously explained it as the
propaganda of the music of the great composer in the United States. One
must not get surprised because we have already acquainted the readers
with the anatomy of the Armenian plagiarism
By this way “the Armenian origin” of the famous musical comedy
was introduced to the American public, if it is said exactly with the words
of the pseudo-author Magadan - “the queen of the Armenian operetta.” In
America the State Theatre of musical comedy of Yerevan named after A.
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Paronian, practically all the time appealed to the works of U.Hajibeyov.
One of the performances of this great comedy was introduced by the
producer A.Gulakian in the translation of Sarukanian, but wholly “The
Cloth Peddler” was played on the stage of this theatre over 300 times. Here
is the playbill of one of those performances dated on 1955 (town of
Sukhumi). There was place for the names of all the Armenian participants
of the play, but not for its author- U.Hajibeyov.
We must underline that the violation of the rights of U.Hajibeyov
was done not only in the United States, but also in the territory of the
USSR.
By this time another Armenian plagiarizer - director R.Mamu- lian
screened “The Cloth Peddler” in the United States, again hiding the
authorship of U.Hajibeyov. It was done in 1937 in Hollywood. Only after
the appeal of the great composer to the head of the USSR - to Stalin it was
allowed to shoot the film of the comedy under the aegis of the author.
Undoubtedly, the film confirmed the moral and personal rights of
U.Hajibeyov, but, of course, did not solve anything connected with the
violation of his copyright. In those years the USSR was not part of any
convention on copyright, and the revenues to be received by U.Hajibeyov
enriched the Armenian plagiarizes. “The laws of morals are also the laws
of art”, said once Shuman, but such a formula had naturally nothing to do
with the Armenian plagiarizes of art.
Dear readers! We come to the end of the cycle about the plagiarism
and borrowings in music in the first chapter titled “I came, I s a w . . I
stole.” Speaking here about “the Armenian traditions of misappropriation
of the Azerbaijani musical tradition, we would like to draw your attention
to such a remarkable observation of R.Gumilev: “Any phenomenon
observed in the present society has its beginning in the past, sometimes in
the recent past, sometimes in the remote past, but not in the infinity... the
history of any process realizing now is the continuation of that moment
when this process began as a result of these or other reasons...”
Dear readers, this question concords with the Armenian musical
plagiarism and borrowings from the Azerbaijani music, and we think that it
allows to understand their essence.
Thus, we finish this chapter by quoting the remarkable words of the
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well-known Armenian poet Avetik Isaakian addressed to the founder of
the classical Azerbaijani music U.Haji- beyov, and perhaps to the whole
Azerbaijani music: “While composing his great operas, Hajibeyov used
the rich and miraculous Azerbaijani folk music, which was always close
and native to the Armenian people...”
Dear readers, the chapter “I came, I saw..., I stole” came to an end.
We bid good-bye to you with the kindest desires and remind that namely
“to have the possibility to steal allows one become a thief’ (Bacon), and
“the best way to return an offence is to do it, but not like him”
(Fontainebleau).
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CHAPTER II
The Theatre of Absurd

“Arare bove et asino” (literally: “to
plough with ox and donkey”, i.e., to make
absurdity by uniting incompatible).
A Latin catchword
Since ancient times absurdity anciently meant attempts to excogitate
nonsense, “to create the meaningless.” It is no coincidence that the ancient
Romans besides the catchword shown in the epigraph, used the words full
of sarcasm “Cancer leporem capit” (cancer catches rabbit) in relation to
the “creators” of nonsense. The meaning of the phrase in such situations
really meant nonsense. In logic “to lead to absurdity” means to prove that
there is something in some situation there is some hidden logical
contradiction, and by this way to confute it.” According to delicate and
very important observations of well-known scholars in logic, the absurdity
does not mean a completely confused, meaningless expression. In other
words “absurdity” is not a semantically confused, on the contrary, to make
judgment or expression nonsense, it must have meaning, must be far from
semantic senselessness.
The Armenian claims on the Azerbaijani territories, equally their
claims on the cultural heritage of Azerbaijan have their own sense, though
they are absurd: “The Armenians are native heirs of these territories, they
are heirs of the mythic “Great Armenia” and all which are more or less
valuable, created in these territories tangibly and intangibly belong to
them”, not depending on whom they have been created by.
Beginning the second half of the last century “The Theatre of
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Absurd”, founded by E.Ionesko 2 and S.Bekket 3 , began to present the
reality devoid of sense - the absurd. The creators of this current propagated
the idea of absurd, could present the world of their characters as the world
of doubles, without original, as plagiarized copies, not traced back to its
origin. The phantasmagoria, which took place on the stage of the Theatre
of Absurd, confirmed the difference between the language and life,
impersonality of words, notion and language wholly. Despite of the
classical logic which supposed that language is a direct reality of thinking,
it ignored the fact that language expresses the results of the intellectual
activity. It regarded language only a certain stamp. It is no coincidence
that Mother Peep from the play of F.Ionesko exclaims: “... Names are
changed, not the things...”
Today, perhaps, much before the founders of the Theatre of Absurd,
the Armenian plagiarisers and falsifiers aspired to change the names, to
possess something belonging to others by not changing the essence of the
phenomena or the created thing. It refers to everything which now is called
tangible or intangible cultural heritage, and also which belongs to the
Azerbaijanis, and in those things which were not produced by the labour,
intellect and mentality of another ethnos. Along with it, the Armenians are
every passionate to one kind of folk art - to the invention of myth. It is
really a national talent; it makes no difference whether it is the myth about
“the Great Armenia”, or the myth about “the Great Armenian culture”, the
myth about the first human civilization, or the myth about the violation of
human rights of the Armenians in Azerbaijan. Of course, this myth is

2
Eugène Ionesco, bom Eugen Ionescu ('November 26. 1909 — March 28.
1994). was a Romanian and French playwright and dramatist, one of the famous
playwrights of the Theatre of the Absurd. Beyond ridiculing the most banal
situations, Ionesco’s plays depict in a tangible way the solitude and insignificance of
human existence.
3
Samuel Barclay Beckett (13 April 1906 - 22 December 1989) was an Irish
writer, dramatist and poet. Beckett’s work is stark and fundamentally minimalist. As
a follower of James Joyce. Beckett is considered to be one of the last modernists: as
an inspiration to many later writers, he is considered to be one of the first
postmodernists. He is also considered to be one of the key writers in what Martin
Esslin called Theatre of the Absurd.
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about that all the cultural heritage of the Southern Caucasus, in the first
place of Azerbaijan, goes back to “the clever Armenians.” The numbers of
the Armenian myths are countless. They all have merged due to their
purpose and practical assignment, fall into the class of political
mythology. Namely this mythology, being a part of the Armenian ethnic
map of the world, determines the means of perception of the reality outside
of human being by the Armenian ethnos and mechanism of behaviour in it.
Just this mythology unites together the stereotypes of “great lands” and
their territorial claims on the neighbours, namely this mythology attaches
naturality, and, moreover, “legitimateness” to the misappropriation of the
cultural heritage of other neighbours. Finally, namely this mythology
predetermines the behaviour of these or other Armenian figures, be it a
politician, scholar, or the whole ethnos. The myth created about “the
exceptionality” of Armenians, their ambitions and claims on the outer
world generated by the thesis of “a long-suffering nation” continue to
prevail in the consciousness of the people, and in every possible way to
obstacle the ordinary role of Armenians as a natural alternative to their
exceptionality, lack of “a special mission”, the result of which is the
recognition of the international law as a single cornerstone of the modem
world order. Usually the authorities are captives and “sacrifices” of the
created myth, they become subject to the cultural stereotypes, as well as to
paradigms of the political thinking, because “not any consciously
developed ideology is able to oust the unconscious picture of the world.”
The Russian ethno- politologist S.Lurie noted very correctly that “the
views of the Armenian adepts on “the new thinking”, oriented to the idea
of the world community “in fact did not agree with the political folklore of
the Armenians.” Perhaps because of disparity in the paradigms developed
by the ethnos, the adjustment of the authorities to the folk performances
happens. Proof armour of this is the background of Pharisaism experience.
Namely this example of thinking panders to the invented
mythology, political folklore, which have numerous verges in the sphere
of culture in the broad sense of this notion.
In this chapter, dear readers, we shall demonstrate to you some
examples from the political folklore of the Armenians which are absurd in
essence, which evidence that “the names are changed, but not the things.”
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Shortly, “Ab absurdo...”, “Ad absurdum”, or, “From absurd”..., “To
absurd.”

§1. The absurdity about the Azykh man4
As it is known, an ancient habitation of the primitive men was
discovered in the cave of Azykh and studied by the Azerbaijani
archaeologists headed by M.A. Huseyinov. The discovery is known today
to the whole world as the habitation of the Azykh anthropoid and it has
been referred to the Acheulean period. This great discovery in the territory
of Azerbaijan, a witness of the primitive civilization in this area, does not
let the Armenians have rest, because they declare that “Armenia is the
cradle of civilization.” The thing is that the materials of Azykh cave allow
drawing back the history of Azerbaijan over a million years. The tools of
completely ancient culture have been found in the lowest layers of the
cave. It is also called the Kuruchay culture (Kuruchay is the name of a
river close to Azykh). This ancient culture can be compared to the
Oldoway of Eastern Africa and Valloisian of Southern France. Then it
becomes clear that Azerbaijan is not only an ancient land, but also one of
the most ancient habitations of men, its territory is a part of the zone of the
anthropogenesis along with the Mediterranean and Northern Africa. This
is the source of the anxiety for the Armenians. Besides, the materials of
Azykh refute the view about the Palaeolithic men as wandering groups and
prove clearly that the people of this period had a settled manner of life and
lived in small groups in limited areas, and used the caves for dwelling.
Consequently, everybody must know that the transit migration of
the Armenians from Asia Minor or the Balkans to the Southern Caucasus
is not true, because the Armenians are the first inhabitants and autochthons
of Azykh! Of course the Armenians would have liked to declare that the
ancient tools of labour found in Azykh belong to them. Certainly, such

4

Azykh Cave is located in the area of Fizuli, Azerbaijan. Residues of home
units, stone instruments; a sanctuary {holy place} - a hiding place with skulls of cave
bears, a fragment of a maxilla of the fossil person (azykhantropos).
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tools consist of primitive tools for cutting, and the first fires of which some
hundred thousands year old were made by them. Nobody must doubt that
the fragment of the jaw of the woman found in the Middle Acheulean layer
(350 000 - 400 000 years ago) does not belong to the Armenians. If we
pursue their logic, then the primitive men of Azykh worshipped the sculls
of bears-totems, and on one of them there are incisions-graphical sings,
which as they claim, must belong only to the Armenians. It becomes
evident that owing to them the Armenians created the first alphabet in the
world... By inventing such absurdities, dear readers, the Armenians tried
to own the discovery of the Azerbaijani archaeologists. The Armenian
“scholars” raised a real storm for it. They try “to substantiate” the
Armenian origin of the man from Azykh. The falsifying apologetics found
its concentrated expression in “Историкоархитектурное наследие
Нагорного Карабаха” (“Historico- architectural heritage of
Nagorno-Karabakh”) by Sh.Mkrtchian, a teacher and a worker of the local
museum. According to specialists, this author has not more information on
history and architecture; you may witness it from the nonsense which is
the fruit of his fantasy. According to him, the Azykh Cave is “a place” of
the initial sources of the Armenian culture. He transliterates the word
“Azykh” as “Azokh”, because in Old Armenian it means “foxy grapes.”
The Azerbaijanis call it “abgora.” It seems to be not enough, because the
author calls to witness “the village of Azokh” not far from Azykh. He
thinks that the Azerbaijani archaeologists intentionally gave the word
“Azokh” in the form of “Azykh”, because the latter has the root “Az” that
is “Azeri”, and substantiate the idea that there were the Azerbaijani
people. Namely this form, not less and not more, is the Internet article of
the same author titled “When and why Azokh was renamed to Azykh?”
dated on November 21, 2003. Leaving aside that the root “Az” is found in
both words, then there is no need for renaming the cave, so there is also no
reason to rename the word with this purpose, and not stopping at the
senseless interpretation of the pseudo-scholar of the meaning of the word
“Azykh” as “Vor- van-Azokh”, which in Old Armenian means
“Sunny-foxy grapes”, a semantic nonsense, we draw the attention of the
readers to the inferences of this pseudo-scholar which are only nonsense
and nothing else. According to him, the Armenians lived in the Acheulean
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period. We would like to remind to our readers that the Acheulean culture
refers to the early Palaeolithic age (approximately two million years ago),
and, in general, this period is compared with the birth of man (one million
years ago). Based on this absurd logic of Mkrtchian one may conclude that
the Armenians as a nation appeared in the epoch when the ancient man
emerged. The author uses the term of “reasonable Armenians”, and of
course, he does not know “reasonable men”, i.e., people living at present,
began to take shape with the birth of the Cro- Magnon men (about 40
thousand years ago).
It is only necessary to add that the science calls the ancient men as
archanthropus (In Greek - archaios - ancient, anthropos - man). Following
the absurd logic of Mkrtchian, the ancient man could be called as
“Hayosthropus”, in this way to put an end once and forever to the
discussion about all the “thropus” who are only the Armenians, including
“Azykhanthropus.”
We have already noted that an absurdity gives birth to another
absurdity. As a rule, there is no necessity to wait long for it. The cave of
Azykh is in Garabagh, not far from the town of Fuzuli, which is now under
the Armenian occupation. As the desire of the Armenians to pass
themselves for the most ancient nation is ineradicable, they illegally
conduct excavations in the occupied Garabagh territories. They excavated
... and found the statue of a female Neanderthal in the national Armenian
costume. Just like this the Armenian mass media gave information in
autumn of 2007. Moreover, together with that female “ArmenianNeanderthal” they found household articles, remnants of the Armenian
dishes and tools. As it is said, they could not identity the remnants of the
Azykh antropus as Hayatropus as they did it with the stone statue in the
national Armenian costume. It does not need any commentary, because
from the said it becomes clear that the female Neanderthals were not only
Armenians, but also could preserve their original appearance, and nothing
has changed in their clothes and household articles in the recent several
thousand years.
In one word, dear readers, the Armenians came into existence much
before the birth of Homo sapiens or reasonable man.
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§2. The absurdity about being the first Christians in
the Caucasus
As it was noted before, nonsense is an invented absurdity. Any
expression may be absurd not because there is a semantic nonsense in it,
on the contrary, when it has a definite sense well- thought in advance.
Namely the Armenian claims on the Azerbaijani territories bear such a
sense closely entailed with incessant misappropriation of the cultural
property of Azerbaijan. The genetics of absurdity is multifaced: this is the
scuffle of the historical facts and their intentional falsification, this is an
idle talk, conjecture raised to the level of a myth. When they are inculcated
into the minds, they become stereotypes and psychological stamps
accepted implicitly, as truth. Perhaps, the ancient Romans had in mind just
this when they declared: “Credo, cuia absurdum” (I believe in it, because it
is an absurd). We continue to familiarize our readers with absurdities in
sequence “Ab absurdo...”, “Ad absurdum” (from absurdity ... to
absurdity).
The Armenians claim everywhere that they were the first who
adopted Christianity in the Caucasus (not only in the Caucasus) and it
happened at the beginning of the V century BC. Along with it, historical
chronicles reflect, saying it mildly, completely a different picture.
Undoubtedly, the Christian tradition in the Caucasus has a rich and ancient
history. According to the existing sources, Christianity began to spread
first in the Caucasian Albania since the I-II centuries BC. It was the first
so-called apostlic period of the Albanian Christian traditions connected
with the names of the apostles Thaddeus, Bartholomew, and Thaddeus’s
disciple Elias. Before discussing to the historical chronicle, an important
literary-historical monument of the Caucasian Albania - “History of
Albania” by Moses of Kalankatuyk, we would like to make a brief
introduction. As it is known, Christianity first began to spread due to the
efforts of apostles - missionaries who enlightened the non-Christian
peoples with their sermons. The adoption of Christianity by the Armenians
is connected with an apostle by name of Thaddeus, whose mission ended
tragically, because after his arrival in Armenia, he was tortured to death by
Sanatruk, the King of Armenia. The Christianization of Sunik (Zengezur)
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is related to Bartholomew, who after enlightening the inhabitants of Sunik,
went to enlighten the population of Armenia. The Christian enlightenment
in Albania is connected with the name of St. Elias (Egishe), who did it
with the advice of the Patriarch in Jerusalem. His mission was a success.
Moses of Kalankatuyk writes: “... he started from Jerusalem to Persia,
went to Maskuts not entering Armenia and began his ceremony in Chola..
.From there he came to the province of Uti... Saint Patriarch [Elisey] came
to Gish, founded a church there and did a purely bloodless sacrifice. This
place is the source of our churches, inhabitants of the East, the source of
the first altars where enlightenment began.”
Thus, as it becomes clear from the text that the first church was built
in Gish, which is traditionally identified with the church of Kish in the
district of Shaki of Azerbaijan. There are many other evidences fixed by
Moses of Kalankatuyk about the spread of Christianity in Albania earlier
than in Armenia, including such sources, as according to the confession of
the Armenian Catholi- cos Avraam, the Albanian altar emerged earlier
than the Armenian, or that the Armenians adopted Christianity 270 years
later than the Albans and others.
As to the victory of Christianity as a state religion, according to the
opinion of specialists, which is also proved by the primary sources, it was
a common period for the countries - Albania, Georgia and Armenia, and it
is connected with the name of Grigori, the Enlightener. In those years
Albania was ruled by King Umair, who like Gregory, was of the Parthian
region. This remarkable event is dated approximately in 314. Now, after
brief information, dear readers, we return to the question about who
adopted Christianity in the Caucasus first and ask the questions: Where
and in which territory was the first Armenian church? Where was its
patriarchal altar? Finally, where was the very flock - the Armenian
population who adopted Christianity? If we proceed from “The book of
the Armenian canons”, the first Armenian church was built in the village
of Ashtishat in the Armenian province of Taron on the bank of the River
Aratsani - a tributary of the Euphrates. In other words, not in the territory
of the Southern Caucasus, but in Asia Minor! Let’s remember it.
Then the Armenians declare that the altar of the Armenian church
was established in Vagarshapat - a capital of Armenia, in the IV century, a
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cathedral was built there by Gregory, the Enlightener, called Echmiadzin.
As it is known, the Armenian sources say that it was located
approximately in the area of the present Yerevan. They also say that
Vagarshapat was on the right bank of the Araks. We must remember it,
too. How did the ceremony of christening take place? According to the
Armenian historian Agafangel (V century), Gregory, the Enlightener, took
the Armenian King Trdat and his suite from Vagarshapat to Baguan, then
baptized the king “in the water of the Euphrates.” We ask the readers to
make a journey in their minds from the Transcaucasia to Asia Minor. The
nonsense begins from here. If the Araks was nearby, then why to take the
king to the Euphrates miles and miles away, and how long could such a
travel for christening take place? Then it becomes clear that Vagarshapat
was much probably not far from the banks of the Euphrates. Then why
does he speak about the Transcaucasia? Isn’t it an absurd? The answer is
obvious: in order to be close to the former Albanian and present
Azerbaijani territories, in order “to substantiate” their claims on the
territories and culture of the nations - the aborigines of these lands, even at
the account of an absurdity. We do not say anything about how the altar
located in one geographical region (the Southern Caucasus) could rule the
eparchies and serve the flock located in another region - Asia Minor? We
also have shown that the Armenian church altar, which also executed the
state functions in conditions of statelessness, was moved to Echmiadzin in
the first half of XV century with far-reaching aims to create a territorial
base in the lands of Azerbaijan for their future statehood. Since then they
continue their attempts to declare Albania “the eastern part of Armenia”,
the Albanian etnos as Armenian one, and all the Albanian tangible and
intangible culture - Armenian. Pursuing the far-reaching goals all the
Albanian literary-historical monuments which were written in grabar
(ancient Armenian) were subject to and continue to be subject to many
“desired” distortions. This fate firstly had to reach “The History of
Albania” by M.Kalankatuyk - an historical monument having many facts
in its original text which contradict the Armenian conception and disclose
absurdity of created and to be created mythology which is implanted into
the public consciousness. That is why, the development of the topic on the
absurdity with the first Christianity is connected with such revision of the
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most important literally- historical monument “The History of Albania”
by Moses of Kalankatuyk which we cite to. It is no coincidence that, the
first reference about this source is connected with casus. “The History of
Albania” by Moses of Kalankatuyk is mentioned firstly in connection with
the arrival of the Armenian Catholicos Anania (943-962) at Khachyn
(territory of Karabagh) in 958 at the invitation of the Albanian Catholicos
Gagik (948-962). It was the epoch of the “Albanian renaissance” flourishing and consolidation of Albania as a state after the loss of its
statehood as a result of the conquest of the Arab caliphate. An Armenian
source (Kh.Datean, “Арарат” (“Ararat”), 1896) informs how this meeting
took place, and all the followings have been built just on this information.
The Albanian Catholicos Gagik declared to the Armenian Catholicos
Anania that “as it has been at all the time and as it has been reflected in
“the History of Albania” he has been appointed by St. Gregory.” In other
words, the Albanian Catholi- cossate is not connected with the Armenian
Catholicossate anyhow, it is independent and apostolic. But the Armenian
Catholicos Anania did not desire to appeal to “the History of Albania” for
the confirmation of the said by the Albanian Catholicos, he doubted the
truth written by historian M. Kalankatuyk and declared that “Albania is
only a main episcopacy, but in Armenia there is a catholicossate.”
Then the Armenian source informs that Anania managed to get the
manuscript of “the History of Albania” and demanded to erase the traces
of information connected with the adoption of Christianity by the
Albanians before the Armenians. He demanded “to find information in
manuscripts, in handwritings which suit us (Armenians), information
which we (Armenians) would like to see.”
Of course, as you understand, such information was “found”, more
exactly, was written specially by distorting the original text. It looked like
this: “... after 226 years since the time of the apostles-preachers
Bartolomey (Varfolomey) and Faddey, during 17 years of the rule of the
Armenian Tsar Trdat and during the years of the Albanian Tsar Umair, the
enlightener of Armenia St. Grigori from the dynasty of Suren Pehlev
Arshakuni was appointed by these aposdes-preachers. In those years the
Armenian and Albanian Tsars Trdat and Umair were in idolization.” Here
is another source: Stepannos Orbelian confirms the above-said and points
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that Anania adviced and insisted to make accurate additions to the “the
History of Albania” and these additions were included. According to the
new text, the first Albanian bishop was given the tide of the archbishop at
the request of Tsar Umair by Gregory the Enlightener, and for 440 years
the heads of the Albanian church were appointed by the Armenians, while
in those years there was a catholicossate in Armenia, an archiepiscopacy
in Albania, it continued during the rule of 26 catholicoses, who succeeded
each other, till Catholicos Avraam.” As you understand, the additions and
corrections pursued the goal of underlining the fact that the Albanian
church depended on the Armenian church, and the head of the Armenian
church “appointed” the heads of the Albanian church, which is aimed at
proving that the Armenians adopted Christianity first.
Falsifications and forgery continued later, too. Naturally, the most
ancient manuscript of the “History of Albania”, dated by specialists as
being written in 1289, and kept in Armenia, in Matenadaran, suffered
more than others. Besides, corrections were made in various copies of
manuscript in order to adopt them to the idea that “the Armenians were the
first in the Caucasus to adopt Christianity.” For instance, the Armenian
Catholicos Akop Shamakhetsi (1759-1763) following the example of his
predecessor Anania demanded to get the manuscript of the said book dated
1289, then he charged Lunkianos to erase what was unnecessary in it and
prepare a new copy free from “undesirable text”, and it is, how to say, “a
confessional version” which pursued the goal of “to subordinate by the
historically source” the Albanian catholicossate to the Armenian
catholicossate was realised. Here is evidence of the forgery described by
an Armenian specialist L.Dadian: “The initial records have been erased
and distorted.
The traces of the initial records are clearly visible”, and according to the
same author, Lunkianos was engaged in it before. The same was done in
the period of Catholicos Simeon Erevantsi, the successor of Catholicos
Shamakhetsi (1763-1780). In those years when the Albanian
Catholicossate existed and was independent, its clergies would have been
deprived of the possibility to relay on “the History of Albania.” Here are
additions in the manuscript fulfilled by the Catholicos S. Erevantsi
according to the specialists. We present it without any comments: “We
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scraped it with our fingernails - it was a lie and added by the conceited
people later and in their own favour... We think that they were committed
after Catholicos Anania by the Albanian monks.” It is no coincidence that,
according to the Armenian historian T.LTer- Grigorian, “we have not “the
History of Albania” by Moses of Kalankatuyk in its initial form, but the
copies with necessary corrections in the text done by the order of the
Armenian clergy who had distorted the content of the text.” Here is a
quotation in which Ter-Grigorian appeals to additions in the manuscript
by Catholicos Simon. Here is what he writes: “Only in “the History of
Albania”, though not in all its copies, it is confirmed that as if after Elisey
(74) till St. Gregory (340) the altar of the Albanian catholicossate was
occupied by other catholicoses. All this is a lie.” In one word, 200 years
before the adoption of Christianity by the Armenians Albania had its own
Christian patriarchal altar and catholicossate.
Not commenting the said, we only ask the readers to pay attention to
a well-done remark of George de Maleville quoted in the introductory
article.
Such is the short essence of the Armenian absurd confirmations
about their being the first Christians in the Caucasus, which despite all the
“cleanings”, remained as it was- “absurd which wipes the historical facts”,
trying to find the methods of false evidences, to re-write their own history
by distorting the history of the neighbouring peoples.”
We would like to finish the above-shown absurdity by the
significant Armenian evidences (N.S.Vartapetov, “Христианские
памятники Закавказья” (“The Christian monuments of Transcaucasia”)):
“[The Armenian church], armed with the Christian flag, all the time
annihilated the peoples of the historical Albania and its integral part Karabakh (Artsak), and “skilfully adapted to the historical situation,
served the Sefevids, then the Russian Empire, as well as they served
Byzantine, the Iranian Sassanids, the Arab caliphs and the Mongolians.”
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§3. The absurdity about the Albanian alphabet and the
Armenian script prototype
Dear readers, let us continue our “Ad absurdo”... “Ad absurdum” or
“From absurd to absurd” with the information about two absurdities
thematically connected with each other. We would like to remind you that
Reductio ad absurdum, which means leading to absurdity, since the epoch
of the ancient Rome, absurdity was considered a means for refutation. For
this purpose it is conditionally assumed that the absurd affirmation is true
and the results derived from it contradict the reality. Hence, a conclusion is
made that the assumption is not true, because the traditional logic fairly
supposes that true confirmations must produce true conclusions. We
would like to remind also that the law of contradictions, one of the
fundamental principles of logic, is also used in mathematics in proving by
“the method of contraries.”
However, the Latin catch-word frequently cited in practice, is used
in the meaning of “leading to absurdities”, in the sense of reduction to the
absurdity the basically erroneous ideas through such of its development,
which brings forth the mistakes made in the confirmation... So, the absurd
with the Albanian alphabet.”
In accordance with the opinion established in the Armenian
historiography and literary criticism, the Armenians think that the
Albanian alphabet appeared in the V century BC and prove that it was
invented by Mesrob Mashdots. Moreover, it is said that the Albanians did
not have their own alphabet before. In the best case, following the
Armenian medieval author Koryun, they accept that Mesrob Mashdots
“renewed the alphabet, facilitated the revival of scientific knowledge t.”
In other words, either Albanians did not have their own writing, or
they were in the intellectual crisis, therefore they had to resume their
alphabet and contribute to increase their knowledge. By the way, the
Armenians occasionally confirm that the Georgian alphabet is also “the
craetion” of Mesrob Mashdots.
Dear readers, let us think that it is true, then let us think what
conclusions can be derived out of it.
Let us start with the fact that before Mashdots was on the point to
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departure to Albania, according to the Armenian historian Koryun, “by
chance some priest from Albania by name of Beniamin came. He
(Mashdots) investigated and observed the foreign speech (emphasis
added) of the Albanian language, then compiled lettes...” Thus,
M.Mashdots did not know the Albanian language.
Without the knowledge of Albanian he “left for Albania... Coming
to the residence of the Tsar he met the bishop of Albania by name of
Ieremi and the Tsar whose name was Arsvag, and all other free men in the
court...” Moses of Chorene repeats the words of Koryun” “Arsvagen and
Ieremi called Beniamin to interpret for them.”
Thus, M.Mashdots did not know Albanian and communicated there
with the help of an interpreter.
But the Albanian historian Moses of Kalankatuyk writes that
M.Mashdots created an alphabet together with the Albanians on the basis
of the Gargarian language. In other words, creation of the Albanian
alphabet was at least the result of the joint work. This is not the only thing.
It becomes clear that the Albanians had their own alphabet. Particularly,
M.Kalankatuyk, based on the Roman author Ippolit, informs that the
Albanians are mentioned in the list of nations who have their own
language and alphabets. It is no coincidence that there are translations
from Albanian in the manuscripts kept in Matenadaran. It is paradoxically,
but a fact that the manuscripts in Albanian were translated into Old
Armenian and “they were discovered” by the Armenians in Matenadaran.
The fact that the Albanians had their own alphabet is confirmed also by
K.Trever, a prominent historian and Alba- nianist: “... At the beginning of
the V century the Albanians had their own old alphabet...” and she cites
two examples from the authors about the letters of the Albanian rulers to
the Romans in the I century A.D. and the III century A.D.
K.Trever and popular Georgian scholars of the Albanian studies I.
Abuladze and A.Shanidze think that the Albanians had their own alphabet
in the V century, and as a proof they cite to the Armenian “Книгу писем”
(“The Book of Letters”), officially edited in the VIII century. So, in this
Armenian source, the second letter of the Armenians which was sent to
Persia to the orthodox coreligionists after the Dvin Council of 506 states:
“We have written to you earlier in accordance with the Georgians and
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Albanians in the alphabet of each country” (emphasis added).
Now we shall demonstrate directly the Armenian evidences about
the existing Albanian alphabet and writing. The Armenian historian of the
VIII century Gevond in his work enumerates the languages into which
Bible was translated, the Albanian language is shown in the twelfth
number. A. Perikhanian in his work “K вопросу о происхождении
армянской письменности” (“On origin of Armenian writing”) clearly
says that “the creation of a new alphabet serving this or some other
language can not be regarded as “creation of letters”, “it is a big and
complicated process, which includes, first of all, distinguishing phonemes
of the language, and it requires a good knowledge of phonetics as well as
the structure of the language. But Mashdots knew neither Georgian, nor
Albanian, and it is not necessary to pay attention to such a statement of
Koryun that Mashdots collected information on the sound system of these
languages just on the s p o t . . T h e discovery of the Georgian scholar
Z.Aleksidze in Sinai in the St.Catherine monastery allowed him make
such a conclusion that even in the IV century the Albanians had a rich and
developed literature, written in the Albanian language in Albanian
alphabet that is, before M.Mashdots.
According to that prominent scholar, when the Albanians translated
the Bible into their own language they compiled its glossary already in the
IV century, but the Armenians translated it from Greek only in the V
century. The popular French scholar J.P.Mane in 1997 in his article
“Discovery of an Albanian text: An ancient Caucasian language has been
found” writes that there are two Albanian manuscripts among 140
Georgian manuscripts found by Z.Aleksidze in 1996 which have the
Albanian texts row-wise in the Georgian texts. Despite the difficulties in
reading (there was a fire in St. Catherine monastery) the scholar could
identity 56 letters-symbols distinct from the 52 Albanian letters in the texts
kept in Matenadaran (dated the XV century). Moreover, according to him
the Armenian copiers of the texts in Matenadaran knew neither the
Albanian alphabet, nor the phonetic structure of that language; very often
they mixed and changed the Albanian letters with the Armenian ones.
They did it either intentionally, or because of lack of knowledge. Another
French scholar B.Utie discovered a manuscript in Jerusalem at the end of
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the XX century. It becomes clear from its title that it initially was in
Albanian, and then translated into Armenian.
Finally. According to the discovery of D.Olderogge, an Africanist, it
becomes evident that the Armenian alphabet is a copy of the Ethiopian
(Amkhar) alphabet used there before Mesrob Mashdots and which has
remained in use up to the present day, it is an alphabet of the national
language of Ethiopia. It becomes clear from the said that M.Mashdots is
not the author not only of Albanian and Georgian alphabets, but his
authorship of the Armenian alphabet also causes great doubts, because the
Armenian alphabet itself is a plagiarism.
Now let us return to our supposition that M.Mashdots “created” the
Albanian alphabet. It turns out that the consequences arising from this
assumption, contradict the historical facts and modem results. As we
pointed out at the beginning, it is just the very Reductio ad absurdum,
which allows you to make necessary conclusions, dear readers...
Another important principle which also has the force of law in logic
is “the principle of sufficient reason.” Let us remind that according to this
principle an idea can be acknowledged as true if it is sufficiently
substantiated and is not unfounded. In one word, if it relies on some
verified and acknowledged truth, including practice, facts, theoretical laws
and others, but not on some belief which is presented as true, or “a typical”
falsification.
Thus, the absurdity with the prototype of alphabet and the Urartaean
heritage.
In the second half of the XX century the Armenians declared to the
world that they have read the Urartaean cuneiforms dated on the XVIII
century BC which they have discovered on gravestones in the Azerbaijani
village Zeyva of Zangazur region (renamed to Metsamor by the
Armenians now), they have come to such a conclusion that they are heirs
of Urartu, a mighty state in the remote past. In one word, they had a great
desire to declare the Urartaeans as their ancestors, and in the same way “to
justify” the claims on much more territories conquered by this state in its
time. It is not all. It was confirmed that as the cuneiforms have been
deciphered and read by the help of the Armenian language, and the text
has an ancient Armenian origin, that is to say, Urartaean, and moreover, it
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has been proved that in the antiquity the old Armenian alphabet was the
proto-alphabet of the world and all other alphabets have been built on it.
Thus, it was confirmed not less and not more about the Armenian
origin of the world alphabet. As the scientific public, leading specialists
did not particularly believe in the truthfulness of this declaration, they
demanded to be acquainted with the object and methodology of
deciphering, in one word, additional evidences. The absurdity of the
Armenian claims became obvious, and later it was found out that the
inscriptions on gravestones are of Arabic origin dated on the XIX century,
which have been “read” not from right to the left, as it is required, but vice
versa, from the left to the right. The wave of indignation because of this
absurd sensation was boundless and Academician Piotrovski exposed this
Armenian absurdity sarcastically in an Armenian publication. Here it is to
the point to remind an Azerbaijani proverb privatized by the Armenians:
“An old thing has no value”, and there is also another Azerbaijani proverb
which has not misappropriated by the Armenians yet: “Don’t speak of
what you have read; speak of what you have understood...”

§4. The absurdity about the appropriation of the
literary heritage of Albania
Dear readers! We continue to familiarize you with the absurdities
called “to justify” the goal pursued by the Armenians connected with their
claims on the Azerbaijani territories, which have been closely framed and
interwoven with their permanent intentions of “assimilation,
misappropriation and “armenization” of the historical and cultural heritage
of Azerbaijan.”
Let us continue “Ad absurdo...” “Ad absurdum” with the absurdity
connected with misappropriation of the literary heritage of Albania. Here
is the quotation from “the Medieval Armenian literature” published by the
Institute of Literature of the Academy of Sciences of Armenia named after
M. Abegian: “We shall not be mistaken if we say that the Armenian
literature of the V century refers to the number of enigmas of the world
literature undisclosed up to the present day...” Of course, one begins to
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think that “the Armenian literature is really one of the ancient literatures of
the world”, a literature of the cradle of the human civilization with a
1600-year history, even if the period of paganism is not included, as if it
developed incessantly and took its sources at the dawn of the V century.
Along with it, the literature of Armenia in the V century, according
to the Armenian sources, as a rule, is a historical prose, historiography, or
as it was determined by M. Abegian, “literature of the church-political
struggle.” If to exclude the borrowed legends by Moses of Chorene from
the literary examples of Armenians of those times (we have given
information on this in previous sections), then the works of Agatangekhos,
Buzand Pavstos, and Moses of Chorene, Koryun, Egishe, Parbets and
others are all historical chronicles. The same picture is characteristic for
the medieval literature of the VI-IX centuries: M. Kalankatuyk’s “The
History of Albania” - the Albanian literary monument was
misappropriated by the Armenians (we spoke about it the previous
section) and it has no any relation to the Armenians, but it is stubbornly
presented as the creation of Armenian authors Sebeos, Gevond and others.
The poetry of “Davtak Kertog” - a wonderful poem of an Armenian poet
of the VII century appeared among the historiography series. In “the
medieval Armenian literature” (1984) M. Kalankatuyk has been presented
as “an outstanding Armenian historian”, Davtak - as “the first poet of the
Armenian poetry of the Christian period.”
According to the sources, M.Kalankatyuk and Davtak were
Albanians by origin. It means that not only Albanian prose, but also
poetry, particularly the poetry of the remarkable Albanian poet Davtak
have been stolen and “armenianized.” Davtak is the author of the popular
elegy written on the occasion of the death of the great Albanian prince
Javanshir from the dynasty of Mik- hranids, this poet came to us thanks to
“the History of Albania” of M. Kalankatuyk. The elegy was written in
Albanian and of course, translated into Armenian together with “The
History of
Albania” of M.Kalankatuyk. The Armenians introduce Davtak as a
representative of the Armenian nation, because as they claim, his work has
come to them in the Old Armenian (Grabar) language. They have
translated the elegy, which is an acrostic poem, into a number of languages
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of the world and presented Davtak “as the first Armenian secular poet of
the Christian period.” Let us leave aside the indefatigable desire of the
Armenians to have their literature and poetry of the early medieval period
among the historiographical works, by the way, this is confirmed by
M.Abegian. Here is what he writes: “...(this) is the only ancient poem in
such a genre, which has remained up to our days” (M.Abegian, “История
древнеармянской литературы” (“The History of the Old Armenian
Literature”), Yerevan, Publishing House of AS of Armenia, 1975).
Let us concentrate the attention on Davtak, and in conformity with
the above mentioned logical method, think that Davtak was an Armenian
poet. Then it proceeds from the said that the Armenian poet wrote the
elegy on the occasion of the death of the ruler alien to him ethnically. Did
he leave any other works? More exactly, what did he create for “his native
Armenian ethnos”? It appears that there is nothing, nothing has remained
in his “native Armenian”, but the Armenian historiography was able to
preserve even the less significant works of not so known Armenian
authors. It appears that “the Armenian Davtak” has nothing in the literary
heritage of Armenia, except the popular “Elegy” devoted to the sorrowful
problem of another (Albanian) ethnos. As a result, one begins to doubt the
version adopted by the Armenians. “The proof’ for the Armenian origin of
Davtak is that the elegy is an acrostic verse and there are 36 quatrains
which are equal to the number of the letters in the Armenian alphabet.
Moreover, they think that it proves not only the Armenian ethnic origin of
Davtak and priority of the verse in Armenian, but also the source which
conveys the poem - “The History of Albania” by M.Kalankatuyk, were
firstly written in Armenian, and then it becomes clear that it is also “of the
Armenian origin like its author.” Let us take that the Armenian version is
true and let us see what the result will be. As it is known, there are various
editions of “The History of Albania” by M.Kalankatuyk with the said
elegy. As it has been said in the previous section, it all is the result of the
constant distortions, forgery, erasing and falsifications committed by the
Armenians in the copies of the manuscript of the Albanian work. For
instance, there are also copies which have less been subjected to
distortions and are close to the original, they are conditionally called “the
Albanian edition.” These copies, which have been subjected to the
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corrections of the cultural-historical pseudos more, are conditionally
called “the Armenian edition.” It appears that the 36 quatrain of the elegy
written in acrostic (equal to the number of the letters of the Armenian
alphabet) is found only in “the Armenian edition” of “the History of
Albania.” In “the Albanian edition” there are only 19 quatrains. In “the
Armenian edition” beginning from the 20th quatrain the measure, stanza
(distich, tercet, etc.) have been violated, the form of the verse has also
been violated because of corrections and adjustments. There arises a
question: “If the elegy was initially written by an Armenian author, then
why did they need such a forgery, such a fake? There is a doubt in “the
Armenian edition”, because there is no need to “armenianize” the
Armenian form.
Perhaps the matter is about 19 quatrains reflecting 19 letters out of
52 letters of the Albanian alphabet (now it is assumed that there were 56
letters) lost not without the help of the Armenians?!...
Now let us appeal to the text as Davtak’s elegy a witness of the
personal, civic perception of the death of Javanshir by poet Davdak (we
produce the literal translation of the lines here): “You, Holy Spirit of
godlike words composed this song - elegy about our lord. ”
In order to mourn with a sad voice incessantly our heavy loss,
A great destruction has befallen with our oriental country,
Our peace and comfort have turned into woe
Misfortune has rained on us in torrents...
The Tsar of Greece and the rulers of the South
Desired to see our lord
Our crown died, our throne disappeared...”
Or: “The day of holiday of the holy cross Made us
weep
God put to death our country” (emphasis added).
Let us suppose that the lines full of grief do not leave anything to
doubt the excitement of the author - a citizen, who mourns the loss of the
great ruler of his country.
Only his compatriots could grieve so, not the stranger who came
specially to coin an elegy.
Finally only the Azerbaijanis widely use the genre of elegy 137

marsia, in which Javanshir is prayed for, and the requiem poetry for the
dead like in the poetry of Davdak has been developed only by the
Azerbaijanis, not by the Armenians,!
In “the Armenian medieval literature”, which we have quoted, a
taboo is applied to the attempt of the objective presentation of the origin of
M.Kalankatuyk and Davtak, it is happened even in “История всемирной
литературы” (“The History of World Literature”) (M., 1984), which is
sufficiently a scholarly publication. Here is what the Armenian authors
write: “Davtak, Kertog, as well as Moses Kagankatvatsi have been
presented by mistake in the second volume of “История всемирной
литературы” (“The History of World Literature”) as the representatives
of the Albanian literature with distorted parallel names.”
Logic here, as usually and completely, is topsy-turvy, as you have
already guessed dear readers.
Let us return to the “Armenian medieval literature” and see which
medieval authors and works are remarkable from the point of view of the
Armenian authors of this publication in the Х-ХП centuries. Here the
authors of the edition write: “Numerous philosophical-dogmatic,
grammatical, calendar, medical and other works were written.” “During
this period, collections “Chetie- linei” (cynacsaries), “Lectionaries”,
“Holiday interpretations”, “Menology”, “Lives of Saints” to be used in
church-rituals as monthly calendars were created...” “The epoch gave
birth to such prominent people like Grigor Narekasti, Grigor Magistros,
Hovannes, Imastater, Mkhitar Gosh...”
We insist on quoting the followings because of two reasons: firstly,
to underline the essence and content of the Armenian literature of this
period in conformity with the view of the Armenian specialists, and
secondly, to reach Mukhtar Gosh in the list of the coryphaeus as it has
been shown there, who was an Albanian by origin. ““Code of Laws” and
“Collection of Parables” are the more or less interesting works among his
numerous works”, because these two are “novelties” in the literature of the
said period because of their content and form. Perhaps, because of it, the
Armenians proudly write that “Code of Laws” had the goal to regulate the
legal relations which had gained a considerable military-political
successes in Armenia”, and Gosh in his “Collection of Parables” “for the
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first time in the Armenian literature not only reworded the folktales and
parables, but also created new works similar to them.” Thus, the talk is not
less and not more, about the first written work devoted to civic or civil
legal norms “with humanistic content having progressive importance for
its time” and also about “the fables and legends of Gosh in the “Collection
of Parables” have great cognitive and artistic meanings.” Dear readers,
now let us see how these remarkable examples of the Albanian origin have
been misappropriated. It turns out very simply and easily. The system of
the absurd proofs of the Armenian origin in “Code of laws” by M.Gosh is
constructed perhaps trivially. The commentaries of the Albanian laws
have been extracted from it in the Armenian publications and replaced by
the Eastern- Roman laws, norms coming from Moses, and, of course,
Armenian customs which have nothing to do with content of the “Code of
laws.” The “armenianized” “Code of Laws” itself is called “the
Armenian code of laws.” As to the famous “The Collection of Parables”
by M.Gosh, which is based on the examples of folklore, they share the
same fate too: that is, expressions of folklore authorized by Gosh, were
rewritten as Armenian ones, but in fact they have no relations to the
Armenian.
Almost the same thing happened to “the History” of another
Albanian author- Kirakos Genjinski, whose work was also “corrected”,
and became “the history of Armenia”, in connection with it, Armenian
“corrections” were made in the text of this work. Numerous corrections,
alterations and distortions were made in his another work titled
“Life-martyrdom of Khosrov Genjinski.” Let us draw the attention of the
dear readers to the prominent men of Ganja, not to those which were
alienated from their Albanian roots - the unique works of the medieval,
which, by their originality fill the empty lagoons in the Armenian
literature. As you know, the motherland of great Nizami, eminent Mesheti,
Feleki gave birth and brought up M.Gosh, too, not only a historian, this
“prominent and great wise man”, but also a remarkable patriot who
financed the construction of the Monastery, Gosha- vank and others,
including Kirakos Genjinski, who proudly called Ganja “a great and
remarkable town.”
Some words about another book connected with the absurdity of
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which we are talking now. It is about A.SfrMnatsakanian and his book “О
литературе Кавказской Албании” (“About the Literature of the
Caucasian Albania”) (Yerevan, 1969). In contempt of its name, the main
goal of the book is the réanimation of the myth about “Great Armenia.”
There are falsified confirmations just in this book (it is quoted as a reliable
source in the book “Нагорный Карабах. Историческая справка”
(“Nagorny Kara- bakh. A Historical Reference”), Yerevan, 1988)) that
other states shared “the territories of the “Great Armenia.” Just here we
find information which is desired and is presented as factual, about 15
nakhangs, gavars and provinces of the non-existing “Great Armenia”, the
information about 4 provinces out of 15 under the
Albanian rule belonged originally to Armenians and many other things. In
one word, the literature of the Caucasian Albania is the same
non-Caucasian Armenian literature of those times. The only method used
by the author for reaching his goal is forgery, direct falsification and
intentional misappropriation. For this reason, this book is not only and not
so much devoted to the literature of Caucasian Albania, but rather a
purposeful distortion of the history of Armenia, and at the same time the
falsification of the history of Albania.
Now, dear readers, we return to “Reductio Ad Absurdum”, and
accepting that all the above mentioned men-of-letters are Albanians, that
is, the representatives of the Albanian ethnos, we offer you to consider a
small practicum on the analysis of the following alternatives, to determine
their falsity and the next exclusion:
- either the authors mentioned above are Armenians by origin, and
Albania was just “the eastern outlying district” of Armenia (that is the
Albanians did not have their own state);
- either the authors mentioned above are Armenians who devoted
their creative activity to a foreign ethnos and country;
- either the authors mentioned above are Albanian authors,
representatives of the Albanian ethnos who wrote their works exclusively
in Armenian.
We are sure that you will exclude the false alternatives, and, dear
readers, in the conclusion we would like to underline that not only the
literary heritage of Albania, but also the examples of its intangible culture
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were subject to distortion and misappropriations. We mean the elements of
hieratic with a unique architecture, the memorial constructions,
stelae-menhirs with unique decor, tombstones in the form of cross with
different symbols inscribed on them and many others. All this intellectual
property is clearly connected with their material bearers - with the tangible
cultural heritage. We conclude the section with some altered aphorisms of
Richelieu and Seneca: “[Absurdity] creates an intention, but not a
chance”, and “They [absurdities] pave the way for other absurdities. That
is, “Ab absurdo...” “Ad absurdum.”

§5. The absurdity about the appropriation of the
material and cultural heritage of Albania
Dear readers! We continue the thematic selections about the
absurdities of the Armenians dictated by their claims on the Azerbaijani
territories and the aspirations to misappropriate the cultural-historical
heritage of Azerbaijan. Pursuing the established tradition, this time we
remind to you that absurd is not a lexical nonsense. This term in its own
meaning expressing nonsense, however has pursued a definite meaning.
The essence of the Armenian absurd, if it is possible to say so, claims,
rather stories that “everything in the Caucasus (not only there), the more so
in Azerbaijan, belong to the Armenians in this or that way.” The methods
of achieving these fantastic goals by the Armenians are as unlimited as
their diapason of hypocrisy: from the simple rags and tatters of the
deceived and abandoned victim to the gala dress of the creators of the
world civilization. Absurdities are not inoffensive all the time, but the
Armenian absurdities are not only deceitful in essence, but usually are
aimed at wounding the pride and dignity of others, at the encroachment
upon the intellect and culture, at defying the statehood. In one word, the
Armenian absurdities are always bom in the direct and figurative
meanings of this word “on the account of others.”
Madame Kirkpatrick, being the Ambassador of the USA to the
UNO, spoke about the campaign against the Zionism: “We have allowed
the lie to spread, but not rejected it. Then it revolved to a policy, and this
policy, which has not been condemned, developed into death...Sometimes
the fate of nations depends on the words...”
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This idea is as topical today as ever, particularly in relation with the
campaign of lie conducted by the Armenians in connection with the past
and present of Azerbaijan. Dear readers, we continue the cycle “Ab
absurdo”... “Ad absurdum” based on a logical device known to you
“Reductio ad absurdum.” Thus, absurdity connected with the
misappropriation of the tangible and cultural heritage of Albania.
The Armenians claim on all the tangible and intangible cultural
heritage of the Christian Albania. The churches, monasteries, holy sites,
tombstones in the form of crosses, manuscripts which were produced by
the intellect of the Albanians were included into this list. In one word, the
Armenians claim on everything created by the Albanian ethnos. In the
previous section we have written of how they “substantiate” their claims
on the literary heritage of Albania. But now we shall speak about their
claims on the tangible cultural heritage of Albania.
The absurd “substantiations” shown by Armenians for the said
purpose bear so to say “local” and “global” character. If the essence of the
absurdities of the first type is connected with the objects, that is, with the
monuments of material culture, but the essence of the absurdities of the
second type is exclusively subjective and is connected with the rejection of
the Albanian ethnos, it means the denial of the tangible culture created by
this ethnos. Beginning with such “local” absurdities let us concentrate on
several of such “substantiations.” Here is one of the so-called “false”
absurdities.
Thus, M.Asratian as an architect and a specialist who is forced to
consider the specific and unique features of the Christian monuments of
Albania, studies their types: structural elements and details. Applying the
method of analogy as a final conclusion he compares them with different
characteristics and properties which characterize the analogical structures
of Armenia. Thus, he makes a conclusion: the Albanian monuments are of
the Armenian origin. He completely ignores the logical principles of
conclusion by analogy in relation to the system of objects, such as the
architectural monuments of Albania. While considering such a whole, the
logic and systemic analysis demand not only the analogy of features, but
also the analogy of relations, i.e., to take into account the relations among
the features and sides of the compared objects. In other words, availability
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of any common features between the monuments of Armenia and Albania
are not sufficiently enough for making an inference by the principle of
analogy. The decisive is that the general features which objectively exist
between the architectural monuments, would be typical and closely
connected with their specific characters. Otherwise, the absurdity of
analogy emerged like the absurdity of confirmation of Asratian about the
Armenian origin of the Albanian monuments. This absurdity is probably
of the same kind when we confirm the similiarity in the composition of the
Earth and the Mars (both consist of atoms and molecules), then one may
conclude by analogy that there is life on Mars.
Here is another “more original substantiation” which belongs to
Sh.Mkrtchian. Dear readers, we have mentioned “the argumentation” of
this museum worker, when we spoke about the absurdities connected with
the anthropoid found in the cave of Azykh and his invention about “the
Azhykhanthropoid.” In general, it is necessary to underline “the wide
diapason of knowledge” of this former museum director from Nagorny
Karabakh. In his book “Historical-architectural monuments of Nagorny
Karabakh” the author writes that there are not any Azerbaijani
architectural monuments in Nagorny Karabakh, except the Armenian
ones, which are 1700, and not more and less. Even the famous Gandzasar
complex, as well as all the Albanian monuments, is added by him to the
list of the Armenian monuments. We shall speak about this falsification
below, but now a few words about this opus. The book was published
twice in 1980- 1985 years, firstly in Armenian, then in Russian. Then the
demand to this “miracle” after the events of 1988 began to grow, it became
an Armenian national bestseller and was published in 1989 in 35000
copies. The reason of the demands for publication in mass copies was
connected with its provocative and false nature. The publication had the
goal to convince everybody that everything in Nagorny Karabakh
belonged to the Armenians. Now about the author’s claims on the
Albanian monuments: what did he proceed from when he made such a
declaration? In the frames of logic of Mkrtchian it becomes evident that in
the epigraph deciphered by him all the common Christian names are
Armenian. Not taking into account that the epigraphs of the monuments in
Armenian “have been created” later, falsified, nevertheless it is enough for
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the author to declare the Albanian monuments as belonging to the
Armenians. The author never thought to read the inscriptions on the altar,
on the interior and outer walls and never thought why they depicted events
from the Albanian life and spiritual life of the Albanians. The author does
not think, if it is possible to think, that if even the names on the monuments
in old Armenian (Grabar) have been inscribed by the Albanians, then it is
necessary to explain how could they know Armenian? When did this
bilingualism appear in Albania? For instance, if the knowledge of the
Arabic and Persian and their simultaneous usage with the Albanian in the
lowlands of the former Albania can be explained with the existing there
Arabic and Persian ethnic elements, but the knowledge of Armenian in
Albania, then in Artsakh - Khachen is not explainable from the logically
sufficient reason for the existence.
Mr. Know-all Mkrtchian “creates” absurd for the misappropriation
of the Azerbaijani monuments, this is not used in its real meaning, we are
facing with this on the narrated pages but in the form of natural nonsense.
For example, how the famous Kho- daafarin Bridges in Jabrail district are
misappropriated. The letter “f ’ is changed into “p” and then the author
confirms that “in 8 km distance from the old Kharakul near the settlement
of Mazannan there are the bridges of Khodaapirin, which unites Artsakh
with Iran...” Everybody knows that Khodaafarin bridged Southern and
Northern Azerbaijan, Near East and Middle East, because they are caravan
roads. Therefore, there is no need to stop on this nonsense that the bridges
unite Artsakh (Armenia) with Northern Iran. But why does he mention the
ancient Kharakul or Mazannan, and also the distance of 8 km? The
villages of Old Taglar and Mazannan are ancient Azerbaijani villages, and
the latter is located near the holy sanctuary of Mazannan, a site of
pilgrimage
of our ancestors since the ancient times. The village of Old Taglar existed
in the antiquity and disappeared in the XIX century. Thus, the Armenian
migrates from Iran firstly lived near Mazannan, then moved to the district
of Hadrut, then again returned and refounded the disappeared Old Taglar.
Just this very opus is enough for the author to declare the habitation of the
Armenian emigrants located at an 8 km distance from Khodaafarin and the
sanctuary to be of the Armenian origin...
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Now pay attention how the popular Azerbaijani sanctuary Aghoglan
is “armenianized.” “At 8 km distance from the village of Banazur is the
monument “Spitak dga”- an ancient Armenian church, the time of its
construction is not known.” Now pay attention: “Spitak dga” is the
translation of “Agoglan” from Azerbaijani, which means “white young
man.” As you see, the author used not the transliteration of letters, but the
translation of the Azerbaijani name into Armenian for the
“armenianization.” Then you will ask: Why did he use “at an 8 km
distance and the village of Banazur?” The answer is: Banazur is an
Armenian village. But there are several Azerbaijani villages close to
Aghoglan - Aghoglan, Shahveledli, Efendiler which encircle the sanctuary
at 2-3 km. The distance of 8 km and the name of the Armenian village are
mentioned in order to “armenianize” the popular sanctuary. The author of
the opus, who is ignorant, does not know why the inhabitants of Banazur
built an Armenian church in the circle of the Azerbaijani villages far from
their own village. Perhaps, there was not an Armenian church at all. It was
possible to have an Albanian monastery as there was an ancient holy
sanctuary.
Such absurdities do not need commentaries.
Now let us stop on “global substantiations” of the Armenian origin
of the tangible cultural heritage of Albania. It would be better if such
“substantiations” are called “political”, policy of ruthless extirpation of
the Albanian roots of the tangible bearers of the Christian culture.
Here, dear readers, a brief historical excursion will be helpful. We
must remind that the Armenian church did not have a chance to establish
its own state within Ottoman and Persia. Using the interests of the Tsarist
Russia in ragging the Armenian factor, the Armenians aspired by all
means to realize the myth about “Great Armenia” in the Azerbaijani and
Georgian territories occupied by Russia. In one word, the purpose of
colonization, assimilation of the new Transcaucasian lands by Russia
coincided with the long cherished dreams of the Armenians. “The
Armenian issue”, which launched in the XVIII century, moved to the
Caucasus in the XIX century from Turkey to the khanates of Azerbaijan in
the first place.
Here is an article “the Armenian issue” (author V.Gurko- Kryzhin)
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from “Большая Советская энциклопедия, т.З” (“Great Soviet
Encyclopaedia”, vol.3) (1926): “... what concerns Russia, it conducted the
policy of Russification in the Transcaucasia and openly protested against
the ideas of formation of a territory in Asia” where the Armenians could
have exclusive priorities. “The Armenian issue was concentrated in the
Transcaucasus...” The same is underlined by an Armenian source of
considerably later period. Particularly, “Кавказский фронт 1914-1917”
(“Caucasian Front 1914-1917”) by the Armenian professor and historian
published in the print house “Hayastan” in Yerevan in 1971, says: “The
task of Russia is to establish an Armenian wedge by all means, a barrier
between the Turks and Kurds and our Tatars (Azerbaijanis)...” In his book
“Новая угроза русскому делу в Закавказье”: Предстоящая
распродажа Мугани инородцам” (“New Danger to Russian Issue in
Transcaucasia: Forthcoming Sale of Mugham to Foeigners”)
(StPetersburg, 1911) N.Sharov also writes about it in alarm. The book of
S.Glinka “Описание переселения армян аддербиджанских в пределы
России” (“Description of resettlement of Armenians of Azerbaijan in the
territory of Russia”) (M., 1831) and finally V.Velichko, a great citizen of
Russia, in his remarkable book “Кавказ” (Русское дело и
междуплеменные вопросы) (“The Caucasus: the Russian Cause and
Intertribal Issues) St. Petersburg, (1904) warned about it, too. The fact is
that the Russian colonization of the Transcaucasian territories led to their
‘armenization.” Here is what N. Sharov writes about it in bewilderment: “a
popular science writer asks to clarify: “What does Russia want to create in
the Transcaucasia - Russia or Armenia?” S.Glinka underlined the
particular role of the Armenians used in the policy of Russia since Peter I,
but Velichko quite exactly expressed the idea that “...the dream of an
autonomous “kingdom”, and herewith in the Russian lands will not die,
but enflame more. In Turkey there is no territory for them, it is artificially
formed in the Transcaucasia. Finally, the same Gurko-Kryazhin in
“Новый Восток” (“New East”) (№16-17(1927)” writes the followings:
“The symbol of construction of the Soviet Armenia is, undoubtedly,
Erivan, this typically Persian (Azerbaijani) town with endless grey
wattle- and-daub walls and fences, behind of which there are
dark-green gardens with bright blue spots of mosques...” (emphasis
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added).
In this way the capital of the present Armenia was set - from the
centre of the former Erivan khanate, but before it, there was a
well-conceived plan which was implemented into life by the Armenian
church zealously. It was necessary “to drive out” the Turkic spirit from
these lands, not only Turkic, but it was also necessary to prove that the
Christian claims on these territories are an exclusive prerogative of the
Armenians, but not of “some non-existing Albanians.”
In 1863 a-century nurtured sacred dream of the Armenian church
came true: a special decree of the Tsarist government of Russia and Holy
Synod adopted the Statute on the Armenian Gregorian church and
liquidated the Albanian apostolic church. Such a case had not any
analogue in the history of the Christianity of the world. In this way the
Albanian church lost its independence, the title the Albanian Catholicos
and the archives which had already been liquidated, became subject to the
Armenian church in the capacity of an episcopacy. There are many
sources evidencing how the Armenians achieved it, about their hypocrisy
and pharisaism in order to obstacle the initial plan of Russia to establish an
Albanian state in Artsakh around the Albanian apostolic church with the
further aim to turn its flock to orthodox. Perhaps, LChavchavadze has
written best of all about the Armenian intrigues in his work “The
Armenian scholars and crying stones.” The Armenians have declared war
not only to the Albanian church, but also managed to deprive the
independence of the Georgian church and to make it a subordinate of the
Russian Orthodox Church In this way the Armenian Church remained the
only independent church in the Caucasus. Though paradoxically, but it is a
fact that in connection with the liquidation of the Albanian church and
transfer of its cultural-tangible heritage to the Armenians, it was noted
to consider the Albanians to be the Armenians (emphasis added).
So, the policy of intrigues, depreciation and transformation of the
Albanian Christians got a legitimate status. This policy continued for
hundreds of years on the account of betrayals, denunciations, on the
account of setting one on the other and by instigating the foreign rulers.
Soon after the said statute the Armenians began to destroy the Albanian
manuscripts, inscription, holy sites, epigraphs in churches, intentionally
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organized their gradual decay and destroyed all the Albanian
ethno-cultural heritage which they had misappropriated. Pay attention,
dear readers, all these barbarian crimes were committed by the Christian
Armenians against the Christian Albanians. But the cultic monuments and
epigraphs of the Albanian church remained safe and sound for many
centuries under the rule of the Turkic-Muslim ethnic elements because of
then tolerance. Moreover, many Albanian Christian holy sites were also
holy and pilgrimage places for the Muslims. Let us appeal to
M.Barkhudarov (Barkhudari- ants) - an Albanian by origin, in the rank of
bishop of the Diocese of the Armenian Church, wrote his work “Artsakh”,
published at the end of the XIX century in Armenian when the
Gregorianiza- tion and armenianization of the Albanian clergy were
completed and became a fact. Nevertheless, here is what he writes by
giving a long list of the monasteries of Artsakh: “As far back as 1828,
according to the evidence of eye-witnesses these monasteries were
inhabited and were flourishly.” But by the end of the XIX
century, according to the same author, the Albanian monasteries were
destroyed, in one word, they ceased to play the role of centres of spiritual
communication for the Albanian Christian population. Here is what be
writes then:
after 1828 the monaster
ies gradually began to fall into decay, they were deprived of the monastic
groups, remained uncared, and in many cases began to fall into ruins...”
Then, already at the end of the XIX century as he writes, “no other
province has such holy sites and sanctuaries as Artsakh province; however
in none of the provinces the monasteries, small monasteries and
sanctuaries were not so much and completely deprived of their moral and
material fame as the monasteries and sanctuaries in. In one word, “the
Christian antiquities are in ruins.” These all intentionally, carefully were
done by the Armenian church in order to destroy and corrode all the
Albanian monuments, language and written sources, and to make them
completely Armenian by misappropriation the lacking historic- cultural
heritage in the Caucasus. By this time the Armenians managed to wipe out
the inscriptions on the walls and vestibules of the Albanian churches and
monasteries and replace them by the Armenian ones. A part of the
Albanian churches were simply remade into the Armenian ones, and after
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1828 new Albanian monasteries were not built. The Albanian cultic
monuments were changed into Armenian ones, the use of the Albanian
evangels were tabooed, they were destroyed, and in the same way the
Albanian theological literature was liquidated and replaced by the
Armenian.
Dear readers! Along with the above shown we would like to draw
your attention to such a fact which is very often used by the Armenian
falsifiers to misappropriate the cultural heritage of Azerbaijan. Prof.
A.Yampolski in his book “Древняя Албания Ш-I вв. до н.э.” (“Ancient
Albania in the Ш-I centuries B.C.”) writes that, when Christianity became
an official religion of Albania, many places of cult were raided by the
Christians. In the place of archaic temples, shrines, astral sanctuaries
Christian churches and monasteries were built. For instance, the
monastery of Kzyl-Vank in
Nakhichevan was attended as an archaic sanctuary as in the past, and the
cave-sanctuary near Armudlu-tala in Kalbajar became a cave temple. In
the same way the sanctuary near the village of Sos began to be called by
the name of a Christian saint - Surp Egishe, the sanctuary of Aghoglan
became the sanctuary of Kala Gergets. There are many such examples.
After the Vm century when the Armenian Catholicos Yegia
conquered the Albanian Christian church with the help of the troops of the
caliphate, the Christianization of the sanctuaries acquired an
Armenian-Gregorian form. Finally, after the adoption of Islam many
sanctuaries were Muslimized. Thus, following the traditions of the
pre-Christian and pre-Muslim times, the Muslims (the Albanians who
adopted Islam) and Christians (the Albanians who had not adopted Islam)
continued to attend the same sanctuaries.
The Muslims built mosques and khanagahs (a kind of monastery)
near sanctuaries and in their language a Christian was the same as a
Christian-Gregorian, and it becomes evident that many Christian
antiquities of Azerbaijan were called by Armenian names. For instance,
the cemetery near the village of Shudukh in Guba region or the sanctuary
Spitak-Khach.
Along with it, the old, earlier Christianized sanctuaries began to be
Muslimized. The Muslim symbols were inscribed on the monuments
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which already bore Christian symbols, religious Muslim names appeared
on them in Arabic alphabet, and the names of the sanctuaries were
changed into the Muslim ones. For example, the sacred place Ali Bulaghi
was located was changed into Gara Keshish, the sacred place Dizanayt
was changed into Ziarat according to the Moslem tradition, the island
which had the same name became Pirallahi, the same can be said about Ali
Bulaghi and others. Speaking about the Christianization, then
Gregorianization and Muslimization of ancient sanctuaries in the course of
centuries, which were attended by the Albanians since ancient times, we
want to draw the attention of the readers to such a moment. The local
population traditionally refer Christian- Gregorian sanctuaries to the
Armenians, and at present Armenian falsifiers skilfully use it, giving the
ancient Albanian Christian sanctuaries for the Armenian ones.
We must note that the remarkable monastery complex Gandzasar, of
which we shall speak below and other Albanian monuments were studied
by LQrbeli in the XX century. He is a prominent Armenian scholar who
originally belongs to the famous Albanian dynasty of Orbeli. He copied
out 300 inscriptions from the Albanian architectures of the ХП-XIV
centuries, and in 1919 he published the first volume of his book “Надписи
Ганд- засара” (“Inscriptions of Gandzasar”). However, because of some
reasons, Orbeli withdrew all the copies from circulation: Perhaps the
contents of the inscriptions did not suite the official versions of the
Armenians. The smoldering memories of the historical roots of Orbeli
could not resist the pressure of the Armenians. Here is another example
witnessing the evils of the Armenians. As early in the XVII century,
according to M.Barkhudarov, there was an Albanian cathedral church in
Ganja by name of Saint John the Baptist. It was under the rule of
Catholicos Hovhannes (1633). Here is also the tomb of Catholicos Nerses.
At the end of the XIX century the Albanian church were remade into
Armenian one. The fund of the church in the historical archives for a long
time was kept under the name “Armenian church of St. John in Ganja” till
1983. In 1983 Armenia using this demanded to give them the fund and
managed to get it, and we lost documents of historical value which legally
belonged to us.
Thus, the XIX century was the period of liquidation of the Albanian
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inscriptions, they were replaced by the Armenian ones, and in essence it
was a preparatory period for the falsification of the origin of the tangible
cultural heritage of Albania. It was used as “substantiation” for their
misappropriation in the XX century.
It is to the point to say that till 1828 there was not a purely Armenian
eparchy in Echmiadzin in the Caucasus, after 1836 they began to be
established, their number grew to six, three of them were Albanian. The
fact is that all the Armenian eparchies were outside the Caucasus. In those
years the Armenian flock began to move to the Caucasus from Iran and
Turkey, and the Albanian monasteries were emptied, the Albanian flock
was arme- nianized and Gregorianized.
Let us look at one concrete example how the Armenians claimed on
the Albanian architecture - at their attempt to tear away the Gandzasar
monastery. For substantiation it, the Armenian clergy headed by
Catholicos Vazgen I said that the monastery was built “in the Armenian
province and in the Armenian ethnic environment.” The groundlessness of
such arguments was obvious. But the fact is that the monastery complex,
according to the historical data of the previously mentioned Albanian
historian Kirakos Genjinski, was built in 1204 by Hasan Jalal, an Albanian
ruler of Khachen and Art- sakh (the present mountainous part of Karabakh
and a part of the Mil steppe). It was also under the reign of Mihranids who reestablished the Albanian kingdom - the renaissance of the statehood
of Albania. Hasan Jalal declared himself “king”, “prince of princes”,
which mean that he was not a vassal of any neighbouring ruler. Besides,
the Gandzasar monastery complex was built in the place of a monastery
which existed before. It was the dynastic burial-vault of the Jalaladdids,
rulers of Khachen. It was the burial place of Hasan Jalal himself and
practically of all the later Albanian Catholicos- patriarchs. The witnesses
of it are the inscriptions on the tombstones dated till 1828. There is no
need to speak of the Albanian origin of Gandzasar, because Hasan Jalal
himself called it “the main cathedral of Albania”, not of Armenia. Why did
the Armenians need to have Gandzasar when they already had Echmiadzin
as their main cathedral? You know that in one ethnic environment there
could not be two independent patriarchates. Only in 1836, as a result of the
intrigues of Echmiadzin, the Russian Government and the Holy Synod
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decided to liquidate the Albanian patriarchate and to unite it to the
Armenian. It is obvious that if Gandzasar had been an Armenian
monastery, then it would have been absurd to join it to the Armenian
patriarchate by the rescript of the Russian Synod.
However, an absurd is because it is an absurd, it paves the way for
another absurdity, because of it the representatives of the
Armenian catholicossate, including Academician Ambartsumian,
S.Kaputikian, B.Ulubabian and others specially visited Gandzasar and
convinced the villagers of Vanklu, where the monastery is, that they are
descendants of the Armenians, but not of the Albanians. It is necessary to
add that namely the inhabitants of this village were the direct descendants
of the dynasty of Hasan Jalal who kept in their memories their origin...
Dear readers! We come to an end of the absurdity connected with
the misappropriation of the tangible cultural heritage of the Albanians by
the Armenians. The thesis, which insists in it, is that in 1836, that is, before
the liquidation of the Albanian church, cultic architectural monuments of
Artsakh, monuments, monasteries, churches were in good conditions,
there were Albanian inscriptions and plots on them, the Albanian was the
language of communication and divine service. In one word, all the
tangible culture were created by the Albanians and belonged to them.
Here is the antithesis of the Armenians: everything has reached
them in Armenian, including the epigraphs of the cultic monuments. It
appears that everything was created by the Armenians from the beginning,
including the Albanian monuments of the early medieval period.
Therefore everything is the Armenian ethno-cultural heritage. There are
several variations in the Armenian antithesis.
First, Albania is declared “the eastern end of Armenia”, thereby we
come across the absurd relapse which denies the existence of Albania as a
state with its ethnos, language, territory, history and culture. It is natural
that such a thesis denies the existence of the Albanian apostolic church It
is the conceptual ideological foundation of the territorial claims on
Azerbaijan. In the frames of such a conception all the monuments of
tangible and intangible culture of Albania are declared as the Armenian
ones. Secondly, in such cases, when it is impossible to deny the existence
of Albania, then its population is considered to be completely
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Gregorianized and armenianized by the VII century, in any case, not later
the XII century, after such an argument the monuments are declared to
belong to the Armenians. Thirdly, the Albanian ethnos underwent deethnicization, became Armenian after the fall of the kingdom of Artsakh
of Hasan Jalal, that is, in the XV century.
Let us conditionally take the Armenian version with all its variants
as true despite our brief historical excursion, and see what will be the
consequences. These consequences must meet the laws of logic - the law
of contradictions and exclusion of the third. Thus, the following questions
should be answered and substantiated with historical facts and documents:
1. If the Albanians had been Armenians, how could have Hasan
Jalal “dared” in the XII century to inscribe in the monastery of Gandzasar
in Artsakh such words: “I, Hasan Jalal, ... king of Albania built the
Gandzasar Cathedral for my Albanian people?’’(emphasis added).
2. If the Albanians had been Armenians or “armenianized” before
the XIV century, then on what grounds would Foma Met- sopski, an
Armenian author of the XIV-XV centuries have informed about the
migration of 10.000 Albanians, but not Armenians from Artsakh to
Khorasan and Iran by Tamerlane, it was confirmed by Esai Hasan Jalal, an
Albanian (the XVIII century) that there is a tribe in Khorasan called
Afgan, but of the Caucasian origin - of the Agvan (Albanian) origin?
3. Why did Albanian Kirakos Genjinski, if he was an Armenian, or
armenianized, speak of the Albanians as an ethnicity not depending on
anyone, and Albania and Georgia as independent states in his book
“History” (the XIII century)?
4. If there were no Albanians, but there were Armenians, then why
did Javan Shah, ruler of Karakoyunlu, give the tide of Melik to Hasan Jalal
of the royal Albanian origin as the head of a kingdom within
Karakoyunlu? (Hasan Jalal founded the dynasty the spiritual religious
rulers of Albania, who were at power from the XV century till 1836, that is
till the overthrow of the Albanian church)
5. If there had not been the Albanians, or they had been
armenianized, then why did just Albanians in the XVII century appeal to
Shah Abbas to help them to be liberated from the Turkic dominion and
sent to him the prince of Khachen, and where were Armenians then?
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6. If the Albanians had not existed in the XVIII century and there
had been only Armenians, what would have been the initial plan of the
restoration of the Albanian Kingdom sent to Peter I, and where had been
the Armenians, when the Albanians from the ancient melik dynasties
headed by Esai Hasan Jalal would have appealed to Russia for help on
behalf of the Albanians, but not Armenians? Why did the Albanians march
towards Ganja with an army of 10.000 for joining to the Georgians, but not
the Armenians? Finally, why did the meliks of Karabakh (Artsakh) call
themselves the heirs of the Albanians in the letter to the Russian emperor,
but not the Armenian Arshakids?
7. If there had not been the Albanians and the Albanian church, then
how could have the Sefevids, then the Iranian shahs in the XVII, XVm
centuries issued decrees and other official documents concerning the
Albanian catholicosses, but not Armenian?
8. If there had not been the Albanian church with its cultic heritage
till 1836, but only one of the eparchies of Echmiadzin, then how the
Albanian evangels would have underlined the equal status of two
churches: would have shown the names of the rulers where there were not
Armenians and it was admissible that memorial records of evagels
(Kolophons) not even once mentioned an Armenian event or Catholicos,
but only Albania and its religious leaders?
9. Had the Albanian church with its heritage been a part of the
Armenian Church and of its ethno-cultural heritage, then what would have
been the sense of liquidating and reassignment it as an Armenian eparchy
in 1836? What was the reason that the contents of the examples in the
vestibules, walls, altars demonstrated by the Armenians reflected only
Albanian, but not any Armenian theme? Besides, why were all the
episcopacies of the Armenian church outside of the Caucasus before its
occupation by Russia? If there was not an Albanian church, but only
Armenian, then what prevented the Armenian church to rule “its”
Albanian eparchies till 1836?
10. Why were the monastery archives of the Albanians taken to
Echmiadzin after 1836, if they were Armenian, then what was the aim?
Why did the Armenian Church try and manage to get permission of the
Russian government in 1909-1910 to destroy the old archive documents of
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its lower eparchies and with it the destruction of the archives of the
Albanian church?
Dear readers! We beg your pardon for the tiresomeness of questions,
we would like to stress that the birth of these questions are conditioned by
the Armenian version. This version, as it is seen, is beneath criticism.
Ethno-cultural heritage, tangible monuments of Albania belonged to the
Albanians, as they must be, they have been created by the Albanians and
they form the history of the Albanians.
We end this nonsense with the witty words of Mark Twain: “Truth is
stranger than fiction, but it is because fiction is obliged to stick to
possibilities; truth isn’t.”

§6. The academic absurdity and etymological equilibristics
Dear readers! We would like to complete thematic collections with
absurdities for misappropriated tangible and intangible cultural heritage of
Caucasian Albania with one academic absurd belonging to scientific style
of Armenian authors. It is noteworthy here is how “scientific” seeking
related to the looting and “ar- menisation” of cultural heritage of Albania
transformed into political opuses high academic level. Interestingly,
however, as previously fabricated Armenian absurdity paves the way
another absurdity.
Before us, dear readers, hastily issued after the Garabagh events the
book of AS “Upper Garabagh. Historical reference” (Yerevan, 1988). It is
clear the objective of this reference: was to convince all that Garabagh is
an ancient Armenian land. Notable features of the two editions. First, it is
very much to style - that academicians and member Correspondent AN
Armenia, a doctor and those or other sciences, consisting of eight people.
In addition, in preparing the publication attended nine more scientific
persons to style. And, of course, approved by the publication offices of
history and economics, philosophy and philology and the Armenian
Academy of Sciences recommended to the press by its Bureau. Secondly,
the group sponsors to style markedly sin desire to refer to the
Greco-Roman sources, turned out to provide ... Armenian. At the outset,
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the authors seek to prove that Artsakh is geographically part of Armenia.
Then they were “convinced”, that the inhabitants of the province are
Armenian. And finally, epitaflke appeals to the Armenian and Christian
religious buildings region, than looking solely traces of their Armenian
origin.
However, in order. It turns out that according to the authors of this
ancient edition of sources, such as Strabon and other Greek writers,
referring Orhistenu, implied by this “Armenian Garabagh.” Moreover,
argues that “Greco-Roman authors clearly indicate that Artsakh and the
neighbouring province of Utik, also located on the right of the Kura,
formed part of Armenia, the Albanian border with the kingdom which was
held on the river Kura.” And now we note about several ancient sources.
Strabon: “In Armenia itself a lot of mountains and plateaus ... there are
many valleys ... and, finally, plain Araks, which the Araks river flows to
the borders of Albania ... for this is plain Sakasena, also borders with
Albania and with the river Kirom “. As readers are aware, there is also
mention of Artsakh and Utike neither Plutarch nor Claudius Ptolemy,
neither the elder Pliny, the more of their supplies to Armenia.
In order to “enhance” the present version, the inquiry authors help to
make another reference to the ancient cuneiform Urartu in order to
“identify” the names “Urtehe-Urtehini”, referred to in them, with Qrhisten
and of course with the “Armenian Artsakh.” And, last, as the authors
write, and even called Tsavdek, but also as Hachen. What is produced as a
result of such a confusing system of references? If you delete the reference
to the famous ancient author Strabon, who, incidentally, did not say a
word said about Urtehini identification with the “Armenian Artsakh”, it
goes that references to other famous ancient authors are blown. In fact,
instead of ancient authors speak Armenian, as well as Agafangl, Vartan
and G.A. Kapantsian. Manipulation scheme is simple: if Strabon said on
Orhistene, then immediately added that it “reflects the Armenian
Artsakh.” If it occurs in cuneiform the Urartu “Urtehini”, is also the
Armenian Artsakh.The regarding the speculation about the Armenian
affiliation of geographic region Garabagh (Artsakh), noting that Orhistena
with which the authors help to identify the region, was the subject of
Armenian provinces of Lake Van, and Urtehini, according to a
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well-known expert on cuneiform of Urartu G.A. Melikashvili, located
“Southeast of Lake Sevan.”
Not to give the readers troubles with quoting we cite only one
quotation from “historical information”, indicating that academic fraud
were exposed not only by the ancient authors, but also by a well-known
specialist in cuneiform of Urartu G.A. Melikashvili. Here is a quotation
from “historical”: “Urarty, according signature Sardury II (VII c. BC),
preserved in the village Tsovk, reached the country Urtehini (Artsakh)”
(G.A. Melikashvili, “The Urartu cuneiform inscriptions”, M., 1960,
pp.310, 346). But that writes G.A. Melikashvili him self: “God Haldi
made in (the trip) with his arms (?), he won the country Arkuki (in)”
Sarduri said. To maintain the same forgery the reference to the famous
“Tale-Tellers” by Movses Khorenatsi was used.
And now look at how the people of Garabagh, the Armenian
scientists under the argument becomes Armenian territory since antiquity.
First we quote of the above information the following idea of Armenian
academicians: “Ancient sources state that in time Armenian kings
Artashes and Zareha (II in BC), at least, in times of Strabon (I in BC.)
Population of Armenia was monolingual, that is Armenian; of course, this applies also to Artsakh - Orhistene.”
We immediately cite and quote from Strabon, where he spoke about this
topic:
All these people now speak the
same language Comparing these two statements we will follow the
principles of formal logic, in order to understand how the first quote, as the
conclusion follows from the second quotation, as a premises. Dear readers,
we have concluded that the expression of “speak the same language” may
not turn out that this is exclusively “the Armenian people.” And finally,
the authors help “reinforce” its speculation about the location of Garabagh
in Armenia and the Armenian population concluding his “arguments” that
in this territory there were over 1000 Armenian inscriptions and hundreds
of Christian worship ... “while not forgetting to point out that there was no
Muslim place of worship in relation to the Middle Ages. However, on this
we have said. That system is “argument”, aimed at the exclusion of
Garabagh from Azerbaijan. We conclude this part of absurdity with
wonderful words of academician LPetmshevski: “Garabagh (Artsakh)
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never belonged to the Armenian culture centres.”
And now, dear readers, the academic absurdity with nonexisting
quotations from ancient and other non Armenin sources, we turn to the
absurd, built on the etymological ekvilibristik. Here, fantasy Armenian
authors glitter all facets and there is no need, as in the academic absurd to
invent nonexistent quotations and give the introduced scientific
justification. Armenian etymological ekvilibristik, generally, no limits on
their opportunities. Here are some examples of ascending to the head of
the local Helsinki Committee Avetik Ishhanian and Yerevan Press Club
expert Mesrob Arutiunian published in his article “Etymological finding”,
introduced as a “surprise” by the year 2008 and distributed the Armenian
newspaper “Aradot” called “... More people in those times were yet to
manhole on the trees.”
According to these authors, the Armenian falsefication engine is not
performing, and moreover, because “everything starts with us
(armenians), we (armenians) a not able to properly promote it, do not
confuse our pseudohistorians all the cards.” The reader may ask, what is to
be guilty of propaganda machine, riggings, gave the world myriad number
of samples of absurdity? Or why pseudohistorical Armenian studies,
distorting and to this day as the history of the Armenians and their
neighbors, do not deserve more praise authors? And here is the reason. It
turns out that the civilized Armenians, wandering around the world,
willyfaced barbarians captivity, continued to live on trees, that’s to say,
representatives of other peoples. However, strangers living on the trees
why owning a language understandable civilized Armenian newcomers,
asked them: “where are you from?” To this question Armenian aliens met
in Armenian: “I, Van”, the translation of which meant: “We came from
Van.” Probably because Lake Van, according to Armenian authors, was
not only their historical motherland, but also the center of the universe.
That is how an immortalized name “Ivan” appeared and therefore do not
be surprised, dear readers, it means that all current and past who had non
Armenians Ivans owe their name from civilized Armenian newcomers
from Van. Another same etymological exercise named “researchers” are
“geographical home” and is linked with a number of people Balkan
Peninsula ethnonym and the name of the country Belgium. It turns out that
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after a new barbarian invasion, civilized Armenians have found a warm
refuge in the Balkans. Since “rahat” in Armenian (is it in Armenian?) This is “calm”, “convenience”, all this territory got the name “Croatia.”
But people living on the other side of the mountains, brought Armenians
cream which sounded in Armenian “Ser berohner.” Hence the name “the
Serbs” appeared. So, in the opinion of Armenian authors, two brotherly
Serbian and Croatian people intervene the conflicts between the tribes.
After all, they got their “baptism” from light-handed
newcomers-Armenians. The Bosnians were not left away from the
Armenian attention, too. The Armenian “researchers” proved that Bosnia
is situated in a valley with a deep rut by side with Serbia and Croatia.
Civilized Armenian aliens, being brought in from the enthusiastic eyes of
the valley, complained: “Wai, esteh, a Village”, the translation of which
meant: “Wai, yes, there is a well.” Hence the name Bosnia appeared. No
less “interesting” is the etymology of the title “Belgium” in the Armenian
edition. In order to “justify” the Armenian origin of ethnonym of the
above-mentioned Armenian kingdom “researchers” turned to their
mythology and ... “created” another myth solely on the Armenian recipes
of mythmaking. It turns out that the origins of their tide the Belgians
should draw in the Armenian mythology, where between good and evil,
that is in Armenian - between Hayk and Bel: “The Armenians are too great
humanists” and therefore in the conflict between Hayk and Bel, the first
does not kill the second. “Just Hayk expelled Bel to Europe.” However the
customs officers remembered forever the Armenian saying “Ai Bel kga”,
that is, “Look, Bel might return”, which served as a means of Armenian
intimidation for future Belgians. Thus, the name Belgium appeared on the
world map, where residents up to this day are afraid of the Armenian Bel
... Dear readers, since the Armenian cuisine, claiming the opening,
“commented themselves”, we are not adding anything, we continue to
present the Armenian etymological ekvilihristik about the Black Sea
claims of our civilized neighbors to “Sochi”, “Sukhumi” and “Odessa.”
Yes, dear readers, for their names wonderful cities of Russia,
Georgia and Ukraine, are also “obliged” to Armenians. On the absurdity of
“marine Armenians” we’ll explain separately, but now we do not wish to
deprive you of fun to learn why the remarkable Black Sea resorts and
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legendary Odessa are obliged to civilized Armenians - newcomers. So,
according to the quoted Armenian authors, finding themselves after long
wanderings on the shore of the Black Sea, the Armenians mix up the Black
Sea with Lake Van and, of course, joyfully cried out: “Our Van.”
However, but amoung the migrants there was an educated person who said
in Armenian, “Sa chi, sa chi”, which means “No, this is not the same
place.” But instead there appeared the name “Sochi”, and the city itself is
obliged to the Armenians. The colonolists continuing there way of the two
streams to
West and East, respectively, “managed to open” and “consecrate” the
names of Odessa and Sukhumi. Thus, in the opinion of the quoted
Armenian authors, eastern sleeve “the relocation of Armenians” came to a
flowering province and the newcomers had rich food of it. In short, they
stopped “to eat and drink.” And since in Armenian it sounded “Sa humi
tekh e”, and it remained in people’s memory and on the geographical map
as “Sukhumi.” But Western migrants fell on the proportion of taste
excellent air and thus for Arme- nian-newcomers it became easier to
breathe. And they cried out: “Od e sa!”, That is translated from Armenian
as: “This is the air!” From that Armenian exclamation the word “Odessa”
appeared.
However, dear readers, Europe seemed dense for Armenian
migrants and their “tradition” to announce those or other regions of
Armenian origin, they continued their way in America. But in order, of
course, following the above-mentioned Armenian “prospectors.” It all
started with Martiros an Armenian, that is to say, the sailor who
participated in the expedition of Chr. Columbus, returned his home (and
where they were we are afraid to clarify, because by then the whole of
Europe had already been inhabited by Armenian migrants) felt it was
necessary to tell his mother about what he had seen. The old-Armenian
woman seemed distrustful and then Martiros delivered a sacramental
phrase in Armenian: “A mer ka”, which means: “Yes, mother, yes.” Hence
the name of America. But, for the name of Canada, lying to the north,
Martiros’ girlfriend by name Nadia helped, talking about beautiful
landscape of Canada, again Martiros faced with distrustful attitude of a
young girl, possibly an Armenian. And then he pronounced another
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sacramental phrase: “Ka, Nadia”, which meant “Is (all this), Nadia.” So
the name “Canada” appeared. Since then following Europe North America
was also conquered by Armenian expression, the referred Armenian
“prospectors” returned to the territory of present-day Armenia, or much
later developed and embezzled land of West Azerbaijan. Here, even more
“original” Armenian discovery was waiting for us. The word “Allah”, i.e.
God, is known worldwide as well as “Allahverdi”, or “God gave”, is
known, the word expresses the name of the municipality item in Armenia,
with the remaining time Azerbaijanis lived there. And because this is - one
of the few names from more than 400 former etymological Turkic, replacead by Armenians, then it turns out that the Italians who arrived here
decided to listen to the music of a local Armenian composer. Being in the
delight of it, they exclaimed: “A la Verdi”, which meant “Like Verdi.”
And the name “Alaverdi” appeared. Finishing with samples of the
Armenian etymological ek- vilibristik, we ask the readers not to hurry with
conclusions because we are confident that this is far from the record peaks
of Armenian mythmaking. It is notable that the Romans claimed: “my
intention gives the name to my actions.”

§7. The Armenian historiography and the absurdity with
the royal dynasties
Dear readers! This section, within the theme of “Ab absurdo ...ad
absurdum”, will familiarize you with another Armenians absurdity.
So, about the royal-dynastic absurdity and the Armenian
historiography. As it is known, a royal dynasty is impossible without any
statehood, but the statehood in its turn, should be somehow reflected in
historical chronicles. We begin the presentation of absurdity with these
Armenian historical chronics.
“How the man and his affairs are, so his history is.” It was said by
“Father of Armenian history” Moses of Chorene, that is Movses
Khorenatsi. This is true. As we have shown earlier, namely M. Khorenatsi
was “a pioneer of Armenian plagiarism.” But for fairness, it should be
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noted that there are even greater merits of M. Khorenatsi in framing-up of
historical facts and in the Armenian pseudo-historical initiative. Thanks to
his original and unquenchable invention, the history of Armenian people
from the beginning beceme full of falsehood and fabrication.
First, we want to introduce Khorenatsi to you, through the words of
one of the prominent historians of the XVIII century Edward Gibbon:
“Deficient as he (Movses) is in every qualification of a good historian.”
Gibbon advised all historians “to take from him (Khorenatsi) only what
is in keeping with good historians” (emphasis added). In order to be
objective, we cite another prominent historian Auguste Carrière about the
father of Armenian history M. Khorenatsi (in “Moïse de Khoren et les
généalogies patriarcales”, Paris, 1891): “To believe the information of
Armenian scientists means to be ignorant. Since most of these
messages are fiction” (emphasis added).
For fairness, it should be noted that that pseudo-historical laurels in
accordance with their more modest contribution have the two other
predecessors of M. Khorenatsi, namely historians Agathangelos and
Yeghishe.
Undoubtedly, Armenians like any people have their own history.
What is it? Brief information was given in “Encyclopedic Dictionary”
(vol. 1) of F. Brockhaus and Efron (SP. 1800) more than 200 years ago.
“Armenia in its full extent is almost never or only briefly was like a whole
state under the control of one ruler. Armenians are shown as Iranian group
of Indo-European tribes in the historical essay. Ancient history of the
country is almost unknown” (emphasis added). The name of “Ararat”,
which is given to ancient northern part of the country associated with
Moses’ flood parable, has not been found neither in cuneiform inscriptions
or in writings of Herodotus. The ancient Persians called this country
Annina. The history of modem Armenians is not based on ancient
Armenian national monuments. They bound their ancient history with
Old Testament stories that proves its latest Christian origin (emphasis
added). According to Armenians, their country was the centre of the
ancient world, where the 4 greatest rivers run: the Euphrates, Tigris, Kura,
and Araks, and according to Biblical and Assyrian stories, later it became
the cra- die of human race for the second time. They call their ancestor
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Hayk, the son of Togarm, who was mentioned in the Bible, so they call
themselves Hayks and their country Hayastan.”
The above quotation allows us to make a few notable findings. First,
Armenia practically was never under the authority of its national
sovereign, since it did not have a unified statehood. Secondly, the history
of Armenia as its sources supposes Old Testament, as well as along with
the Bible a variety of legends and tales. We’ll remember it and continue to
get acquainted with Armenia in this Encyclopedic dictionary. It is
explained that Tigran (the Great) was defeated by the Romans in 63 B.C.
and lost his territory, simultaneously lost his son Artavaz, who was
captured by Antonio. All that ended so that in 117 Trajan (Traianus)
declared Armenia as a Roman province. Now the main fact. It turns out
that after the defeat of Tigran (the Great), according to the Roman and
Greek sources, the names of a number of Armenian kings, who were not
This difference
recognized by the Armenian historians, are given:
is explained by the fact that the
Armenian historians recognize only descendants of Arsahid dynasty,
reigned at first only in South Mesopotamian part of Armenia in a very
small area which paid tribute to Romans, as well as to Persians, for
which they both left them in peace, while Armenia served this bone of
contention between Persians and Romans and got something from one,
sometimes from other “kings”, not recognized by the Armenian
historians” (emphasis added).
So here, dear readers, we will make another conclusion. It turns out
that the Armenian kings were not sovereigns but appointed governors, the
Armenian historians do not agree with it and contest against the
Greco-Roman sources. Let us mark it and go back to the Armenian
chronologists.
First, about the Armenian historian of the V century Agathangelos,
who wrote “History” and impersonated as a Greek. Narrating about the
events of Armenian history in the HI-IV centuries and, primarily, about
the embracement of Christianity by Armenians, about change of the power
in the Persian Parthian
Arshakids to Sasanids in Armenia, about conversion of King Trdat in faith
(see previous sections), Agathangelos peijured that, being a scientist
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Roman scriber, he witnessed these events. Present fathers of history of
Armenian literature from the “Armenian medieval literature” write about
him the followings: “Now it has been convincingly proved that the essay
belongs to the Armenian author of the V century and was only attributed to
the Secretary of King Agathangelos who probably was a really existed
person. The Armenian text of “Histories” which has reached the present
day is the edition of the VII-VIII centuries.” (“Армянская средневековая
литература” (“The Armenian medieval literature”), Yerevan, 1986).
Further, it is indicated that the author “combining historical facts with the
original Hagiographic material (it is possible that he used written sources
which he had ...), with legends ..., with also folk legends, creates full and
completed work.”
We should pay tribute to such false dossier on false history.
According to the researcher R. Thompson, the written is a compilation,
made in the second half of the V century. Full text of this compilation
work, its most ancient manuscript dates back between the XII-XVIII
centuries and is stored in a private collection. Here is the idea of scientist
arranging all necessary accents in such a “historic original”: “The work is
mysterious, not only because it is a strange mixture of remembered
tradition and invented legend. It also takes place in several languages,
in different editions, many of which do not coincide with the Armenian
version.” (emphasis added) (R. Thomson, “Introduction to the history of
Armenians”, translated by Thomson, 1976).
If to remove the inherent polite tact of quoted scientist, then it turns
out that there is one of the samples of Armenian pseudohistory before us.
But dashing trouble is the beginning, and we look through another
historical opus already by Yeghishe (also in the V century) entitled “On
Vardan and the Armenian war” (Translation from ancient Armenian
language by Acad. I. Qrbeli prepared to edition, introduction and notes by
K. Yuzbashian, Yerevan, AS of Armenia, 1971).
First of all, we will present the vision of this opus through the eyes
of authors “Armenian medieval literature” (1986).
“The writing of Yeghishe created by the pen of an eyewitness is
the credible historical primary source, which recreates events in their
logical and causal link ... ” (emphasis added). Indeed, it is exactly the
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same what Yeghishe in his writing narrates about the Armenian uprising in
the V century against Sasanids government, headed by Vardan
Mamikonian (Mamigun the stranger). It also, like Agathangelos, begins
with “Armenian march”, just with confirmation of the author that he was
an eyewitness of the events. Really is that the work is clearly full of hatred
against Persians, as well as against traitors - Syunik ishkhan (Albanians).
This work reached to us in the manuscript, the oldest of which dates
from the XII century, and the rest belong to the XIII- XVTTT centuries.
Now, let’s look how the mentioned historical opus is estimated by
modem European historiography: “Yeghishe argues that he witnessed the
events in Armenia, which form the basis of his story”, notes Robert
Thomson.
Then: “Confirmation of Yeghishe can not be taken by itself. The
problem is that other Armenian histories written by other people claim that
they were eyewitnesses and were accepted later works. Thomson, who had
also conducted textual analysis of this opus, concludes: “... it is unlikely
that history of Yeghishe may proceed the VI century” (emphasis added)
(R. Thompson, “The History of Vardan and Armenian war”, translation
and commentaries by Thomson, London, ed. Harv. Univ., 1982).
As you can see, dear readers, if again to remove the scientific
etiquette of quoted scientist, the meaning of words said by him about the
Armenian historiography look like this: no confidence, in the historical
opus Armenians lied “not once, as they will continue to lie.” Moreover, we
must note that through such pseudo-historical opuses, in which desired as
shown in the form of reality, Armenian historiography developed a long
tradition of historical writing. These consistent historical series, along
with historical distortions and fabrications contain quite moralisation,
robed in the Christian ideology type “recompense for our sins.” The
scheme of Armenian historical opuses is roughly so: “golden age”, when
Armenians live well and worthy life - martyrdom and suffering of
Armenians in connection with descending of enemy forces on themovercoming enemies, if fortitude to the faith and otherwise defeat are
exercised.” We particularly stress that against the backdrop of
pseudo-history “enemy image” and “long-sufferance”, inspired by
Armenian narrators until today are a part of living Armenian traditions and
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breeding ground of new samples of mythmaking. Hence, “collective
memory” of ethnicity is in the grip of artificially designed likewise the
past, but therefore the future is seen in the name of the past, and not vice
versa. It is not difficult to be assured, if to familiarize with today’s
Armenian history textbooks and historical monographs. For example,
historiographical opus “Descendants of Haya” was issued in Armenia in
1998, and the authors are Sarkisian, Khudaverdian, Yuzbashian. This was
done in Soviet times. Here we remember a documentary film “7 songs
about Armenia”, demonstrated “nonstop” in many cinemas of the former
Soviet Union, which were dominant historical tales of the invented past.
Or far-fetched term “Great Armenia”, embedded in Soviet textbooks on
the history of the Armenian people. Flaubert’s great idea would be in
point: “... the past holds us, and that is why the present escapes from us.”
The question arises: for what? This is the remarkable answer to this
question of European scholar Gerzik: “Most Armenians denied (and
generally speaking, still deny) Middle Eastern elements in their heritage,
preferring to see themselves as an island of civilized “Europeans” Christians in a hostile area of Wild Muslim Asians ..., all (Armenians)
consider the territory occupied by the Republic of Armenia at present only
as a part of which Armenians could legitimately claim on, they live and
hope for the return of a number of lands lost in Turkey, Georgia and
Azerbaijan” (Edmund M. Herzig, “Armenia and the Armenians”, in “The
nationalities question in the post-Soviet states” by Graham Smith,
London, 1996). So, dear readers, though it is not our choice, but let us note
that: “by deceiving others, in the end, we deceive ourselves.”
So, dear readers, after this digression and acknowledging that “the
Armenian Herodotus” M. Khorenatsi had enough bright predecessors to
historical fiction, let’s return to the last.
The fact is not only that M. Khorenatsi surpassed all of them in
historical speculation, but that he could manage “to systematize the lie...”
in a coherent history of Armenians, beginning with the mythical times in
his opus “History of Armenians.” First of all, M. Khorenatsi through the
eyes of today’s Armenian specialists. He is not only “a major figure of
Armenian literature of the V century”, not only the “father of Armenian
history”, but also “the father of poetry” and “father of grammar” (“The
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Armenian medieval literature”, 1986).
Further: “rationalistic thinking and a critical method of assessing the
facts... are characteristic for Khorenatsi, by ... comparisons, including in
his work only those, according to him, which are reliable and truthful.”
“The work of Khorenatsi is the first Armenian critical history
and this is the crown of national scientific and historical ideas and is
one of the outstanding monuments of world historiographical
literature” (emphasis added).
After such panegyric, it turns out the most important:
“Demonstrating civil courage and scientific sanity in search of historical
truth, the author does not consider unshakable even the Bible.” Khorenatsi
himself writes: “...Divine Scripture, separating its own people, rejected the
history of other peoples, which are despicable and contemptible to
mention.”
It turns out that Khorenatsi, being “offended” with the Bible,
decided to correct it at the expense of “critically selected by him”, exactly,
fictitious and fabricated pagan stories and legends.
What is the main “merit” of Khorenatsi, dear readers?
In this: Armenian history was invented from “Noah’s knees till
mythical Hayk”, yes even a list of kings and incidentally Armenian
Catholicos was “built” (M. Khorenatsi, “History of Armenia by M.
Khorenatsi”, a new translation of N. Fmin, M., 1893)!
Now it is high time to bring the views of the famous contemporary
specialist on the history of R. Thomson: “... Moses not only tried to put the
early history of Armenia on the world stage and to bring legends and
stories about Armenian heroes into the related scheme, but he also remade
much of a history in a tendentious manner in order to bring glory to his
protectors and ensure their brilliant ancestry” (R. Thomson, “Introduction
to the “History of Armenians by M. Khorenatsi”, translation and
commentaries by R. Thomson, London, ed. Harvard University, 1978).
Like so, dear readers!
We can only add that Khorenatsi argued on such nonsense that
“Armenia” originated from Urartaean King Aram, but “correcting”
“Noah’s knees” forgot to tell how Armenian “first Christians” had
liquidated apostles Thaddeus and Bartholomew, who brought them into
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Christianity.
He also forgot to tell about how Parthian Suren who inculcated
Christianity to Armenian from the third attempt, and who took the name
Gregory the Enlightener, ended his life abandoned by all Armenians,
lonely and hungry in a cave...
Since false Armenian kings were shown at first exactly by M.
Khorenatsi, so let us briefly say something about the chronology and
content of the opus. He begins with gratitude to his protectors and
expressions of love for his pious kings. Then there is a narration about
ancient times, starting with Adam till the descendants of whom displayed
the origin of Armenian people. Then in the “First Book” - “Family Tree of
Great Armenia” presents tale about the origin of the Armenian people,
beginning with the mythical Hayk up to the description of Tigran I (the
middle of the VI century B.C.). Here, in order to “confirm” the legendary
Armenian origin, Khorenatsi invented a tale that some Mar Abbas Katin
found in the archives of Nineveh a written source confirming the above
said.
This is the view of R.Thomson: Moses lets know that the he drew
Armenian legends from a written source from Nineveh. This whole story
is very suspicious...
Nineveh did not contain Parthian archives, but Assyrian ones, and
the latter didn’t have any significant information on Armenian legendary
“tradition ... this is nothing but a literary mode.”
Again, if to put aside scientific comity of the quoted scientist, the
statement means that we have an absurd allegation.
In the second book, “The middle history of our ancestors”,
Khorenatsi starting with Alexander of Macedon, informs about the
Parthian dynasty of Arshakids until the king Trdat El, its christening by
George the Enlightener.
The third part is devoted to historical opus of lamentation of
Armenia, which has “no longer any king or priest or adviser or teacher.”
The decline and defeat of the Armenians is explained by their
non-observance of their faith.
All information is based on the Russian edition of “History of
Armenia by M. Khorenatsi” in translation by Emin (Moscow, 1893).
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Now, we give a list of Armenian kings invented by M. Khorenatsi in
accordance with another translation by Academician Stepanos
Malkhasyants (Yerevan, Haypetrat, 1961, in Armenian).
Let’s take, for an example, a section “Genealogy of our kings and
inheritance” by Khorenatsi. Here are “the substantiations” of their
existence.
M. Khorenatsi writes: “The existence of the Kings of our people is
confirmed by Holy Jeremiah. So, Jeremiah allegedly declared that he
orders the kings of Ararat to oppose Babylon. Midian and Armenian kings
are given in parallel in the list on pages 122-123. In any case it is stipulated
that the Midian ruler Varbakes (Varpak) appointed Paruyr, the son of
Skayurd, as an Armenian king. Not troubling you, dear readers, we
indicate only that period of Midian Astiag is compared with Armenian
kings Tigran and Ervand.
It is necessary to make reservation here. Despite diligent
presentation of M. Khorenatsi by Armenians as a historian of the V
century A..D, and his opus belonging to the same period, at the same time
modem western historiography includes the period of the creation of opus
not earlier than the VIII-IX centuries. The very essay came to our time on
the basis of the oldest manuscripts of the XIV century. So, dear readers, it
turns out that the names of Armenian kings are partial fruit of Khorenatsi’s
fabrication, and a certain part of them moved on from “History of
Albania” by Moses Kalankatuyk. These are the names of Albanian kings:
Skaordi, Kanaki, Ieruanda, Pachuga, Pavusa, Pamas, etc.
Of course, all Armenian rulers of M. Khorenatsi, starting with the
ancestor of Armenians to the most powerful Tigran, were models of high
military prowess.
Here, once again, we have unwittingly to go back to the
extraordinary work of archimandrite Mavro Qrbini “About the expansion
of the Slavic people” (1601), under which he meant the Goths, Ruses,
Turks, etc.
So, “some fought, while others wrote history”, some won and others
represented their defeat in the advantageous aspect of historical
chronicles. We should note that the author of “New chronology”
Academician A. Fomenko and his school have repeatedly stressed that
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“history often serves as the political advertisement and
self-advertisement.” Outlining the history of Horde Rus’ (Turk-Rus’),
they pointed out that just this advertisement and ideology and diplomacy
generated from it yielded Europe a success which was not achieved by
military means, in due course in a dispute with Russia and Turkey.
The school of A. Fomenko considers medieval Italy (the XV-XVII
cc.) as “the birthplace of historical and political self- advertisement.”
However, with all respect to these researchers, we beg to differ with
the last idea. According to our reckoning, the birthplace of historical and
political self-advertisement is Armenia and all line of Armenian
authors-chroniclers who presented desired as reality, served this purpose.
Now a few comments on the “development” of Khorenatsi
speculations. For example, Armenian researcher L. Nalbandian made one
“minor” amendment in creative activity of Herodotus to support M.
Khorenatsi. (something like this: in due time M. Khorenatsi made
“correction” in the Bible).
It turns out that Herodotus claimed that the Thracians - Armenians,
won the Urartu people and merged with them, handed over the language
and culture to the latter and... conceived Armenian people. Hence is
Armenia. Or the work of G. Sarkisian “O хронологической канве
“Истории Армении” Мовсеса Хоре- наци” (“On chronological canvas
“History of Armenia” by Movses Khorenatsi” (M., I960)). It was reported
at the XXV International Congress of Orientalists, where chronological
tables of the Armenian which existed only on the papers were developed
by peri-scientific methods. “Armenia”, according to R. Ku- rian, proceeds
from the Turkic “ermeni” and deciphered as “er” and “men”, which
roughly means “man of the Earth.” Hence is its legendary history. If to
follow such logic, it should be reminded about that “er” “menim” can be
assumed as “My Land”, i.e. perennial territorial claims of Armenians on
their neighbours.
It would seem much further: absurdity to absurdity. But time has
shown that some Armenian “scholars” are able to greater heights. In the
past, as it turned out, Armenian historians “with goose feathers tried to
write “the eternal” thoughts, ... while today, their counterparts with eternal
feathers write “goose” thoughts. We mean, firstly S. Ayvazian and his
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“work” with the pretentious name “History of Russia. Armenian trace”,
issued in Moscow in 1997.
So, furthermore that could be the subject of a separate absurdity, the
author has “deepened” the theme of Armenian kings, “developed” by M.
Khorenatsi. According to him, historical science of the XX century had no
right to throw away royal-dynasty falsifications of Khorenatsi. Nobody
gave the right to contemporary scholars (excluding Armenian), not taking
into consideration the 66 Armenian “pseudo-dimitries”, to destroy the
1958-year legendary history. Finally, Haikazuni dynasty could not be
fictional. He “proved” the existence of the Armenian cuneiform, which
was not mentioned at all, and it turns out that he deciphered it and on this
basis of this he confirmed and elaborated Armenian royal dynasty by
Khorenatsi. Just in case, he “prepared” another list of “parallel imperial
dynasty of Arartuni which existed from 860 to 635 BC.
So, as we have seen, friendly, focused support and development of
the “ideas” of Khorenatsi have clearly aimed vector: “Caesar’s wife is
above suspicion” - royal-dynasty list of Khorenatsi is true, even if it was
built on pseudo-history. It is remembered that once A. Dumas was accused
in distortion of the history of France. If not mistaken, R. Rolland protected
him, and said that in return we received such vivid historical images of
novels by Dumas. It is not difficult to guess what Armenian distortion of
history gives...
Dear readers! Maybe you have got tired of Armenian opuses,
preaching royal-dynasty fantasies in various ways. So, let us cite to the
opinion of renowned scholars, whose minds are not burdened with
obsessive ideas.
According
to
researches
of
E.
Melnikova
in
“Древнескандинавские географические сочинения” (“Ancient
Scandinavian geographical essays”, M., Nauka, 1986), analysis of
Scandinavian medieval chronicles provides a new interpretation of the
term “Armenia.” So, according to E. Melnikova Scandinavian “ERMLAND” is the same “Great Armenia” or “ARMENIA” - one of the oldest
names of Prussia or Germany and this Eastern Baltic land was a tribal
territory of one of the Prussian tribes of Varmia. On this ground, as
indicated by E. Melnikova with reference to Chantepie de la Saussaye, P.
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D. “Иллюстрированная история религий” (“Illustrated history of
religion” issued by Spassko Transfiguration Monastery and the Russian
Foundation for Peace, 1992), in 1243 the ERMLAND Bishopric was
established. “Сага о Хроль- ве Пешеходе” (“Saga of Khrolv
Pedestrian”), according to this researcher, points to the dependence of
ERMLAND from Rush
E. Melnikova writes that the name ERMLAND was often read by
medieval authors, as HERMLAND (simply a German country), for
example, the information from the sagas that there was Mount NERMON
or German mountain in Great Armenia.
Developing this approach, G.V.Nosovski and A.G.Fomenko in the
book “Империя” (“Empire”) (M., 2003), argue that the Scandinavian
ARMENIA is Germany, and they also answer the question, what another
Armenia in the Caucasus means. Researching the ancient name “Great
Armenia” (in the Scandinavian ERMLAND HINN MIKLA), the authors
argue that this is ROM- LAND, that is, Byzantine Empire, but later in
sounding of ARMENIA - Germany (the Holy Roman Empire of the
German Nation). Narrating Scandinavian chronicles and joint results of
G.E.Melnikova and G.Nosovski, A. Fomenko admitted the latter to make
some conclusions.
Firstly, the name of “ARMENIA” encountered in historical
chronicles does not mean present-day Armenia, and more than likely that
means Germany (including the Holy Roman Empire of the German
Nation), or Byzantine Empire.
Secondly, the title of “Great Armenia” in general is not rew- lated to
present-day Armenia, but underlines the scale and grandeur of the
Byzantine and later the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation.
Thirdly, the present Armenia, as historically former fern- province
of Byzantium included both a name and the old Roman- Byzantine
chronicles as the foundation of its local history into its history.
In addition, representatives of the school of Academician A.
Fomenko studied the list of Armenian Catholicos “presented” by
Khorenatsi on the basis of modem mathematical methods and computer
technologies. As a result, parallelism was shown between Armenian
Catholicos, the list of which supposedly begins with the I century A.D.,
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and Roman-German emperors of the Holy Roman Empire of the German
Nation.
The book “Empire” states that “the list” of Armenian Ca- tholicos
was received by gluing together multiple versions, in fact, it is the same
shorter list, and here, it is stated that “the period of church history of
Armenia from the IV century until the IX century is artificially created
compilation of stories after the IX century.”
Despite the fact that we have already spoken about it in previous
sections, we once again emphasize that the findings of two Russian
authors allow to conclude that Armenia, as historically former
fem-province of Byzantium included both its name, and also all its history,
namely, the old Roman-Byzantine chronicles as the foundation of its local
history. Also something from the history of the Holy Roman Empire of the
German Nation.
It turns out that Armenians systematically use the historical past and
traditions of other peoples, also artificially make the history more ancient,
plagiarism and falsification of Armenian ancestries not only today.
However, according to the current version of the name “Armenia”
goes back to the name of the Urartaean province “Aimi”, just like
“Hayastan” goes back to the name of another province of Urartu “Hayasa.”..
So, dear readers, the royal-dynasty absurdity has been and remains
an absurd.
Dear readers! The surprising fact is that today invented story on
not-existed Armenian monarchies has its political continuation in the
lands of Karabakh occupied by Armenia. Here they zealously try to bind
the name of already mentioned Tigran II to the lands claimed by
Armenians. In particular, in August 2007, Armenian media (“ArmTnfo”)
gave information that during excavations in Karabakh archaeologists
discovered another Tigranakert, allegedly founded by mythical Tigran
(the Great). Archaeological researches of Artsakh Tigranakert have a
specific purpose: to create another “confirmation” about the existence of
“Great Armenia”, which as though included the land of Karabakh. As the Armenian
historians prove, Christian basilica of the V-VI centuries, a part of
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worship, fragments of coatings, entrances and even part of castle walls
have already been dug out. Ceramics found during excavations are the
remnants of the cross-stone - all of this is related to the era of early
Christianity.
As the readers understand, the question is the tangible cultural
heritage of Caucasian Albania which was falsified and “privatized” by the
Armenian circles. But this is one side of medal. Maintaining
archaeological excavations on lands not belonging to the Armenian
statehood and looting historical and architectural heritage of Azerbaijan
are his legal side. Once again this clearly emerges that falsification and
misappropriation of our tangible and intangible cultural heritage are
closely related with the Armenian claims on our historical lands.
Believing that factitious royal dynasty with virtual monarchs by M.
Khorenatsi continue to excite some Armenian leaders. We cite a set of
Armenian and other revelations about the creative work of Movses
Khorenatsi especially for this category. “What kind of a man, just his
affairs and his story are like so”, - as we have already noted, was written
by him. Despite the fact that M. Khorenatsi was “a great” fabulist, namely
his words are exact truth. Indeed, today the history of the Armenian people
is full of falsehood and fabrication.
Garagashian: “There is no information on the past of Armenians
that could be considered by history or legend. After the embracement of
Christianity, they invented ancestry of Hayk with Noah. It is accepted that
he was a descendant of Torgom, one of the grandchildren of Japheth,
Noah’s son. Because some of the old historians who mentioned the name
of Torgom in the Jewish annals showed it as a part of Armenia, family,
genus, nation of Torgom. Movses Khorenatsi wrote about it for the first
time” (“History of the Eastern issue”, London, 1905).
Garagashian (about M. Khorenatsi from Mar Abas): “Where was
this essay of Movses Khorenatsi created, who was it borrowed from, in
what language was the original? He does not speak about it. There was not
Nineveh hundreds of years before Vagarshak. 450 years before the birth of
Christ, Herodotus passed by Nineveh, and then there were not its ruins.
Xenophon even fifty years later did not mention about Nineveh. How did
Vaghar- shak know about the existence of such a book in Nineveh?
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Extraction of the history of Mar Abas from the repository of Nineveh,
according to our opinion, is the ignorance of the ancient history and
directly the history of Geldani and Nineveh. Our present-day information
about this town completely rejects this legend” (“Осудительная
армянская история” (“Denouncing Armenian History”), Tiflis, 1895).
Haykazian: “The first Armenian dynasty does not consist of
historical personalities, but the personalities, taken from the fictitious
tales. Movses Khorenatsi is not a historian of the V century, but a
historian-falsifier, who lived in the VII century” (“Armenian history”,
Paris, 1919).
Gevorg Aslan: “We must accept that Movses Khorenatsi took these
stories from Syrian tales or he had heard them from Hurufids wandering in
Armenia and masterfully put them into his own compositions. He used the
historical sources of Syria and Persia. He misappropriated the extracts
from the wars of Jews of Yasenhen, from the history of the church
Euzeben, from pascal and Malales” (Gevork Aslan, “Исторический этюд
о населении Армении” (“Historic sketch of the population of Armenia”),
Paris, 1909).
Gevorg Aslan: “Talking about Movses Khorenatsi, he had nothing
but one or two names from the Assyrian sources, which would have
confirmed the rulers of this history compiled by Holy Scriptures, in the
regions of Araks and the Euphrates, where basically Armenians did not
live.”
Basmajian: “The origin, history of Armenia and Armenians are
very dark. This territory from ancient times was conquered by the
emigrants from plains of the Pamirs and Ihdikush. Armenians, like
Romans, Greeks, Persians and all nations have their mythical heroes. The
National historians, having no details, evident sources, placed them with
characters from fairy tales” (“Новая история армян” (“New History of
Armenians”), Paris, 1917).
Tomaian: “The roman historians, unlike Movses Khorenatsi and
other Armenian historians chose entirely another way and other rulers for
the Armenians. Most of the Roman historians, being the contemporaries of
the events, and sometimes the participants of described incidents, do not
doubt that they wrote the truth. Then, how can it be compared with the
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invention of our national historians? Herein is the substance of the matter.
In order to invent contradictory incidents, Chamchian, Garagashian and
other historians worked hardly. But these attempts were not durable”
(“History of the Eastern issue”, London, 1905).
T. Vetter. “The essays of Movses were lost, they did not reach us in
a full and accurate form, it was not established that they were his essays.
He introduces this story to us, as if it was written in the V century. Movses
Khorenatsi wrote his history, collecting the stories and folk tales in the
region of Korhten (present Akulis). His first and second books are based
on folktales. He showed mythical characters as real rulers in history,
distorted the received information, as he wanted and thought. The heroic
epic Dahhak and Ardashir were associated with Persia, he took
information about Eshkani and Sasanids from the Iranian historians”
(“The Armenian works”, Vienna, 1895, Armenian translation by V.
Dashian).
De Morgan: “We see, how the historians of this country (that is
Armenians) try, being clerics linked the roots of their nation with the
traditions of the Holy Scriptures, and how they mix the legends and
sources for the purpose to bring the origin of Наук closer to them.”
This situation is applied not only to historical events, but also to the
families of the rulers (“Осудительная армянская история” (“Convicting
Armenian history”), Tiflis, 1895).
Etienie Kyuatremere: “The searches of Mar Abbas in the storages
of Nineveh are fabrications of Movses Khorenatsi. All that tells Armenian
historian show the nature of one imagination. These stories were taken by
Movses Khorenatsi and all Armenian historians like him because they lull
the pride of the eastern people” (“History of the Eastern issue”, London,
1905).
Here, we would like to remind Tacitus, who wonderfully warned:
“Not at the mercy of people to lose memory” and he meant the memory
formed by experience, but not fictitious events. That’s why, in conclusion,
we provide a remarkable manifestations of D. Lowenthal, a researcher
from Oxford: “The complete abandonment may seem unforgivable, but to
be compelled by memory, maybe even worse, especially when the
question is false memories, inventions, defining syndrome of false
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collective memory” (D. Lowenthal, Oxford Int. pub., in Eng.).
The reasons of it were set in the “diagnosis” of Armenian historian
Gevorg Aslan (“Armenia and Armenians”, 1914): “Armenians didn’t
have statehood. They are not related with a sense of homeland and are
not bounded by political ties. Armenian patriotism is only linked with
the place of residence” (emphasis added). Or from H.Tumanian: “Our
unhappy tribes have never been politically independent” (emphasis
added).

§8. The Kurekchay absurdity 5
Continuing the collection “Ab absurdo” ... “Ad absurdum” as usual,
we begin with a reminder that absurd is far from being nonsense.
Absurdities are subjected to certain purposes and that’s why they have
very specific meanings. Since absurdities represent certain allegations, or
to say it exactly, tales do not match reality, then they are built on
falsification and forgery, fabrication and pharisaism, etc., in a word, they
are mettled on lies, hypocrisy and pharisaism. As it is known, one lie gives
a birth to another as much as one absurdity paves the way to another. The
reason is that absurdities are created by intent, not by an accident...
The absurdities given by us, come from the Armenian claims on the
Azerbaijani lands, that are closely associated with misappropriation and
“armenisation” of Azerbaijani cultural and historical heritage. These
absurdities were bom from Armenians’ desire to look like but not to be in
fact They are aimed not only at disorientation of unsuspecting people, but
they are also like circumstances, which “make men just as much as men
make circumstances.”
Perhaps, there are the origins of Armenian political and any other

5
The Treaty of Kurekchay of May 14. 1805. was a territorial accession treaty
signed directly between Tsar Alexander I of Russia and Ibrahim Khalil Khan of
Garabagh khanate. It was one in a series of treaties signed between the Muslim khans
and Russia from 1801 to 1828 and the precursor to the Treaty of Gulistan and Treaty
of Turkmenchav.
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peacekeeping, here maybe, there is also breeding ground of assiduously
composed image, far from the truth, in word, ... absurdity are bom from
lies and are packaged in hypocrisy.
But even long ago Publilius Syrus aptly remarked that “it is
important whom you are considered, but who you are in reality”, or
otherwise, ‘hypocrisy will be a tribute that virtues will pay vice...” As it is
known, Treaty of Kurekchay ascertained the annexation of Karabakh
khanate to Russia. On May 14, 1805 Karabakh ruler Ibrahim Khalil Khan
and the commander of the Russian army in the Caucasus, General
Tsitsianov, not far from Ganja on the river Kurakchay, signed a treaty,
constituting “Solemn Plight’”, according to which Karabakh khanate
voluntarily uniting Russia, was deprived of its autonomy.
It was a historical turning item aftermath followed the uniting of
Ganja Khanate to Russia. This event had relevance to the following
history of Azerbaijan and Russia, and the Treaty of Kurakchay also
affected the realities of today’s Karabakh.
However, it is not paradoxical, in recent times fabrications about
Kurakchay are increasingly occurred in Armenian and several Russian
publications, part of which dates back to the Armenian absurdity were
worked out even in Soviet times.
The essence of absurd fabrications is as follows.
First, Karabakh was united to Russia as an Armenian region with a
certain range of residence of Armenian population.
Secondly, thanks to “efforts” of Armenians, Treaty of Kurak- chay,
which was initiated and gained by Armenians was realised.
It is worth emphasizing that even in that historical time which was
mentioned in our publications, transferring of “Armenian issue” to the
territory of South Caucasus was a political bargain: Russia contributes to
the resettlement of Armenians from Turkey and Iran on these lands,
subsequently to create here Armenian statehood, and Armenians also enter
into obligation to be a staunch ally, “wedge”, a watershed of
“Russia-Turkic-Muslim world” or modem “outpost of Russia in the
region.”
Maybe this is one of the notable features embedded in mass
Armenian consciousness of the political peacemaking - introduction of
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political role of Armenians as active agents of Russia.
It is seemed that what functions Armenia entrusted and entrusts on
itself in the mutual relations with Russia in the past and at present, it is not
the main issue. The main issue is that Armenians didn’t have any relation
with the Treaty of Kurakchay.
Armenian trace in Kurakchay represents an absurd and false
testimony of “successfully completed” duties of Armenia before Russia in
the past, the more that we are talking about Karabakh.
To support this thesis, dear readers, we as usual, will need a brief
historical background, as well as a small commentary to the text of the
treaty.
First of all, a few comments on which historical situation preceded
the signing of the Treaty of Kurakchay.
After the death of Nadir Shah, who revived Sefevid Empire for a
time, his reign was collapsed. By the second half of the XVTTT century
Azerbaijan was a country with a lot of independent or partly dependent
feudal entities (about 23) in the form of khanates and small sultanates.
The most developed of them during a short historical period was
Karabakh khanate, established by Panah Ali Khan, from the dynasty of
Javanshirs and originally settled his khanate in the western part of the
former Karabakh beylarbeyi of the collapsed empire of Nader Shah. It
should be emphasized that Nader Shah in the years of his rule was not kind
to Karabakh beylarbeyi, because he was not supported by them when he
came to power (the Karabakh dynasty whished to see on the throne only
the representative of Safavid dynasty, as Nader Shah was from Qajar
dynasty). After being crowned Nader Shah withdrew Gazakh, Bor- chali
and Shamsaddin territories from authority of Karabakh beylarbeyi, and
released them to control of Teimuraz, the tsar of Kar- tli. He took things a
step further by giving liberty and withdrew from the control the Five Khamsa of the Karabakh Christian melikates, which since that time were
exclusively under the control of the Shah. Thus, 5 feudal subsidiaries of
Hasan Jalal origin which in the XV century received the title of “melik”
from Javan- shah Karagoyunlu, namely, the melikates Gulistan,
Chilaberd, Hachyn, Varand and Dizag became relatively independent.
Panah Ali Khan, taking care of the might of Karabakh khanate, took
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several measures to strengthen his central authority, and also managed to
be recognised by Albanian melikates. After the death of Panah Ah Khan,
policy of full subjugation of melikates to Karabakh khanate was continued
by his son Ibrahim Khalil Khan and he achieved this by force of arms.
Undoubtedly that the Albanian me- liks, as major feudal owners, always
cherished hopes for independence horn Karabakh Khan, sought support
through writing letters to Russian rulers, but it was only a fight for their
lordships, for their autonomy, the creation of “... Albanian province,
which would be subordinated only Russia...” The tsarist regime at
Empress Catherine n, nurtured as previously mentioned a plan to create
Albanian, but not Armenian kingdom Therefore armenization of
pro-Russian orientation of Albanian meliks does not hold water. Let’s see
how the falsification is realised and how the next absurd appears. A
modernized absurd version of above said is formed in the section
“Armenian Apostle Church” of “Orthodox Encyclopaedia” (vol.3, 2002)
by the authorship of A. Bozaian and K. Yuzbashian,. It turns out that the
diocese, in the Persian territory and, above all, Albanian Ca- tholicos
with its center in Gandzasar (Artsakh) launched vigorous activities
aimed at joining Armenia to Russia. ” The Armenian clergy of
Yerevan, Nakhichevan and Artsakh khanates attempted to get rid of
Persian power” (emphasis added). Here each idea is an absurd, built on a
political peacemaking, inherently false, starting with how non-existent
Armenia in the territory could join with together with its clergy and absent
flock in Yerevan and Nakhichevan khanates to Russia, and ending with
non-existent khanate of Artsakh. Why should the Albanian church start “to
work for Armenia?” Here is another sample of ordinary absurd
fabrications that “according to the Treaty of Turkmenchay of 1828,
Eastern Armenia entered to the Russian Empire.” What is the “Eastern
Armenia” - only the authors of such absurdity can know it
However, it is obvious, that the ruler of Karabakh khanate in this
historical period of time, despite the difficult political situation, was
suzerain and was neither under the subordination, nor under any influence.
As it isn’t paradoxical, documentary proof of this fact came later and
found its reflection in the Treaty of Gulistan where Iran at the insistence of
Russia renounced claims over Karabakh and other khanates of North
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Azerbaijan because they had been independent for many years that
preceded the Gulistan Treaty.
In 1801, Eastern Georgia was joined to Russia together with the
territories depending on it, such as: Gazakh and Shamsaddin sultanates
with their Azerbaijani population. The plan of the Russian Empire also
provided the joining of Azerbaijani khanates to the Russian empire, and it
was prepared by Tsitsianov.
First, the territory of Jar-Balakan was defeated, then, despite 9 monthly heroic resistance of the population, Ganja khanate, at the head of
its ruler Javad Khan was destroyed. It happened in 1803. Karabakh
khanate was next in turn, but the beginning of the first Russian-Iranian war
delayed the events. But in the spring of 1805, Tsitsianov, who located in
the camp near Ganja, on the river of Kurakchay, demanded Ibrahim Khalil
khan, the ruler of Karabakh khanate, in the written form to define his
foreign policy orientation.
The khan was to answer whether with whom -with Russia or with Iran. We
must note that this issue stood before the Karabakh khan, dear readers, but
not before the Armenians or before the ruler of some non-existent
Armenian district in South Caucasus.
The hopeless situation and desire to retain the khanate led Ibrahim
Khalil khan to meet with Tsitsianov. He arrived to the appointed place
with his sons and with his son-in-law, the ruler of Sheki. Just here, on the
river Kurakchay on May 14, Ibrahim Khalil khan put his seal and
Tsitsianov - his signature on “Solemn Plight’”, which entered the history
as Treaty of Kurakchay.
So, dear readers, Karabakh khanate joined to Russia, but not some
mythical Armenian district, and joining to Russia was necessary in
impulsive causes, but these causes had no Armenian trace.
Therefore, the ruler of Karabakh didn’t sign “Solemn Plight’” under
any influence, even more, Armenian, but exceptionally because of the
existing hopeless situation and desire to preserve khanate, nothing
encumbered him, except his own sense of weakness and clear imagination
about the intransigence of the imperial intentions of Russia to colonize
lands. As an independent ruler, he clearly understood the essence of the
oath of his “voluntary” vassalage and could not represent the actual
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consequences of his deposed government.
Now, let’s refer to the text of the Kurakchay Treaty and try to find
there some Armenian beginning. According to the first Article of “Solemn
Plight’” Ibrahim Khalil Khan as the khan of Shusha and Karabakh in his
name as well as on behalf of his heirs and successors took an oath,
according to what they can not be under the authority of any state,
including Persia, recognizing only vassalage of Russian emperor.
The second article defines the guarantee of Russian emperor in
keeping the integrity of the khanate. The third article states that the
confirmation of Ibrahim Khalil khan and later his successor and heir to the
khanate will accept after the required oath in the prescribed form on
faithfulness to Russian emperor. According to the fourth article the khan
had no right, without preliminary consent and permission of
Commander-in-Chief of the Georgia, to have relations with neighbouring
possessors. The fifth article states the attitude of Russian emperor to
Karabakh, which was an equivalent of his relation to other citizens of the
empire and of the khanate. In order to guard Ibrahim Khan, his house and
his possessions, troops (500 persons) with cannons, headquarters and
officers were sent, shortly, the Fortress of Shusha was occupied by
Russian troops. Then there are the obligations of Ibrahim Khalil khan to
supply Russian troops with supplies, conditions for living and to make the
entrance into the Fortress of Shusha comfortable, instead of it Russian
Emperor gave him a banner with the state Emblem of the Russian Empire.
In addition, Ibrahim Khalil khan had to pay into the coffers in Tiflis 8
thousand gold coins annually and in addition, to pledge his grandson in
sign of sincerity of his intentions, etc.
Totally there are 11 articles in the Treaty of Kurakchay and we
emphasize again that there is nothing about Armenians. Moreover, there is
no mention about Albanian Christian feudal rulers.
The reason was that the Russian Empire agreed with an independent
ruler of Karabakh, not with its parts, thus underlining the full power of the
ruler of Karabakh.
Despite the fact that “Solemn Plight” was broken, a year later
Ibrahim Khalil khan together with his elder son was executed by the head
of imperial contingent, all this was the history of Karabakh, but not the
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history of Armenians. Similarly, when exaltation his other son Mehdigulu
Agha to the throne of khan in September 1806 by Emperor Alexander I,
there was also nothing related to Armenians in the decree of Emperor.
This is also the history and tragedy of Karabakh khanate, which,
again in violation of the agreement was purely and simply abolished few
years later. Along with it, no great loss without some small gain. Because
in 1823 Tsarist regime drafted “Description of Karabakh province”, by
order of the head-governor on the Caucasus, Yermolov. It turned out that
only 8.4% of the population of Karabakh families was non-Turkish
population. In
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contrast to the Armenian speculation, dear readers, this was the Albanian
population, not Armenian.
Armenians began actively to settle in Karabakh after 1828 i.e. after
the Treaty of Turkmenchay on the orders of General Paskevich and his
direct assistant Lazarev an Armenian by origin. Probably the reason was
that the Russian data on Karabakh province did not coincide with
falsifications of Armenians, the last document under various pretexts was
removed from the libraries of Russia and was deleted. It could not be
otherwise: because in time of signing the Treaty of Kurakchay there were
no Armenians in Karabakh at all.
This is the history of Kurakchay absurd, introduced by Armenians.

§9. The absurdity about Ashugs*
Dear readers, continuing the publication of materials about the
absurdities we shall familiarize you with the lies coined by the
Armenians. According to the established tradition, we remind you that,
absurd is a nonsense, and it does not consist of a set of meaningless
words. As it has already been stressed several times, the goal of the
Armenians was to prove their claims on the Azerbaijani lands by
misappropriation and “armenization” of the cultural-historical heritage of
the Azerbaijani people. The sense of this absurdity is to make the public
believe in their intentional lies, more exactly, in their invented tales for
gaining the support of others and even ‘justify” their improper goals.
“Culminate, something, at least their traces will remain”, people used to
say since the epoch of Alexander of Macedonia Following their own
logic, Armenians always tried to prove that white is dark, or what is not
white, it is dark. In such cases it is meant that “the ends justify the
means.” Therefore, it is not important that absurdity as a means is built on
lies and hypocrisy. Ab6

Singer, poet and narrator of folktales in Azerbaijan.
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surdity is like this: a lie gives a birth to another lie, helps the birth of other
absurdities. If the popular Georgian phrase “an Armenian came and
brought a new misfortune with himself’ is expressed in another form it
will mean that “arrival” of an Armenian is always connected with the birth
of a new absurdity. “Seem to be, but not to be”: this motto of Armenians is
completely opposite of the well- known truth: “to seem the one who you
want to be, you need to become the one.” But, as Cervantes said once
“clothes may signify and may expose a man” Perhaps, it is not so
important for such people whom the Armenian poet Yegishe Charents
characterized like this: “We acquire the hypocrisy in our mother’s womb.”
The essence of this absurdity is in the fact that Armenians try to
introduce to the world public that the ashug art belongs to them, they are
the creators of this art, but we are generously allowed to benefit from the
fruits of such a fictitious “phenomenon.” As we are fully aware of the
ashug art and as we mentioned it in the previous section, this art originates
from eposes, folk songs and folklore of the Azerbaijani people. This is
closely related with intellectual theft of Armenians. If the epic works of
Azerbaijanis are subjected to the “privatization” of Armenians, then it is
natural that there arises the necessity to claim that ashugs-ozans, bearers of
fork art, that is, the art of ashugs, belonged originally to the Armenians,
and it is necessary “to prove” it.
Before introducing to you the statements of the Armenian apologists
on this kind of art, it is necessary to note that Armenians firstly began to
claim on the origin of the word “ashug.” This is done in contempt of
“Большая Советская Энциклопедия” (“Great Soviet Encyclopaedia”),
which mentions that the root of the word “ashug” is eshg (ashg) of Arabic
origin (БСЭ, Ш, Second edition, 1950). They ignore the identical
explanation for the origin of this word in “Краткая Литературная
Энциклопедия” (“Brief Literary Encyclopaedia”) of 1962 (v.l,).
Moreover they ignore even “Энциклопедический Музыкальный
словарь” (‘Encyclopaedic Musical Dictionary”, 1959), where authors go
further and explain that the word ashug derives from the Turkic word
ashig (literally: a man fallen in love) and underline that “ashug is a poet,
singer and musician of Azerbaijanis, Armenians and of their neighbouring
peoples in the USSR, as well as in some countries of the Orient” The same
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edition explains in detail that “Ashugs compose their songsimprovisations under the accompaniment of a string musical instrument
(saz, tar, kamancha).” The prominent theorists of literature L.Timofeev
and N.Vengerov explain the meaning of the word “ashug” uniquely in
“Краткий словарь литературоведческих терминов” (“Brief Dictionary
of terms in literary studies”) that it is of Turkic origin (M., 1963). Even,
the latest edition of “Советский Энциклопедический словарь” (“Soviet
Encyclopaedic Dictionary”, 1985) interprets “ashug” from “ashig”
(literally: a man fallen in love) and underlines the Turkic origin of this
word and discovers the essence of this art saying that “the repertoires of
ashugs include epic eposes and folk songs besides the songs composed by
themselves.” Moreover, though the evidences of M.Nalbandian
(“Complete Collection of Works, vol.l) that “the Armenian ashugs can be
considered as Armenian ashugs only because they were bom in the
Armenian families” and “they were always based on the art of the
Azerbaijani masters”, and moreover, “the musical instruments played by
them - saz, santur, kaman or kamancha, baglama are Turkic instruments”
and Armenians do not cease their claims on the origin of the term of
“ashug” (“Армянские ашуги” (“Armenian ashugs”),collected by
E.T.Palian, Izmir, Publ. Mamurian, in Armenian). For instance, not known
G. Agaian interprets the word “ashug” proceeding from the Armenian
word “asog” which means “verse, song or their performed’ in his
interpretation (G.Agaian “Армянские гусаны и гусан-ашугское
искусство” (“Armenian gusans and gusan-ashug art”), Yerevan,
“Khaypetrat”, 1959, in Armenian).
Along with it, Armenians tried to approach the term “ashug”
through the Armenian word “asel.” According to the Armenian
interpreters the word “asel” in the Old Armenian literature was identical to
the word “ergel” in meaning, which means “to read.” Academician
S.Malkhasyants in his “Толковый словарь армянского языка”
(“Explanatory Dictionary of the Armenian Language”, vol.l, Yerevan,
1944) could bring about 40 meanings to “asel” including “performance”,
“singing of songs”, “declamation of poems”, etc.
The next step “to substantiate” the absurdity was taken by the writer
S.Khanzadian, who confirms that “our (Armenian) people could preserve
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in their specific local dialects the words “ashokh”, “asukh”, which mean
“performer, improvisator” (S.Khanzadian, “Развитие народной поэзии
Армении, особенности современного гусанского искусства, их
формы и массово-политические значение” (“Developemnt of folk
poetry of Armenia, features of modem gusan art, their forms and masspolitical meaning”, Report to П All-Union Seminar on folk poetry,
October 1949, Moscow).
Further is more interesting, because S.Khanzadian “could” explain
the replacement of letter “s” into “sh” in the words “asokh”, “asukh”, and
he got the desired “ashokh” or “ashukh” which are identical with the word
“ashug” in pronunciation, but which have no any relation to the latter. As a
result, the Arabic origin of the word “eshg” disappears together with the
Turkic “ashig” and instead of them the words “ashokh-ashukh” with the
Armenian roots appears.
The absurdity was so obvious that even the afore-mentioned
Armenian scholar S.Malkhasyants did not agree with him and was obliged
to acknowledge that the word “ashug” means “a performer of music,
popular poet” and originates from Arabic (S.Malkhas- yants, “Толковый
словарь армянского языка” (“Explanatory Dictionary of the Armenian
Language”), vol.l, Yerevan, 1944).
Since the word “eshg” of Arabic origin and “ashig” of Turkic origin
did not satisfy the Armenians, they attempted to go further. In particular,
the theorist of literature M. Chanashian “determined” the origin of
“ashug” or “asheg” from Persian origin, which meant “fallen in love” (M.
Chanashian, “История современной армянской литературы” (“History
of Modem Armenian Literature”), vol.l, “Venice” S.Gazar, 1953, in
Armenian). Dear readers, we ask you to pay attention how it was done: “in
its time the (Armenian) ashug art was subjected to the Persian and Turkic
influence. It even influenced the pseudonyms, in the poems, and the titles.
Such forms are over 60.” The sense of the said is obvious: if it were even
like that, if really there had been a Turkic influence on the ashug art of the
Armenians, it would have not been topical. Nothing would prevent the
author of such a confirmation to appeal to G.Levonian, who in his initial
researches tried to explain “ashug” as being of the Persian origin
(G.Levonian, “Ашуги и их искусство” (“Ashugs and their art”),
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Alexandropoulos, 1892, in Armenian) and as a result he was forced to
accept that the etymology of “ashug” is from “eshg” - love and thanks to
Turks it was introduced into the Armenian language as “ashig” and in the
form of “ashug” into the Russian language. This idea was supported by
L.Minasian as well (“Персидские армянские ашуги” (“Persian
Armenian ashugs”), Tehran, 1964, in Armenian).
The worthy stubbornness of Armenians, perhaps for much better
application, requires explanation. In one word, why do the Armenian
scholars aspire so tirelessly to interpret the Arabic word “eshg” and the
Turkic word “ashug”?
Everything is opened very easily. According to the Armenian
specialists, before the Armenian ashugs their predecessors - gusans,
vipasans and others lived and this view has found its reflection in Soviet
Encyclopaedic Dictionary (1985): “gusans are the Armenian folk
singers, rapsods. In the XVII century and later they were called ashugs
(emphasis added). Well, if the Armenian gusans began to be called ashugs
in the XVII century, then it was necessary to find an Armenian
explanation for the Turkic word “ashug.” Such Armenian attempts are not
accidental, if epic works, examples of folklore are “armenianized”, then
the bearers of the oral folk art, that is, the ashugs are to be simultaneously
“privatized.” Such things give birth to the absurd pseudoexplanations
connected with the etymology of the word “ashug.”
Let us leave aside the absurd attempts of the Armenian etymological
interpretation of the term “ashug” and try to explain why the successors of
the Armenian gusans began to perform in Azerbaijani. Before appealing to
the Armenian sources we must remind that the commonly acknowledged
view is that the Azerbaijani ashugs are the successors of ozans (uzans),
and the name- title “ashug” as is supposed appeared in the XV-XVI
centuries, some people think that it appeared much later, that is, in the
XVII century.
Let us begin with such a thing: what is the Armenian ashug school?
According to the classification of G.Levonian (well-known
specialist, son of ashug Jivani), there are three directions in this school,
namely Persian- Armenian, Turkic-Armenian and Georgian-Armenian
(G.Levonian “Ашуги и их искусство” (“Ashugs and their art”), Yerevan,
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1944). The first direction appeared in the XVIII century (New Djugha),
the second in the XVIII century (in Istanbul) and the third in the XIX
century (in Georgia). Such a classification has an intentional “territorial”
nature, because the representatives of all the three directions “worked” in
two languages - in Azerbaijani and Armenian. For instance, Jivani,
included into the Persian-Armenian direction, tried to create works both in
Azerbaijani and in Armenian. The proof of it is his poems kept in the
Gusan Fund of the Museum of Literature and Art of Armenia. If we judge
him by his poems, then he had to be included into the
Azerbaijani-Armenian school of ashugs as one of its leading
representatives.
The same can be said about Sayat Nova who was included into the
Georgian-Armenian direction. He is the author of 209 poems, 115 of them
are in Azerbaijani, 60 of them are in Armenian and 34 are in Georgian. He
could be fully included into the Azerbaijani-Armenian school of Ashugs.
Wholly taken, such popular Armenian ashugs as N.Guchak, Mirin, Sayat
Nova, Keshishoglu, M.Buijo, Shirin, Sayad and others wrote in two
languages - in Azerbaijani and Armenian, mainly they were all connected
with the Azerbaijani folklore and tried to resemble to be like the
Azerbaijani ashugs.
As we have noted, it is not accidental that G.Levonian was obliged
to confess that “the names-pseudonyms adopted by the Armenian ashugs,
and all titles of their poems and songs are in Azerbaijani (G.Levonian
“Армянские ашуги” (“Armenian ashugs”), Alexandropoulos, 1892). The
classical authors of the Armenian literature Kh.Abovian and G.Agaian
declared many times that the Armenian ashugs were closely connected
with the Azerbaijani school of ashugs and relied on the traditions of the
Azerbaijani folklore. We have spoken of it in the previous sections. We
must remind that G.Agaian has such an evidence that “our ashugs have not
got dastans with poems; all of them are in Azerbaijani” (G.Agaian
“Произведения” (“Works”), vol.3). Dear readers, now let us return to the
previous section in which revelation of G.Agaian in connection with his
union with ashug art and comprehension of the Azerbaijani language was
shown. Finally, they could rely on the works of G.Agaian dealing with the
ashug art. For example, G.Agaian in his novel “Arutyun and Manvel”
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speaks about the poetic forms and writes: “The first and the last words are
in Turkic...” In a special section titled “Ashugs and hunters” where the
ashugs compete, it becomes clear that all the songs sung by them are in
Azerbaijani. Moreover, pay attention what his hero Arutyun says: “.. .He
is a strange man. Unlike other ashugs he does not sing in Turkic. His songs
are in Armenian. But the poetic form is Turkic as before...” (G,Agaian,
“Essays”, vol.3). Shortly, he is surprised that someone from the Armenian
ashugs can create in Armenian, but not in Azerbaijani.
Thus, dear reader, the Armenian ashug school was bilingual, and
Azerbaijani played the leading role in it.
The natural question now arises: if the Armenian ashugs created in
Azerbaijani, or were under the great influence of the Azerbaijani eposes,
then what can one say about their predecessors - the gusans who began to
be called ashugs since the XVII century, as it is written in
“Энциклопедический словарь” (“Encyclopaedic Dictionary”, 1985)?
As it is generally accepted, Azerbaijani ashugs continued the
creative course of ozans (uzans). There is a sufficient identity between the
terms of “ozan-uzan” and “gusan”, what does it tell? Is it accidental?
Now let us refer to the Armenian sources and try to find out how
they interpret the word “gusan.” According to “Армянский
этимологический словарь” (“Armenian Etymological Dictionary”,
Yerevan, 1930) of Academician Acharian, the word “gusan” is used in
several meanings. First, in the meaning of “mimos”, that is, “satirist”,
secondly, in the meaning of “a performer” (musician, singer,
accompanist), and thirdly, in the meaning of tmbug (woman performer).
Along with the said, it is supposed that “gusan” derives from the
Pehlevi “gosan.” M.Agaian calls the Armenian folk singers as “gusans.”
“We (Armenians) had an ancient musical instrument called “gos”, and our
linguists attached to it the meaning “mes tmbug” (that is, big tmbug). But
very often you can find musical instruments of various kinds, having the
same name. Then, it seems that “gus” is also polysemantic and one of its
meanings is the name of a musical instrument” (M.Agaian, “Армянские
гусаны и гусано-ашугское искусство” (“Armenian gusans and
gusan-ashug art”), Yerevan, 1959). We ask you to pay attention to the
spread and at the same time not sufficiently convincing explanation. It is
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not accidental that S.Malkhasyants, a popular Armenian literary-critic,
determines unequivocally that the word “gusan” may be related to “gosan”
in Pehlevi (S.Malkhasyants, “Толковый словарь армянского языка”
(“Explanatory Dictionary of the Armenian Language”), Yerevan, 1944). If
the word is not of the Armenian origin, then it is better to relate it to
Pehlevi, but not to Turkic - they think.
Attempts were made to find a “local” origin for gusan in much
earlier Armenian sources, too. For instance, M.Emin in his book “Эпосе
древней Армении” (“Epos of the Ancient Armenia”, M., 1850) drew a
parallel between the Armenian “gusans” and the Greek “rapsods.”
AZaminian notes that there were vipasans together with the gusans
(“История армянской литературы” (“History of Armenian literature”),
1914). And O.Zhamchokian and others go further and refer the gusans and
vipasans to the IV-I centuries B.C., to the time of the dynasty of the
Haykazans (“История армянского народа” (“History of Armenian
people”), Yerevan, 1963). There is more to come, because Levonian
“finds a place” for the gusan art in the Hellenic culture. He argues that in
the period of the ancient Greeks the word “mimos” was not correctly
translated into Armenian and was introduced like gusan by mistake
(Levonian, “Театр в древней Армении” (“Theatre in ancient Armenia”),
Yerevan, 1941). These intentional attempts to find a local origin for the
word “gusan”, to make it more aged and, finally, to aspire as much as
possible not to allow its understanding in the meaning of the Azerbaijani
“ozan” (“uzan”) are obvious and do not need any commentaries. It is must
be noted that the Azerbaijani terms “uzan” and “gopuz” are from one and
the same root “uz.” “Uzlashdiran”, “duzen” in translation from
Azerbaijani mean “to tie”, “to coordinate”, “to joint.” In fact, the uzans
were just engaged in such an activity, they linked the words to each other
in the line and the lines in quatrains. They were singers-poets, and ashugs
are their direct successors. Moreover, according to the popular historians
M.Artamo- nov, Deginya and others, the words “gots”, “guts”, “uts” are
the names of the Turkish-speaking tribes in the European sources.
“Oghuz” is from the same root, and the information of A.Komnin about
the Biblical kingdom of “Ash-guz”, the Greek “skuzes”, the Assyrian
“ashguzay”, the Babylonian “ishguzay” (that is, the Scythians) originate
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from the same root
The art and tradition of ozans are continued by the Azerbaijani
ashugs, by Kazakh kuychi and jyrchi, by Turkmen bakhshi and by the
Kazak and Turkmen akinchi.
In conclusion we want to cite the view of a well-known scholar,
Academician V.A. Gordlevski, who convincingly proves the Turkic origin
of the word “ozan” which derives from “uzan”: “...singers in rich clothes
- uzans and kobzars played tambour (dombur), and gobuz, composed
songs about the conquest of towns, bravery of knights, reminded the
old Oghuz heroes” (V.A. Gordlevski, “Collected Works”, in 2 volumes,
M., 1960; also V.A. Gordlevski “Происхождение османского слова”
‘узан’” (Origin of Ottoman word ‘uzan’”), M., 1930).
Thus, dear readers, absurd is absurd... To whom belongs the
Ozan-ashug art? Who adopted it and in what manner? Why did Armenian
ashugs compose and sing in Azerbaijani though they claim that
“Armenian culture goes back to the Hellenic culture”? What gave birth to
the identity of the terms “ozan-uzan” and “gusan”? You may yourself find
answers easily to these and other identical questions.

§10. The absurdity about cemeteries
Dear readers, we continue to familiarize you with the thematic
selection “Ad Absurdo” ... “Ab Absurdum” which reflects Armenians
confirmations which have nothing to do with the reality, or simply which
are inventions of Armenians. Following the traditions we remind you that
absurdity is not simply a set of meaningless words, but intentionally
coined false confirmations pursuing a definite goal. The goal of the
published absurdities predetermines the goal of Armenians - territorial
claims on the Azerbaijani lands which are closely connected with the
misappropriation and “armenization” of the cultural-historical and
intellectual heritage of Azerbaijanis.
Absurdities are quintessence of falsehood, and like any lie they
aspire to falsity, to damage the truth. As it is known, lie is like a snow ball,
the further it rolls, the bigger it grows. “The inventor of lie will not tell the
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truth”, said Heinrich Mann. “By not censuring the slanderers we
encourage them”, it was a ready “answer” to them by Suetonius since
antiquity.
Dear readers! The selections “Ad Absurdo” ... “Ab Asur- dum”
(from absurd to absurd) have been devoted to such edifications, and the
Oriental wisdom says: “We can defeat the wrath with gentleness, evil
with good, and the liar with truth” (emphasis added). So, absurdity
about cemetery.
Occupying the territory of Karabakh and destroying all the
monuments of the tangible culture of Azerbaijan there, Armenians have
recently begun to claim openly on the territory of Nakhchivan. The
pharisaic groans of Armenians about the destruction of the Armenian
cemeteries there proceed from the same room. The key element in the
invented cemetery information war of Armenians was the “destruction” of
the Armenian khachkars - tombstones with crosses on it, in Nakhichevan.
The goal of the invented absurdity, as usual, was to play a double function.
First, to draw the attention of the inexperienced persons to “the Armenian
traces” in Nakhichevan and remind them that in the past it was populated
by the Armenians, reanimating the nostalgia for the mythic “Great
Armenia.” Secondly, to drag through again the invented Armenian tales
about the vandalism of “the Azerbaijani barbarians”, who intentionally
destroy the property of the Christian tangible heritage. Such cliches do not
differ by their novelty. Lie and hypocrisy, “long-sufferance” and
pharisaism are boring well-thought methods of the Armenian
propagandistic machinery. As it was noted in one of the previous sections,
the absurdities of such kind are not harmless. They wound the pride and
dignity of men, trench on the intellect and culture of those against whom
they have been contrived. In one word, by censuring one party they praise
the Armenians and indulge to the creation of an imaginary, but also a
desired image of Armenians. The ancient Romans warned in their time
that “one who inflicts damage on one person, he threatens many”, but the
Armenian slander with its crocodile tears tapped the doors of the
Europeans, too...
The absurdity for this time began with the publication of
“Армянский или искаженный Нахчыван” (“Armenian or Distorted
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Nakhichevan”) by Avo Katerchian, an Armenian specialist. Pay attention
to the title of the book of the Armenian historian not enduring any
nonconformity. He confirms that there were ancient cemeteries in the
territory of the old Julfa (he calls it Juga), and “developed” his imagination
about the territories of “Great Armenia.” He thinks that the lands of
Nakhichevan are parts of that “Great Armenia” and tries “to prove” that
Azerbaijan has intentionally destroyed the ancient Armenian cemeteries in
the recent past.
We must remind you, dear readers, that old Julfa (Juga)
geographically is located on the road between Julfa and Nakhichevan, on
the bank of the River Araks. Here Azerbaijan borders with Iran. The
climate here is very severe; winter is cold, summer is hot and sultry, the
relief has no cultivated area. At present about 500 people live there. The
cemetery of Juga is close to the border, to the frontier wires along the
Araks. It is at two-three km distance from the said settlement It is mainly a
Muslim cemetery, like all cemeteries there are nameless graves here, too.
It is not an exception that these nameless tombs may be of the Christian
origin. Of course, if there really were tombs and other monuments, they
could have been destroyed and disappeared when the border between
Russia and Iran, later between the USSR and Iran was determined It
could happen due to acts of nature. But Azerbaijan is accused in the
intentional destruction of the ancient Armenian tombs with khachkars
(tombstones in the form of crosses) (emphasis added)
If the pretensions to Azerbaijan are like this, then it is necessary to
find out whether there were ancient tombs with khachkars in Juga, we
underline the word ancient, if they really existed, then of what origin they
were. Dear readers, for this purpose, as a rule, there is a need for a brief
historical excursion.
If we exclude separate Armenian dissemination of the colonialists in
the XVn-XVm centuries, it is known that the Armenians who moved to
Nakhichevan did not live there. They did not live in Zangazur (Syunik) as
well. Not only the severe climate in these areas, but also vast territory of
the Erivan khanate came an object of desire of Armenians. It is not
accidental that bargaining with the representatives of the Tsarist Russia to
allow them to move to the Caucasus, as an indispensable condition they
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asked the Russia Empire to take under its control the whole territory of the
Erivan khanate.
Therefore, we underline once more that up to the Treaty of
Turkmenchay (1828), the Armenians did not live in the territory of the
khanate of Nakhichevan and Zangazur (Syunik) which bordered with it.
Here is the instruction of the General Headquarters of the armed forces of
the Russian Empire to Colonel Lazarev (Armenian by nationality), who
was directly engaged in the settlement of the Armenians: “It is necessary
to make the Christians (Armenians) move to the provinces of
Nakhichevan and Erivan, it is proposed to increase the number of the
Armenian population there ” (emphasis added).
It was done on a large scale. Judge yourself: only during 1828 -1830
about 40.000 Armenians from Iran and 84.000 Armenians from Turkey
were moved to the best lands of Zangazur and Erivan Khanate where the
Armenians literally were very little. Russia allotted more than 2,000,000
roubles from the treasury for their settlement and purchase of private
houses. Thus, the number of the Armenians who moved to the said
provinces reached 200,000. Another Armenian general Ter-Gukasov
brought 35,000 tilt-carts of Armenians from Turkey to be settled in
Surmali county in 1877-1879, and in 1893-1894 the number of the
Armenian emigrants there was 900,000. According to N. Sharov, at the
beginning of the XX century there lived 1,300,000 Armenians in the
Transcaucasia and more than one million of them were settled there by the
Tsarist authorities. Dear readers, everything was done by the Russian
authorities under the dictation of Armenians in order to easily appropriate
Nakhichevan and Zangazur. In particular the khanate of Nakhichevan with
purely Azerbaijani population was included in the Gubernia of Erivan, as
the migrant Armenians had already settled in the uezds (counties) of
Echmiadzin, Alexandropoulos and Erivan.
It is a historical fact that Armenians realized their statehood on the
account of the Azerbaijani territories. On May 29, 1918 when Armenia
declared its independence in Tiflis, Armenia did not have its capital, and
all its territory consisted of the uezds of Irevan and Echmiadzin with the
population of 700,000 persons. The Armenians got the town of Erivan for
their capital as a gift from the Democratic
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Republic of Azerbaijan, and also thanks to the Triple Entente they
obtained other uezds (counties) of Erivan gubemiya (province). Even in
this period the population of Armenia was about 1,5 million, and about
half of it (700,000) were Armenians. But they had an indefatigable
appetite and claimed on the uezd of Nakhichevan, to the territories of
Karabakh and Zangazur. Moreover, the hypocritical mask of the
Armenian nationalism in the image of Bolshevism and Dashnak terror
later contributed to get a part of these territories. In the summer of 1918
V.LLenin signed a decree on the transfer of Nakhichevan and Zagnazur to
the Dashnaks. But only the ultimatum demand of N.Narimanov addressed
to the soviet authorities, the stormy protest of the Azerbaijani population
of those territories and compelling stand of Turkey resulted in the
agreement of 1921 between Turkey and the Soviet Russia. According to
this the Autonomous Republic of Nakhichevan was established and was
transferred to the protectorate of Azerbaijan. Instead of it, the uezd of
Zangazur was taken from Azerbaijan in the same year. In 1922 Dilijan and
Goycha (Sharur-Daralayaz) were given to Armenia and in addition in
1923 the Autonomous Province of the Nagomo Karabakh (APNK) in the
territory of Azerbaijan was created. Just so the ideas about the far-fetched
“Eastern Armenia” were realized life, and just so the landless soviet
Armenia was established on the account of the Azerbaijani territories. But
the invented myth about the “Eastern Armenia” meant exclusively
Azerbaijani lands where the state of Armenia emerged. Therefore, the
history of the Azerbaijani provinces of Karabakh, Ganja, Erivan,
Nakhichevan and Zangazur is described in Armenian history books as the
history of the Armenian people in the XVI-XIX centuries. This period is
significantly called “the Echmiadzin period” of the Armenian history
(after the transfer of the patriarchal see in the XV century to Echmiadzin
where it functioned without its eparchy, which was left in Asia Minor)
Thus, dear readers, the Armenians lived in Nakhichevan neither in
the Early Ages, nor in the Middle Ages and in the recent Middle ages.
Therefore, there can not be old Armenian cemeteries with the khachkars in
Nakhichevan. But together with the ancient Muslim cemeteries, there
were Christian graves with crosslike tombstones. They were cemeteries
and graves of the Christian Albanians as well as of those Albanians who
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accepted Islam. This is the reason.
Nakhichevan was always as part of the states relating to Azerbaijan
- a part of Albania, of the Sadjids, Salarids, Shaddadids, Ata- beys,
Karagoyunlu, Akkoyunlu, Sefevids, and before the Russian colonization it
was the khanate of Nakhichevan.
In one word, it did not have any relation to Armenia. But the
Albanian kingdom in Syunik, including the lands of Nakhichevan and
Zangazur, remained till the Seljuk conquest. As early in the XII-XIII
centuries, in the period of the Albanian Renaissance Hasan Jalal, ruler of
Khachin, acted together with Orbeli, the ruler of Syunik. Bsides ethnic
unity, the Albanian dynasties were relatives with each other: Grigori,
Hasan Jalal’s son, ruled Syunik Minor, and his wife was the daughter of
the ruler of Syunik from the dynasty of Orbeli.
Therefore in the territory of Nakhichevan and Zangazur splinted
Albanian population lived along with the Turks till the XX century.
It is not accidental that, three is an Albanian church of Juga, on the
other bank of the Araks, in Iran which was misappropriated by the
Armenians who restored it in their own style with the mutual consent of
Iran.
In the XVI century, beginning with the Azerbaijani state of
Sefevids, Nakhichevan belonged hereditarily to the dynasty of Kengerli one of the branches of the Kizilbashes of Ustajli. The dynasty of Kengerli
was famous for military heroism and high valour. They presented the
history with remarkable names and were considered to be one of the
mighty dynasties.
Zangazur and Karabakh were included into its territory before the
formation of the khanate of Karabakh.
Now, after a short historical excursion, dear readers, let us touch
upon the cross-like tombstones found in the Albanian cemeteries, which
were misappropriated by the Armenians as other Albanian relics and
added to their own cultural-historical heritage. But before speaking about
it, we should like to mention briefly the etymology of “the Armenian term
‘khachkar’.” “Khach” in Turkic languages means cross, but “kar” in
Persian is “stone.” It is not accidental that the word “karkhana” is
translated from Azerbaijani as “quarry.”
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Khachkar and khachdashes are stone columns or plates with
inscriptions, menhirs. If such stones have the form of a cross, then
Armenians declare that these are the tombstones of their ancestors. These
absurd confirmations have emerged not because of the ignorance of the
confirmers. Just here is the forgery, the intent. The fact is that the
extensive investigations carried out by the scholars could convincingly
prove that along the Armenian khachkars there are many Albanian
khachdashes (stone-crosses) and Muslim tombstones. Moreover, there are
tombstones of the same form belonging to the pre-Christian period.
As it is known, in the Medieval Albania many memorial monuments
were in the form of vertical stones - stelas and menhirs. Along with crosses
they had symbols expressing comprehension of the Universe, including
three dimensional imagination of it - “celestial level”, “terrestrial sphere”
and “underground.” The image of cross in the Albanians very often
merges with the decorative design, with the vegetable ornament. The thing
is that the Albanian khachdashes (cross-like stones) were formed first
under the influence of two, then three religions. The specificity and main
difference of the Albanian khachdashes and the Armenian khachkars are
in this. According to specialists, Armenian khachkars were formed in
more stable situation. They had dominant image of cross, which replaced
the archaic motifs of the Armenian mythic - religious content. From the
compositional point of view, the Albanian khachdashes look differently.
Their form is very prolate. Besides, they are so stately that their length 2-5
times surpasses their width Finally, the Albanian memorials embody the
motifs of the Christian iconography, Muslim décor and heathen symbols,
irrespective of the fact whether the owners and erectors of these
monuments were Christians or Muslims. These are their uniqueness and
main idiosyncrasy. Examples of these are hundreds of khachdashes in
Juga, Artsakh, Gedebek, Kelbejer, and so on.
What concerns the Muslim tombstones, they bear inscription from
the Holy Koran instead of a cross and it forms the main ornament of the
tombstones.
However, it is noteworthy that the scientists investigated
tombstones of an intermediate period on which side by side stand a cross, a
crescent and inscriptions from the Holy Koran. It was a period when the
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religions began to replace each other. The visual examples of the said are
khachdashes and tombstones from Nakhichevan, Syunik and Basarkechar.
In particular, khachdash on the grave of an Albanian nobleman dated 1318
in the necropolis in the ancient Juga, or the khachdash of an Albanian
prince in Syunik of the IX century in the territory of the village of
Martiros. Exactly khachdash of the same type, but bigger is on the
tombstone of one of the Albanian Prince Gregory Nerin which was found
and studied in the village of Mazra Major of Basarkecher. A characteristic
feature on them is that they describe the feet of mountains where the life
tree grows - a cross with a rich décor.
The tombstone found in the suburb of Leninakan is notable with
such a description that there is a hexagonal rosette with stars on which
there is a crescent with inscriptions from Koran. There is a cross below all
these inscriptions. This is an Azerbaijani tombstone surrounded by other
Azerbaijani tombstones symbolizing the period of religious changes.
This is more noteworthy: According to the investigations, it was
possible to approve that the Muslim and the Christian tombstones share
the same form and symbols despite the different cult- artistic means. They
are characteristic works of the memorial art of one and the same people
who professed two different religions.
The Armenians ignore by all means these specific features of the
Albanian tombstones. It is understandable, otherwise they can not
introduce them as their own tombstones, and it also can be said about all
the rest created by the Caucasian Albanians.
Dear readers! Very briefly mentioning the differences among the
Armenian, Muslim and Albanian tombstones (khach- kars, khachdashes
and bashdashes) we can not remind about the epigraphy on the
tombstones. We can not ignore the pictures of animals carved on these
tombstones and other sculptural elements on them.
As you know, epigraph on a tombstone is a written testimonial.
Thus, if the epigraph on the ancient tombstone is not in favour of the
Armenians, does not prove their absurd claims, contradicts their false
confirmation, then on a developed scheme, Armenians remove the
undesirable parts of the text from tombstones, include the desired ones (we
have spoken of it in the previous sections), or then they destroy them
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completely. For instance, as far as in 1961 Doctor of Science Meshedi
Khanum Neymat studied the cemetery of Urud in Zangazur and disclosed
the meanings of epigraphs on tombstones there. We must underline the
fact that this scholar brought a major contribution to the registration of the
Azerbaijani monuments of the XTT-XIX centuries with epigraphs in
Arabic, Persian and Turkish including the tombstones in the territory of
Nakhichevan and Zangazur. Very unique tombstones were found, they
were in the form of trunks with picture of rams on them The Umd
monuments of Zangazur were identical; they also had the statues of rams
(Dash-goch (stone ram)) and horses (Dash-at (stone horses)) on them.
They belonged to the XV-XVII centuries and were encountered in
Nakhichevan, Lachin, Kelbejer, Mingachevir, Yardimly and in other
Muslim burial places located between the rivers of Araks and Kura. Two
monuments from Urud had the following inscription: “We are all
Albanians by origin.” There were Muslim names and inscriptions from the
Holy Koran on these tombstones.
It is necessary to remind that in the epoch of the Caucasian Albania
Urud was ruled by the Sisaks who were under the rule of another Albanian
dynasty - the Orbelians. There are many Albanian toponyms in these
territories, evidencing the traces of Albanians here, but not of Armenians.
For instance, the river which runs through the territory of Zangazur is
called “Agzan”, there are quarters by name of “Agvanlu” in Ordubad and
in Sheki, and there is a village by name of “Agvanlu” in Zangazur. It is to
the point to say that when speaking about the “armenianization” of
legends, eposes, we noted “the Caravansary of Selim.” It is located in
Zangazur on Selim passage, where the “silk road” passed through the
territories of Fizuli, Jebrail, Zangazur, Alayaz, Dara- layaz and on this
passage... Misappropriating this legend, the Armenians everywhere
confirm that they built this caravansary. For information of the readers, the
Grand caravansary was built on the passage of Selim on high 2410 m
above the sea level and it was built during the rule of Tlkhanid Abu Said in
1328-1329, when there could not live any Armenian. The inscription
above the door of the caravansary says: “Abu Said Bahadur (during the
rule of Sultan, Padishah of the whole world, the mle of the Arabs and
non-Arabs (Persians), King of all the nations, may Allah eternalize his
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kingdom and make his empire ever living), owner of benefactions
Chushkab ibn Lavand ibn ... Shah Nur ibn ... in 729 (1328-1329).” Then
there comes the real Armenian falsification, they inscribed Armenian
inscriptions and date of 781 (1332) on the eastern wall. Then, the
Armenian Kh.T.Kuchuk-Tonnasov deciphers this inscription above the
eastern door that the Caravansary was built by Chesar from the dynasty of
Qrbelian and so on. This forgery was not enough, and then the author
confirms that “the Tatars (Azerbaijanis) later gave the caravansary the
name of Selim and added the Arabic-Persian inscriptions on it.”
V.Aratunian does such a forgery much easily. He declares that initially the
Arabic-Persian inscriptions are identical with the Armenian ones and the
caravansary was built by Ch.Orbelian.
Thus, the monument of the Azerbaijani architecture is alienated
from their owners and was presented as Armenian one.
Anybody must not surprise to the forgery of the Armenians. But
everyone surprises that the dynasty of Orbeli is generally recognized
Albanian dynasty, but not an Armenian. Moreover, the creators did not
know that “the Caravansary of Selim” had been stolen and “armenianized”
not from Azerbaijanis, but from the Albanians. Then it is truly like this:
“Who Ues must remember all the time what he has said before.” Let us
again return to our own theme after this digression.
The Armenians follow their own intentional logic and completely
deny the existence of the Albanians in these places. They declare that the
graves in Umd are Armenian graves, and the Armenians were forced to
accept Islam after the conquest of Timur (it is said by Papazian). Since it
was a simple statement without any proof, Armenians destroyed this
remarkable necropolis, ploughed up with techniques and razed to the
ground.
Here is another example. The medieval Azerbaijani cemetery in the
village of Dor in the region of Qrdubad in Nakhichevan was turned into an
Armenian cemetery during the soviet rule because it was an ancient
graveyard. For this purpose all the necessary epigraphs on tombstones
were erased and the majority of tombstones were destroyed.
So, there could not be Armenian cemeteries with khachkars in
Nakhichevan and in Zangezur. But there were many burial places and
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necropolises of the Albanian origin with khachdashes. But it does not
mean that there were not Armenian graves of later periods, because, as it
has been already noted, after 1828 the Armenians settled in these
territories massively and even now they are living in Nakhichevan.
Along with it, following their own logic, the Armenians “managed”
to ascribe the cemeteries with the tombstones with Arabic, Persian and
Turkic epigraphs to their heritage. Thus, in 1987 A.Khachaturian
published “Корпус арабских надписей Армении” (“Reference of the
Arabic inscriptions of Armenia”) and this book included 290
Arabic-Persian-Turkic epigraphic monuments which referred to the period
the Shaddadids from the territory of the present Turkey (Ihlat, Ani,
Erzinjan, Erzurum), from the historical and present territories of
Azerbaijan (Zangezur, Chukhur-Saad, Goycha, province of
Nakhichevan). Thus, dear readers, we ask you to pay attention to such a
fact that only 30 inscriptions from the territories of Armenia have been
included into that book, including 22 inscriptions from Zangezur, the
former Azerbaijani territory. Not satisfied with the said forgery, the author
of the book appealed to all kinds of distortions and falsifications in
deciphering the inscriptions. It was the next relapse of the nostalgia
disease for the mythic “Great Armenia.” The author proves not more and
not less that, though the inscriptions on the tombstones are in Arabic, not
only Nakhichevan and Zangezur, but also all Azerbaijan, Kars, Anatolia all these territories are the territory of “Great Armenia.” Or let us take
another example. The Armenian specialist Papazian confirms in one of his
books that Zangezur is a part of Nakhichevan, and Nakhichevan is a part
of Azerbaijan. It seems that there is nothing strange: because really it was
like that. But his own confirmation did not prevent him from “proving”
that tombstones with epitaphs in Arabic in Umd of Zangazur are
Armenian. In the same form, R.Khachikian on the basis of monuments and
Armenian manuscripts in Matenadam came to such a conclusion that all
the emirs of the XV century in the province of Chukhur-Saad were the
representatives of the Saadlu tribe, but...
Much more crying examples of the Armenian vandalism connected
with cemeteries are linked with the destruction and misappropriation of
tombstones in the form rams and horses, which were discovered and
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described by the archaeologist V.Sysoev in 1929 in the mountains of
Nakhichevan. But the French traveller Dubois de Montpereux wrote about
the statues in the form of animals in Azerbaijan still in 1834. Turning the
attention to a considerable number of such statues in the territory of
Azerbaijan, he wrote about the reverence of the local population to these
statues. The question here is also about the famous “vis- haps” - stone
statues of fish, snakes, and dragons. It is to the point to say that the list of
the monuments of sculptures of folk origin registered by the Ministry of
culture in 1985 in the territory of Nakhichevan contains 97 ‘Dash-goch”
(stone rams) and ‘Dash-at” (stone horses) statues. But in reality their
number is more. There are more than hundred such statues in the out-door
park-museum in Nakhichevan, and there are minimum 50 statues in the
district of Ordubad. There are a good number of such statues close to the
shrine of Momuna Khatun. Analogous stone statues were discovered in
the necropolis of Urud. Such stone statues are particularly more in the
districts of Shahbuz, Ordubad, Julfa and Zangezur. Many of them have
inscriptions with Arabic; they are supposed to be inscribed later, in the
medieval period. “Dash-goch” (stone rams) and “Dash-at” (stone horses)
stood also on the graves which are called as “Oghuz graves” by
Azerbaijanis, and they were connected with the burial ceremonies of the
ancient Turkic Oghuzs. Our ancient ancestors “tamed” rams and made
these rams to serve them Hence is the reverence to the stone rams on the
ancient tombstones. Exactly the same reverences are observed to horse, an
eternal companion of Turks. As we noted, along with the Arabic
inscriptions devoted to the diseased, there were also hunting scenes
inscribed on tombstones. For instance, the best example may serve the
stone ram found in Nakhichevan, which is kept in the Museum of History
of Azerbaijan. Confirmation of the ancient, perhaps the totemic origin of
stone statues mounted on the tombs may be found in mythology as well.
For example, the Azerbaijani fairy-tale “Malik-Maham- mad”: two rams one with white wool, another with dark wool, appear to take the hero to the
world of darkness or to the kingdom of light.
It is worth of reminding a historical fact6 which prooves the
groundlessness of not only territorial claims of Armenians, but also their
claims on the examples of tangible and intangible cultural heritage of
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Azerbaijan and the pharisaic methods to achieve their goals. In the 1970s
Doctor of History Ali Veliyev discovered a unique archaeological
monument - “vishap” in the territory of Batabat of Nakhichevan. We have
spoken of it before. This “Dash-balig” (stone fish) dates back the I
millennium B.C. It was a sharp evidence of the irrigated agricultural
civilization of our ancestors, as the sculpture was the symbol of
abundance. Unlike the objects of non-material heritage, which wrongly or
rightly are declared as Armenian ones, for misappropriate a sculpture, it is
necessary to steal it in the direct sense of the word. Thus, the sculpture of
“Dash-balig” (stone fish) really disappears and only in the 1980s after
many searches of scholars, who had discovered it, they find the photo of
this sculpture in the album published in Yerevan, of course, this sculpture
was given as “an evidence of the Armenian culture.”
The scenario of this theft did not differ very much from the theft of
other ancient monuments mounted on tombs such as “Dash-goch” (stone
ram), “Dash-at” (stone horse), of which we have already spoken before.
According to V.M. Sysoev: “...the Armenians steal these sculptures,
mount them on their own tombstones and add new Armenian inscriptions
to them...” Along with it, analogical historical monuments in as a
high-value cargo were stealthily transported to Armenia from Azerbaijan
at nights. The monuments which they could not steal and transport awaited
terrible provocations: an Armenian canard was spread that the monuments
have gold ornaments in their necks. It became a reason for the ruthless
destruction of the Oghuz tombs, that is, the ancient burial places of the
ancestors of the Azerbaijanis. A Logical completion of the thefts was the
publication of the Hermitage, namely “Армянские памятники в
Азербайджане” (“The Armenian Monuments in Azerbaijan”) by
E.Pchelina in 1940, when the director of the Hermitage was Orbeli. This is
the history of the intellectual theft from the territory of Nakhichevan,
destruction of the ancient necropolises closely interconnected with the
Armenian territorial claims on the Azerbaijani lands.
Just in the same way the Armenians destroyed many mountainous
architectural complexes in Shusha and Kalbajar, not only of the Albanian
origin. They destroyed barbarously the monuments of much later period the tombs of Ashug Alesger, Sari Ashug, Ashug Gurban, memorial
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complexes of Koroghlu, Gachag Nabi and others. They have ploughed the
Azerbaijani cemeteries in Western Azerbaijan and many of them have
been destroyed in the occupied territories of Karabakh and in other
regions.
It is particularly necessary to underline that the accusation of the
Armenians against Azerbaijan about the intentional destruction of the
ancient Armenian cemeteries with crosses on tombs are completely
groundless and absurd. Because, the claims are connected not with the
Armenian, but with the Albanian Christian necropolises. This is the
history of Azerbaijan, when the Azerbaijanis try to preserve every
Albanian trace in order not to allow Armenians to misappropriate them
and call them as the heritage of the Armenians.
Today to the topic of intentional destruction of the tombs with
crosses has been added new inventions of the Armenians “about the
destructed Armenian churches” of the late medieval period in the region of
Khanlar. As an example, they confirm that the Azerbaijanis have
destroyed four-aisled basementless of St.Akop in the district of Khanlar.
Moreover, the church of St.Mary and the church of StMinas in Dashkasan
were destroyed. It is paradoxical, but the fact is that the Armenians present
to the world not only the Albanian monuments as their own, but also the
Lutheran monuments, which wholly belonged to the German dwellers in
these territories. But in fact these monuments are not destroyed; on the
contrary, protective measures have been taken for their preservation.
Along with it, “the job has been performed”, and the absurd canard has
been spread by the Armenian information agency.
Absurd is an absurd, dear readers, we would like to conclude the
“cemeterial” absurdity with the statement of K.Patkanov, a popular
specialist in the Armenian studies, from his book “Ванские надписи и их
значение для Передней Азии” (“Inscription in Van and their meaning
for Western Asia”) (1875): “The Armenians have never played a
particular role in the history of mankind. It is not a political term, but the
name of a geographical province with scattered Armenian setdements.
The Armenians have always been bad owners of lands where they lived,
but they could skilfully serve the strong and betrayed the people close to
them...”
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§11. The absurdity about Gamigaya
Dear readers, we continue our thematic selection devoted to the
Armenian absurdities. It is not accidentally titled “Ad ab- surdo”... “Ab
absurdum”, which means one absurdity gives birth to another one.
The goal of absurdities is to create a desired image of Armenians an image aimed at the aspiration “not to be, but seem to be the one whom
you are not.” William Makepeace Thackeray expressed remarkably like
this: “Life is a mirror: if you frown at it, it frowns back; if you smile, it
returns the greeting.” Therefore, it is necessary to cover unseemly deeds
with decent images - reflections. .. Now let us see what is there remarkable
in the Armenian argumentation of absurdities. It turns out that their
advocates appeal directly to “the reality” and to the before illuminated
“reliable” confirmations. In the first case either it is a forgery, or
falsification, for instance, “a log about Noah’s Ark found by the
Armenians, or the Arabic inscriptions on metal coins, tombstones which
are read backward. In the second case, arguing their absurdities,
Armenians refer to the already existing views, as a rule, expressed in the
train of thoughts of their authors like M.Khorenatsi and others, that is, to
the confirmations, of which truth is doubtful, like “the direct descendents
of Noah”, “Ja- pheth’s tribe”, or “royal dynasty.”
As we noted, absurdity is not harmless, but Armenian ones spring
out “on account and at the expense of others” in the direct and transferred
meaning of this phrase.
You may judge yourself, if to proceed from the typical Armenian
examples of absurd confirmations and concisions, we shall begin to
analyze some of them a little later:
“We (Armenians) are the direct descendants of Noah and live in
these territories, since the Ark of Noah moored in Mount Agry
(Ararat).” “We (Armenians) are the direct descendants of Noah
and live in these territories since, M.Khorenatsi and others
ascribe Hayk and Aram to Japheth, son of Noah.” “We
(Armenians) have the right to claim on everything which is
connected with the name of Noah, because the Ark of Noah
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moored in Mountain Agry (Ararat) and we have the only
material relic - a log from the remands of the Ark of Noah.”
“Gemigaya belongs to us (Armenians), because we are the
direct descendents of Noah, whose ark moored in Mountain
Agry (Ararat) and we have a material relic from the ark, and
according to the Armenian legend, before mooring in Mountain
Agry (Ararat) the ark fell foul of Gemigaya.”
Thus, we continue our narration “From absurd”... “To absurd.” So,
the absurdity about Gemigaya. Let us begin with a short excursion into
one of the previous sections and remind “the armenianized” legend of
“Gamigaya” by A.Ganalanian: “Noah’s (Nuh’s) Ark touched the top of
the mountain... The mountain asked the Prophet: “I’m higher or
Aghry-dagh?” After this, the name of the mountain was Gemigaya. Let us
underline, dear readers, in Azerbaijani Gemigaya means “Ark-rock.” We
must remind that in “the Armenian legends” of A.Ganalanian the source of
this legend is someone by name of Ervand Lalaian who stole and
published it in 1904 in “the Ethnographic Collection” in Tbilisi.
The extract quoted here is just from the corresponding Azerbaijani
legend which was misappropriated by the Armenians. Thank God that we
are not aware yet of the theft of the Azerbaijani legend about Mountain
Agry (the Armenians call it Ararat), therefore we give here the content of
this legend briefly. Thus, Prophet Noah started out his survival sail on the
ark built in advance “with the earthly creatures in pairs” and after 75 days
saw the darkening top of a mountain appearing from water and turned the
ark towards it. But the top of the mountain was rather small to
accommodate all the creatures of the ark. The legend says that this
mountain was called Gisirdagh (Barren Mountain). Disgraced in front of
the Prophet because it could not display the due hospitality and for not
being able to receive all of them from the ark, the mountain was ashamed.
Seeing that the mountain was ashamed Noah said to it: “Hey, Gisirdagh,
you will not be barren. You will have children.” According to the legend,
the mountain became pregnant and gave birth to a son with great
difficulty.” After the event Noah gave it the name of Agri Dagh because of
the suffered pains of childbirth. “The mountain’s son was called Bala Agri
(Pain Small)...” So, the two mountains gave place to everyone who was on
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the arch Since Mount Agri Dagh and Bala Agri rise high into the sky.”
So, what we would like to draw your attention to. First of all, a story
implies all the time “memory about the event”, but “a legend” is “the
belief in the event.” By these two features they differ from myths. Thus,
the memory of the people preserved the information that Gemigaya was
ready to compete with Agri Dagh. Then it seems it is necessary to clear out
this argument. Secondly, Agri Dagh sheltered all the creatures on the Ark
of Noah, though in the form of legend.
As the core of event is connected with the Flood (Deluge), it is
necessary to tell some words about it. The story about the Rood and
Prophet Noah are very few stories existing irrespective of religion in
legends and stories probably of all the nations of the world. There are more
than 500 of them. This story is also found in the Armenians, but it has
become an Armenian anecdote, a funny story. The Armenians declared
themselves not only the direct descendents of Noah, but they “organized”
a museum of his relics, and they consider the log, or a piece of wood as if
from Noah’s Ark as the most important among them. We shall not argue
whether it is true, or false, as if this relic has been discovered by a
clergyman on top of the mountain. But we will pay much attention to a
quite different thing, namely to the myth invented by the Armenians. The
myth about the Armenian exterritoriality to the eternal moorage of the
Noah’s Ark. Though according to the Armenian myth, this privatized
private property called Agri Dagh (Ararat) toponymically has not
Armenian origin. The Armenians call it Massis. However, it should be
paid tribute to enterprising of Armenians who play the Noah’s card of the
Christian legend. But the Bible points to “the mountains of Ararat”, the
Holy Koran - to a high hill called Mount Judi, the Sumerians also point to
a hill called Nisir.
Many prominent specialists suppose that by the mountains of Ararat
is meant an ancient country called Aratta which is closely connected with
the history of Azerbaijan, and with past territories of Nakhichevan in the
first place. We shall speak about it a little later. But now we shall cite the
confirmation of the famous British scholar, who headed the association of
Egyptologists in Sussex, Professor David Rohl: “The Biblical Ararat is the
Sumerian Kingdom of Aratta... It is not that Ararat which is mentioned in
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the early Christian legends... The mountain to which Noah’s Ark
approached is not Mount Aragats or Agri Dagh at all, but some other
mountain close to the plain of Mesopotamia.”
Let us remember the confirmations of Armenians about “the eternal
moorage” of Noah’s Ark in Mount Ararat. We underline the fact that the
specialists doubt its truthfulness. Doubtful are also the relics from the ark
as well as the fact that the Armenians originated from Japheth, Noah’s son,
who settled and lived “in Mount Ararat.” Besides, “Ararat” is not an
Armenian toponym or the name of Mount Agri Dagh, according to the
specialists, there has not been a flood in the Southern Caucasus in the
recent million years.
Now about the Armenian version of the Hood and the opinion of
specialists who devoted many years to its study.
As the prominent British archaeologist Charles Leonard Woolley
who conducted excavations in Ur, one of the ancient towns of the world in
1922-1924 writes in his book (“Ur of the Chaldees: more royal tombs”,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C., 1930, in Russian translation
“Ур халдеев”, Moscow, 196): “Well-known Biblical legend about Noah’s
ark is not an ancient Jewish myth by its origin. They have borrowed it
from Mesopotamia and after certain changes included it into their holy
scripture.” Then the scholar points out that “such a story was inscribed on
clay tablets much before the birth of Avraam, and in both cases not only
the facts, even many of its characters coincide.” Here he speaks about
394-clay tablets which speak about the Sumerian epos Gilgamesh found
during the excavations conducted in the court library of Ashshurbanipal in
Nineveh. The Sumerian legend inscribed on the tablets is in the form of a
religious poem which reflects the faith of the nations.” Thus, one of the
episodes of the epos of Gilgamesh is about the World Rood. According to
Woolley, if there had not been some excavation confirmations, then the
Flood would have been considered as an ordinary myth. He stresses that
the legend has real grounds. It was a flood of the Sumerian scale which we
later began to call it the World Rood.
According to the scholars, there are gaps in the list of the Sumerian
kings, they help to determine the time of the Flood. The Sumerian
compilers of the list of kings considered the Rood as some interval in the
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history of their country and thought that after the Flood there were two
more dynasties till the dynasty of Ur.
Woolley writes: “We assured that there was really a flood, and
needless to prove that the list of kings in the Sumerian legend speaks of
this flood... it does not mean that the details of the legend are completely
true. It is based on a historical fact.” So, while comparing “these two
dynasties” with two archaeological periods of the Ur culture of Uruk and
Jemdet Nasra are compared..., then the flood coincides in time with the
Sumerian traditional chronology.
Thus, it follows from the said that the talk is not about the World
Rood, but about the flood in the valley of the Tigris and the Euphrates, at
the end of thee-Obeyda period which remained under water between the
mountains and the desert. Woolley writes that “the valley was a whole
world for the people who lived there.” The major part of the inhabitants of
the valley perhaps died... Therefore, there is nothing surprising that they
[survivors] saw in the flood the punishment of God for the sinful
generation and described it in the religious poem. If a family managed to
survive on boat from the flooded area, the head of the family was glorified
as a legendary hero.
We underline the fact that the Flood took place in the TTT
millennium B.C. in the valleys of Tigris and Euphrates in the ancient
Sumer. We underline again that it was 1,5-2 thousand years before the
birth of the Armenians and 2,5 thousand years before the arrival of
Armenians in Asia Minor. “The legendary” heirs of Noah, in all
appearances were very late to announce their genealogy.
In connection with it, it is impossible to ignore the views of the
leading scholars who studied Sumer and the popular book on Sumer is by
an American scholar S.Kramer - “History Begins at Sumer: Thirty-Nine
“Firsts” in Recorded History (1956).” We must say that one of the best
narrations about Gilgamesh is in this book and we would like to draw the
attention of the readers to some other aspect of the Sumerian epopee. Of
course, one can not ignore the information about Aratta, of which we
spoke from the standpoints of various scholars on the problem that the
name of Mount Ararat derives just from the name of this state.
L.Wooley, whom we quoted above in connection with his
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archaeological excavations in the Sumerian town of Ur, writes: “The
language of the Sumerian tablets conspicuously differs from the languages
of other peoples ever settled in Mesopotamia, and we have not yet defined
to which language family it belongs... The Sumerian civilization emerged
from the elements of three cultures: El-Obeyda, Uruk and Jemet Nasra,
and this civilization completely set after their confluence.”
Some scholars disclosed their views completely distinctly. For
instance, D.Reder, a prominent scholar, writes: “The most ancient
inhabitants of the valley between the rivers of Tigris and
Euphrates known to us were the Sumerians... Namely they were the
inventors of cuneiforms, which originated from pictographs, and which
later was spread in the whole territory of the Western Asia. The
Sumerian language is quite unique. The attempts to refer it to a
language family known to us have not yet produced any strong and
unquestionable results. One thing is only certain that it belongs to the
agglutinative languages, most likely it can be compared with the
Turkic languages structurally (“Мифы и легенды древного двуречья”
(“Myths and legends of ancient interstream”), 1963). Agglutination is a
means of linking words by means of affixes to the root. This is inherent to
the Turkic languages.
The prominent German scholar R.Winkler says: “The most ancient
sources, which we have now, have been written not in the Semitic
language. They have been written in Sumerian. This language is an
agglutinative language, according to its structure and features. It is
identical with the Turkic languages and completely differs structurally
from the Semitic languages” (“Западная Азия с древнейшего времени
истории человечества”, vol. 3, Saint- Petersburg, 1903).
Namely the prominent American scholar in Sumerian studies
S.Kramer in his afore-mentioned book put the question like this: “Where
did the Sumers originate with such a brilliant civilization in such an
ancient epoch?” He replied to such a topical question like this: in the IV
millennium B.C. the Sumers came to the valley between the Tigris and
Euphrates from the shores of Lake Urmia. This standpoint is
acknowledged by over 150-year Sumerian studies and supported by
outstanding scholars of the world like Opperi, Rowlinson, Gilbert,
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Ragozino, Hommel, Re- clus and others. Thus, Sumer was in close
contacts with Aratta - the first Azerbaijani state which united the Turkic
speaking tribes of Su, Turukku and Lullubi. Aratta was located in the
south and south-east of Lake Urmia. It was a mountainous country,
surrounded by the mountains of Zagros.
There is important information about this country in the Sumerian
eposes which have reached our days. They are: “The rulers of En-Merkar
and Aratta”, “En-Merkar and En- Sukushsiranna”, “En-Merkar and
Lugalbanda” and others. There were close cultural and economic relations
between Aratta and Sumer, the rulers of these countries tried to occupy the
leading position and to subdue others. Along with it, in hard days to repel
the aggression of the Akkadian tribes, the ruler of Uruk (Sumer) appealed
for help namely to Aratta, visited its ruler as a guest. Perhaps there was
some ethnic memory, because, as S.Kramer and others noted that the
Sumerians came to Mesopotamia from the territories near Urmia where
Aratta located. We must add that popular historians speak about the Turkic
ethnos who lived in the region of Lake Urmia. A.Oppenheim,
Z.Yampolski and others write that at the beginning of the II millennium
B.C. the region of Lake Urmia was populated by the Turukki tribes
(Turks). Exactly in the same way M.Boye and others note that in the IV-II
millenniums B.C. the suburbs of Lake Urmia were populated by the tribes
of Turn (Turkic tribes) and there was a province of the same name.
Here is the evidence of one of the reliable historians of the world
Czech scholar B.Hrozny dated 1940 who deciphered the Hittite inscription
and the mysteries of the Hittites.
“By all appearances... in the remote IV millennium B.C., maybe
earlier, the Sumerians lived in Turkistan or Kazakhstan and more to the
east... The Sumerian language has the feature of the Altaic and
Turkic-Tatar languages on the one hand, and there are the signs of the
Indo-European languages on the other hand...” We must add that at
present about 200 words of the Sumerian language have been interpreted
by means of the Turkic languages.
Dear readers! We mentioned the statement above exclusively with
the aim of identification of the problem, just Aratta - a mountainous
country with the Turkic ethnic elements, related to the Sumerians in the
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recent past and the toponym, which accord- mg to specialists gave basis
for the term of “Ararat” and the Biblical “mountains of Aratat..
Thus, we see that the Armenians “antiqued” their history by making
corrections in “the Holy Scripture” and “in the dynasty of Japheth”,
inventing royal dynasties for themselves and led them to 2900 B.C.
Thereby the Armenians pursued the goal to fall into the epoch of the
legendary Noah and to declare themselves as direct descendents of Noah.
Moreover, besides the deliberate false historical affirmations, they tried to
settle down with the “relics” from the Ark of Noah, that is, to with material
evidences. This false historical statement together with the identical
material evidences had to serve as a “foundation” for the absurd about the
origin of the Hayks from Noah. Besides the afore-said, we must also add
that according to the researches of Grosset, the Armenians appeared on
highlands called Armenia after 675 B.C. The first written information
about them was given by Herodotus, the Father of History, which dates
back to the V century B.C. and this written fact is confirmed by material
stelas of King Darius dated 515 B.C., i.e., there was information about
Armenians. Therefore, the science of history rejects the Armenian tales
about the afore-said and determines the date of the settlement of the
Armenians in the hilly Armenian territory not later than the V- VI
centuries B.C. The Turkish historian K.Goryun speaks very remarkably
about the “exclusive right of Armenians” to Noah and to the myths about
Noah: “As soon as the Holy Scriptures and other myths are used as
historical sources, then it is necessary to remember that according to
those sources all the mankind after the Flood originated from Noah,
consequently, the Turkish people also originated on Mount Ararat
from the same patriarch and could stand more successfully than other
nations to defend and protect their motherland from the foreign
pretensions” (emphasis added).
Naturally, the Armenian historians were obliged to agree with the
reality, but not with invented history of Armenia. Here is the statement of
the Armenian historian N.Pastermajian: “The
Armenian chronicles refer the birth of Наук and his people in Armenia
to 2200 B.C. and give the list of the spiritual leaders and the kings who
succeeded each other till 800 B.C. (see the previous section). The
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present science does not prove this legend. Nations unlike the
individuals like to add to their ages. ” But it is very difficult to add
something to it.”
Now let us again return to the absurdity about Gemigaya and try to
explain the reasons of why Gemigaya “was ready to compete with Agri
Dagh” according to the ancient legend.
Unlike Agri Dagh (Ararat) Gemigaya (Gapicik - small door) is
lower, nevertheless, it is the highest peak of the Lesser Caucasus and
almost is a unique object of ancient rock pictography which has great
cultural-historical value and which is a witness of a remarkable art of the
ancient people. This is the main reason of the incessant desire of
Armenians to misappropriate it.
It becomes clear that in any case they want to misappropriate
Gemigaya as their ex-territory. Moreover, Armenians have not yet
completely determined on which mountain they stopped in “their” Noah’s
Ark - on Agri Dagh (Turkey) or on Gemigaya (Azerbaijan), they
familiarized with the Ark of Noah through the ancient Syrian sources. But
there is also nothing concrete yet. But it is still worthy, because territorial
claims are raised both over Turkey and Azerbaijan simultaneously.
The petroglyphs of Gemigaya, as well as other monuments of
Nakhichevan, are the subject of a long desire of Armenians, therefore all
the time their Armenian origin is stressed in the Armenian “researches.”
Here are several “well-reasoned” bases: Kh.Ayvazian in
“Независимая газета” (“Independent newspaper”) on February 17, 2001,
presents such an argument as “a substantiation” and claims on the
petroglyphs of Gamigaya that “they can belong only to Armenians.” But
his compatriot of the same surname A.Ayvazian was more inventive,
stealthily visited Nakhichevan in the 1980s and published an article
“Наскальные изображения Навасора” (“Petroglyphs of Navasor”) in
“Известия” (“News” of the Academic of Sciences of the Republic of
Armenia, 1982). He not only managed to rename Gemigaya to Armenian
one (Na- vasor, Tapasor), but also raised a claim against the Azerbaijanis.
He writes that the Azerbaijanis intentionally changed “the original”
Armenian name into Gemigaya.
So, dear readers, this is the same Ayvazian, who had “read” together
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with B.Mkrtchian the inscription on the metal coins belonging to the
epoch of Eldenizids of the ХТТ-ХПТ centuries as ancient Armenian coins
dating back to the XIX century B.C. This very Ayvazian, after “a cold
shower” with the publication of the article of the well-known orientalist
B.Piotrovski in Historical- Philological Journal (1971, №3, Armenian
Academy of Sciences), continued his falsificatory mission in the “Letter to
the Editors.” Without an appeal to the Academy of Sciences of the
Republic of Azerbaijan he stealthily arrived in Azerbaijan, took the photos
of the monuments of the early historical periods and published his next
album-book, full of historical inventions, in Armenian (A.Ayvazian
“Нахчыванские мемориальные памятники и рельефы” (“Memorial
monuments and relieves of Nakhchivan ”), Yerevan, 1987, in Armenian).
Here disclosing the truth about “the armenianized” name of Gemigaya, he
contrived to relate the monument of Nakhichevan of the IV-I millennium
B.C. to the Armenian heritage, which in reality were the monuments of
antique, medieval periods including the periods during the rule of
Atabeys, Aggoyunlu, Kara-Koyunlu and other state formations of
Azerbaijan. Let us ask such a question: What is Gemigaya for Azerbaijan
and why doesn’t it give a rest to the Armenians?
Gemigaya is in the region of Ordubad in Nakhichevan, not far from
the village of Nasirvaz where the border of the present Armenia with
Azerbaijan passes. Gemigaya is popular with its pictures and petroglyphs,
which are the evidences of a highly developed culture and art of our
ancestors. The legendary name of Gemigaya has passed orally from
generation to generation, which in reality is the highest peak of the Lesser
Caucasus (3906 m)
Gapicig. According to the legend, during the World Flood the famous
Noah’s Ark found an eternal moorage here and turned into a rock. It gave
birth to the name of Gemigaya (ark-rock) in the early antiquity.
It is also to the point to say that the phenomena of Gemigaya is also
interpreted as a place of cultic goals of Turks and of the World Flood, as a
symbol of transition from heathenism into Ten- griism, which is supported
by M.Adji in the result of “Noah Expedition” (2005). But this topic is of a
special discourse (M.Adji, “Дыхание Армагеддона” (“Breath of
Armageddon”), M., 2006). There are more than 1,000 petroglyphs on the
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eastern slopes of Gemigaya in the height of 2800-3200 m above the sea
level, in the summer pastures called Garangush and Nabiyurdu. This
remarkable discovery has been made by the prominent scholararchaeologist of Azerbaijan Veli Aliyev. He has conducted his studies
despite the obstacles of the centre set on by the Armenians who were long
ago making plans to misappropriate this historical cultural heritage. Very
fine monuments have been discovered. They are pictures of men, deer,
goats, dogs, fantastic animals, birds, snakes and many others engraved on
the rocks. According to the studies, the age of these petroglyphs dates back
to the IV-I millennium B.C., and they have been engraved on basaltic
rocks. As the summer pastures are located very high on the mountains and
are not fit for living permanently, in the Bronze Age the local settled
farmers (tillers) and semi-nomad cattle- breeders in hot summer months
took their cattle to these pastures. Namely these cattle-breeders and
farmers created these fine examples of petroglyphs. It is witnessed also by
the similarity of these petroglyphs with the tangible monuments of the
Bronze Age of Nakhichevan located along the River Araks. Seasonal
(summer) habitation in Gemigaya is also proved by such a fact that in the
Middle Ages these slopes served as summer pastures and many ancient
habitations and tombstones have been discovered there.
The role of Gemigaya in the study of the ancient culture and art of
Azerbaijan is exceptional, because these petroglyphs allow speaking about
the life style, religious ideas and spiritual culture of the ancient inhabitants
of Nakhichevan. The petroglyphs of Gemigaya are evidences of the
cosmological views, nature- worship, the spirit of ancestors on the part of
its inhabitants, they also tell about the totemistic imaginations, a number
of other tribal beliefs inherent to the ancestors of Azerbaijanis.
The Armenians claim namely on this ancient monument today!
Despite the fact that the Azerbaijani archaeologists have discovered
identical petroglyphs in Kelbejer, as well as in the territories given to
Armenia in the Soviet period, in the mountains of Zangizur, in Goyam
(Vardenis).
Dear readers, when their claims do not have grounds, they try by
pharisaic methods to convey to the inexperienced persons their right to this
monument. This is absurd as everybody understands it. It is not accidental
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that in this and previous sections we spoke that the Armenians do not have
any relation to the World Flood and to Noah whom they consider to be
their forefather, they have never been the aborigines of the Caucasus, and
moreover, did not have any state formation in these territories till 1918.
We conclude the absurdity about Gemigaya with the statement of
the well-known European historian F. Makler from his book “The
Armenian nation” (Paris, 1924, in French): “It is clear that Armenia, i.e
a geographical region, which bears this name from the ancient times,
was not a place where Armenians permanently lived... ” (emphasis
added). Then it becomes clear that they have no any arguments to claim on
any historical monuments of ancient times, like Gemigaya. Moreover,
according to the acknowledgement of the Armenian historian
B.Ishkhanian, “The real motherland of Armenians - “Great Armenia ”
is Asia Minor" (“Народности Кавказа” (“Nations of the Caucasus”),
Saint-Petersburg, 1916).

§12. Absurdity about Armenian horses
Dear readers, we continue the collection “Ab absurdo...” “...Ad
absurdum” about Armenian absurdities which are knowingly for their
false statements. These statements, more exactly false stories are
presented by absurdities which mean incoherent collection of words.
Absurdities, all the more Armenian ones have certain meaning defined by
the goals of Armenians: claims on the Azerbaijan lands and along with
claims on its cultural- historical past and intellectual property. In addition,
Armenian absurdities are designed for forming an Armenian image
according to a principle “appear, but not actually to be” for convincing the
persons who in reality are untutored.
So, absurdity on “Armenian racer.”
In this chapter we would like to inform you how Armenia has turned
into a country which has “tremendous traditions on horse-breeding”
during last 15-20 years and continues to develop them, the country that
gave the world “wonderful Karabakh horses”, we will speak not only
about this breed, but also about their antecedence in breeding of horses,
specially “war horses.” Certainly, as you understand, a surprising
metamorphosis connected with the replacement of traditional image of
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Armenian on the donkey from the recent past by cavalier on pedigreed
horse in just on the paper.
“Arguments” for numerous Armenian researches on this sphere are
wonderful tales, such as “a horse for ancient Armenians was an animal
from the God; one of main gods of pantheon Nairi (Urartu) - a god of war
Teisheba was described on the horse, and stone figures were carven on the
columns of his temple Diaukhi.” Another such tale - “argument” is a
legend about Tigran, the Armenian King, who loved his horse so much
that, not wishing to give him, he deceived Shapukh, the Persian ruler. He
forfeited for his deception by blindness and according to the assurance
Armenians this legend laid the way for the creation of “a son of blind man”
- “Koroghlu”, and by the way “Girat” - a horse of Koroghlu was declared
as “Armenian one.” Let’s see Armenian chronicles. Here we meet tales
about Armenian horses. For example, an Armenian historian Sebeos,
known from the previous publications, writes that Smbat Bagratuni
organized races on the blooded Armenian horses, so o.
It turns out, there were so many original Armenian “Ayra- rat” breed
of horses that, “in ancient time, horses were the object of Armenian
export.” The horses were delivered to “the West - Pont, Rome, Bosporus
and to the East - Persia, Medes, even to India and China.”
Dear readers maybe understand that this is an export in the terms of
absence of Armenian statehood. That’s why some Armenian authors of
horse-breeding opuses just in case make reservation that Armenia being a
client state paid renders by horses and in particular, appeal to letters of
Darius, the ruler of Achaem- enid Empire where shown that “only
Armenia paid renders by horses.” Let’s remind the readers that, it is
question of the VI century B.C., just about those times when according to
all accounts of majority of specialists, Armenians appeared on the
Armenian highlands. Ayrarat region, by the name of which Ayrarat horses
were “breeded”, was located in the epoch of Achaemenid Empire on the
banks of the Euphrates River, around Lake Van, where two satrapies of
Achaemenid Empire were located. We must remind also that, while
speaking about Armenia we follow well- known Armenian historian
Patkanov, who sees not political, but purely geographical meaning under
this name.
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Herewith Armenians were not autochthons in the territories of Asia
Minor (historical Turkey), but according to the opinion of Armenologists
came here from the Balkans in the Thracian tribes and on the wave of
Cimmerian movement. The latest edition of “History of Armenian nation”
informs that, proto-Armenian groups found way to the headstream of the
Euphrates, to the territories of Hittites, Hurrians (Khurrites) and Luwians,
and these groups were named as “mushku” and “urmu” in Assyrian
cuneiforms, in Greek “arimarn”, and later as “Armenians.” Besides, we
repeat that historical science considers that the stop of Armenian transit on
the Armenian highlands was just in the VI-IV centuries B.C. It turns out
that Armenians brought by themselves innumerable horse herd, or
otherwise payment of renders to Achaemenid Empire, as the Armenian
horse-breeders write, only by horses was impossible. Certainly, such
statements are absurdities. Later a new absurdity arises: it turns out that
“noble family Amatuni” was responsible for horse-breeding in Armenia,
this family “had large lands”, including Sharur valley. This is the next
absurdity, dear readers know Armenian that colonists appeared in the
Caucasus just in the XVn-XVIII centuries, and after Turkmenchay Treaty
their mass immigration to the Caucasian lands was started. This is a false
statement on not “record” level. It turns out that “more successes in
horse-breeding in Armenia were achieved in the breeding of those horses
which were used in war”, and “Armenian horse is considered to be one of
all-powerful horses in Asia.” It is notable that this horse was called
“ayrudzi”, that’s “man-horse”, similar to mythological centaurs.
In addition, according to the acknowledgement of Armenian
authors, changes in genofond of Ayrarat breed of horses happened after
next conquest of Armenia and passage of its ownership from one
sovereign to another. Mythological war horse could not help either. But
according to Armenian opuses, there was a benefit and this benefit was “in
breeding of new varieties of Armenian horses.” For example, after
Turk-Seljuk conquest of Armenians, Turks who had “neither caparison for
horses, nor saddle, snaffle handled by simple lariat”, thanks to their “great,
powerful, fast” and “almost wild horses” gave stimulus for origination of
famous Karabakh horses. Or, in the VIII century, when Armenia was
conquered by Arabs, “variety of Majak horses which were bred in
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Vaspurakan and Cappadocia”, this variety was from Arab racers and
Armenian Ayrarat horses. It turns out that, these racing horses were
“racers of imperial house of Ba- gratidy. But in the XTTT century
Tatar-Mongolian invasion was ended by birth of “Gardiman horses, used
in war.”” A variety of “grast” - Armenian pack-horses were bom from
them, so on.
A story on horse-breeding is ended in accordance with end- piece of
Armenian narratives, such as known to readers M. Khorenatsi - about hard
times and certainly enemy images in the name of Turks. It turns out, hard
times for Armenian horse- breeding is connected with Ottoman Turks,
Armenians under the authority of Ottoman Turks could not have a chance
to improve a variety of “paper” horses: “Ottoman legislation forbade
Christians to have horses”, but “improvement of Armenian variety of
horses was continued in East Armenia which was under the heel of the
Safavids.” The most surprising fact is that Karabakh racers were improved
just here, in East Armenia, in the state of Safavids. Then it turns out
Armenians kept and nurtured in Persia Azerbaijani Karabakh horses. But
due to the fault of Turks, “elite varieties of Ayrarat, gardman, and kriakup
horses” were lost. As the saying is, there is no variety and there is no
demand from Armenian horse stock-breeders.
We will not comment all mentioned Armenian absurdities. We will
touch only one - problem of “wonderful and powerful” Armenian horse.
Let see what “Советская Военная Энциклопедия” (“The Soviet Military
Encyclopaedia”, 1974) writes about this cavalry and its history. The
encyclopaedic writes that battle wagons were used until the appearance of
cavalry in the ancient countries. Cavalry was firstly used in Assyria and
Urartu as race of irregular force (the IX century B.C.), then in Persia (the
VI century B.C.) This is confirmed by “Большая Советская
Энциклопедия” (“Great Soviet Encyclopaedia”, 1973), it underlines that
Assyrian troops had begun actively to use cavalry since the IX century
B.C. It is hard to twit the Soviet encyclopaedias about lacking loyalty
towards Armenian “achievements” of the past. Nevertheless there is a
word about Armenian, all the more about the ancient times horses in
neither this nor that encyclopaedia. It is quite natural that there is
information on Tatar horse of Genghis Khan in both encyclopaedias, such
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as “Great Soviet Encyclopaedic” testifies that “in wars Tatar cavalry of
Genghis Khan and his successors differed from Asian feudal states for
their high organization and fighting efficiency (the ХШ-XIV centuries)”,
“...they were good riders, perfectly managed with bows, sword and
lasso,... skilfully manoeuvred in battle field, used false retreats and
ambush, they kept strong reserves for mop-up strike.”
In addition, Armenian mythmaking is so restless that we will show
some new and more “original” absurd statements, created by S.Ayvazian
in his book “История России. Армянский след” (The History of Russia.
Armenian trace”, M. 1998).
According to this author, a famous Armenian horse passed its
baptism of fire in the XVIII century B.C., when Armenians in the image of
the Hyksos conquered ancient Egypt. Furthermore the legendary others,
skilful Hyksos riders, that’s Armenian cavaliers “brought” to Egypt their
Ayrarat horses and as it turns out, that author later “proves” that “Arabian,
Persian, English, Bi- atrian, Akhaltekin and other varieties of horses
were bom thanks to famous Ayrarat horses” (emphasis added.) Like so!
For more convex representation of Armenian absurdity let us remind who
the ancient Hyksos were. In accordance with accepted historical approach
of 1786 B.C. mass of newcomers - the Hyksos came to Egypt, who
conquered and ruled there 200 years. According to the Egyptologists, this
was “a dark period in Egyptian history” (Heinrich Karl Bmgsch “The
history of pharaohs”, translated by G.Vlastov, Spb., 1880). A German
Egyptologist Bmgsch cites to ancient source, more exactly to a historian
Manetho, informs about newcomers that “their nation called the Hyksos,
that’s “shepherd kings.” Nowadays such a strange name “shepherd kings”
is explained so that, the Egyptologists have literally understood the words
of ancient historian Manetho. The Hyksos were nomads, horsemen and
well managed military actions. Buli based on analysis of historical
material came to a conclusion that military nomads were called not the
Hyksos, but “Hikau khasut” which meant “Rulers of desert Uplands.” This
standpoint was supported by a famous scholar V.Avdiev in his “Истории
Древнего Востока” (“The History of Ancient Orient”, M. 1953). They
show that present ethnicon is a Greek distortion of real name. The last one
is confirmed by another ancient historian Titus Flavius Josephus that,
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these were nomad tribes, may be Arabs. Heinrich Karl Bmgsch describes
invasion and conquest of Ancient Egypt by the Hyksos so: “According to
the words ofManetho n certain time wild and barbaric nation who
came from the East flooded the lowlands with their crowds, assailed on
native kings who were in their own towns and conquered all the
country not facing with strong resistance on the part of the Egyptians...
Then they appointed a king among themselves and his name was
“Salatin ” or “Saltis”, also “Silitis”... Finding a town in Setroit
regon... “Avaris”, - he built it, strengthened with pickproof walls and
brought therein 240,000 heavy armed soldiers who were obliged to
arrange its horizon” (emphasis added). According to Brugsch, a
country from which the Hyksos had come was sounded differently in
various languages, namely Syria, Rutennu of the East, Asher and
Menti, but Rutennu of the East was the most ancient among them
(emphasis added). Here is the first 6 names of the Hyksos kings
according to Brugsch: “Salads”, “Bnon” or “Ba- non” or “Beon”,
“Apakhnan”, “Aphobis”, “Annas” and “Asef or “Aset” (emphasis
added). Particularly, Z.Ragozina in her book “Древнейший Египет”
(“Ancient Egypt”) writes: “The Egyptians had nothing to thank to Asian
newcomers [the Hyksos], But they gave invaluable present to Egypt:
they brought there a horse. Until their coming, a king of domestic
animals was not known in the valley of the Nile...” (emphasis added).
Taking into consideration that the Hyksos governance in Egypt is enough
dark period, Armenians decided to declare themselves the Hyksos, a
nation not only conquered Egypt, but also presented a horse to them,
because “Armenians were famous horse-breeders in Asia.” Moreover,
according to Bmgsch, the names of Hyksos kings which were inscribed on
their own monuments (statues, sphinxes, so on) or on the monuments of
ancient Egyptian kings were erased and “to read them on remained traces
was very difficult.” Naturally, we could not confirm that this was done by
Armenians, but dear readers, you have information about the practice of
Armenians on deleting of Albanian inscriptions. In a word, foundation for
the falsification was prepared and this was used by Armenians. It must be
noted that it is quite understandable. The fact is that S. Ayvazian
occasionally declared Armenians the descendants of Hittites.
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A state of Hittites was a powerful state in Asia Minor (Anatolia)
existing during the XVII-XII centuries B.C., this state competed with
Ancient Egypt and even in diplomatic correspondence with Egyptian
kings they kept firm tone of their strong point. The civilization of Hittites
was considered to be more developed and they could melt iron, had their
own alphabet and calendar, and also had good troops consisting of military
waggons and heavy armed infantry. According to unscrambled Hittite
letter by Czech scholar Grozny, there is an evidence in Hittite texts that the
Hittite army set out up to 2,500 military wagons in the confrontation with
Egypt. The Hittite state differed for its multi-nationality and there were
nations - immigrants from North Syria speaking Semitic dialects together
with the Hittites. S.Ayvazian lays hands on all Hittite civilization
alongside with military Hittite waggons. Notwithstanding, armed
confrontations described in Hittite texts with Egypt took place later 1,500
years after invasion of the Hyk- sos to Egypt, but it is important for
Ayvazian that Armenians were both the Hittites and Hyksos, who were
civil and martial population of Asia Minor, who conquered Egypt, ruled
over them and left Ayrarat horses which were domesticated in its time by
them as memory about themselves.
Now we cite opinion of Egyptologist Brugsch, who in his time
debunked possibilities of such pretensions, including Armenian
“Armenian - Hyksos - Hittite” absurdities: “At the moment we strongly
point to the complete identity of the Hyksos names of the story of Manetho
with the above Egyptian compound word “hook-Schaus”, i.e “king of the
Arabs”, or “king of the Shepherds.” Besides, let us note that quite such
compound word is in the tomb hall of Khnurnhotep in Beni Hasan, this is
“Gak- Abisha”- “King Abisha.” But we are not going to confirm that a
word “gak-shaus” was taken by foreign invaders as a tide. Maybe, even
probably that the Egyptians drove out their oppressors of Semitic origin,
by this contemptuous expression impressed those kings who during their
governance considered themselves legal kings of Egypt.”
Undoubtedly, history about the Hyksos in reality is not simple, and
because of it, there are many different versions about the origin of the
Hyksos in the academic world, we highlight again in academic world, not
in Armenian smithy of absurdities. For instance, according to one version,
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the Hyksos were primary Jews, that part of them who stayed in ancient
Egypt after deportation of the Hyksos was subject to dislike of Egyptians
until their final outcome headed by Moses. So non-acceptance of the
Hyksos explains the further unfriendliness to the Jews. According to
another version, prepared by famous Russian scholar N.Morozov in his
book “Christ”, “Hyksos pasters” - preachers of monotheism are meant
under “Hyksos shepherds.” By developing this conception, a school of
Academician A.Fomenko supposes in the book “New chronology” that,
representatives of Turco-Russia or Russia- Horde must be understood by
the Hyksos, but invasion of the Hyksos to the Ancient Egypt is “Great
Tatar-Mongolian invasion” (G.V.Nosovsky, A.T.Fomenko “Империя”
(“Empire”), M. 2003, also “Русь и Рим” (“Russia and Rome”), M. 2001,
book 3). As a starting point to substantiate the hypothesis, the school of
Fomenko takes agreement of opinion of Egyptologists that the Hyksos
came from the East. There is also used an indication of H.Brugsch that
they were from Ruthenia. Ruthenia is the old historical name of the
territory of Russia. We ask dear readers to pay attention that above we
have identified the names of Hyksos kings and the name of a city built by
newcomers - the capital Avaris. So, according to A.Fomenko and others
and in accordance with the “Энциклопедическим словарем”
(“Encyclopaedic Dictionary” 1985) “avars” (more correctly, "abars") was
a tribal union of Turkish language speaking tribes. For example, it is
possible to mention “Avar Kaganate” established by Turks in the VI
century on the banks of Danube. Therefore, according to A.Fomenko and
others, only Turks could call Avaris as their capital, using ethnicon “avar”
of one of their tribes. Further, if we follow H.Brugsch, well-known
Egyptologists Rouget, Mariette, Louth “considered Avaris identical with
Tanis.” Tanis or “Tanais” - this is Don. But the Don Cossacks, as it is
known, spoke Turkic language till the XVIII century and were from the
Turkic entities. Many chroniclers of the past, namely Mavro Qr- bini, to
whom we referred in the previous chapters, Fallmerayer and others
associated the Slavs with the Turks (Huns and Avars). So, for example, M.
Qrbini in his book “О расширении народа славянского” (“On the
extension of the Slavic people”) writes that “the king Agilulf declared war
on the Romans ... and came with an army from Mil (Milan), requested help
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from the Haga- nah, the Avar emperor which he sent an army of Slavs to
him.” Or “the Slavs, to inaugurate the alliance with the Huns and
Avars, came to the lands of the Greek kingdom" (emphasis added).
Finally, here is an interpretation of A.Fomenko and his followers of the
names of Hyksos kings, these names were shown above by us:
“Salatis” - “Sultan”
“Bnon” or “Banon” or “Beon” - “Boyan”
“Apakhan” - “Ala-khan”
“Afobis” - “Apofis”
“Annas” or “Ianas” -“loan”
“Asef ’ or “Aset” - “Asaf ’
It should be emphasized that, according to school of Fomenko and
not only these scientists, many of the Egyptian hiero- glyphs-writings are
not always correctly translated. For example, the name of “Huni” is
translated by H.Brugsch as “chopping”, but Fomenko thinks that it must
be read as “Hun”, the name of the father of Queen Nubhas when referring
to him was given as a nickname, and according to A. Fomenko must be as
“baba” (“Papa” - “father”)- Similarly, according to his opinion, the
country “Sabiri” should be “Siberia”, and the name of the people “kazn”
must be read as “gas-guz”, “Guts” or “Cossack”, etc. It should be noted
also that the famous “Jafar tarikhi” ( “History of Jafar”), which is the sole
source of Turko-Bulgarian history, tells about the conquest of Egypt.
Let us quote: “... Some of the Turks with the sample of Oghuz and
managed by the spirit of Samari went to the West, and conquered Balkans,
Asia Minor, northern Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Palestine, South
Caucasus and Western Iran.” Here in memory of the Holy Spirit Samari
they created the State of Samar (Sumer), and constructed the pyramids in
Egypt.” So, dear readers, we would allow to make only a brief outline of
the views in the academic world in relation to the origin of the Hyksos. It
was done solely to illustrate the absurd ideas of S. Ayvazian, lacking even
in pseudo-science.
Let us add a few more lines to above-mentioned connected with our
Baku. For your information we would like to say how an English
Egyptologist Hinders Petrie described the antiquity of our native Baku in
the “Origins of “the Book of the Dead” (Review “Ancient Egypt”, July
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1926, Part П), which was subsequently concerned in the article of
Meshaninov “Египет и Кавказ” (“Egypt and the Caucasus”, Baku, 1927).
The distinguished Egyptologist proved that the name of “Baku” is an
identical to the name of “Bakhau”, which was mentioned in ancient
Egyptian mythology "The Book of the Dead" and these ancient texts dated
back to the П1 millennium B.C. Main idea of Flinders came to the fact that
the roots of Egyptian mythology must be found here in the Caucasus, on
the Absheron Peninsula. According to Flinders, “Bakhau” is a great
mountain on which the sun rises, and the “baka” - “the dawn”is the same
Baku located on the eastern lands of the Great Caucasus mountain range.
There are excavated material evidences linking Azerbaijan with Egypt,
such an archaeological find - a bronze statuette of the Egyptian goddess
Baet with a head of cat (Chovdar region), beads from blue Egyptian paste
(Mingachevir, Khojaly, Khanlar), dated the II millennium B.C. There
were also found Egyptian eyes (Yaloylu Tepe, Mingachevir), scarabs statue of man without a head from the same place, etc.
In short, according to Hinders, the first people came to Egypt from
Baku, from the Absheron Peninsula ... This is confirmed by ancient
Egyptian papyruses from 471 and 446 B.C., which also describe the
coming of people from the west coast of the Caspian Sea, the natives of
Azerbaijan - representatives of the Caspian tribes who appeared in
Ancient Egypt. Dear readers! As you noticed, we have witnessed a variety
of Armenian absurdities, anyway connected with the search for
“arguments” to justify “the outstanding traditions of Armenians in horsebreeding” and passing decisions and other issues of the series “seem but
not to be in reality.” We have repeatedly emphasized, and as it arises from
the content of the absurd allegations outlined above, that absurdities
permanently built “on account and at the expense of others.” So, “the
crown of the Armenian tradition of horse breeding” is the final absurdity
of this chain of the Arme- nian-racer absurdities. The question will be that
the Armenians have recently released a postage stamp, which recorded
their horse-breeding “traditions” and, naturally a horse - Karabakh horse
was shown on the stamp... This Karabakh horse - Elyetmez belonged to
Khurshud Banu Natavan, the remarkable poet of Azerbaijan from
Karabakh, whose husband was Hasan Bey Us- miyev. Stallion Elyetmez
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just was bred in the stud of H.Usmiyev. Dear readers, you can verify this
yourselves by comparing the photograph of stallion Elyetmezof the tsarist
times with today’s stamp of Armenia with the same image. The photos of
that time are preserved, since Elyetmez won a prize in 1867 in the AllRussia Exhibition and there is a title under his photo: “Stallion Elyetmez
from the stud of Princess Usmiyeva.”
Azerbaijan issued stamps devoted to the Azerbaijani horses at the
beginning of 1990-ies, and sent a few pictures of these horses for printing
of stamps, which at the present time, have already entered the International
Postal Organization. Falsification done by Armenians is still on a
previously shown “justification” about Armenian origin of Karabakh
horses. Armenians do not hide that the stamps devoted to the Karabakh
horses were released after Azerbaijan.
Above we gave examples of Armenian horse-breeding
myth-making and as dear readers understand, the Armenians have no
relation to the nurture of horse breeds in general and all the more of the
Karabakh horse in particular. Therefore confine ourselves to briefly
review of the history connected with the Karabakh horses. But let us start
with the story of which we have already talked. Namely, with numerous
sculptures of the “Dash At” (“Stone-horse”) which was found in the
territory of Azerbaijan, and which was persistently stolen by Armenians
from us. Along with the “Dash-Goch” (“Stone Ram”), these were the most
frequently met tomb sculptures on the graves named by the Azerbaijani
people as “Oghuz gebirleri” (“Oghuz graves”). Establishment of the stone
figures of a horse and a ram on the ancient tombs of Oghuz was associated
with their burial rites and was an evidence of enormous reverence to the
image of a horse, which is essentially a kind of cult.
Turkestan Turks had a similar ritual. Even “Journey of Ibn Fadlan
on the Volga” notes, head, skin, legs and tail of a horse were stretched on
the special stands on the grave of deceased, assuming that just so “the
deceased will go to heaven.” Horsemen with sword or scenes of hunt were
often inscribed on the ancient gravestones found in the territory of
Azerbaijan. The skeletons of horses, some horse burials and numerous
items of horse jewellery (harness, bronze hooks) were found in cemeteries
of earlier period, just of the middle and late Bronze Age. For example, the
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bones of a horse in Kultepe (Nakhichevan) were found in the second and
third layers of the excavation, except that the bones of the third layer were
of already domesticated horse. The skeletons of horses and horse team
items found in other tombs of Azerbaijan, particularly in Karabakh, near
Khanlar, and horse totems, as the custom of that time discovered during
excavations in the Nakhichevan , Karabakh, Mingechevir, Ganja, etc. But,
remains of horses found in Mugham plain during excavations are
considered the oldest ones and they allow saying that Azerbaijan is one of
the regions where the horses were domesticated, and our ancestors are
among the founders of the world horse-breeding. All these date back to the
II Millennium B.C. It is no coincidence, dear readers, horses are bred
there, where there are particularly reverent attitude toward them, which is
reserved not only in tangible archaeological evidences, but that is no less
important in memory and ethnic traditions. Our folklore and our literature
are these kind of evidences along with the rock drawings of Gobustan. The
horses are the first property of knight-hero in the epic “Dede Gorgut”, a
wonderful image of a horse Gyrat was shown in “Koroghlu”, who
devotedly loves his owner. In other Azerbaijani dastans cult of the horse
goes back to the mythic roots of the consecrated fire and the sea. There are
many proverbs and sayings about a horse - “a horse is known for
behaviour, a brave man - for bearing”, “a brave man is that person who fell
from his horse, will be able to ride it again” and much more. Ethnic
ancestors of Azerbaijanis - Oghuzs were bom on the horses, lived on them
all their life and died on the horses. In short, the horse is one of the assets
of Azerbaijan, a notion which is not separated from the recent past of the
Azerbaijani existence.
Azerbaijan horses, in accordance with state formation in the
territory of Azerbaijan are named both as nisey and the Median, and
eventually, in the Middle Ages became famous as Karabakh horses. They
have attained military glory since the ancient times. As the famous
scientist I. Dyakonov writes, horse-breeding, and a light chariot began to
spread in areas adjoining to Urmia no later than the end of the IE
millennium. Nisey plain to the west of the Caspian Sea and areas adjoining
to Urmia were directly related to the historical territories of Azerbaijan.
Every year not less than 20,000 chosen horses were sent to the stables of
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the rulers. Just these horses making principal wounding power of the
Median troops (waggons and horsemen) in the VI-V centuries B.C.
allowed Median kingdom to crush the power of Assyria, Urartu, and to
achieve the subjugation of the Mannaeans. Cavaliers and waggons were
the shock of military force in Atropatene, separated from the Medes.
Found material evidences during excavations showed that there were 2,
and/or 3 warriors in military teams and waggons had 6 jagged wheels.
According to Caterino Zeno, in the Middle Ages Azeri ruler Uzun
Hasan could put in his army at least 300,000 horsemen, and if needed even
more. It is no accidental that Azerbaijani Safavids forbidded the export of
horses outside the state.
So, dear readers, until the XX century the most beautiful and noble
breed of the Caucasus considered Karabakh horse, which has common
roots with the Arab and Akhalteke breeds. Karabakh breed in Karabakh in the homeland was called Keglan. Beys and princes rode on these horses,
they were valued in the entire South Caucasus, in Asia Minor, Persia and
Russia, and they often were used as gifts or spoils of war under the name
of Persian horses. This breed is one of the oldest in the world, it is small in
stature, and it has beautifully planted head, beautiful golden - chestnut
colour and well-developed musculature. Being the pride of Karabakh
khans during many centuries, this breed of horses had exceptional
endurance and loyalty to an owner, and it was irreplaceable on the
mountain roads. This horse was under Tsar Nicholas I, and in 1956 a horse
named “Zaman” was presented as a gift to Queen of England by the Soviet
government. Stallion named “Khan” - a beautiful golden-red horse
conquered the French salons, and even Parisian women of fashion painted
their hair like paint of the horse. The horse was presented at the Paris
International Exhibition in 1867 and was awarded a silver medal. In short,
Karabakh horses had only golden-red paint, for which they were often
called “sarilar” (“yellow”) There was also a unique paint “narinj”
(“carrot”), differed with the golden paint by brown tail and crest.
Karabakh horses played the same role in the whole Caucasus as the
British blooded horse in Europe. “Karabakh horses” have given birth to
another breed of Azerbaijan “Dilbaz” horses, they were used in the
nurturing of the Karabakh horses, but most of all the blood of “Keglan” is
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felt in the breed of Don. The fact about the quality of this breed is that in
1823 the British bought 60 horses from the Karabakh Khan -Mehdi Gulu
Khan for big money. In 1866, 1869, 1897 Karabakh horses were
commendably presented at international exhibitions and were awarded
gold and silver medals.
In All-Russian Exhibition of 1869 the Karabakh stallions were
awarded high prizes - “Meymun” awarded a silver medal, “Tolcmak” bronze and golden-red “Elyetmez”, the photo of which was
misappropriated by the Armenians was not only marked by a special
certificate of merit, but also appointed a breeder of stud farms in Russia.
The ancient traditions of horse breeding are developed in Azerbaijan at
present. There are two studs and two horse ranches in Azerbaijan.
According to statistics, there are 65,000 horses in Azerbaijan, 20%
of them are Karabakh horses and up to 15% are Dilbaz breed, and the rest
are the mixed bred or types and they are at the stage of formation. Of
course, Karabakh horses “Kohlen” decorate the Azerbaijani herds of
horses. “Elyetmez” was such a “Kohlen” horse, which was stolen by the
Armenians, putting his image on their postage stamp. So, dear readers,
here is a summary of the Azerbaijani horses against the backdrop of “the
ancient Armenian tradition of horse breeding”, when the Karabakh racers
were grown in Iran by Armenians.
We conclude “Absurdity on Armenian horses” and conclude it not
entirely usual. We cite three quotations, two of which belong to the
Armenian sources, that you, dear readers, can define: where and when
they bred Armenian horses, and especially their Karabakh breed.
Simeon Lehatsi, an Armenian historian of the XVII century: “...
From Moldova to Istanbul, from Romelia to the Great Venice there is no
city, village, country, wherever there is not an Armenian. Alike dust, we
spread on the Earth.”
B.Ishkhanian in the publication of “the Peoples of the Caucasus”
(1916) writes: “Armenians living in Karabakh are partly Aborigines - the
descendants of the ancient Albanians, and partly are refugees from Turkey
and Iran, for whom the Azerbaijani land became a shelter from purseit and
persecution.”
S. Zelentsov, a Russian scientist in the XIX century writes:
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"Culture of the local Christian population in Karabakh and
Armenians, resettled here later, differ sharply from each other by all
the components. The local Christian population, not understanding the
language of the Armenians - emigrants, differed from them even by
clothes” (emphasis added).

§ 13. Absurdity about “marine” Armenians
Dear readers! We continue Chapter “Theatre of Absurdities.”
Armenian smithy of absurdities pursue very specific goals - territorial
claims on the neighbors, combined with claims on cultural-historical and
intellectual property that does not belong to the Armenians. Like the lies,
which bom the next lie, every Armenian absurdity gives a birth to a new
one and a principle of bifurcation preached by the Armenians is deepened
more and more.
Absurd, about which we are going to talk, has its own history.
We’re going to narrate that the Armenians now pompously called “Coastal
Armenia”, and even “Marine Armenia”, meaning hereunder area of the
resettlement of so-called Crimean Armenians. First, we shall refer to the
article of T.Manucharian in the magazine “Surb Khach” of the Crimean
Armenian society. This article asserts that ‘the first relations of the
Armenians with the Crimea have been known since the time of Tigran the
Great and Mithridates of Pontus. This is the II-I -millenniums B.C.” As
expected, the first phrase goes from the factitious episodes of “The
History of Armenia’, “the period of Tigran governance in mythic “Greater
Armenia.” Next phrase, no yielding to the earlier invention, informs that
“later in the V-VI centuries A.D. Byzantine Emperors of Armenian origin
placed Armenian military troops in the distant outskirts of their empire,
including in the Crimea.” Even if we assume that this was done by the
Byzantine Emperors of Armenian origin, and who are they - the
Armenians, the rulers of the Second Rome? If you try to accept and to take
into account that due to certain circumstances, origin of children bom from
the Byzantine emperors and their Armenian wives or concubines,
genetically was determined by Armenians maternally, it remains unclear
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why just these emperors placed their troops here. However, this is only the
beginning, as further it is noted that “in the XI century after the invasion of
the Seljuk Turks to Armenia, Armenians emigrated in the Crimea for
permanent residence.” They settled “in the mountainous south-eastern
Crimea: Cafe (Theodosia), Sudak, later in the city founded by Tatars Kyrym (Staryi Krym).” It is unclear what kind of “Armenia” can you talk
about if there was not an Armenian statehood, and therefore, the Seljuks
invaded and conquered the territory of any other state, but not Armenia.
We ask dear readers to remember these introductory stories of
Armenians, as the opportunity will be given to compare them with
historical researches on the given subject, bom out of “Armenian smithy
of absurdities.” Now let us appeal to other Armenian authors O.
Gabrielian, T. Sarksian and their article “Crimean Armenians.” Here in
addition to the previously cited stories we can find out that the settlement
of Armenians in the Crimea in the I century B.C. was stimulated by kin
relations of Tigran with Mithridates VI Eupator. In addition, according to
the authors, “There are reliable information on the living of Armenians on
the peninsula, dating from the period when Armenia was under the power
of the Arab Caliphate (the VII century), and when oppression and
excessive presses caused the emigration of Armenians
from their own country.” Here, dear readers, we involuntarily start
thinking not only of the fact if there is “Armenia” in the list of the
countries conquered by Arab rulers. Then you begin to remember both the
destruction of the Albanian Catholicos and transferring it to the Armenian
Catholicos subjugation because of Pharisaic complaints - denunciation of
the Armenian clergy to the caliph and much more (see previous sections).
The surprising fact here is this that the Armenians because of the lack of
not only political, but also sustainable geographical concept of “Armenia”
usually write “The History of the Armenian people.” For example, a
textbook of 1951 of the same name and published many times or the
educational aid of 1980 for high schools. Or even there is a story as
‘Descendants of Khay” (G. Sarksian, K. Khu- daverdian, K. Yuzbashian,
Yerevan, 1998), but there is not “the History of Armenia.” Substitution of
the history of the country and the ethnic history are caused not only by the
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lack of statehood in the past. This is a methodological procedure that
allows to describe the history of the transit movement territories of
Armenians. In short, it is for inclusion the geographical places into the
history, where the Armenian ethnos migrated and settled. This is the
history of “landless and at the same time claiming on any lands of the
people”, hereof the variety of false names such as “Western Armenia”,
“Eastern Armenia”, “Maritime Armenia”, etc. The history of allochthons descendants of alien ethnic group has been written so. Thus it has not been
written by the descendants of aborigines, the native inhabitants. Because
they strongly know that their historical homeland is the same area which is
presently inhabited by ethnic group, and where their ancestors always
lived. Because, dear readers, there is “The History of Azerbaijan”, as well
as “The History of Georgia” - the autochthonous inhabitants of the South
Caucasus. However, this is by the way.
So, as always, the epistolary of Armenian-Crimean epic built on historical
phantoms is reached to its crown by S. Ay- vazian in his essay “The
History of Russia. Armenian trace”, which is already familiar to readers
because of inexhaustible ingenuity of its author. This author writes that
“the Crimean peninsula in the Middle Ages was called “Marine
Armenia. ” In the XI- XV centuries main population of Crimea were
Armenians. Armenians founded cities here and one of them is Odessa”
(emphasis added). So Crimea (Gyrym), the etymology of which is
generally accepted by Turkism is “amputation”, “breakaway” and this was
immediately questioned by S. Ayvazian through fraudulent facts. It turns
out that just the Armenians “founded here the first Christian churchs, on
the site of one of them located in the southern part of Odessa was built an
Armenian Christian church, where Minas Bzhshkyants found a book with
the Armenian letters in the VII century B.C.” Judging by the narrative of
the author of quoted research, this book was taken from ransacked
Egyptian pyramid - the burial and inducted to its lawful possession - to
Odessa Armenian church. Here the surprising fact is that these letters were
recorded more than a thousand years before doubtful alphabet of Mesrob
Mashtots. Even if we assume the existence of such letters not leaving the
assurance that they were read many years earlier, when the same Ayvazian
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read from left to right the letters with Arabic text, and announced them of
Armenian origin even from the XVIII century B.C. This is equally likely
that this “leather book” is akin to piece of timber - “from the wreckage” of
the legendary Noah's ark.
Here we would like to digress and to cite great thoughts of
outstanding historian and geographer, the founder of ethnology L.
Gumilev. He writes: “There is such an aphorism: “Who owns present owns the past, who owns the past - owns the future.” A terrible aphorism,
if you think about it, especially its use in practice is terrible. Cause and
results change their places, and the history becomes common, in the
amount of examples of which anything can be justified... often a myth is
introduced into the history, but a myth this is a fiction, worse than a lie. We
are forced to study not the actual story, not a fact, but its mythical
understanding. History ... begins to carry disinformation ... Sometimes
direct presentation is required from the history - trying to get a moral
benefit, then the material claims, national ambitions are based on the same
history... All the mythological nonsense, preconception and qualitative
assessment should be thrown from it (history).”
Dear readers, please agree with it, these words sound very actually
in the context of today’s presentation of history by the Armenians.
Now let us to refer to scientific researches in this sphere. It is
historically known that Armenian settlements of Crimea were more
populous in the XIII-XIV centuries. Ukrainian historians point out that
the first period of migration of Armenians to the Crimea should be
dated the XI-XIII centuries. This was the time of the Byzantine
governance in the Crimean peninsula (emphasis added). We emphasize
that, a saying “Armenians” refers to persons professing the
Armenian-Gregorian. This is testified by an official document of the
Crimean Ethnographic Museum, according to which “by virtue of
historical circumstances of the Middle Ages, the Crimea became the
second homeland of Armenian immigrants. Since the X-XI centuries,
Armenians penetrated to the peninsula in large masses, in south-eastern
parts of Crimea there were large colonies, the centre of which was the city
of Caffa.” As expected, a mythical exploration of the Crimea by
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Armenians before Christ is merely a typical Armenian absurd. However,
the issue is not completed by this. According to the sources, the first
settlers called themselves “ermeniler”" rather than “khay”, their
language was called “hypchak tili”, “Tatar” or “Bizim Til”, but in
everyday life, and even in a church service they used exclusively Turkic
language of the Crimean Turks - ancient inhabitants of the peninsula,
such as the Crimean Tatars, Krymchaks, Karaites, they called in
Turkic “kardesh” (brother) or “din ayri kardesh” (brother whose
religion is differ) (emphasis added). Of course, dear readers, the question
arises: just who were those migrants speaking Turkish and identifying
themselves with the Turks, native bearers, but confessors of the
Armenian-Gregorian? Here we are approaching the culmination point of
the Armenian absurdity. The fact is that as agreed to speak abount these
persons, “Armenian-Kipchaks” settled not only in the Crimea. But also in
Ukraine, Poland, Moldova, and Romania: there were places of their
compact residence in these territories. In their sources the
Armenian-Kipchaks indicate that their relocation to these regions from the
Crimea happened somewhere in the X- XTTT centuries. It is no
coincidence that their centre was the city of Caffa (present Feodosiya).
“Caffa” in Turkic means “head”, “skull”, and the hilly terrain chosen by
settlers on the topography was similar to the head served as the basis for its
name. Apparently, it should be explained how the Turks could accept the
Armenian-Gregorian faith. Turkic belief in monotheism - in Tengri is
well-known. Tengriism - faith, professed by the Turks - kip- chaks initially
is from here. It gave them the power not less than the power of their
weapons. Does Tengriism have any relation to Christianity, especially to
early Christianity? Today, dear readers, there are many researches which
connect Tengriism with early Christianity. Of course, monotheism is the
general principle which they have in common. As to Christianity,
according to the official doctrine of the cradle of European Christianity is
Rome. The basis of this is the same Catholic concept, by virtue of which
the first leader of the church in Rome was Apostle Peter. Catholicism
believes that the apostle Peter headed a cohort of 12 apostles. Both
Orthodox and Protestants did not agree with this, assuming that there are
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no official church documents confirming the headship of Apostle Peter
over the others.
Moreover, it is known that the head of the Christian community was
recognized by Emperor Theodosius in Rome in 380. In the IV century AD,
Christianity had been recognized in the Byzantine Empire. In short, the IV
century is a century of “documentary” Christianity. So, Christianity began
with the fact that the early community followed that part of Bible, which
was formalized pro vita of Christ, and which is preached by Jesus Christ.
The early Christians rejected now considered essential dogmas of
Christianity, such as the Deity of Christ, Trinity. This was the beginning of
a future split. According to many researchers, these dogmas appeared later
- in the process of formation of Christianity. For example, 433 AD divided
into parts Monophysitism in Christianity, which denied two natures of
Christ - God and man, severalty of their existence. Monophysites argued
that both beginnings of Christ united with the divine absorption of his
human beginning. Therefore, Christ is not a God-man, but a God. But after
Council of Chalcedon in 451, Monophysitism which had approved the
doctrine on two natures of Christ was condemned as a heresy.
Consequently, the diophysitism prevailed - recognition of the dual
beginning of Christ, which is at present followed both by Orthodoxy,
Catholicism and Protestantism. Monophysites are Armenian, Jacobite (in
Syria) and the Coptic Churches.
Why do we stop here? The fact is that namely Monophysitism,
being conservative and attracted to early Christianity was sufficiently
close to the Turkic faith - Tengri, God the Father, the creator of all things.
A Turkic God was one and it is distinguished Turks from the neighbours,
and they started to believe in him if to follow the Chinese sources,
somewhere in the V century B.C. Probably, therefore a German scholar G.
Derfer considered that Tengriism is “one of the first monotheistic religions
of mankind, if not the first one.” As it is known, dear readers, traces of
Turkic Kipchaks in the Caucasus are very much. They also recognized the
rights of the son of Tengri Khan in Christ, passed into Christianity
confessing its Monophysite branch.
So, dear readers, “Armenian-kipchaks” existed in Eastern Europe,
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in south-eastern Russia and in Ukraine. The kipchaks - Turks of the
Caucasus, Anatolia, and the Crimea eventually became Christians. They
were native bearers of the Turkic language, Turkic traditions, Turkic
folklore, and only in the church life they followed Christianity. Traces of
the Christian Turks could be found in the cities of Gold Horde on the
Volga and in the Issyk-Kul in Kyrgyzstan. Kipchak monastery
Kipchakveng under the aegis of the Albanian Apostolic Church had been
in the territory of historical Azerbaijan since the IX century. Subsequently,
it was handed over by the tsarist authorities to the Armenian Church after
the violent armenization of Albans-Gregorians, that’s after the liquidation
of the Albanian church.
In Crimea, the same Armenian-Kipchaks had densely populated
colonies already in the Middle Ages. As we have noted, the Turks, whose
religion was Christianity, came to these regions beginning with the X-XIII
centuries. So, for example, people of Kagyzman (Anatolia, Turkey) in a
settlement “Nakhichevan ” have long since called themselves as
“ermeniler.” The Greeks and Hayas, professing Gregorian faith lived here
besides the Turks. They were sent to the Crimea in the XI century, after the
conquest of Anatolia by the Seljuk Turks. Armenian-Kipchaks entrenched
in the Crimea, contributed to mass displacement of ethnic Armenians of
the Caucasus and Turkey in the XIV-XV centuries. A new wave of
immigrants ran from the lands conquered by the Turks- the Seljuks. This
wave was adopted as the first settlers of the Armenian-Kipchaks. As it is
known, from the second half of the XV century and in the second half of
the XVIII century the Crimea was a part of the Ottoman Empire. Then not
only Turkic, but also Armenian culture flourished here. Upon completion
of Russian-Turkish war in 1778 the mass eviction of the Kipchaks from
Crimea started, and besides it must be especially emphasized that not only
Muslim Turks, but also those who professed the Gregorian were evicted. If
to follow the orders of Field Marshal Rumyantsev, all these were done “to
ensure their safe living.” However, the fact was that the Turks of the
Crimean Khanate, regardless of confession, were loyal to the Ottoman
Turks. So, motivating also by the necessity of reclamation and settle- ment
of lands of Novorossiya, Empress Catherine the Great “invited Christians
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to settle in the Crimea within Russia.” This forcedly-voluntary
resettlement was accompanied by forcible baptism in the Armenian
Gregorian Christianity of those Turks who did not profess the faith of
Christ. All these were led the Armenian Bishop Joseph Argutinsky, he is
Hovsep Arghutian, who was a head of the eparchy of Russian Armenians.
In 1979, the gift deed chart was signed for colonists at the mouth of the
Don River. So the Armenian-Kipchaks appeared near the Azov Sea and
Rostov-on-Don. When later they were allowed to return to the Crimea, but
the Kipchaks who wanted to return their homelands were prohibited,
instead the return of ethnic Armenians were encouraged. A town New
Nakhichevan was founded by Armenian-Kipchaks in memory of the
Anatolian Nakhichevan , not of Nakhichevan on the Araks River, in what
the current Armenians are trying to convince all.
Dear readers, that is brief historical information on the
Turks-Kipchaks, the followers of the Gregorian faith and who were the
first settlers on the Crimean peninsula.
Now let us raise the question having the greatest relevance to the
described absurdity. How can be properly called the expulsion of more
than 12,500 Kipchaks from the Crimea, according to the official site of
Rostov and who were not allowed to come back - Armenian-Kipchaks or
Gregorian Turks? In essence, the answer to this question means, whether
ethnic Armenians were first colonists of the Crimea, who being in the
Turkic ethnic and linguistic environment of the Crimea, adopted the
Turkic language, customs, and many elements of culture. Or these ethnic
Turks, professing Armenian-Gregorian faith, developed in the Crimea
their Turkic culture, customs, music, and continued to speak their own
Turkic language.
The essence of the Armenian absurd comes down to in order to
“prove” that Armenians driven by the Seljuk Turks, Mongols, and Tatars
have lost their native speech, took Turkic customs, in short, culturally
assimilated with Turks. But most importantly, the Armenians have
preserved their religion. As readers understand, this means that those who
profess the Armenian-Gregorian religion are necessarily ethnic
Armenians. The handwriting is familiar, because by such an approach they
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“proved” “the Armenian origin of the Albanians” and “armenianized”
Caucasian Albania and all of its tangible and intangible culture. Hence is
the desperate defence of this thesis - the propaganda of the Armenian-Kipchaks as originally ethnic Armenians, including among ethnic
Turks of Kazakhstan. But the fact is that the ethnic Armenians, who
presently continue to replenish the Crimea, the Azov Sea area and
Rostov-on-Don, go on borrowing folk, literature, and music of the
Armenian-Kipchaks or Gregorian Turks, and contribute their mite to the
tradition on misappropriation of Turkic cultural heritage. But this is not
all. Such absurdity of eth- nically-Armenian origin of the Gregorian Turks
(Armenian Kipchaks) “gives access” not only to nonsense such as
“Marine Armenia” or “Maritime Armenia”, but also to announcement and
declaration of all the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of the
Armenian-Kipchaks as Armenian ones. Armenians understand well that,
otherwise, access to misappropriation of foreign cultural traditions and
intellectual property is closed. The cultural traditions of Gregorian Turkic
Kipchaks are extremely rich. We’ll tell you below what they represent.
This is a remarkable statement from the book “How is the story told to the
children in different countries of the world” of famous French historian
Marc Ferro: “...Armenia, which has suffered defeat many times, willingly
exalts her story, gives it a bright image of martyrdom.”
The essence of the previously outlined was to ensure that the
Armenians as ancient inhabitants of the Crimea, that fit the Crimea to
name Marine Armenia.” This nonsense is based on another one Armenians desperately defend the thesis on ethnic Armenian origin of the
“Armenian-Kipchaks.” At the same time, this ethnic group, called
themselves “ermeniler” and their language - “Tatar”, “bizim til” or
“Kipchak tili” and identified themselves culturally with the
Turks-Kipchaks and other Turkic ethnic groups in the Crimea, and they
were Kipchaks who accepted Christianity in its Gregorian version. It turns
out that Kozma Prutkov is right when he says: “if on the elephant’s cage is
written - the buffalo, do not believe in your eyes.” So do us. Because, as
the great scholar L. Gumilev writes: “The trouble begins when the study
of history is based on nonexistent facts. Such mythmaking in our age is
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not the mythmaking in time of Hesiod. Hesiod told, let us say, a myth of
the cosmos - it was a parable, if you will - philosophy. But the Greeks
were not based on myth, like the fact...” (emphasis added) (L. Gumilev,
“Чтобы свеча не погасла” (“That the candle is not extinguished”), M.,
Iris Press, 2002).
But the Armenians are based on. Again, following L. Gumilev, in
exclusion of “innumerable evils originating from preconceptions and
passing errors..,. to refute the false proposition, it is necessary to open
its roots, often painful and long-standing roots.” (emphasis added).
“Armenian-Kipchaks” or “Gregorian Turks” wrote in the Kipchak
language but in Armenian alphabet. All of their tangible and intangible
cultural heritage may be “freely misappropriated by the Armenians, by
virtue of their assertion that the origin of this group was the ethnic
Armenians and along with it, the samples of culture of the Kipchaks were
destroyed which had been left in the Crimea with inscriptions in
non-Armenian letters.” So along with the earlier told history of the
appearance of Gregorian Turks on the Crimean peninsula, and then return
of ethnic Armenians and Orthodox Armenians here, numerous measures
were taken to eliminate traces of first Turkic settlers of the Crimea. The
monuments were collapsed, mosques were destroyed, and the inscriptions
on the objects of tangible culture were erased. In short, all these were
happened with the Albanian tangible and intangible cultural heritage.
Ukrainian historian D. Nikolaenko writes all about these: “The
Armenians, Bulgarians, Greeks are destroying the old-Crimean
antiquities. Namely they do this basic work on destruction of the
information of the past... old Crimea is robbed. The Armenians do what
they want... There are not Crimean Tatars. They just bring the old
Muslim monuments, grave obelisks to Uzbek mosques to save them
from looting ...” (emphasis added).
In order to absurdity with “Marine Armenia” should be obvious, let
us briefly touch on the ethnic history of the Crimea, until the coming of the
Kipchaks here. The Crimea is one of the oldest centers of human
civilization. Being on the periphery of the great empires - Roman,
Byzantine, Ottoman, and more recently Russia, the peninsula during the
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entire historical process was one of the places of cultural and civilized
contacts. That is why the history of the Crimea is a mini-model of the
major historical conflicts of the Mediterranean. Geopolitical area of Balkans-Caucasus-Asia Minor was tightly woven into the history of the
Crimea. Thereby, the Crimea was not only multinational, but also
many-confessional. Even in the XV-VII centuries B.C. the Cimmerians
lived in the Crimea, occupying its south-eastern part. The Cimmerian
culture is closely contacted with the culture of the Tauri, as supposed the
first settlers of the Crimea. The ethnic origin of the Cimmerians also
remains the subject of scholarly disput, but in recent years there are
increasingly talks about their proto-Turkic accessories. Numerous place
names, surnames with the root “kemerli” occurring in the territory of
Azerbaijan, to where a certain historical period came the Cimmerians are
witnessed in favour of this. It is supposed that the words “kumir” “gmirs”
are relevant to these tribes. They came to the South Caucasus because of
oppressing by the Scythians in the VII century B.C. But the Scythians,
who came to this time in the Crimea, created here Scythian kingdom of
which capital was the Scythian Naples (Simferopol) (the HI-II centuries
B.C.) The Scythians lived in the steppe zone of the Don and the Dnieper.
Recent studies, especially on “Royal Scythians” argue not about
Persianspeaking, but Turkish-speaking Scythians. They were called as
“ishkuzi”, “ashguzi” in the Eastern and Semitic chronicles, and in
Herodotus and as “skuzes” in the Hellenic. In short, the root of the
ethnicon was “guz” (“kuz”, “guts”, “gots”), which is, as indicated by
European historians, vivid evidence of the Turkic origin of the Scythian
tribes. Even the famous Scythian legend about “the sons of the blind man”
is largely correlated with the Turko- Azerbaijani epic “Koroghlu.” In the
III century AD, the Goths came to the Crimea, who conquered Scythian
kingdom and lived in the south and south-west of the Crimean peninsula.
There are many written documents about the Goths. It is supposed that
they were Germanic tribes. In the III century there was a separation
between them - into the Ostrogoths and the Visigoths. The Ostrogoths
settled in the Dnieper, the Visigoths settled between the Dniester and the
Danube. Approximate boundaries of Gothia and Rome were considered
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the Danube. Goths played a great role in formation of the present Europe,
they conquered Italy and Rome fell from the hands of the Ostrogoths.
Barbarian kingdoms, as they say now, of the Visigoths and Ostrogoths,
existed within a half-century and later thanks to the efforts of Byzantium,
who fought with them more than two decades, were destroyed.
It must be noted that several European sources and, firstly
Archimandrite Mavro Orbini, does not differ Goths, Slavs, Turks,
Scythians in the special chapter “On the Goths - the Slavs” of his work
“On expansion of the Slavic people” of the XVI century on the basis of
Western European materials and he argues that their great resettlement
remade the whole map of Europe. He is under Scythia understood, if to
express in the language of A.Fomenko school - Turkic-Rus, and the great
conqueror Atgalu is represented as the commander and the sovereign of
Turkic-Rus. However, if to follow the traditional conception of history,
the Goths, destroying Rome, were broken by the Huns headed by Attila. It
is true that after the fall of Hun Empire, the role off Ostrogoths grew
significantly. They settled in Pannonia and became Christians-Arians.
These Goths came to the Crimea and after them in the IV century the
Crimea was invaded by the Turkish-speaking Huns, who formed
Alano-Hun kingdom in the Bosporus. The Huns were Tengrians, and later
Christians. Finally, already in the VIII century, the Khazars were
newcomers in the Nizhnij Volga and Northern Caucasus. Khazar
Kaganate was a powerful state, established by the Caucasian nation - the
Khazars together with the Turks from the family of Ashina. Being under
the political power of the Turks, this state accepted the Jews as a model of
religious tolerance, but in its final stage it was known as a Judeo- Khazars
with Judaism in history as a state religion.
In addition, during this period the Karaites, who were
Turkish-speaking like the Khazars settled in the Crimea. According to one
hypothesis developed by L. Gumilev, Karaites were the descendants of
mixed marriages of Jew-Khazar fathers and Turk- Khazar mothers. So, by
virtue of not recognizing their origin by the Turkic Khazars in accordance
with the paternal line and by the Jews - the Khazars in accordance with
mother line, their descendants left for the outskirts of the Khazar Kaganate
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and settled in the Crimea-Azov steppes. Along with Judaism the Khazars
professed Islam, but a part of them Christianity. The Krymchaks also
settled here. At the same time the Bulgars broken and driven by the
Khazars came to the Crimea in the XIII-XIV centuries. These were the
Turks of the sometime mighty Volga-Bulgar kingdom. Some of them
settled in the foothill valleys of the Crimea, and the others went to the
Balkans, where assimilated with the Slavs, gave rise to Bulgaria,
embraced the Orthodox Christianity. In the IX-X centuries the Pechenegs
(Patzinaks) and Guzs - Oguzs (Oguz family of Turks) came to the Crimea
came and subsequently gained their homeland on the Danube. A part of
the Pechenegs after their defeat by the Guzes, together with the Kip- chaks
partially settled in the Crimea, and partly in the Nizhnij Moscow region
and subsequently merged together with the east- em Slavs. Pechenegs
were tengrians, and later accepted Islam. Since the X century, eastern
Slavs settled in the Crimea. It should be added that in the early I
millennium BC there were Greek cities - policies in the Crimea, the
presence of the Hellenic element is reflected in the sources such as the
Hellenic-Scythian or “brand-Scythians.” But in I-in centuries AD the
Crimea was considered as the eastern outskirts of the Roman Empire.
Now let us think of what the ethnical and religious situation of the
Crimea represented on the eve of the arrival of the Kip- chaks. According
to the brief excursion through the political and multi-religious crossroads
Greco-Romans, Scythians, Huns, Turks and Goths - Slavs agreed. There
were Christianity, Islam, Judaism, in part, of course, the initial belief in
Tengri. Cultures at such crossroads interconnected and cross-fertilized.
The population of the Crimea, as is obvious, had Turkic tendencies before
the arrival of the Kipchaks.
So, the final centuries-long Turkic period of the Crimea began by
the coming of Kipchaks to there in the XI century. Just the Kipchaks
completed the Turkization and created a pre-eminent density of population
of the Crimea. We would like to emphasize that we used information
available on the official websites of the Crimea in addition to sources in
presenting a brief history of the Crimea.
Let us analyze who were the Kipchaks and from where they came to
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the Crimea. First of all, we note that the Kipchaks are known in Russia as
the Polovets, but in Western Europe they are known as the Cumans, they
were the Turks, who came from the banks of the Irtysh. According to the
“Great Soviet Encyclopaedia” (Moscow, 1975), the Polovets were
Turkic-speaking people who came from the Volga to the Black Sea steppe
in the XI century: “Army of the Polovets consisted of light and heavy
cavalry, and was distinguished by great mobility... They many times
attacked the Russian territories, inflicting heavy defeats on the armies of
the Kievan princes ... The struggle of the Russian people with the Polovets
were reflected in the chronicles and in the “Слову о полку Игореве”
(“The Lay of Igor’s Warfare”). “Половецкую землю” (“The Polovets
Land”) or “Дешт-и-Кыпчак” (“Deshti-Kipchak”), dating back to the
Arab and Persian sources, Great Soviet Encyclopaedia contains from the
lower courses of the Syr-Darya and the Balkhash Lake to the mouth of the
Danube. It also stated that “the Kipchaks, coming from the banks of the
Irtysh in 1030, became neighbours of Khorezm and occupied the territory
of modem Kazakhstan and southern European part of USSR. Great Soviet
Encyclopaedia notes that “Deshti-Kipchak” is divided into western and
eastern Kipchak territories. West Kip- chak is known as “lands of
Polovets.” “... They were twice defeated by the Tartar-Mongols in the
North Caucasus and in the battle near the Kalka River, where they were
allies of the Russian princes. As a result ...a part of the Polovets moved to
the Golden Horde, the other part moved to Hungary ...” In addition the
above written, “Советская историческая энциклопедия” (“The Soviet
Historical Encyclopaedia”) (Moscow, 1968) states that the Polovets,
occupying the territory of the North-western Kazakhstan, bordered with
the Oguzs and the Khazars. “In the middle of the X century by going after
the Turkic Oguzs to Volga, they poured into the steppes of the northern
Black Sea and the Caucasus.” Furthermore it is stated that “defeated [by
Vladimir Monomakh], they were forced partially to depart to Georgia... In
1223 during the first march of the Mongol-Tatar, betraying their allies,
were defeated by the Mongol-Tatars first in the North Caucasus, and then
at the Battle of Kalka. The Eastern ... Kipchaks were a part of the
population of the Golden Horde, assimilating a small group of Mongols
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who came here and gave them their language. This part of the population
of the Golden Horde in the XTV century was called the Kipchaks and
were later assimilated with the ethnic groups - the Tatars, the Kazakhs, the
Bashkirs, the Karachays, the Kumyks and others who spoke the language
of the Kypchak group: West Group of the Polovets (actually Polovets)
during the invasion of Batu Khan migrated first to the Hungary, then to
Bulgaria, and there they assimilated into the local population.” To explain
some stated ambiguities from quoted encyclopaedia, we appeal to
“Энциклопедический Словарь” (“The Encyclopaedic Dictionary”) of a
later release (1985), which states that “the Kip- chak language (Cuman,
Polovets) is the language of the Polovets or Cumans or Kipchaks. It
belongs to the Turkic languages (Kip- chak group). “The biggest
monument of the Kipchak language” is Codex Cumanicus (the XTTT
century, 1828). “The Polovets land” is an Old Russian name of the steppe
between the Volga and the Danube in the XI-XIII centuries, where the
Polovets wandered (western part of the “Deshti-Kipchak”).
Now, dear readers, let us quote from the chief specialist on the
Plains, an outstanding scientist L. Gumilev. As he writes in his book
“Древняя Русь и Великая Степь” (“Ancient Rus and the Great Steppe”,
Moscow, Mysl, 1989), the Polovets (the Kipchaks) appeared in the Black
Sea only in the XI century. Consequently, any approval of the
“Armenian-Kipchaks” before this time is simply a tale. L. Gumilev notes
that “all Turkic ethnic groups of the XI century” ethnically “were old.”
But even despite the fact that they managed to pass all stages of
ethnogeny, according to L. Gumilev, they were not doomed. Just,
“happened vice versa.”
Probably because, as noted by L. Gumilev, a Persian historian
Ravandi wrote to Seljuk Sultan Kay-Khosrov in 1192 -1196 that “the
word [possession] belongs to the Turks in the lands of Arabs, Persians,
Byzantines and Russes, the fear that lives permanently in the hearts of
neighbouring peoples” (K.E. Bosfort “Нашествие варваров и появление
тюрок в мусульманском мире”, “Мусульманский мир” (“Barbarian
invasions and the appearence of the Turks in the Muslim world”, “Muslim
World”, M., 1981). So L.Gumilev describes the appearance of the
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Polovets in the Black Sea: “... a steppe between Altai and the Caspian was
full of constant confrontations among the three ethnic groups: [Turkic]
Guzs (Torks), Kangls (Pechenegs) and the Cu- mans (Polovets). Till the X
century the forces were equal and all the rivals held their territories. When
in the X century severe drought struck the steppe zone, then the Guzs and
the Kangls inhabiting the Aral dry steppes, suffered from it much more
than the Cumans, who lived in the foothills of the Altai and on the banks of
the abounding in water Irtysh... At the beginning of the XI century steppe
vegetation began to spread to the south and to the south-west, the Cumans
moved after it, easily breaking the resistance of the Guzs and the
Pechenegs who tired out the drought.” “... In the west, there was a way to
the Don and the Dnieper, where the grassy steppes, just like in their native
Baraba. By 1085 victorious Polovets came to Rus’.”
First the Polovets concluded an alliance with Vsevolod I of Kiev,
Prince of Kievan Rus’, but later they fell out and the Polovets defeated the
troops of Kievan Rus. L. Gumilev writes, “Russian historiography ... with
rare exceptions solved the problem of Russian-Polovets contact equally,
not blushing by the apparent contradictions in the sources.” The basis of it
was, as he writes, “cumanophobia.” He proves that all these are fantasy.
“Our ancestors were friends of Polovets khans, married to “red Polovets
maids”, accepted Christian Polovets in their environment and the
descendants of the last became Zaporozhyian and outskirts of town
Cossacks ....” If it was not so, then why Monomakh wrote that he
concluded “19 peaces” with the Polovets ... he could know where the
benefits ... why the Russian princes in 1223 went to rescue the Polovets in
Kalka Battle?”
He emphasises that “cumanophobia is based on the unconditional
confidence in the estimates of the author of “The Lay of Igor’s Warfare.”..,
which are based on subjectivism. L.Gumilev refers to Academician
Gordlevskiy, who wrote that “in the XII century relations (between the
Polovets and Russians) became closer and friendlier.” L. Gumilev
specially points the massive acceptance of Christianity by the Polovets.
“In the conditions of yearly concluded peaces and marriage contracts,
many Polovets started already in the XII century to accept (often by
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entire families) Christianity” (emphasis added). Just these Polovets
(Kip- chaks) subsequently settled in the Crimea, turkizying the ethnically
mixed population here during several centuries.
Subsequently, there was a Crimean ulus of the Golden Horde in the
Crimea, then in the XV century after the capture of the Crimea by the
Turks-Seljuks, the population of the peninsula was Islamized. However,
there were people who did not accept Islam in the Crimean Khanate
created shortly after the Seljuk conquest. But during the governance of
Ivan the Terrible, the population of the Crimea had generalized name “Crimean Tatars” (all the Turks were called the Tartars). Modem Crimean
Tatar language is a western branch of Kipchak subgroups of Turkic
languages. There are dialects of this language:
- Southern (Yaliboy accent), gravitates to Turkish-Oghuz
languages (Seljuk);
- North (Chel accent) with an expressed Nogai component;
- Central dialect (Central Oylak), is considered as a literary.
As noted in the “Historical and Ethnographic Reference” of
the Crimea, “Kypchak-Armenian dialect” developed on the basis of the
central dialect of the Crimean Tatar language and has Armenian blotches,
amended phonetics and Oguz elements. Just as the “Crimean-Jewish
dialect” (Karaite, Krymchak) is the result of impregnation of ancient
Hebrews and the Aramaic language in the Crimean Tatar language. Now
we once again return to the question on the appearance of the persons
professing the Gregorian branch of Christianity in the Crimea. We begin,
dear readers, with a reminder that all the foreign sources refer Albanian
Art- sakh-Khachen Grand Princedom with the ruling family of Hasan Jalal
to Albania.
However, Armenian historiography which referred the family of
Hassan Jalal to the Hykids, not to the Mihranids is equally “united.”
We return to this issue, as will be seen below, intentionally. First of
all, in order to effect narrated question, we again emphasize the view of A.
Krimsky, who compared synchronous data of Arabian sources and
Movses of Kalankatuyk, who firmly recognized them of Albanian origin
(A. Krimsky, “Страницы из истории Северного и Кавказского
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Азербайджана” (“Pages from the History of North and Caucasian
Azerbaijan” (“Классическая Албания” (“Classical Albania”), vol.l,
“Gebele”, 1934), (A. Krimsky, “Страницы из истории Северного и
Кавказского Азербайджана” (“Pages from the History of North and
Caucasian Azerbaijan” (“Классическая Албания” (“Classical Albania”),
vol.l, “Gebele”, 1934), vol. 2, “Sheki”, M-L, 1938). In addition, this
remarkable scientist wrote about “the Armenian- Kipchaks.”
Hasan Jalal managed to keep relative independence of his state
during the Mongol-Tatar invasion and even he nearly lost his property to
pay some taxes, many times visited the encampment of Tatars, and
participated on their side in wars. He was on awning a victim and was
killed by the Mongols. He did it for his country, unlike the Armenian
princes, who pursued only their own interests. Just during the Albanian
Renaissance, thanks to the intelligence and flexibility of Hasan Jalal, “The
History” of Movses of Kalankatuyk was supplemented, the famous
Albanian masterpiece - Gandzasar complex was built and “Code of Laws”
of Mkhitar Gosh was written. Since we are interested in this remarkable
document, and as we have already noted, it was expropriated by the
Armenians into “the Armenian Law”, we emphasize again the importance
of this famous document - the first set of legal rules in the East.
Hasan Jalal was able to present Cilician rulers in the best light
before the Tatar-Mongols and in fact, he gave them an opportunity not to
be destroyed by conquerors.
Now, a few words about Albania and the kingdom of Cilicia. It is
hard to find the official source of Soviet and postSoviet time, in which it is not pointed out that the kingdom of Cilicia is an
Armenian state. Starting with ‘Encyclopaedic Dictionary” of 1985 and
ending with the publication for children, every source insists that it is an
Armenian “feudal state in Cilicia in the years of 1080-1375 was
established by the Armenians [which] had fled from invasions of Seljuk...
The country was ruled by the royal dynasty of Rubenians with the capital
in the city of Sis. We remind readers that the ancient Cilicia was “a region
in Asia Minor”, located in the south of modem central Turkey. Now, dear
readers, we will briefly set forth how the situation in Cilicia in the I-XIV
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centuries was. We are telling about this period because it is simultaneously
close to the time of resettlement of Armenians - Gregorian Kipchaks or
Turks in the Crimea.
The fact is that beginning with the VIII-X centuries the Albanians
moved in Asia Minor, in Cilicia, the Balkans, since they fled from the
repression associated with the movement of the Paulicians sect created
here and which was pursued in Albania during these years. These refugees
contributed the development of Bogomilism in Bulgaria. However, the
appearance of Albanians in Cilicia did not stop there. In connection with
the Seljuk conquests appeared a new wave of immigrants - Albanians in
Asia Minor. This was informed by medieval historians of Albanian origin
such as Smbat - Sparapet, Hethum, Grigor Patmich, Kirakos of Ganjinsky,
Stepanos Syunik, Nerses of Lambron and others. An Armenian chronic C.
Ani also wrote about this.
In the second half of the XI century under pressure of the Seljuks,
Albanian princes left Albania for Cilicia. Avshin-Oshin, a ruler from
Ganja was at the head and he had patrimonial estate Mayreandjur in the
district of Gandzak and left there. His troop, a group of Khachen feudal
lords, Syunik Goh Vasil and others left with him. This is informed by
Samuel Ani. Here Oshin captured the fortress Lambron. In this
mountainous area, being a governor, he supported by the Byzantine
Empire. Lambron princes were independent of the Cilician princes. The
rest rulers of Khachen of
Albanian origin looked for ways of surviving in their historic homeland.
What happened to the Armenian population?
On the eve of the Seljuk conquest, the small Armenian principalities
(the kingdom) Vaspurakan, Ani, Kars were politically destroyed by the
Byzantine Empire, which in the same period during the reign of Emperor
Basil II the Bulgar-slayer began to relocate the Armenians to the western
part of Asia Minor. Armenians were spread here - in Cappadocia and
Cilicia. This is written by Foma Artzruni. Armenian feudal nobility
comfortably settled in the west. By the way, in those years, the capital of
Ani was transferred to the Byzantines by Armenian Patriarch Petros at
high remunerations. The constant concern of the Armenian feudal lords of
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their own interests against national interests in due time was noted in
“Lament for the Armenian people” by Movses Khorenatsi. But the
prosecutor of Echmiadzin synod A. Frankel writes in the beginning of the
XX century: “The historical fate of Armenian people have proved with
irrefutable accuracy the complete inability of this people to form an
independent state, the state body.”
Kevork Aslan also noted in his books that the Armenians did not
have a sense of national-ethnic unity and were not politically connected to
each other. After the conquest of Vaspurakan Ani and virtually all the
areas where Armenians lived by the Sel- juks, many Armenians migrated
to Cilicia.
But the Albanian ruler Oshin strengthened Lambron, and his son Prince Hethum in the beginning of the XII century conquered several
neighbouring areas and created an independent principality of Hethumids,
which nominally subordinated to the Byzantine Empire. As a result,
Armenian Rubenids in those years seized mountainous Cilicia, but
Albanian Hethumids seized Cilicia Plain. More than a century Hethumids,
relying on an alliance with the Byzantines, fought against the Armenian
dynasty Rubenids. This struggle continued throughout the XII century.
Only in the XTTT century by virtue of the mediation of the future
Catholicos Nerses the Graceful and fixed family ties, the peace between
the Albanian and Armenian rulers of Cilicia was established.
Subsequently, the Albanian Hethumids, as writes a famous Albanian
historian Kirakos Ganjinsky, regained power over Cilicia and ensured
peace in the country. Moreover, the Albanian leaders contested against the
split of the Christian church, struggled for rapprochement of
Monophysitism with Orthodoxy and Catholicism. Just Albanian rule of
Cilicia flourished it. So, for example, the Albanians purified and
strengthened the state apparatus, strengthened the defence, established
international relations. Just they made peace with the Seljuks - contributed
to the secure development of the country. Another interesting fact is that
the Albanian generation in Cilicia was supported by a similar prosperity in
historical homeland of Albanians - in Albanian Khachen kingdom. Dear
readers, we can not ignore the very important issue associated with the
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establishment of a secular judicial collection of legal norms for the
population of Cilicia. Please note that not Syrian-Byzantian collection of
this kind, and most importantly, not Armenian “Kanonagirk” compiled by
John Otznetzi were adopted as the basis of the legal actions of Cilician
population. Just Albanian “Law code” by M. Gosh, which is presently
misappropriated by the Armenians in the form of “Armenian Law code”,
was accepted as a legal armament in Cilicia. It was accepted until full
collections of “Law code” by Smbat Sparapet. Smbat Sparapet was also an
Alban from Ganja. We have reached to a very important point, dear
readers. The above written is not only evidence of a considerable mass of
Albanians living in Cilicia, but an obvious symbol of their political
advantage. Since the languages in Cilicia were Albanian and ancient
Armenian, if to follow the work of the historian Hethum Patrich, a nephew
of Smbat Sparapet, “Vetrograd and history of the East”, which was written
in Old French and translated into Latin and other European languages in
1307 (XV-XIX cc.) was translated into Armenian only in the XIX century
under the name “Hethum - the history of Tatars.” So, it is written more
clearly in Hethum that they used Albanian writing in the XIV century. Just
since the tradition of translation of creations of Albanian authors and
following the policy of the Armenian Church, complete expropriation of
Albanian historical and literary tradition into Grabar have been developed.
By the way, it should be noted that the causes of creation of “Law code” by
Mukhtar Ghosh and Smbat Sparapet are approximately the same: the need
of dispensation of judicial affairs of the Albanian and generally
Monophysite Christian population both of Arran and Cilicia. The fact is
that, Albanian Christians could not use Islamic law - Shariat. There are a
lot of toponyms of native history of Albania in Hethumids Cilicia. Firstly,
these are toponyms of Arran - Kapan (from Kafan), Hatchin (from
Khachen). Attention to the history of Hethumids Cilicia by Albanian K.
Ganj insky is also understandable, as well as visits of renowned Albanians
through Cilicia. Relatives travelled to Cilicia both from Arran and Syunik,
formed the dynastic marriages. M. Ghosh from Ganj a and StOrbeni of
Syunik came here. Here is the answer to the question why even being in a
difficult situation, Khachen Albanian king and his companion Ste- pannos
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Orbeli, the ruler of Syunik, during the Mongol-Tatar invasion so actively
helped Cilicians. Just by the assistance of the rulers of the Albanian
metropolis the Cilicians managed to agree with the Tatar-Mongols, when
they came to their borders and, thus, to prevent their land from ruin. It is
for this reason G. Gan- jinsky writes: “...they (the Mongols) did not
behaviour in such manner with other countries, and where they arrived,
always brought oppression and harassment everywhere.”
Albanian rulers of Khachen, Syunik, Cilicia visited the Mongols
many times, until the Kara-Korum, for rescue of their people. As we noted
above, the Armenian rules did not do and did not want to be done
following only by their own interests. So, how dear readers understand,
“Cilician Armenia” is the same bluff as the “Albania is the eastern edge of
Armenia” and the same as ‘Crimea is Maritime Armenia.” We stop here,
dear readers, primarily due to the fact that many people left the state of
Cilicia after its elimination, presumably for the Crimea. Since, as is
obvious, this was not an Armenian principality - a kingdom, but Albanian
one, so the Albanians - monophysites left it. They appeared in the Crimea
not as Armenians, but as the representatives of an entirely different ethnic
group, confessing Gregorian, which presently privatised by Armenian
churchmen.
Dear readers. We proceed to the final part of the absurd with
“marine Armenians.” Apologizing for pragmatism, we deem consider
necessary to stress once again that the absurdities, and, moreover, in the
Armenian presentation represent some specific meaning and purpose of
the false allegations. These statements are generated by quite specific
purposes - claims on territory and alongside on the objects of tangible and
intangible culture of those territories that have no relation to the
Armenians. Along with these, absurdities pursue the goal of creating of a
desired image of Armenians by the principle “not to be, but seem so.” the
Armenian absurdities continue notwithstanding the fact that “never too
late to be silent, if you know that you are lying” (Alexandre Dumas, père),
despite the fact that “a lie poisons those who practice it much earlier than
the persons, against whom it is directed” (R.Rolland). The reason for all
this, how dear readers understand, should be searched in that, “The liar's
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punishment is not in the least that he is not believed, but that he cannot
believe anyone else” (B. Shaw), and therefore he continues to invent new
fictions. Since “a lie of all the bad deeds is the easiest to conceal and
easiest to perform" (F. Wolter), then hypocrisy, fraud, Pharisaism and
falsification come “to help” it. However, as you know, dear readers, the
wind always blows out the candle, but makes a fire, and we remind that
according to Armenians, they are ancient first settlers in the Crimea and
for this reason they have a right to call this territory as “Marine Armenia.”
Primordial absurd claim is based on another, no less “wonderful”
absurdity associated with the ethnic Armenian origin of “the
Armenian-Kipchaks”, more exactly of “Kipchaks-Gregorian.” Justthis
ethnic group, calling themselves as “ermeniler”, their language - “Tatar”,
“Bizim Teal”, “Kipchak tili” is declared originally ethnic Armenians. As
shown in the previous sections of this chapter, “Kip- chak-Gregorian”
ethnically identifying themselves with the Turks-Kipchaks and other
Turkic ethnic groups in the Crimea were Kipchaks, who accepted
Christianity in the Gregorian version. As it can be seen from the
previously written, Turks- Kipchaks were just so ethnic group, which were
the last link of Turkization in long-century Turkic period of the Crimea,
completing this process of creating a largely monolithic Turkic population
of the province. Armenians also claim that a part of Kipchaks who
followed the Gregorian, has an ethnic Armenian origin, maybe they
participated in the “formation” of predominantly Turkic population of the
region until recent period. As shown earlier, Turks-Kipchaks, having no
relation to the Armenians appeared in the Crimea in the final wave of
“Great Migration” which stimulated initially Turkic migration. As
described earlier, a number of Turks-Kipchaks embraced Christianity and
indeed, many of the settlers in the Crimea were Albanians (there were
Albanians of Turkic origin among them) from Cilicia. They were
immigrants to the Crimea, not from “the Armenian kingdom of Cilicia”, as
it was described earlier, from the Cilician State of Albanian Hethumids.
We continue this nonsense from featured Armenian sources.
Edward Vartanov printed an unusual story in the newspaper Rostov
Offitsialny on February 12, 2003. This article was called “Миф о
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переселении армян” (“Myth on the relocation of Armenians”) and the
author testifies as follows: “The arguments about the development of the
Black Sea and southern Russia by Armenians are factitious; it is a
fictional history without any basis. Most importantly, “real Crimean”
and “Donetsk” Armenians are
Polovets, Kipchaks, embraced Armenian Gregorian Christianity”
(emphasis added). Armenian author (though it is difficult to consider him
Armenian in accordance with his testimony) E. Vartanov said only that it
was already known to science. In fact, as he explained, even Turkic
beginning in today's life of “Armenian- Kipchaks” is clearly visible. This
is not only their Turkic language, but the Turkic adats and ceremonies.
Finally, this is their clothes. Below we take a closer look at the “Don
Armenians”, but now only a quotation from Vartanov about them:
“Armenians from their historical Armenia, they do not understand.
Hence is an exclusion which is visible to this day. So they remained a
special ethnic group, called “Don Armenians” (emphasis added).
Armenian representatives subsequently declared E. Vartanov: “the traitor
of the nation”, “Turkic henchman”, etc. In fact, E. Vartanov has not even
said what Armenian scientists from Canada J.Aloian and A. Tatevos declared in the early 70-ies: “In reality, the
Armenians are arizirovated Turks" (emphasis added). The latter idea is
still alive and is raised from time to time.
But as the Turks rejected in its time, and continues today to reject
the Turkic origin of Armenians. Here is what M. Aji in “Дыхании
Армагеддона” (“Breath of Armageddon”) (M., “Khranitel”, 2006) writes:
“A part of the Armenians (great part!) have same dozing genetic
memory, that blood is in us (Turks)... when Islam (or earlier
Zoroastrianism) came here ^Caucasus/ in the VII century, not all
accepted it, other Turks moved to the Armenian Church which
preserved the spiritual traditions of the Altai. The world science has
paid attention to this issue: articles and books were written about
Turkish-speaking Armenians” (emphasis added).
The author is absolutely right in the main, in principle, dear readers,
namely that some of the Turks adopted the Armenian- Gregorian. With
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our respects to all, to that is wonderful what M. Aji did and is doing, we
take the liberty not to agree with the fact that the Armenian claims on
Turkic history have reasons. Before we explain our ideas, dear readers, we
would like to distinguish “Turkic origin of Armenians” from the issue of
“Armenian- Kipchaks” (Turks-Gregorian). It should be noted that the
approval of (we are a supporter of this) that some part of Turks could take
and took the Armenian-Gregorian religion, and this was subsequently
above-mentioned features of the Armenian Gregorian Church,
“justification” of Armenian origin of Kip- chaks-Turks (we are against to
this), does not mean that “Armenians are aryanised Turks.” According to
the laws of logic from private affirmative statements such as “some part of
the Turks embraced the Gregorian, and even if as a result they were added
to the Armenian by Armenians”, simply can not mean general affirmative
statement that “all Armenians are aryanised Turks.” In logic just the
opposite, since the dialectic requires to derive a private from the total. The
essence of logical subjugation is in this. This is the first. Secondly,
returning to the “claims of Armenians on our history”, we note that the
claims are presented just by ethnic Armenians, but not by “reduced” ones
and these claims are not only on the history but also on the culture and
samples of folk intellectual property, about which we havenarrated in the
chapter “I came, I saw,... I stole.”
But, as to the approval of E.Vartanov about Turkic origin of
“Armenian-Kipchaks”, it is difficult not to agree with it completely.
Ostracism, to which he was subjected by Armenians, has natural causes.
The fact is that his mouth not only cuts off a way to continue the
falsification of the history of the Armenians and the history of the region,
but also created obstacles to the Armenian misappropriation of
Turk-Kipchak culture and traditions.
We have already talked about researches of Ukrainian scientists on
the historical realities of the Crimea. So, approximately hundred years
ago, the Ukrainian Academician A.Krymsky noted the similarity of
language of the Armenians with the language of the Crimean Tatars. He
meant first of all Armenian-Kipchaks or Kipchaks-Gregorian under the
Armenians of the Crimea. Just this “old” Armenian language was
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compared with the “Codex Cumanicus.” This “Codex Cumanicus” was a
phrase-book created in the XIV century for the translation from Latin into
the language of the Crimean Turks. As was shown, it was not the language
of Turkized Armenians, as Armenians prove, but namely the language of
Armenianized Turks, more exactly of Turks- Gregorian. Well-known
Kazakhstan scientist A. Garkavets writes that “if not to consider elements
of the Armenian vocabulary related to the Armenian Church, it is
essentially the same (Arme- nian-Kipchak), which was spoken by
Kipchaks (Cumans, Polov- ets) of South-Eastern Europe and Hungary in
the XI -XIV centuries.” Moreover, he notes that this language "is close to
Kipchak- Oguz language, to written sources of the Golden Horde and
Mamluke Egypt" (emphasis added).
Words loaned from Ukrainian, Polish or Latin are closely correlated
with the area of residence of the “Armenian- Kipchaks.” This is testified
by Kipchak monuments in the Kip- chak language with the Armenian
alphabet, which can be seen not only in the Crimea, but also throughout
Europe. They can be found in museum archives of Italy, Austria,
Romania, Poland, Russia and Ukraine. They are stored in Armenia, too.
According to the Garkavts 28 books with the judicial acts of the
Armenian- Kipchaks of XVI - XVII centuries are stored only in Kiev. All
this is not accidental, since even in the XIV century Armenian- Kipchaki
gained the right to their proceedings.
We ask dear readers to pay attention that there was a “Law code” of
Mkhitar Gosh among the stored documents which was used by
“Armenian-Kipchaks.” This was approved by the Polish King Sigismund.
Now about the cultural and historical heritage of the Turks
(Kipchaks) - Gregorian, who were named as Armenian-Kipchaks by
Armenians. For the purpose of convenience in presentation of
Turks-Gregorian who once lived in the Crimea, they will be called
“Crimean” Armenians, but those who at present live in
New Nakhchevan and its surrounding villages after the voluntaryinvoluntary resettlement will be called “Don” Armenians. Let's start with
the language of “Crimean” Armenians. According to the recognition of the
specialists, the language of the Armenian- Kipchaks is a direct heir of
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Kipchak (Polovets, Cuman) language and distinguishes very little from
the Karaite and Krymchak languages. “It is very close to Kypchak-Oguz
language written on the monuments of the Golden Horde and Mamluke
Egypt” (A. Garkavets). Vocabulary of the language was partially
deformed by Ukrainian and Russian words, in short, under the Slavic
influence. There is also Latinism. All this is a natural process, considering
the polyethnicity of the Crimean population.” A. Garkavets published
texts of the “old” Armenian prayers in his work, called simply no other
way just “Written heritage of Kipchak.” Here is an example of the text of
the prayer "Our Father", which name is given in the Armenian “Khair
mer”, and the text with the Armenian alphabet:
“Atamız Bizim ki göydəsən,
An bolsun adı Senin,
Gelsin xanlığın Senin.”
For Azerbaijanis, like any Turks, translation of prayer is not
required, an address to Tanri (God) is completely clear. Or another
example. The so-called first “Armenian” church in Kamianets-Podilskyi Church of St. Nicholas (there was one of the largest communities of
Kipchaks-Gregorian in this city) was built on funds of a Kipchak merchant
Sinan Kutlubey (1393). The first printed publication was realized by a
priest of Gregorian Church, a Kipchak O. Kaimadanets. “Codex
Cumanicus”, which was discussed above, a guide-translator from Kipchak
into Latin, was created by Gregorian Kipchaks somewhere around 1325.
By the way, the linguistic analysis of the printed document afforded
ground for the scientists to consider that the so-called “ArmenianKipchak” language is not the language of Turkized Armenians
(Armenians try to prove this version), but is the language of
Turks-Gregorian. The names of “Armenian-Kipchaks” Elbey, Khasbey,
Kutlubey, etc. speak for themselves. Analysis of the epigraphy of the
inscriptions allowed the historian G. Alishan to approve that many
Turks-Kipchaks and not only Kipchaks professed Christianity. These
Turks in Azerbaijan were called “er- meni” (monophysites), but in
Georgia - “Gurdji”(Orthodox). Or, if you take the name of the settlement
“of the Armenian- Kipchaks”, where Gregorian ecclesiastical parishes
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were realized: Kirasubazar, Nakhichevan , Ortalan, Bahchael, Kamyshlyg
etc. Clearly, these are Turkic toponyms.
Dastan “Asli and Kerem” takes a special place in folklore, legends
of Azerbaijani Turks, and we have spoken about its “ar- menization” in the
previous sections.
According to many scholars, the beauty Maryam, who grew up in a
family of a ruler of Ganja diocese, the chief priest “Kara Keshish” and
subsequently named Asli reflects the traces of Turks-Gregorian. However,
in some cases, the issue of Cauca- sian-Albanian origin of some
Turk-Gregorian was investigated. The Caucasian trace bears an epic of
Crimean Chaghatays “Ashig Gerib Masali”, language and plot of which
differ little from the Azerbaijani version of the dastan “Ashig Gerib.” For
example, “Zaman yihn bir zamamnda, Tavriz şeərində bir ixtiyar Adam
var imiş, onun bir kansı, bir kızı, bir oglu var imiş...”
Dear readers, pay attention to the etymology of names of holidays
of “Crimean” Armenians presented in the magazine “Surb-Khach” of
“Crimean Armenian Society”: “Barekendan” “Carnival”) - the first spring
holiday, which means “greeting, desire, appeal to the awakening nature.”
Shortly, celebrants are waiting the beginning of the awakening of nature
from the word “bərəkət.” Or “Temdarach” (“Candlemas”) and others. We
could think of the etymology of the church Surb-Nishan (Holy Banner),
the monastery Surb-Khach around Staryi Krym, etc.
We have already stayed on the fact that the Albanian rulers of
Cilicia tried to unite Gregorianism professed by them firstly with
Orthodoxy, and then with Catholicism. But the political elimination of
Cilicia did not give the possibility to realize the ideas of Albanian
Hethumids. But “Armenian-Kipchaks” of Kamianets-Podilskyi in 1666
recognized the union, and moved to a church service on the Catholic rite.
Some of Kipchaks, who retained their religious affiliation to Gregorian,
left the shores of the Don. That’s what is written in the book “A Brief
History of Don Genocide” by George Bagdykov: “Armenians departed
from the six cities of the Crimea settled in Nakhichevan (Nakhichevan
-on-Don) (these are cities of Bakhchasaray, Kafa, Karasubazar, Solhat,
Gezlev (Yevpatoriya), Ag-mechet (Simferopol)), and the peasants from
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the villages of Tonlu, Melik, Kamishlig, Sala (Gmshevka), Churuk-Su,
Sultan-Sala, Ortalenk (Strawberry), Sarybuz, Soldaya (Sudak )...” We
think that it is too much to comment on given place names of
Turk-Kipchak origin. The same source in fact confirms that, there were
many emigrants from Cilicia to the Crimea. There is another book in front
of us - “Folklore of New Nakhichevan Armenians” published in 1965 in
Yerevan, by the Armenian Academy of Sciences with a foreword of Kh.
Porksheian. The publication is remarkably important on the one hand, the
author of introduction tries to prove that “Don” Armenians have ethnically
Armenian origin, but on the other hand, given samples of folklore “Don”
Armenians show just about their Kipchak roots. Porksheian writes that
“Turks” (Tatars) have radically changed the language of Greeks who lived
in the Crimea, so that now they pray in Turkish in the churches and write
exclusively in Turkish. Greek refugees from the Crimea who settled in
Mariupol until now speak only Turkish. “Only Armenians preserved their
own language, but they borrowed from Turks very much - all their
customs, clothing, ceremonials, festivals ... The language of “Crimean”
Armenians, as well as the present language of “Don” Armenians consist of
Turkic words in 30 percent. The folklore was significantly borrowed.
Nevertheless, samples of folklore and literature brought from the Crimea
have a very high artistic value.”
Now a few examples from the folklore of “Don” Armenians. There
are words “çörək”, “çoban”, “dayı”, “çal at”, “qara su” in quatrain
ceremonial songs and a bride is called as “al gəlin” in wedding song.
Armenian gusans are called “şarkıçılar” and “Agabala was distinguished
among them.”., he composed many poems, such as “Samavann mahnısı”,
which is well-known in the villages. He often sang from “Koroglu” and
“Ashig Gerib.” His performance was listened in Stavropol and
Yekaterinopol. Here are the proverbs of “Don” Armenians:
“Qızım sənə deyim, gəlin sən başa düş (Daughter, let me say to you,
daughter-in-law, you understand
Dünya pəncərədir, gələn baxar və gedər (The world is a window,
everyone comes, looks through and go).
Qohumum başıma baxar, düşmənim ayağıma baxar (My relative
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looks at my head, but my enemy at my foot).
Ağıl yaşın içində deyil, ağıl başm içindədir (Intellect is not in an
age, intellect is in a head).
Çox yaşayan çox şey görər (Who lives longer, that sees more).”
We do not give their Azerbaijani analogues, as well as other
examples of folklore, including “gargishlar” of “Don” Armenians because
of their complete similarities with Azerbaijani ones.
Now we refer to the official website “Rostov-city” and familiarize
the readers with the rites of “Don” Armenians. By the way, there is
information on a special dialect of their language, the specifics of local
folklore and customs. Thus, in a wedding the bride is given “dzhgez”, as
pledges and guarantees “beh.” After “beh”, “Nishan kurabya” - dispensed
sweetness of engagement is necessary. “Khina gejesi” is a ceremony of
putting henna on the bride’s head. At wedding of the bride, as we noted,
“Al Gelin” is sung, after the wedding, “ziyafet” procedure starts - alternate
invitation of the bride to home of relatives, etc. So, dear
readers, folklore, customs, rituals and vocabulary of language not only in
the “Crimean Armenians”, but also in “Don” Armenians are
Turkic-Kipchak. Here we come to a conclusion on the absurd with
“Marine Armenians” and end this absurd with a few significant
statements. First of all, great L.Gumilev:
ethnic history is
not limitless set of information “without beginning or end (A. Blok) and
not just “anecdotes for the past (Pushkin)”, but a complex chain of
cause-effect relationships...” “At the individual level, a lie - it is not only
an asymmetrical pattern, but also a way to impact on the environment,
ethnicity and landscaping. At the population level, this is a massive
disinformation in the antisystem, affecting the social and cultural
environment” (emphasis added). These remarkable words, above all,
were converted to those in accordance with the Justin McCarthy and
Carolyn McCarthy in their book “Turks and Armenians” (1996), in whom
"fledged nationalism ... is based on old religious acts. Armenians, for
example, have expanded the concept of “Armenian”, including
Armenians, who converted to Protestantism, as well as those who
belonged to the Armenian Catholic (unitary) church. Contrary to the
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types of nationalism that prevailed in Europe, language and culture
could not be determinative for what is meant by “Armenian ”, as many
Armenians and Turks share a language and culture” (emphasis added).
These words by L. Gumilev is for those who “... instead of to be a
factor that unites them [Armenians] with the Christians, the Armenian
Church became a factor of Armenian separatism; it was clearly
Armenian, this church became a factor of cultural identity of
Armenians” (emphasis added).

INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION
Dear readers! Instead of a conclusion we decided to bring to your
attention the article of the professor of Columbia University N. G.
Garsoian, “Armenia in the 4th century: definition of the terms “Armenia”
and “Loyalty”, with some abridgement and short comments. This article,
which was published in “News of the Armenian Academy of Sciences” in
1971, was withdrawn from bookstores and burned the following day. So,
what was the motive for such radical measures against the article of the
well- known Armenian professor? Well, because it was denying all
previous contemporary Armenian opuses and furthermore, because it was
hitting the old Armenian chronicles, which are the regular source for the
Armenian composers of history. Analyzing the period of the 4th century
A.D., the American historian shows that there was no Armenian state or
independence for 1,5 thousand years, the Christianization date was
fabricated and all ancient Armenian chronicles and the following ones are
penetrated by a false spirit, are provoked by envy and the will to get in
front of other peoples.
Now, it’s turn of Professor Garsoian.
“First of all, the chronology of this period [IV century and the
beginning of V century], which is to a certain degree based on the
official Christianization date of the country, needs to be revised. The
data of the Armenian and classic sources are often contradictory and
speak differently about the same event. In the end the tone itself of the
Armenian sources changes substantially during this period.
Particularly, the obvious “hatred” oftheAr- menian sources towards
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the Armenian (Arshakid) royal family, especially towards Arshak II
and Pap, is quite interesting. This fact cannot be explained, if these
sources are read as the national history... Willingly or unwillingly, the
picture, drawn by Povstos Byuzand or Movses Horenatsi, reflects their
true ideals - one, united Armenia resisting the Persian Zoroastrianism
danger. They talk about one kingdom, often betrayed by treacherous
noblemen... They ignore the deep Iranian influence over the Armenian
society and its institutes..., they prefer to forget that the Armenian
Arshakids were the last and the most bright representatives of the
Parthian legitimism resisting the Sasanid usurpers” (emphasis added).
Then, the author makes a remarkable conclusion:
“The fact, which is important for us, is that it [the historical
picture] distorts the reality of the IV century, when Armenia was not
solid, was not united and was not alien to the Persian world’ (emphasis
added).
The author makes it clear how the ancient historians were in
relations with different noble families, promoted their interests and that is
why their work cannot be regarded as the Armenian history, “putting
geographic and national sense in the Ethnicon.” Moreover, as the author
mentiones, “...the concept of nation in its real meaning did not exist in the
medieval period neither in the East, nor in the West.”
What was Armenia like, in this case, during that period, when the
chronicles and the following historical opuses present it as a single state
formation?
Prof. N. Garsoian continues: “... in the beginning of IVcentury,
“Armenia ” consisted of separate political formations: in the North Kingdom of Arshakid, the capital of which being transferred from
Artashat in Dwin; in the South - autonomous satrapies, that entered the
Roman domain of influence, in the result of agreement of 298, and the
province of Armenia Minor close to Euphrates, which was already a
part of the Empire for a long time. Later, after the separation in 387,
the picture gets even more complicated, with the emerging of Armenia
Interior, consisting from the Northern Gavars settled accross
Euphrates, which became a part of the Empire according to the terms
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of the new agreement.” (emphasis added).
In other words, no united Armenia ever existed and all Armenian
formations were situated outside the South Caucasus, on the territories of
present-day Turkey, Iran and Iraq, and also within the political sphere of
influence of the powerful Roman and Persian empires. This is one thing.
Secondly, “we go on presenting [in scientific sources] Armenia as a
religious and political union, as a toponym with an unchangeable
content idnentified with the Northern Arshakid Kingdom” (emphasis
added).
Moreover, as the author writes, the Euphratian Armenian satrapies
are presented as satellites of the Arshakid Kingdom. “This is the version
of the Armenian sources, which never recognized their [i.e. satrapies’]
existence, while the classic sources - be it literary or legal - point at
them clearly.” The reader might ask: why then does the Armenian
historiography put so much stress on the Arshakid Kingdom in the North
and completely ignores the southern Armenian satrapies? May be because
the former is pompously called Kingdom and the rest were satrapies or
subdued territories? Let’s try to find the answer by following the text of
prof. N. Garsoian. It seems that the Armenian satrapies, included into the
Roman world had wider autonomy, they didn’t pay taxes and even were
allowed to have their own armed forces. In the case with the Arshakid
Armenian Kingdom everything was quite different. “[King] Trdat I
received the power from the hands of the Roman Emperor... Unlike the
satrapies, until year 185 Roman armies were dislocated in the Northern
Armenia, the mag- ister militum Trajan and other imperial officers were
received in the courts of the Armenian kings even during Pap [the
Armenian king]. And, in the end, the most important is that according to
both sources, the Armenian kingdom continued to pay tributes to the
Roman Empire until 358, while the satrapies more than half a century
before were exonerated from paying any taxes. From Rome’s point of
view the inequality of the two was obvious. ” So, it means that the
uncoordinated Southern Armenian satrapies were under substantially less
vassal terms, than the Arshakid Kingdom in the North. Then why does the
false Armenian historiography try to convince that the satrapies were
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satellites of the Arshakid Kingdom in the North? First of all in order to
create a myth of an administratively and politically Armenian
consolidated state. Secondly, if the satrapies beneficiated from far more
freedom than the Arshakid Kingdom “...then there is another question:
weren’t they the ones, who turned to Christianity (as recored by
Eusebius), but not the Arshakid Kingdom - which gave birth to the
representation of Armenia as the first Christian country?” (emphasis
added). It is exactly so that prof. N. Gar- soian approaches the subject, thus
undermining the other Armenian myth of the first Christianization.
Further on “... admission of the important role of the satrapies leads
to recognition of the complicated political picture of Armenia in IV
century, which was simplified in later sources.” A question comes to our
mind: isn’t the portrayal of Meruzhan Artsruni and the other nobles, as
betrayers of their Armenian suzerain, an attempt to masque the
independent political activity of the satrapies? (emphasis added).
In other words, it was namely the Armenian satrapies, caught by the
gravity of the Roman Empire and were converted to Christianity, as far as
Christianity was adopted by Emperor Constantine, while in the Arshakid
Kingdom, in 301, it could have been adopted only by King Trdat III but
not the entire kingdom with its nobles and peasants. According to prof. N.
Garsoian, the motive is that “the Armenian Arshakids since Tigran’s
crowning in 338 before Pap died (if not even later) followed all the twists
of the imperial Armenian politics”, which later provoked conflicts with the
patriarchs of the Roman Empire.
So, the Arshakids were maneuvering between Byzantium and
Persia, between Christianity and Zoroastrianism, and for those times, as
the author says, “the term “loyalty” carries not only a political character,
but a religious one as well.” And here is the confirmation of an important
conclusion of N. Garsoian the Armenian satrapies involved in the Roman
world and protected by Byzantium, should had been converted to
Christianity long before the Arshakids Kingdom, which was far more
controlled and was balancing between Scylla and Charybdis. As far as
these Christian satrapies could not be satellites of Arshakids Kingdom,
then the falsifications of the Armenian historians were in fact leading them
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towards the idea of subjugation and also “unity” of the Arshakid Kingdom
and, naturally, the transfer of their early Christianity to the north.
Namely because of these motives, prof. N. Garsoian hoped that the
“new comprehension of the terms [Armenia and Loyalty] can have a
decisive significance for the interpretation of Armenia’s IV century
history” and “possibly it will help to revise the established views about
the past" (emphasis added). But no such luck, and the article was
destroyed on the next day, along with the entire circulation, after it was
published along with all the other publications. All these were done in the
name of the Armenian virtue, in order to serve the national interests of
Armenia.
And how can one not recall the famous statement of Erasmus from
Rotterdam: “Any sin only aggravates because of the attempts to cover it
under the masque of a virtue.” We have no doubts that the falsifiers of
history have no idea of such warnings and even less about such: “The one,
who nourishes vice, offends the virtue” (Thomas Mann). In order for you
to verify this, in the end of the conclusions we bring an Armenian device
of creating historiography sources on the example of the 1919 book of J.
Morgan “History of the Armenian People.” We emphasize that Armenians
have done everything possible in order to have that book on the pedestal of
historical immunity and make it a classic work, along with the “work” of
the earlier quoted Movses Horenski.
In 1981, Armenians re-published it by copying, adding an
introduction from K. Vetrovers and the article of E. Kayachian, and at the
end they ... babbled out. And if Vetrovers, in his introduction, was
speaking about the aspiration towards three objectives: enlightening the
French and the world community and drawing its attention; awakening the
self-consciousness of the Armenian people and the justification of the
motives of advancing the demand of creating an independent Armenian
state; and, finally, forcing the state leaders engaged in the negotiations for
signing of the agreement to realize the named demand”, then E. Kayachian
in his article decided to emphasize the special merits of so-called
Chobanian, who had made contribution by making publications of the
“Armenian question.”
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Here is the “mechanism” of preparation of Armenian false
historiography on account of wel-known foreign authors, who were fooled
or are to be fooled. Let’s start from the fact that journalist and wrtiter, A.
Chobanian, who was bom in Istanbul and later became the leader of an
anti-Turkish gang in Paris, in order to write the falsified history, asked for
help from the French Institute, namely the specialist in Byzantine, Gustav
Schlumerger. Because of the unknown reasons, the latter refused “to
create” the history of the Armenian people and asked Chobanian to go and
speak to the archeologist Morgan and supplied him with a
recommendation letter, saying that the French people have to get the book
on Armenian history and it “has to be written by a master hand, lively and
brightly.” Morgan’s reply is also interesting: “I think that a history book
about Armenians, carrying my name would have to be, in spite of all your
politeness, thoroughly documented and grounded. But I understood that
you and Mr. Chobanian desire something different. You expected a
book like “Great Greece” of Fr. Lenor- mand, without any
bibliography, based only on common points. That alters the matter”
(emphasis added).
The things changed with the bellow revelatory sincerities by
Morgan. He writes: “...I don’t have any material at all... if I have to stop
the work ... Mr. Chobanian himself can easily continue with it.” Or: ‘7
cannot tell you what literature I needed in order to write the Armenian
history, since I don’t know what was published on this issue.”
(emphasis added).
So, dear readers, it seems that “the classic” book about the history of
Armenians was written by a man who didn’t have the proper material and
didn’t even know what had been published on this question earlier, and
therefore, he could easily offer the sponsor, Chobanian, to finish the book.
And the last thing. Chobanian presented the following books to Morgan to
serve as “sources” for writing the book:
- “Sissuan or the Armenian Cilicia”, Vienna, 1889;
- “Aliskhan”, by Leon Lemanafik, Vienna, 1888;
- “World History”, by Etienne Larone, Paris, 1883
- “Pseudosebeos”, translated by Makler;
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- “The Armenian Church”, by Malahia Qrlanian, Paris,
1910;
- “History of Heracles according to episcope Sebeos”, by M.
Macler, Paris, 1904.
As the readers may see, a good half of this short list is written by
Armenian authors. This is how the “classic” Armenian history book was
created with a few sources and more than enough resources to cover the
cost of publishing.
Now you can judge “out of what and how was created” the
Armenian history. At the end of the book we would like to cite two
excellent observations:
“Fear those who boast of their virtues” (Ebner- Eschenbach); and
“Those who sow virtue, reap glory” (Leonardo da Vinci).
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